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PREFACE

This book concentrates on the moment of anxiety and tension in Arabic
poetry that occurs whenever poetic identity is in crisis, and whenever poets
feel the urgency and need to engage their strong precursors. In this moment,
both the spatial and the temporal coalesce, especially in a literary tradition as
rich as Arabic. This intersectional space manifests the personal in its cultural
richness. As the personal blends with other voices, it loses its individuality
and gets objectified, especially when poetic voices dramatize modern con-
sciousness. In other words, my argument follows up poets’ personal intima-
tions while tracing the reasons behind their emergence in relation to other
issues of regional, national, and global nature. The poetic and the spatial
often converge, and the selected text may well testify to the old saying of the
Prophet’s companion Ibn ‘Abbms (d. 687), made popular by Ibn Rashlq
(d. 456 h/1065), that “poetry is the register of the Arabs.”1 Whereas modern
Arabic poetry may fall short of such claims, its range of exchange with other
texts, ancient and modern, Arabic, Asian, and European paradoxically impli-
cates it in both hybridism and specificity. Simply, it belongs to the present as
much as it is indebted to the past. This is the source of its strength and
strangeness, too, as it becomes a locus of a cultural dynamic. In Yuri Lotman’s
words, “the goal of poetry coincides with the goal of culture as a whole. But
poetry realizes this goal specifically, and an understanding of its specific
character is impossible if one ignores its mechanism, its internal structure.”2

To enable readers to trace and discern poetic manifestations and revisionist
poetics, I have quoted poems and extracts as examples to elucidate the argu-
ment. The overall design of the book is thematic in the sense that its first few
chapters engage with issues and concepts of tradition in modern poetics, and
the responses of poets as participants in identity and cultural formation. Their
address to ancient rituals and classical forebears evolves into poetic strategies,
ranging between identifications and engagements, to dedications and dialogic
negotiations, not only with strong precursors, but also with the reader as
another participant in the making of meaning. The argument gathers momen-
tum as the nexus between modernity and tradition invites a resolution, which
has so much ambivalence that it resists clear-cut categorizations. The outcome
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materializes, however, into textual homelands and exilic evocations that
constitute a large portion of modern poetry, and deserve, therefore, to be stud-
ied closely in this reading of tradition and modernity trajectories. Stepping
outside immediacy in time and place, the poet as exile re-inscribes into the
present, a store of remembrance from the ancient past and the classical period,
but not necessarily with the ideological and mythical superimpositions of
the 1950s in the Arab world, as a period of great awareness of the mythical
principle as made popular by T. S. Eliot.

Each chapter argues its case in relation to the whole. Chapter 1 is a criti-
cal introduction to familiarize readers with issues and controversies that
receive further study and attention in the rest of the book. It introduces con-
cepts and movements as they pertain to Arabic poetry and poetics. Theory
and poetry work together toward a deconstructive stance. The hegemonic cir-
culation of dry language, stagnant referentiality, and application of the dor-
mant and the backward to enforce and sustain power relations becomes the
target of a revisionist poetics. Poetic lineage and succession become an issue,
and the new poets trace their intellectual and textual lineage to classical or
ancient texts and figures to debate and bypass neoclassical imitativeness.

Chapter 2, “The tradition–modernity nexus in Arabic poetics,” targets the
encounter with modernity and tradition among the literati since the Nah,ah
or the first Arab renaissance in the last part of the nineteenth century. This
encounter was not an easy one, and poetry reveals a great deal about the nature
of the challenge, and the creative response and participation in its making.
Concentrating on specific landmarks, texts and occasions, this chapter revisits
the scene to focus on the 1950s as the second renaissance in the history of Arab
thought and the formation of the post-independence state. Putting the
Romantic yearnings of the earlier generation aside, the emerging poetics was
after a new vision that made use of the mythical, the legendary, the folk epic,
and the street song to accommodate the new temper of the times.

In Chapter 3, I advance a number of modern poetic strategies that relate to
forebears and that have been common among poets since the 1950s. In this and
the following three chapters, such strategies are pursued in sequence. In this
chapter, there is a discussion of “Poetic strategies: thresholds for conformity and
dissent”: The facts behind innovation are variegated, and the effort in this chap-
ter is toward looking at these closely in their interconnectedness. The change
in form no longer deserves discussion as a pure formalist matter, for organic
manifestations are indivisible, and the assumption behind a unitary poetics no
longer holds. In this chapter, there is a mention of the resilience of traditional
forms, and the recurrence of influence from the past, but tradition becomes
more usable and approachable, not as a sacred entity, but as an amalgam of the
credited and the discredited.

Chapter 4, “Poetic dialogization: ancestors in the text,” carries further the
thematic pattern of discussion as set in the preceding chapter. It discusses the
meaning of the dialogic principle in poetry. Drawing attention to the use of
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the conversational poem, the epistolary form, the song, and the embedded
text, the argument in this chapter draws attention to the transgeneric
dimension in the modernist movement, and shows the power of the text in
enlisting the reader’s response. It invites a better understanding of poetry in
its intersectional stance between ancient and modern poetics.

Chapter 5, “Dedications as poetic intersections,” focuses on another poetic
strategy, dedicatory and prefatory matter, which is unduly neglected in
criticism of poetry. It looks upon paratextual devices, dedicatory pre-texts,
prologues and the like as functional poetics with great density and power.
They are rich with exchange, and their recurrence in modern poetics demon-
strates how the new poet looks upon ancestors and contemporaries in terms
of a textual lineage that invigorates the new poem and makes it an active
space that gathers into focus the old and the new. The emergent textual space
is one of synthetic engagement and dialogue.

Chapter 6, “Envisioning exile,” draws attention to an accumulating exilic
poetics as embodying the exile, the outcast, the vagrant, and the rover, or “the
sufferer of modernity,” to use Hugo Friedrich.3 This theorization carries great
weight in this discussion of modernity and tradition not only because of the
underlying Islamic or ancient subtext, but also because this is the usual
invigorating poetics of modernity and its reliance on remembrance to dispel
the encroaching sense of loss. “Exile is places and times which transform their
victims,” writes Ma.mnd Darwlsh in his Dhmkirah lil-nisymn,4 and the mod-
ernist spirit draws on remembrance to resist oblivion and annihilation. The
chapter consists of two parts: the first, “Exilic evocations,” surveys and stud-
ies poetic negotiations with strangers, exiles, and aliens from the past, along
with modern exiles like Nazim Hikmet, Lorca, and Alberti. It provides more
ground work to study exile in Arabic and other traditions. The emerging
text, argues this chapter, is one of anxiety that gathers poetic momentum
whenever the poet draws on an ancient legacy to fathom a present moment of
rupture. It should not be surprising that this concordance of remembrance
turns into an inventory of traces to counterbalance the material loss of home-
lands. Many examples manifest this tension, and poems by Ma.mnd Darwlsh
and the Iraqi Muzaffar al-Nawwmb (b. 1934), the Iraqi Sa‘dl Ynsuf (b. 1934),
and many others demonstrate as much. This part proposes an exilic poetics in
preparation for other examples.

The second part of Chapter 6, “Exilic trajectories: textual homelands,”
cites for discussion on selected poems from among a large number of poets,
covering most of the Arab scene. There is more on the idea of textual home-
lands, the evolution of the poem as a displacing topos. The poem as home is
a willful construct that exerts remembrance to build an imaginary relocation.
Although many poets fall within this category, I find the Iraqi poet ‘Abd
al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl (d. 1999) the most representative, not only in providing
an intricate, well-developed poetics of exile, but also in investing ancient rit-
uals, classical figures, and symbols with new meanings that alleviate the stark
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scenes of modernity. While I have been putting a lot of emphasis on Adnnls as
a theorist for the poetic scene, on the Iraqi Badr Shmkir al-Sayymb (d. 1964) as
the unrivaled lyricist, and on Darwlsh as a subtle farer between tradition and
modernity, and exile as identity, I have devoted more analysis to ‘Abd
al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl’s poetry for a number of reasons. His use of Arab tradi-
tion and his raids on other cultures are wide ranging and very stimulating.
His experimentation with form has no limits, enabling us therefore to see the
rest of the scene succinctly.

Chapter 7, “The edge of recognition and rejection: why T. S. Eliot?,” looks
at the other side of textual relocation in modern Arabic poetry among poets
of great presence, such as Eliot. Their appeal to a poet like al-Baymtl is ana-
lyzed in terms of exile, dislocation, disenchantment, and commitment, too.
This Iraqi poet is selected to balance the premise that the Iraqi al-Sayymb is
the modern Arab poet most affected by Eliot’s far-reaching impact. My analy-
sis works in textual and contextual terms to demonstrate the dynamics of this
impact. The Iraqi poet is not imitative, nor is he complacent. There is a poet-
ics of selection and rejection that draws attention to the use and misuse of the
poetry and career of the European–American precursor within the dialectic of
modernity and tradition to which Eliot made recognizable contributions.

These lead to a culminating review of the outcome of this encounter
between ancients and moderns, Arabs, Europeans, Latin Americans, and
Asians. The concluding Chapter 8, “Deviational and reversal poetics,”
attempts to read these in terms of the rise and fall of poetics, modes, and gen-
res. In Arab tradition, a “poetics of allegiance” was the most conspicuous in
classical poetry, as Suzanne Stetkevych argues in a number of books and arti-
cles. Presently, we witness not only a questioning of this poetics, but also an
ironic reading of its means and methods. There is also a mediatory poetics
that lives side by side with a consistent effort to revoke the poetics of alle-
giance. The effort is in pace with dissent and innovation and deserves to be
seen in context, too.

Hence, the rationale behind this book is many-sided. Primarily it plans to
meet the demands of the field for a comprehensive reading of modern Arabic
poetry in its cultural context, and its configurational sites and trajectories of
modernity and tradition, whereby convergence, friction, and difference gener-
ate acute tensions. These sites are of great significance to any study of Arabic
culture, as poets revisit tradition and the past in a manner that recalls and
debates the classical alternative use of such spatial images as maqxad, maslak,
and sabll, or destination, track, and path, along with verbs and nouns of
achievement like yajtam‘ and majma‘, which are also indicative of intentions,
emulations, assemblies, methods, and ways of argumentation and writing, and
geographic routes.5 No wonder the focus of trajectories in this book is the
qaxldah, the traditional Arabic Ode, which signifies destination and intention,
too, as its triliteral root, and dominant tripartite division indicate. This study
follows up these images, their traces in the modernist spatial poetics, with its
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thresholds, dedications, exilic tropes, and their specific engagements with
articles of faith, language, ancient poetics, Islamic culture and rule, and pre-
Islamic times, rites, and customs. The book is not concerned therefore with the
history of movements and trends; nor does it focus on regional poetic scenes
and figures. If it makes any territorial claims it does so whenever there is a
crossroad, a threshold, or a meeting ground among texts and voices that
navigate between tradition and modernity. It cares for the poetic in its cultural
complexity as pertaining to issues of selfhood, individuality, community,
religion, ideology, nation, class, and gender. Studied in context, too, are issues
that have been cursorily noticed or neglected, like Shl‘l poetics, Sufism,
women’s poetry, and expressions of exilic consciousness.

On the other hand, this book brings to this discussion of tradition and
modernity a comparative poetic that makes use of English, Spanish, and
French criticism and poetry as they overtly or covertly proliferate into mod-
ern Arabic poetry. Baudelaire, Lorca, and Eliot, for example, left their marks
on modern poetics in matters of theory and poetic practice. They permeated
texts along with Muslim and Arab Sufis and renowned Arab poets from pre-
Islamic and Islamic times. The religious and the secular find here a meeting
ground, and prophets and martyrs offer historical poignancy and buttress a
revolutionary register that brings poetry closer to popular culture after a
seeming disengagement in the early practices of the Free Verse Movement in
the 1950s. These modernist and postmodernist poetics are decidedly different
from the rhetoric of the “neoclassical” poets.

In sum, the book looks on these trajectories as textual itineraries that
gather enough momentum to enable us to see modern poetry at large in the
context of Arab life and culture. Poetry is no longer a genre that calls only for
formalist investigation, since the present reading looks upon the whole poetic
scene as central to Arabic culture, with its deep rootedness in the past, and
its complex engagement with issues of change, progress, nationhood, exile,
class, gender, race, and language. It is certainly a site where the meeting with
and the revolt against specific markers of other cultures take place. The dia-
logue with Western life and cultures becomes, here, one of the dynamics of
the modern poetic impulse and its subsequent manifestations and fluctua-
tions. Since the late 1940s, Arabic poetry has spoken for an Arab conscience,
as much as it has debated positions and ideologies, nationally and worldwide.
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POETIC TRAJECTORIES

Critical introduction

Land, like language, is inherited.
(Ma.mnd Darwlsh, “The Tragedy of Narcissus

The Comedy of Silver,” 2004, p. 174)

Arabic poetry in context

Although poetry is no longer the “Arab dlwmn,” the record and archive of Arab
life stories, aspirations, feats, and wars, as it was of ancient times,1 it remains
formatively present in Arab life and thought. It is still acclaimed by some as
central to a so-called Arab frame of mind. Some Arab critics go so far as to claim
that the pre-Islamic and early Islamic celebration of fu.nlah poetry is behind
egocentric poetics in modern Arabic writing,2 and is responsible for the emer-
gence of patriarchs and dictators.3 Although attesting to the cultural power of
poetry and its rhetorical impact, this claim lacks cultural nuance, for hierarchic
tradition at large uses masculine terms and measures to enforce its presence. The
claim resonates, however, with recognition of poetry and poets as effectively
present in Arab life and culture. It also draws attention to the limitation of such
a frame of reference, for it has obviously the pre-Islamic Ode or qaxldah in mind
in the first place. Whereas remaining central to cultural and pure literary
discussions even after the disintegration of the Arab/Islamic center (i.e. 1258,
the fall of Baghdad), the sole focus on the qaxldah can be very limiting to any
rigorous reading of Arab culture, its many trajectories, issues, and complex
composition. Yet, in terms of literary discussions, it is so pivotal for literary
coteries and controversies that it warrants a brief note on its formal structure.

The poetic form, the Ode or the qaxldah, accommodates a variety of themes
that also decide meters and formulas, however. As the great Arab prosodist al-
Khalll Ibn A.mad (d. 786) demonstrates in his pioneering reading of ancient
Arabic poetry, his codification of meters on the basis of feet and root, there are
sixteen meters of Arabic verse acceptably practiced. Meters vary in line length;
but the line, as a number of musically patterned syllables or feet, is divided
into two balanced hemistichs that hold the poem together. The rhyme scheme
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enforces the unity of the poem to some extent, while its resonance plays at
times on the verbal expectations of the learned audiences. Meters usually suit
the purpose and the intended musical pace of each theme. Hence the names
given to those meters indicate movement, length, time, and, also, intention.
Like any long-time practice, the qaxldah has grown into a binding form, not
only in its meters, but also in its dominant structural patterns of the erotic
prelude, the journey, and the panegyric in its varieties.4 The structure gave way
to many innovations between the eighth and eleventh centuries that betrayed
dissatisfaction not only with the erotic prelude and its obsolete recollections of
desert life, but mainly with ongoing tendencies to imitate the ancients and
to apply worn out imagery to a different life and culture. Bashshmr Ibn Burd
(d. 783), Abn Nuwms (d. 815), Muslim Ibn al-Walld (d. 823), Abn Tammmm
(d. 845), al-Mutanabbl (d. 965), and Abn al-cAlm’ al-Macarrl (d. 1057) were,
respectively, among the pioneers in this innovative enterprise, whereas 
pre-Islamic poets like Imru’ al-Qays have become the strong precursors and
forebears in terms of eloquence, spontaneity of experience, and daring involve-
ment in life. Their names recur among the modernists as household words, and
their poetry and life are drawn upon in assemblies and speeches. With such
names in the back of their minds, modernists can hardly forfeit a sense of
cultural or even genealogical succession.

Duly posited as such even in the latest debates on the role of poetry in
Arabic culture, the qaxldah remains central to discussions for reasons that
relate to its historicity and place in Arabic culture. The growing critical
corpus that focuses on its history and cultural role assumes great significance
in view of the changing consciousness, for ancient poetics still operates on
this consciousness and formation of temperaments. No matter how hard the
modernist and postmodernist critique attempts to sunder its bonds from
early criticism and poetry, its inner search for a unified vision against banal-
ity, disintegration, and fragmentation implicates it in the interwoven work-
ings of historicity whereby memory operates in a very intricate manner.
In Walter Benjamin’s articulate deviations from Marxism, “Memory forges
the chain of tradition that passes events on from generation to generation.”5

The workings of poetic consciousness reclaim images and details from the
past to endow life with mystery, argues Hugo Friedrich. This amounts to no
less than the “. . . attempt of the modern soul, trapped in a technologized,
imperialistic, commercial era, to preserve its own freedom.”6 This contention
applies with equal force to Arabic poetics. To operate on the past entails
redefining the present as well, for the modernist poet has to create a new
poetic selfhood beyond traditional categorizations of periods and people.

We may cite, as an example, the Moroccan poet Mu.ammad Bennls’
(b. 1948) self-styled “lineage to the pre-Islamic poet Imru’ al-Qays.”

He is the ‘Arabiyyah, Arabic language, in a canticle state, face to face
with absence-death, as he halts to weep over a deserted campsite,
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alone in the desert which I cherish inside my study room. From this
canticle, I derive my filiations as an Arab, and to it I listen whenever
I detect a qaxldah or its opposite.”7

The specific mention of Imru’ al-Qays’ naslb (erotic prelude) toponymy is of
significance, too, as it, in Jaroslav Stetkevych’s words, “does not confer
geographical location but serves rather to situate the privileged space, the
poet’s siqy al-liwm, in the memory and in the imagination.”8 The privileged
place as a reminder of loss intensifies the speaker’s sense of alienation, and its
specific presence in Mu.ammad Bennls’ poetic sketch identifies the speaker,
as the successor, with the precursor in an ancestry of creativity and dis-
location. While echoing the Syrian-Lebanese poet Adnnls’ (cAll A.mad Sacld,
b. 1930), pronouncements on the meeting ground between the ancients and
the moderns that constituted his poetic taste,9 Mu.ammad Bennls writes
down a personal poetic lineage, a genetic succession that includes the poetry
of Gabriel Garcia Lorca, Eliot, Walt Whitman, Ezra Pound, Pablo Niruda,
Malarmè, and Baudelaire, among others, who

cut across . . . [his] Arab lineage, from Imru’ al-Qays to al-Mutanabbl,
or from Yarafah Ibn al-‘Abd to Ibn Khafmjah, and from Jamll
Buthaynah (Ibn Mu‘mar al-‘Udhrl) to al->allmj and Abn >ayymn 
al-Taw.ldl. Arabic dlwmns and writings debate and address a poetic
and writing experience, of a universal stamp, through which I have
become acquainted with the poetic time, which is what concerns me
in writing.10

While deliberately leading the argument to fit into his tendency to universalize
experience, the Moroccan poet locates his career among a number of strong
precursors who also substantiate a claim for a poetic role.

Oracular poetics

As late as the 1960s poets looked upon their utterances as oracular,
though falling on deaf ears whenever warnings related to pressing national
issues. The stand was not random, as it related to urgency and need, for the
whole situation after the emergence of the nation-state and the overwhelming
Israeli and global challenge propelled soul searching and drove intellectuals
to review the cultural terrain and its endemic problems. The Egyptian poet
Amal Dunqul’s (d. 1983) famous poem “Crying before Zarqm’ al-Yammmah,”
situates poetry in an oracular position where national heedlessness or negli-
gence of governments will lead to havoc. The popularity of the poem embar-
rassed many Arab governments that survived through rhetorical victories
although lapsing into stagnation and corruption. Using the pre-Islamic
Zarqm’ al-Yammmah’s discernment and vision when she noticed the enemy
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from a distance, camouflaging its movement behind tree branches, the poet
still thinks in terms of vocational commitment and role enhanced by excep-
tional prophetic powers. While calling on her to speak up and break silence,
the poet understands his position as a brigand who is marginalized for a pur-
pose. “I, who never ate mutton, / Never had power, / was of no consequence,”
he says, “Banished from the councils of the elders, / Now invited to die/
though not to parley with the men!”11 Years later, some major poets still
speak of an active role to be played, an engagement even larger than poetry
writing and recitation, to critique a whole life and culture. The Palestinian
poet Ma.mnd Darwlsh (b. 1942), for one, argues after the siege of Beirut,
August 1982, “. . . if it becomes necessary for intellectuals to turn into
snipers, then let them snipe at their old concepts, their old questions, and
their old ethics.”12 The call to involve intellectual life in active discussion and
change addresses poetry, too, and criticizes positions and ways of writing.
Ma.mnd Darwlsh’s underlying critique targets an essentialist and absolutist
rhetoric that is usually invoked or debated in the discussions of modernity
and tradition.

Continuities and discontinuities

It is pertinent to explain my use of tradition and modernity in terms coherent
to readers at large. Also, it is worthwhile to look at this issue in terms of
modernist theories worldwide, as Arab poets at the present time are no less
open to other cultures than their predecessors between the ninth and twelfth
centuries. In Arabic, the past still holds significance, not only because it
survives as language, and in accounts, symbols and values, but also because it
acts through these on the present. Its registers may be recalled, invested,
manipulated, and validated according to the rising occasion or need.
“Tradition,” argues Anthony Giddens, “is not wholly static, because it has
to be reinvested by each new generation as it takes over its cultural inheri-
tance from those preceding it.”13 In matters of survival, he adds, “Tradition
does not so much resist change as pertain to a context in which there are a
few separated temporal and spatial markers of which change can have any
meaningful form.”14

The configurational nature of the new, and its confluence of trends, tends
to supplant petrified forms. Yet, this modernist tendency to manipulate
stylistic potentialities in hybrid genres including letters, memoirs, songs,
reportage, and their like, can elude both progressive and regressive demarca-
tions. Art forms meet needs and demands, but they are not strictly in keep-
ing with material or social growth. R. Jakobson argues, “Nothing is more
erroneous than the widely held opinion that the relation between modern
poetry and medieval poetry is the same as between the machine-gun and the
bow.”15 By debating such assumptions, Jakobson does not negate the aging
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of genres and practices. Victor Úklovskij argues on the other hand for change
as an inevitable process.

Each art form travels down the inevitable road from birth to death;
from seeing and sensory perception, when the detail in the object is
savored and relished, to mere recognition, when the object or form
becomes a dull epigone which our senses register mechanically, a
piece of merchandise not visible even to the buyer.

(Ibid. 252)

This emphasis on relevance and contemporaneity does not necessarily
preclude the perceptibility of specific forms or devices that are able to attract
attention, or participate in the formation of a cultural consciousness. Both art
forms and socio-cultural change interact in creating a consciousness. While
the individual genius is not “simply the geometrical point of intersection
operative outside him,” as Victor Úklovskij stipulates in his definition of the
artist as an “agent of impersonal forces” (Ibid. 253), there is enough evidence
to support Ejxenbaum’s paraphrase of Engels’ emphasis on the voice of his-
tory. He argues: “. . . creation is an act of historical self-awareness, of locating
oneself in the stream of history” (Ibid. 254). Genres get established and
approved within a horizon of expectations, for as Mary Louise Pratt argues in
view of reader-response and discourse theories, poetry, and literature at large
are “context dependent,” and literary production “depends enormously on
unspoken, culturally-shared knowledge of the rules, conventions, and expec-
tations that are in play when language is used in that context.”16 Genres and
their subdivisions are “systems of appropriateness conditions,” or sets of
generic rules, conditions, and expectations that may involve conformity and
deviance, and coding and decoding, she adds in view of Elizabeth Traugott’s
discussion of generative semantics (Ibid.). This accountability sums up socio-
cultural aesthetics as genres operating on expectations while they are the
byproduct of cultural necessity. In broad terms, Anne Cranny-Francis defines
genre as a “sociohistorical as well as a formal entity. Transformations in genre
must be considered in relation to social changes.”17 In Arabic cultural
dialogue, genres undergo change, deviation, and challenge like any other
communicative activity. Issues of tradition and modernity, and their further
growths or setbacks, assume complexity due to appropriateness of conditions,
which also inform the intellectual consciousness as they get informed by
intellectual debate and production processes and imperatives. Their trajecto-
ries are neither uniform nor smooth, and postmodern poets in the line of
Adnnls (cAll Ahmad Sacld), like the Moroccan Mu.ammad Bennls, may come
up with a vision that downplays the early Nah,ah mediations between the
binding strictures of the ancients and the adaptability to the spirit of the age.
With both Derrida and Foucault in mind,18 Mu.ammad Bennls titles an early
commentary on his grounding in tradition and modernity Kitmbat al-Ma.w
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(Erasure writing). While establishing his identity and lineage (Kitmbat 
al-Ma.w, 12) and asserting a list of readings that connect him to poets, 
classical, postclassical, and modern, the author also denies succession on the
grounds that “writing erases the myth of origin,” for his writing is an “orphan
writing” (Ibid. 13). This writing even glosses over the heated debate about
the Free Verse Movement of the late 1940s,19 for he looks upon poetry in
terms of a living tradition in constant debate with the Zeitgeist, as primarily
experienced by the poetic self, beyond any servile subordination to exterior-
ity. The self operates on the real as much as it responds to and challenges its
rules and conditions. As such, recognizable deviations and divergences from
conventions and norms are not neat formalities or pronouncements against
norms, and Foucault’s total set of relations may gather more potency within
his concept of the episteme before being displaced as well in a “constantly
moving set of articulations, shifts, and coincidences that are established only
to give rise to others.”20 Both the conventional and the dynamic vie for ascen-
dancy, and the constant of today may be the fugitive of tomorrow. Yet, even
this mounting consciousness does not preclude due recognition of the
classical, because ancient poetics of the qaxldah strongly operates as a frame of
reference, regardless of positions and terms of understanding.

The revivalists

Chronologically, thematic concerns take shape in a historical context of
encounters with Arabs’ Others. This is not to say that the Arab site was
empty of innovation or progression, but it was not concerned with the West
before its encroachments, its invasions, occupations, and challenge to ways of
life and belief. First came the revivalist movement that included many names
from all over the Arab world such as Ma.mnd Smml al-Bmrndl (d. 1904),
>mfiz Ibrmhlm (d. 1932), and A.mad Shawql (d. 1932) in Egypt; Ma‘rnf al-
Ruxmfl (d. 1945), Jamll Xidql al-Zahmwl (d. 1936), ‘Abd al-Mu.sin al-Kmziml
(d. 1935) and Mu.ammad Ri,m al-Shablbl (d. 1966) in Iraq; and in Lebanon
Badawl al-Jabal (the pen name of Mu.ammad Sulaymmn al-A.mad, 1907–?),
and Shaklb Arsalmn (1870–1946). This movement of the late nineteenth
century challenged the colonialist onslaught on Islamic and Arab identity, by
laying emphasis on Arabic classical language and political independence. The
whole group fits into a neoclassical movement that found perfection in
ancient poetry and aesthetics.

For the revivalists of the 1890s, rehabilitating Islam in a modern world did
not mean proposing a coherent reformist plan, but rather the regeneration of
a pristine model, pure and simple. This model is ready to accommodate
changes and appropriate science without losing sight of its Arab–Islamic
identity. Whereas poets were inclined toward European achievements in
education, science, and even statecraft, the collision with the colonizer
intensified a libratory discourse that derived its legitimacy from a glorious
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and powerful past. The model was not concerned with historical dynamism,
for it built on an essence that was also central to the overpowering discourse
of Jamml al-Dln al-Afghmnl (1839–1897) and his disciple Mu.ammad
‘Abduh (d. 1905), the Muftl of Egypt, that gave impetus to moderate Islamic
movements.21 Very much in correspondence with the religious thought in
Iraq, where al-Afghmnl spent some time in Najaf, the emerging religio-politic
of al-Afghmnl and Mu.ammad ‘Abduh, along with other Shaykhs of identical
concerns, was conciliatory in the sense that it accepted change and civiliza-
tional vicissitudes as historical processes. ‘Abduh read Guizot’s History of
Civilization. He was also very well-acquainted with Ibn Khaldnn’s (d. 1406)
reading of history and his emphasis on decline and rebirth cycles in keeping
with the dearth or presence of an empowering sense of solidarity or innova-
tion. Thus, while emphasizing the role of Islam as powerfully informing
social polity, ‘Abduh was unequivocally allied to Western science and tech-
nology, as there is no reason for European “progress to wealth and power
except the advancement of education and science,” he stipulates.22 No won-
der ‘Abduh was actively engaged in the politics of the period and that some
of his disciples like Qmsim Amln were among the pioneering liberal intellec-
tuals. Qmsim Amln defended in two of his books the rights and freedom of
women (1899, 1900). ‘Abduh bridged the way to liberalism and became,
along with the Iraqi religious Shaykhs of the 1920 popular uprising against
the British, an influential force in the modernity trend. He and many other
Shaykhs were in tune with the liberals in their emphasis on a harmonious
navigation between tradition and modernity, a faith in science and progress,
in a manner that made use of Rifm‘ah al-Yahymwl’s (1801–1873) significant
contribution to the modernity–tradition nexus, his emphasis on reason, and
the endorsement of a “renaissance” project.23 Their project looked upon Islam
in terms of its glorious past, specifically the first ‘Abbmsid period, 750–945,
for Yahymwl saw it both as a model in openness to other cultures, and, conse-
quently, as capable of subsuming and applying the achievements of the
human mind. Liberal intellectuals thereafter were more attuned to material
reality, and, for that matter, were involved in the formation of the nation-state
as an anticolonial necessity and a possible stage in an Islamic or pan-Arab
entity. Whether we are speaking of public intellectuals like Ymhm >usayn
(d. 1973) or A.mad Luyfl al-Sayyid (d. 1963) in Egypt, for instance, or of
Gibran K. Gibran (d. 1931) and Mikhm’ll Nu‘aymah (1889–1988) in
Lebanon, or Ma.mnd A.mad al-Sayyid (d. 1937) and Fahml al-Mudarris
(d. 1944) in Iraq, these intellectuals accepted Western culture and education
as essential to state formation. Poets like A.mad Shawql (d. 1932) and >mfiz
Ibrmhlm (d. 1932) in Egypt and Maernf al-Ruxmfl (d. 1945), Jamll Xidql al-
Zahmwl (d. 1936), and Mu.ammad Mahdl al-Baxlr (d. 1974) in Iraq took the
Western model for state building seriously, while opting for the redirection
of tradition away from narrow traditionalism and essentialist revivalism.
Mu.ammad Mahdl al-Baxlr was actively involved in party politics, and had
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been keen on creating an independent Iraqi state since 1919 when he
established >aras al-Istiqlml (Guardians of independence) as a society in
>illah (Babylon).24 There were many like him all over the Arab world, as any
survey of political and literary trends indicates.25

The common denominator among liberal poets and some belated revivalists
throughout the first half of the twentieth century is pointedly anticolonialist,
and recalls a glorious past to indict the present. When he was a Lieutenant
under the command of the British Lord Kitchner in Sudan, the Egyptian poet
>mfiz Ibrmhlm (d. 1932) wrote a poetic address to his people in 1872 that
recalls the classical poet Abn Tammmm (d. 846). To consolidate an anticolo-
nialist poetic among those “Who swore a mighty oath ye would not rest / until
this land holds not a soul oppressed,” a lineage should be established between
the addresser and the forebear: “What boots the Muse of melody and song, /
What the sweet minstrel, noblest of his throng / Than whom Abn Tammmm
piped not more clear . . . ?”26 The reclamation of poetic ancestors is always
present in his poetry for a purpose, for “O Nile! The time of sleep is past and
done. / While Egypt slumbers; within Egypt’s shores / Stirs an awakening.”27

The poet, whom his contemporaries described as one who “portrays an entire
age in the life of the Egyptian people,”28 recalls the past as one of glory that
cannot be revived without a struggle for freedom:

Ask of Baghdad, ‘Didst thou a rival own
When men’s religion was Islam alone?’
Virtue had not through ease to softness grown,
And knowledge crowned a claimed supremacy.29

With its combination of pride in a past of great struggle and achievement and
disappointment at a present, this rhetoric is neither confined to the revival-
ists nor is its reclamation of the past restricted to literary tradition. The
romanticists of the Apollo poetic school in Egypt in the early 1930s went
even further, to the ancient Egyptian history, where “Ramses sits on his high
throne,”30 albeit with a sumptuous Keatsian imagery and detail, as the case
was with A.mad Zakl Abn Shmdl (d. 1955), the influential member of the
Apollo school. Yet, while the early revivalists urge change and revolt through
rhetoric and the reclamation of a literary ancestry, the Apollo group roman-
ticizes the call through an appeal to heroes of change and revolt, as one
of Khalll Muyrmn’s (d. 1949) poems shows, “Ye are a folk whose chronicles
abound / With noble deeds, since valor was renowned,” including “Great
generals, and dauntless soldiery,” wise “governors” and “scholars profound,
who shed true learning’s light / On human hearts, to guide mankind aright.”
Such cataloguing might not have been the domain of poetry had it not
been for his intervening poetic of fear and danger that builds up in the
poem through a Shelleyan aesthetic of powerful natural imagery and human
aspiration, “ ‘Now is the hour of peril come,’ I said, / ‘That shall awake them!
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O my soul, be glad! Danger is the thing to stir a frozen soul, / A people’s
screwed-up virtue to unroll!’ ”31 Such a trajectory is not a lonely one, and the
postwar period enlists new strategies and visions that, for their mixture and
complexity, cannot be easily couched in such categorizations as romanticism
or modernism. The recent multiple critique of the 1970s onwards, which
targets the “referential authority” of the past model,32 appeared also in corre-
sponding poetry and readings of literary heritage, but with more focus on
rebels and dissidents.

Modernism and secular ideology

Revivalist movements as well as national occasions at large operate as
catalysts to recollect and enforce the rhetoric of the past as corrective to the
present. Secular ideology, especially its pan-Arab articulations, makes use of
the rhetoric, too, but its main thrust is focused on its representations of the
real. These are bound to be concerned with present sites of fragmentation and
disillusionment, especially since the defeat of the nation-state in 1967. Their
comparable poetic manifestations unfold in strophic forms, free verse experi-
mentation, and historical reconstructions. Like the modern Arabic novel,
secular poetic concerns deconstruct hegemonic representations and their
structural patterns of hierarchy and deference. Sufi poetic reclamations or
experimental initiations in esoteric lore become part of a larger effort to ques-
tion beliefs and appearances. In the Arab world of today, there is also the reap-
pearance of traditional war poetry that goes hand in hand not only with
fundamentalist pronouncements, but also with regional wars, shows of resist-
ance to hegemonic discourse, and the application of force in global politics.
The neo-revivalist movement of the 1990s onward reminds us, for instance,
of the late nineteenth-century revivalism, not only against a stagnant
Islamism, as represented by the Ottomans, but also more pointedly against
colonialism and its cultural incursions. The vacuum created by dictatorial
systems in the Arab world and their deliberate persecution and mass killing
of the secular left, along with the massive use of war machinery and force not
only against the Palestinians but also in Iraq, left the door open for religious
revival.

Yet, modernity properly began with the emergence of coteries, groups, and
schools that came into contact with Russia and Europe, and developed a new
consciousness of individualism and democracy, like the Dlwmn school in
Egypt (1912), with a publication under this name in 1921, and the following
one Apollo (with a journal under this name, too, 1932–1934). Soon after the
Second World War, another radical change under the rubric of the Free Verse
Movement took over the poetic scene, bringing into Arabic culture a new
consciousness of great complexity that appropriated both radical politics and
poetics, and approached tradition and history anew, questioning almost every
issue and generating since then further renewals and innovations. In a succinct
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note, M. M. Badawi explains these movements in their relation to the
classical past with its many schools and attitudes. He argues:

[T]he poets’ attitude to their past poetic heritage could be regarded
as a reliable indicator of their degree of modernism. As is to be
expected, different stages in the development of modern Arabic
poetry were accompanied by related changes in the attitude to the
past indigenous tradition.33

As an example he cites how “the forerunner of neoclassicism, al-Bmrndl,
compiled a huge and influential anthology of Arabic poetry of the past, which
was largely confined to the poetry of the Abbmsid era, the very poetry the neo-
classicists regarded as their model.”34 Then he compares this taste with “the
pre-Romantics of the Dlwmn School” who “favored those Abbasid poets noted
for their individuality or emotionalism, such as Ibn al-Rnml, ‘Abbms Ibn
al-A.naf, and al-Ma‘arrl.” He finds the Romantics of the Apollo school in the
1930s and 1940s much attuned to poetry “which celebrated the world of the
senses and intense emotion such as the poetry of love, wine, and mysticism.
Unlike the Tunisian Abn al-Qmsim al-Shmbbl (d. 1934), who was obviously
an extreme case in criticizing tradition in general, they searched the tradition
for precisely those qualities which they wished to realize in their own poetry.”
As for the modernists, who were centered around the Free Verse Movement
and experimented freely with the prose poem since the 1950s,35 he thinks of
Adnnls as “the most celebrated example of reappraisal of the past heritage,”
for not only did he compile an “idiosyncratic anthology of Arabic poetry of
the past,” but he was also the author of “a massive, searching, and provocative
historical study of classical Islamic culture . . . The Constant and the Changing,
published in 1974.” In this study, adds Badawi, Adnnls emphasizes “the value
of the intellectual rebel or dissident, the prototype of the twentieth-century
Arabic modernist.”36

A word of caution is pertinent at this stage. Under the pressing need for
innovation and the imperatives of an appeasing critique that claims mod-
ernism as a constant in Arabic literary tradition, Adnnls collapses innovation
in artistry with radical politics of transformation at times. He is right in
drawing attention to innovation as a practice among the mu.dathnn, or the
“moderns” of the classical tradition, and as advocates of change from the pre-
Islamic poem, but this should not be confused with dissent. The innovative
stance in poetry, usually associated with Muslim Ibn al-Walld (d. 208 H/
823 AD) and Abn Tammmm (d. 231/845), has a number of facets and cannot
be cited wholesale as a transformational landmark. On the political level, Abn
Tammmm was never sympathetic to marginalized communities aspiring for
change and justice. Nor was al-Bu.turl (d. 284 H/897 AD) for that matter.37

On the other hand, their taste for artifice is also a double-bind, for it
emanates from the recognition of competitiveness in a commodity age
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whereby the poem as an intellectualized product has its artificial stimuli.38

The renowned prose writer of Basrah and Baghdad, ‘Amrn Ibn ‘Uthmmn al-
Jm.iz (d. 255 H/868 AD), was straightforward in associating poems addressed
to kings, leaders, and notables for profit and repayment with rigorous embel-
lishment and improvization and craft.39 To apply Lukács’ terms, we may say
that the Caliphal period witnessed the transposition of art from ritual and
spontaneity to an established status of technical artificiality held in suspense
between business and “convulsive retreat,” in respect to artists.40 Apart from
the commodity transaction and the innovative stance in the poetry of the
moderns, al-mu.dathnn, their extensive use of figurative language41 has to
be looked at also as a sign of transgression, a progressive move forward, for
the artist-poet exerts enough energy and thinking to come up with an artistic
creation in which he/she “. . . lives . . . activity as a technician,” writes Jameson
in a lucid paraphrase of Walter Benjamin.42

The modernist critical effort was neither systematic, then, nor was it
necessarily coherent. It had the passion and zeal of opposition and revolt. The
female pioneer of the Free Verse Movement, Nmzik al-Malm’ikah, edited the
influential “Minbar al-naqd” (critical platform) in Al-Mdmb journal in 1953,
where heated discussions of modernist poetics took place. Throughout the
1950s and 1960s Al-Mdmb was the most influential literary platform with
a readership that reached every corner in the Arab world. While there was
enough recognition of the Free Verse Movement, the focus in Nmzik al-
Malm’ikah’s critical platform was on the technical shift in poetry writing,
a shift for which Nmzik al-Malm’ikah spent time and effort to pattern, contain,
and redraw as an innovative stance within a classical poetic tradition.43 She
was opposed to those, especially Jabrm I. Jabrm, who began to speak of the
Movement as a discontinuity, and who were also carried away by their attach-
ment to English and French experimentation.44 Both sides of the Movement,
the radical and the conciliatory, deserve attention, as they would soon con-
solidate the modernist and the postmodernist drives in Arabic poetry. To
accommodate and appropriate the new genre, writers were also preoccupied
with relations to tradition, the classical ode, Western poetry, and the emer-
gence of the prose poem as a technical innovation. There was even a contro-
versy in respect to who was the initiator of the Free Verse Movement.
Important as these issues were to a burgeoning endeavor, they detracted
attention from the cultural dynamic of change. The effort hindered itself at
this stage from further delving not only into continuity as a cultural fact, but
also into poetic genealogies, issues of prosification, use of Qur’mnic styles and
other poetic discourse. These issues were as real then in the poetic practice
itself as they were in Arab life and culture. The modernist drive in the late 1940s
to implicate the poetic into common life beyond the nineteenth-century
revivalist rhetorical grandeur was part of a broad social and political
consciousness, but critics and poets were so prompted and overwhelmed by
immediacy that they abandoned the need for a thorough critique to account
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for post-Second World War consciousness and its manifestations in poetry,
narrative, drama, and the plastic arts. The emerging recognition of the
marginalized individual that informed painting and writing in the late 1940s
went hand in hand with a total change of vision. Language was no longer the
rhetorician’s monopoly, and the emerging consciousness opened up tradition
and modernity for extensive dialogues of far-reaching consequences.
Fragmented as the first outcome in criticism tended to be, it nevertheless set
the stage for further investigations of continuity and divergence that were
carried out by poets in the first place.

An exceptional discussion by the well-known Iraqi sociologist ‘All al-Wardl
(d. 1995) came out, however, in 1955–1956, on the association between
classical poetics as hegemonic discourse and authoritarianism. In a number
of articles, brought together later in book form, ‘All al-Wardl argued the case
against classicism as poetic elitism, a mode that caters for the interests of
feudalism and exploiters of every kind. His articles provoked many responses
which he included in a book titled Usynrat al-Adab al-Raf‘ (The Myth of Elite
or Highbrow Literature). In the introduction to the book, he says:

There is a story behind these articles. A few months ago, I began
publishing some articles in the >urriyyah daily in which I blamed
writers for their tenacity in upholding ancient literary traditions
regardless of the enormous social and intellectual transformation
that was taking place. Many a writer was against me, criticizing and
slandering me and writing at random in a battlefield, which they
own. I am obliged to respond.45

‘All al-Wardl’s Usynrat al-Adab al-Rafl‘ is of some significance because of
the equation which the author develops between elitism, aristocracy, and
prosperous classes. He castigates the critics who think of him as someone who
is cheapening literature by lowering its standards of grandeur. Singling out
one of these critics, he argues:

Such a man and his like from among sultans’ littérateurs surprise me.
They glorify the poetry that caters for the affluent and lives on the
remains of their banquets; but nonetheless, they speak of such poets
as the lamps of knowledge and art. As for the poet who is close to
the public and its concerns, they look upon him as no more than a
useless salesman.

(Ibid. 9)

In this argument, the writer associates elitism and neoclassicism with oppor-
tunism. Targeting panegyrics, ‘All al-Wardl thinks of the strain as no more
than a parasitic endeavor which runs counter to the spirit of the age. Making
use of theories of elitism, he argues that the elite class “strives to use
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appearances and rites that distinguish them from lower classes. They purport
to appear in the most lavish and sophisticated appearances so nobody can
compete with them.” “Language itself,” he adds, “is deliberately complicated
to fit into their system” (Ibid. 193). A counter approach is to decode this
language and to replace it with one that uncovers and dissolves the mystique
of elitism. Hence comes his call for a counter consciousness:

Oppression by itself does not raise opposition unless there is an
accompanying consciousness of discontent. Here lies the role of
intellectuals as they call the spade a spade and tell the oppressed that
they are so, reiterating this until subdued sentiments explode and
history moves forward.

(Ibid. 296)

These views did not pass without detailed refutations from other scholars in
the field like ‘Abd al-Razzmq Mu.yl al-Dln. The latter argued back, specify-
ing that contemporary poetry has a different story to tell, for “poets, in com-
parison to any educated class, are the least prone to condone corruption, and
exploitation (Ibid. 7).” While All al-Wardl made use of his training in soci-
ology to discuss neoclassical imitativeness as part of a hegemonic discourse,
his paradigms of elitism, exploitation, and grand literary works also partake
of the broad cultural consciousness of the 1950s that justified the Zanj (Black
slaves) revolt and dissent in general.

The significance of this early critique for the modernist endeavor emanates
from its use of other disciplines to probe literary tradition. It has also the
tendency to question rather than offer absolute answers to pending issues.
It prepares the way for further efforts to go ahead in a re-thinking of literary
history. The critical endeavor worked in the hands of Adnnls and others as a
deconstructionist effort.46 In this sense, “historicity means the use of knowledge
about the past as a means of breaking with it—or, at any rate, only sustaining
what can be justified in a principled manner,” argues Giddens. He further
argues, “Historicity in fact orients us primarily towards the future.”47 At a later
stage, especially since the 1960s, poets have developed a retrospective mind
that makes use of introspection to come to terms with both their grounding
in the classical tradition and the emerging consciousness, as Adnnls’ experi-
ence demonstrates. The connection between Gibrmn’s daring experimentation
in language and poetics prepared the way for the Adnnlsian critique which is
still popular with the young generations all over the Arab world.

Gibrmn’s innovation

The early romantics of the Dlwmn School were not as rebellious as the
Adnnlsian prototype of the early 1950s. In their times, there was a new
sensibility, receptive to change and innovation.48 The same is true of the
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Mahjar poets in North and Latin America, those who had access to other
cultures, and brought into poetry a new sense of poetic usage and imagery,
like Mikhm’ll Nu‘aymah (1988), Gibrmn Khalll Gibrmn (d. 1931), Īliyym Abn
Mm,l (1890–1957), and Naslb ‘Arl,ah (1887–1946). Significantly, Gibrmn
Khalll Gibrmn influenced poetic language profoundly, for instance, and has
been an impact beyond historical and cultural limits. He may be the right
bridge to understand the modern impulse in Arabic poetry, not only because
of his exposure to American transcendentalism and European Romanticism,
but also because of his deep engagement with the ethics, values, and canons
that make up a large portion of Arab cultural tradition. Living across cultures
and traditions, he has liberated language from artificiality and let words
speak with no metrical restrictions. This is a basic achievement, not only for
its immediacy, but also for its recovery of Arabic from the grandiosity and
superfluity that accompany dying aristocracies. In other words, in Gibrmn
Khalll Gibrmn’s writing as well as in the emerging postclassical and romantic
impulse, there is a recovery, not a revival, along with a dialogue with tradi-
tion and interaction with the Western and Afro-Asian cultures. Recovery in
this instance means confrontation with the real in its present manifestations,
including cultural decadence and servile imitation. As a position or an attitude,
it debates a tradition which we usually dump as neoclassical.

A major question that may face students of Arabic poetry relates perhaps
to the transformation and change within a single poetic sensibility. For how
does a person leave one’s grounding behind and develop a new modernist
temperament? Like grounding in the Latin tradition, initiation into the
ancient Arabic tradition and its later accommodation in the nineteenth
century may well empower one’s poetic language when the poet is receptive
to changes in taste, and is open to experience. Otherwise, poetry may end up
as servile imitation of a bygone model.

The Tammnzl movement and the modernity–tradition issue

In Arabic poetics, tradition is even more inclusive, as modern consciousness
stretches it beyond the Islamic period to embrace the legacies of the
Sumerians, Babylonians, Phoenicians, and ancient Egyptians. To use current
criticism, modern consciousness counterbalances its negative categories of
ennui and alienation by a “conciliatory gleam” as derived from antiquity and
the mythical past.49 In modern Arabic poetry, the passage of this past into the
present is not a smooth one, as evidenced by the 1964 collapse and disinte-
gration of the Tammnzl movement of the 1950s. This movement took its
name from the Babylonian deity Tammnz, “. . . the youthful spouse or lover
of Ishtar, the great mother goddess, the embodiment of the reproductive
energies of nature,” as James Frazer explains in The Golden Bough, a book that
was adopted then by a significant number of Arab poets.50 The similarity
between the Arab scene since the late 1940s and the European one of the
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First World War has been noticed by many readers and critics, but the
complexity of Tammnz as a symbol relates not only to cycles of life and death,
but also to the attending Babylonian rituals, Jerusalem hymns, and Greek
vegetation practices. “Under the names of Osiris, Tammuz, Adonis, and
Attis, the peoples of Egypt and Western Asia represented the yearly decay
and revival of vegetable life, which they personified as a god who annually
died and rose again from the dead,” writes Frazer.51 One member of the
Tammnzl movement, the Syrian cAll A.mad Sacld (b. 1930), was already pen
named Adnnls in an act of ideological initiation and apprenticeship in the
Syrian National Party.52 Yet, neither the group nor Adnnls could sustain the
mythical Tammnzl pattern for long, for, as myth “is consciousness investing
the world and the self with meaning” by categories of unity and contiguity,53

material realities remain too complex to be poetically shaped as such.
The stark scenes of the wasteland, the “landscape of ruins,”54 as poetic

images of dismembered reality, coincided with encroaching geopolitical chal-
lenges to perpetuate modernity-consciousness beyond the reach of the newly
emerging states, compelling poets and intellectuals alike to feel an urgent
sense of responsibility toward their art and their community. The poetic out-
come is one of diversity and loaded manipulation of the historical, the myth-
ical, and the literary. The dialogue with other cultures, especially with Lorca,
Neruda, T. S. Eliot, Pound, and Baudelaire, among others, helped poets,
nationalists, and outcasts to create substitutive textual homelands. No mat-
ter how mitigated by remembrance and recollection, these dialogues and
negotiations speak of the modern predicament, whereby the poet, as Hugo
Friedrich puts it, “. . . writes out of himself only insofar as he considers him-
self a sufferer of modernity.”55 The emerging speaker in a large number of
poems under consideration is a wanderer, a rover, an alien, an exile, and a
rebel. Hence the exilic in this confluence of modernity and tradition assumes
significance. To cope with a reality of greater complexity than, perhaps, the
one in European cultures, Arabic poetry has to be more innovative, ransacking
other traditions in the face of the pressures of modernity, while investigating
and mapping its own.

“Modernity” may be more difficult to gauge, not only because of the
typical reference to Enlightenment markers and the demarcation of world
civilizations in terms of Greco-Hellenic referentiality, but also because of the
innate ambivalence of the term, for “[I]n the heart of the world of hard
science, modernity floats free” (Ibid. 39). However, in Arabic usage since the
last decades of the nineteenth century, the term modernity indicates change
as propelled and perpetuated by Western scientific and cultural achieve-
ments. This understanding involves “consciousness of the discontinuity of
time: a break with tradition, a feeling of novelty, of vertigo in the face of the
passing moment,” writes Foucault of the general concept.56 For the Arabs, it
lies more with tensions at crossroads whereby every moment demands an
answer, not only in respect to a complex past, but also to a present as acted
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on by the desires and interests of Others. To overcome banality, loss, absence,
disintegration, and other negative categories of modernity, Arabic poetry may
not be different from others, as it too invests the scene with enough imagi-
nation to objectify the personal in a dramatized effort to cope with the real.
Still, it relies on rich resources of history, heritage, and myth, not only to
objectify experience in the manner of T. S. Eliot, but also to invest it with
enough life and energy from the Arab past. The result is not an accommoda-
tion of tradition and modernity in a poetic settlement, for, in the best poems
under discussion, negotiation is the generator of creative anxiety in its many
poetic manifestations. Navigational efforts between tradition and new poet-
ics are not smooth, however, and we need to look at some autobiographical
accounts to make sense of their complexity.

Fadwm Ynqmn’s autobiographical itinerary from 
tradition to modernism

One way of answering the question, and summing up these configurational
sites, or ensembles of voices and trends, is to read through autobiogra-
phical records, like the Palestinian woman poet Fadwm Ynqmn’s (d. 2003)
A Mountainous Journey: A Poet’s Autobiography. This is a significant documen-
tary record of her poetic maturation in time and place that provides a syn-
thesized review of trends and movements in relation to the past tradition.57

In this autobiography, there is first a context, which is the socio-political
scene. Second, there is an emerging sensibility that vies for freedom in the
context of an awareness of social and religious limits. Third, there is her
literary grounding, first in literary tradition (mostly the classical and the pre-
Islamic), an attachment to women poets, and faith in strong male scriptoria.
Fourth, there is a further mediation between past tradition and the encroach-
ing modernity through a romantic lens that was represented, to some extent,
by Fadwm Ynqmn’s brother, the poet Ibrmhlm Ynqmn (d. 1941). This autobi-
ography may well be a Bildungsroman, a novel of apprenticeship and growth,
as other writers of the same age could have undergone the same change
and offered a similar poetic experience, albeit with a personal tint and an
individual poetic.

In so far as material reality, including power politics, affected her, Fadwm
Ynqmn found in Emile Touma’s The Roots of the Palestinian Question, enough
material to account for her changing sensibility. The British authorities in
Palestine arrested her father in 1917, “. . . banishing him to Egypt along with
others aware of the dangers of western imperialism,” she writes.58 This personal
detail fits into the larger context of colonization, for, as she quotes Emile Touma:

Egypt, Libya and North Africa were distributed amongst the
colonizing states: Britain, Italy, France and the Ottoman Arab
States became targets of French and English greed. With the growth
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of the National Movement, the Arabs had formed groups and secret
societies in various provinces of the Ottoman Arab States, in a strug-
gle to attain their rights. In the first Arab Congress held in Paris in
June 1913, the agenda had stated, very clearly, that the Arab
National Movement saw that its path lay within the framework of
the Ottoman Empire, not outside it. The leaders of the movement
were convinced that this declaration would deter the European
imperialists away from the Ottoman Arab States.59

Political issues in the anti-colonial struggle were not as straightforward,
however, and intellectuals found themselves at crossroads, as even a cursory
study of the period shows. Forebears and parents were so involved in the anti-
colonial struggle that they secured the affection and solidarity of the young
literati who were otherwise resistant to patriarchy. The young Fadwm Ynqmn,
for instance, both feared and recoiled from her father’s response to her early
poetic endeavor:

[H]e doesn’t believe I am good for anything, I said to myself. He has
no feelings for me except indifference, as though I’m nothing, as
though I’m a nonentity, a vacuum, as if there is absolutely no need
for me to exist.

(Ibid. 59)

Yet, the father’s attitude was one of indifference, not oppression, despite her
subsequent emphasis on the increasing “rift” between the two (Ibid.). Once
she expected him to react angrily at her publication of a poem in a news-
paper, but “to my astonishment,” she wrote, “the roof didn’t fall. Father
didn’t allude to it and I heaved a sign of relief” (Ibid. 69). Between the under-
lying familial and social values and ethics and the desire for freedom and
release from traditional shackles, there is this intermediate space that becomes
the site for a poetic anxiety. Attachment to her brother, the poet Ibrmhlm, is
no less controversial, for she “. . . clung to . . . [him] with the tenacity of a
drowning person to a lifeboat” (Ibid. 53). Due to his care and attention, she
received this amount of love, “He alone became the air I breathed, the air of
health and personal happiness. His love and special concern for me gave me a
feeling of contentment as a human being” (Ibid.). If he had been as withdrawn
as his father, her response to him might have been different. In other words,
in the familial and social context of a traditional upbringing, there is a con-
frontation between the desire for individual freedom and the terms by which
the society moves and reacts. Yet, this is only part of the story for our reading
of cultural interaction. The brother cherished the same common faith in
literary tradition because without a good literary grounding in the classical
tradition there is no chance for a talent to grow, “he came to me holding
al-Hamasa, the famous anthology of Abu Tammam [d. 846]” (Ibid. 57).
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She realized the significance of this grounding, not only to benefit from
Arabic prosody, rhetoric, and the art of poetry, but also to establish the right
relationship with tradition, “. . . studying and memorizing thousands of lines of
ancient Arabic poetry cleansed my soul from the torment of mulling over my
feelings of self-pity and injustice” (Ibid. 63). This objectifying process compli-
cates matters as much as it seemingly solves them. It counteracts a romantic
recoil, but it also brings about a Keatsian negative capability, or in the words
of Geoffrey H. Hartman, a “. . .way out of the morass of inwardness.”60 To
escape the present, she found life in the past, “The pre-Islamic, the Umayyad
and the Abbasid poets lived with me. They ate, drank, did household chores
and bathed with me. They talked to me and I talked to them” (Ibid.). She adds,
“I would fall in love with one poet at a time, until I exhausted his works,”
reaching thereafter her “last love amongst the ancient poets,” namely Abn Firms
al->amdmnl (d. 968). Tradition as such works its way in the ephebe’s sensibil-
ity through love, but it is a substitutive love that proves conducive to creativ-
ity, “My absorption in my new world taught me the taste of happiness. I was
immersed in the act of creating myself, building myself anew, in an eager
search for the potentialities and abilities that constituted my life’s capital”
(Ibid.). Although this immersion becomes “an internalization” for “therapeu-
tic purposes,” in a reversal that may not meet Harold Bloom’s quest-romance
theory,61 there is still a possibility of combining this personal rebirth with
freedom from “acute preoccupation with self.”62 Her brother was the first to
warn her against a narrowed consciousness as concomitant with self-preoccu-
pation, “Sister, people aren’t interested in our personal feelings. Don’t forget
this fact” (Mountainous Journey, 70). Her brother’s remark came as a comment
on her elegiac verse to express her sorrows at his illness. This remark did not
come as a surprise, for her “. . . attempts at poetry,” she writes in retrospect,
“have revolved mainly around my personal feelings and sufferings” (Ibid.).
Her feelings were ones of a “melancholy, introverted nature,” which, she
writes, “always made me withdraw completely within myself” (Ibid.). Yet, to
see the difference between the brother and the sister in clear-cut terms
may not lead us further. He warns against introspection, introversion, and
self-preoccupation, and he strongly believes in literary revivalism, for he

belonged to a generation that had grown up aware of a widespread
movement to revive this heritage through resurrecting its artistic
values; its terseness of phraseology, its clarity of expression and its
beauty of style, beginning with al-Barudi, at the dawn of the revival-
ist movement, on through Shawqi and his contemporary Egyptian,
Iraqi, Lebanese and Syrian poets.

(Ibid. 72)

At that stage, she seemingly accepted his objections to the Apollo school
of the 1930s as “. . . colorless and weak in style” (Ibid.), for she concurred with
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his call for a strong grounding in classical style. At a later stage she withdrew
from the maslak, or track, of modeling herself upon ancient poets as the
practice distracted her from the expressive in poetry, “deflected from genuine
experience to a concern for phrasing and selecting words with a ring and
reverberation to them” (Ibid. 73). Writing under the pen name Danmnlr, the
‘Abbmsld Ya.ym al-Barmakl’s slave girl (d. 825), she tried to give vent to her
chaste feelings of love (Ibid.). The choice is not random, not only because the
slave girl was faithful to her master, and was well educated in poetry and
music, but also because she provided Fadwm Ynqmn with a persona, enabling
her to go beyond her self-absorption toward freedom of the imagination, a
condition that Bloom articulates as anti-self-consciousness, or resistance to
self-absorption.63 The slave girl was equal to the best musician and singer of
the day, Ibrmhlm al-Mnxill, who said to her master, “if you were ever deprived
of me and Dananeer is around, then you have not lost me.” In other words,
the choice of the persona cuts across a career and survives in the woman poet’s
experimentation. Fadwm Ynqmn followed tradition and made use of male
scriptoria, but she built up a female lineage, too, with its anxieties, gains, and
failures. She tried to learn the best in tradition while creating an independ-
ent individual talent. In retrospect, she was displeased with herself for
writing “. . . forceful poetry with a strong linguistic construction,” modeled
on the ‘Abbmsld tradition, but her amateurish pen name also reveals a taste
for the song, the lyric, and music at large. On the other hand, the persona is
important, not only as outlet, but also as an objectifying strategy that leads
to her rite of passage toward a self-sufficient poetic. The association with the
past gave birth to a linguistic repertoire, but her subsequent independence
and the culminating estrangement from the influential forebears integrated
her into the emerging romantic movement of the Apollo group, before a final
affiliation in the poetic sisterhood led by the woman poet and pioneer of the
Free Verse Movement, the Iraqi Nmzik al-Malm’ikah (b. 1923).

In preparation for that estrangement, Fadwm Ynqmn notes that the use of
“. . . classical style, and this preoccupation with a choice of words that were
resonant but contrived, was an obstacle to the flow and movement, the spon-
taneity and truth in the process of creativity” (Ibid. 74). In both phrasing and
direction, she joined a tendency that had been evolving since the Dlwmn
group. This awareness led her to poetry of experience, enhanced and furthered
by her readings of the Mahjar poets, that is, the Syrian and Lebanese poets in
Latin and North America, along with the Apollo romantics of the 1930s in
Egypt, Tunis, and the Levant. “From that time, I turned my back on the
Abbasid style, my main ambition being to write poetry deriving its beauty
from simplicity, flexibility, truthfulness, and poetic expression free of affecta-
tion” (Ibid.). Such proclamations imply a break with an early apprenticeship,
for the brother’s rejection of the Apollo group apparently fell on deaf ears, and
her evolution took a romantic road, which was to find further impetus under
the impact of her fellow woman-poet Nmzik al-Malm’ikah.
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Her association with the latter was also another rite of passage, as the
movement from tradition to modernity, from classical prosody to free verse
and from imitation to experience, is not one for all poets and participants in
modernism. “No innovative movement can succeed and spread rapidly unless
the voice raised on its behalf is distinctive, and can arouse a strong response
in others. Nazik, truly, had such a voice,” she says (Ibid. 75). The association
with her fellow woman poet also means an acceptance of the latter’s position
in respect to the need for music in poetry and the ultimate deep grounding
in Arabic prosody and rhetoric. She strives for freedom from “. . . the bonds of
ancient prosody,” but she is not for the “. . . abandonment of meter and rhyme
altogether” (Ibid.). She believes in a rift between the old and the new, for “the
struggle is inevitable for renewal,” and change and mutability have to
counter rigidity and permanence (Ibid. 76).

Trajectories of tradition and modernity make headway through this struggle,
to be sure, but there is also a careful navigation between the old and the
new in order to create a recognizable presence based on shared codes and an
innovative contribution. The young woman poet made her distinct achieve-
ment while affiliating herself with strong poets. Fadwm Ynqmn’s antecedent
authority begins and ends not only with her women ancestors like Danmnlr
or women contemporaries like the Iraqi dentist and poet Rabmb al-Kmziml
(Ibid. 60, 62) and Nmzik al-Malm’ikah, but also with ancient male prose
writers and poets like Ibn al-Rnml (d. 896) and the rest (Ibid. 53, 63, 66).
This autobiographical sketch is not unique, as almost every recognized talent
among modern poets followed more or less the same pattern.64

Mu.ammad Bennls’ antecedent authority

Another autobiographical itinerary from among the male tradition and from
the next generation may prove worthwhile, too. The Moroccan poet
Mu.ammad Bennls’ articulations tend to validate his poetics in the first
place, to encapsulate the overlapping and contestation of genres in a dialectic
that takes into account power politics whose tropes are spatial. As a discur-
sive threshold between Arab East and the Moroccan West, tradition and
modernity, and also a site of contestation and configuration, Mu.ammad
Bennls’ self-justifications may reveal another poetic predilection, too. In
mapping out his own poetic career, Bennls subscribes to a tendency among
poets since the late 1960s to justify a career and characterize it.65 Speaking of
his own grounding and career, as well of his fellow poets, he traces an
antecedent authority, even an ancestry and lineage that can be traced to a
family of poets and Sufis. Isn’t he repeating the career of such ancestors as
Ibn ‘Arabl and Imru’ al-Qays? They also “. . . tested the sufferings of the road.
In alienation, they continued their travel, searching for the pure meaning of
words.”66 Their wanderings in time and place testify to a restless soul in search
for the right word. With Ibn ‘Arabl, there is also the “lineage of place” (Ibid.).
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Both come from the Muslim West. Both have a daring experience, that Ibn
‘Arabl pours out his life in the qaxidah, “daringly, and without remorse”
(Ibid.). The implications of this personal presence are of great significance to
the disciple, the belated poet, as the precursor sets the tone for a unique expe-
rience, free from servility to norms. This uniqueness as divergence and
freedom takes place, in Pratt’s words, whether the persona “breaks any of
the rules to which his utterance is subject.”67 The personal in Ibn ‘Arabl’s
poetry, for instance, defied expectations and raised objections to his seeming
infatuations.

Like Adnnls before him, Mu.ammad Bennls finds Abn Tammmm no less
effective than Charles Baudelaire, Stephane Malarmé, and Arthur Rimbaud,
in drawing his attention to the need to dig deep into the meaning of words.
That was during the formative years 1965–1968 (Ibid. 16). While specifying
affiliations, the poet is keen on establishing a poetic lineage whose markers
negate the historical to move towards constants that are spatial and poetical.

Although Bennls is not different in the emphasis on the personal from
other poets since the 1950s, his retention of this spirit is specifically couched
in terms of freedom from shackles and strictures, “. . . the personal which is
free from any conditionality” (Ibid. 10). The poets whom he read voluntarily
bridge time and space to include from the twentieth century the Tunisian
al-Shmbbl (d. 1934), Gibrmn Khalll Gibrmn and the modernists, and from the
classical al-Mutanabbl, and Abn al-cAlm’ al-Macarrl.

In these dlwmns I found the blessing which I had missed. It was an
individual dialogue between these poets and me. What I read there
was the personal, whether real or imaginary, the personal which nobody
can see: a solitary world, one of pain, doubt and beauty, without
heaven or hell, with no certainty or obligation.

(Ibid. 11)

The meeting ground subsumes time and historicity, for what the dialogue
imparts is the recognition of “. . . the language, the image, the suggestiveness,
the structure, the interaction, and the symmetry.” Through this engagement,
“. . . there runs in me the stunning ringing of a human language, to the extent
that the poetic manifests itself par excellence in the language” (Ibid.). While
the personal specifies the individuality of experience, the retention of the
perennial universalizes its poetic.

This perspective entails a vertical view of time, for it resists “any linear
historicity” (Ibid. 10), and it also entails a re-reading of history that may, in
the case of his poem “Mkhir Mudhakkirmt al-Mu‘tamid Ibn ‘Abbmd” (The Last
Memoirs of al-Mu‘tamid Ibn ‘Abbmd) challenge “the Moroccan national cultural
discourse that [for instance] sympathizes with [Almoravid] Ynsuf Ibn
Tmshfln while opposing and criticizing the poet al-Mu‘tamid Ibn ‘Abbmd.”68

In this case, the contemporary poet establishes a poetic of affiliation that
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builds on the dethroned emir’s poetry while “dissolving the bond between the
poetic and the national (the religious) in respect to al-Mu‘tamid Ibn ‘Abbmd,”
developing “a multi-voiced poem that belongs to music as it belongs to the
modern poem, ridding myself of the conventional tendency to attain the
poetic” (Ibid. 14).

More significantly, Mu.ammad Bennls tries his hand at a poetic that
makes use of the Qur’mnic verse. He recollects, “I began to ask myself irrita-
bly why poetic modernity (the contemporary poem) did not take its lead from
the Qur’mnic structure instead of choosing that of the European poem.” The
poems that he wrote in this vein are “Bmb al-Marmthl” (The Elegies Chapter)
and “Al-laylah al-wm.idah ba‘da al-alfayn” (The First Night after Two
Thousand), which were published in 1970 (Ibid. 17). In these poems, the poet
“eludes the demarcation between poetry and prose” and devotes attention to
“the appeal of place” (Ibid.).

In sum, Mu.ammad Bennls has been in the line of the emerging
consciousness since the 1960s with its transgeneric markers, spatial tropes,
and dynamic engagement with both tradition and modernity. Seen in context
and in relation to achievements in theatre, fiction, narrative writing, archae-
ological excavations, and painting, along with the expansion of education in
the fields of technology and science, this consciousness manifests a set of rela-
tions like the ones constituting the Foucauldian episteme.69 With extensive
grounding in Arabic and a good grasp of the poetics of modernity, this
emerging totality of relations and discursive practices differs from the earlier
Nah,ah or awakening of the early twentieth century. It is more in dialogue
with the late classical discussions than with the neoclassicism of the late nine-
teenth century. It is more cognizant of the modernist interplay of genres that
has been displacing the centrality of classical Arabic poetics of the qaxldah.

The modernist impulse and its aftermath

Literature in its broad cultural domains was so dynamically effective that
many ideological formations in the interwar period came from literary figures.
It is known, for instance, that the Egyptian leader Jamml ‘Abd al-Nmxir
(d. 1970) modeled himself partly on Tawflq al->aklm’s (d. 1987) protagonist
in ‘Awdat al-rn. (The Return of the Soul, 1933).70 On the other hand, other
literati developed their ideological visions in view of the dangers of doctrinal
schisms and the break-up into ethnic and sectarian entities. The Syrian
Christian Michel ‘Aflaq (d. 1989), who established the Ba‘th Party in 1947,
sought to introduce a view of nationalism as an impassioned message like that
of Islam. That message, he argued,71 gave the Arabs a sense of identity and
purpose beyond tribal solidarity or division. Building on many writings,
including those of ‘Abd al-Ra.mmn al-Kawmkibl (d. 1903) in Egypt, the
Lebanese Najlb ‘Aznrl (d. 1916), and also Western thought, advocates of
nationalism were no less influential than liberal or socialist intellectuals,
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including the advocates of populist thought in Iraq, the so-called Ahmll
Group, which was formed in 1931.72 The Arab nationalist group had such
names as the Syrian Zakl al-Arsnzl, the Syrian-Lebanese Qusyanyln Zurayq
(d. 2001), the Lebanese Anynn Sa‘mdah (d. 1949), and the resident of Iraq Xmtie

al->uxrl (d. 1968).73 Liberal and leftist writers on the other hand were
common names among readers throughout the 1940s and until some time in
the 1970s. The leftist groups had a strong presence throughout the first half
of the century, as their programs partook of Marxist ideology at large while
targeting local and regional issues and problems. Poetry was no less involved
in these issues, especially at a time when the West was confused with both
colonialism and Zionism. School texts all over the Arab world, and under the
supervision of Abn Khaldnn Xmtie al->uxrl,74 accelerated national conscious-
ness through anticolonial poetic selections. From Shawql, there is the renowned
verse “red freedom,” and from the Tunisian Abn al-Qmsim al-Shabbl (d. 1934),
there is the famous celebration of the people’s will to survive, whereas from
the Iraqi poet Ma‘rnf al-Ruxmfl there is the satirical verse against mandated
rule, “with a flag, a constitution, and a parliament; intentionally distorted.”75

Poets contributed to every political and cultural platform, and, in times of
great political rivalry and competition, they were enthusiastically sought
after to appease the anger and expectations of both the elite and the masses.

Questioning the nationalist rhetoric

A many-faceted poetics has been growing steadily since 1967, the Israeli
conquest of the surrounding Arab regimes and occupation of more lands.
This growth in a modernist poetics was in pace with the innate search for
a role and a meaning for poetry and in keeping with the internal and exter-
nal pressures, war and cultural and economic encroachments. Poetry since the
late 1940s has been a scene of confession, criticism, intellectual vigor, ideol-
ogy, and experimentation. Yet, the search throughout has borne the mark of
negotiation between tradition and traditionalism, modernity and subservience.
Since the 1960s poets have to speak for a political unconsciousness as well as
for the desperate sense of betrayal among the masses that have already placed
their faith and trust in national discourses of struggle, freedom, independ-
ence, and Arab nationhood.76 Poets come up with a disturbing and destabi-
lizing aesthetic, one that questions ideology and grand narratives without
conciliatory or utopian recipes. It is not ambivalence that distinguishes this
poetics, but rather the shock that leaves the door open for the listener to make
choices. Writing on the Palestinian predicament, their siege in Beirut by
Israelis and Phalangists in 1982, the Palestinian poet Ma.mnd Darwlsh
(b. 1942) wrote a memoir in prose, Dhmkirah lil-nisymn (1995, Memory for
Forgetfulness), to account for the rupture and the wound that never heals.
Palestinian identity is held suspect, as if it were a “contagious diseases.” Yet,
Arab governments still use Palestine as an ideological referent “to uplift
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Arab-nationalist spirit.”77 In the same memoir, the poet searched for a
meaning to this predicament, finding its source in the idealist rhetoric
lavishly stressed by its advocates and believers, especially by the leader Jamml
‘Abd al-Nmxir (d. 1970), whose national commitment and vigorous political
presence made him bypass social and national heterogeneity, class and ethnic
issues, and search for sweeping solutions to internal and external problems.
Ma.mnd Darwlsh’s belated critique pursues and culminates many poetic
pronouncements of disenchantment, especially after June 1967. Poets like
the Iraqi ‘Abd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl (d. 1999), the Syrian Nizmr Qabbmnl
(d. 1997), and the Syrian-Lebanese Adnnls (b. 1930), wrote biting poetic
pieces that draw on the need for serious revisionist reading of language and
history.78 Ma.mnd Darwlsh also argued in Dhmkirah lil-nisymn that nationalist
rhetoric addressed a collective identity, not the real facts of fragmentation,
ethnic and tribal interests, and petty alliances.

Nasser . . . spoke to their acute sense of loss, naming the banks of the
river in such a way as to disguise the mud there—sects and dregs of
the Crusaders coming back to life in the darkness, under the ringing
speeches. But when the nationalist thesis collapsed, these sects put
forth their own almost-shared language.

(Ibid. 46–47)

There are other critiques directed also against other discourses of the second
awakening, that is, after the 1952 revolution in Egypt. Taken together, they
make up a poetics of great political and intellectual vigor. This poetics
contains much revisionism, misreading, and recapitulation that guide poetry
on to new horizons.

This book, therefore, concentrates on these communicational paths and
markers, and follows up their manifestations in readings of heritage and the
misreading of ancient and Islamic poems. It investigates the underlying
secular mode in revisionism, whose questioning of representational ethics and
codes culminates in a view of identity as “less an inheritance than a creation,”
as “man creates . . . identity by creating his life and his thought,” says Adnnls.79

Identity

The road to this conclusive remark is not that smooth. Between inheritance
and creation of identity the road is rife with problems and troubles that shape
and mark every aspect of life. Each writer’s biography reveals as much. Let us
take as an example the Palestinian poet Ma.mnd Darwlsh, whose poetic
career problematizes respectively the terms of identity and its formation as
in the following itinerary. (1) rhetorical poetics of shock and resistance;
(2) dialogical poetics of multiple layering and voicing to account for the
complexity of the ongoing loss; (3) a poetic of transcendence that valorizes
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the word in a cultural context; and (4) a poetic of absence to speak of exile
and the human condition. Identity grows first as an affirmation against
occupation and challenge, as his early poems demonstrate. In early poems
like “Al->uzn wa al-gha,ab” (“The Sadness and the Anger”) and “Biymqat
huwiyyah” (“The Identity Card”) (1964) language is imbibed with a national
spirit to rhetorically enforce an ultimate rebirth against heavy odds, “We have
been carrying sadness for years, but no dawn ever shows / And sadness is a fire
that its flame can be put out in delays / yet the wind can inflame it more /
and you have the wind, why do you have to bind it? And you have no other
weapon . . . / other than meeting the wind and the fire . . . / in a confiscated
homeland.”80 The outcome of the 1948 debacle turns into a site of destruc-
tion where inhumanity reigns under deceitful slogans that target people,
Jews as well as Arab Palestinians. Subsequent regressions intensify a sense of
loss that builds on actual details of identity erosion. In his poem “On a
Canaanite Stone at the Dead Sea” the poet speaks in his own voice where there
is confession, and revolt at what is taking place. There is also bitter recogni-
tion of the speaker’s little acquaintance with his national landscape and life,
“I’ve been a stranger to the desert palm / from the moment I was born / into
this crowded mass,”81 for identity as culture and land was taken for granted
before the shock at its destruction and the systematic erosion of the landscape.
The poem asks the stranger-occupier to act like colonialists and steal what-
ever from this land, but “let me plant my wheat in Canaan’s sacred soil” and
“Leave Jericho under her palm tree” and “don’t steal my dream, don’t steal /
the milk of my woman’s breast / or the ant food dropped in the cracks in the
marble!”82 Land and landscape assume greater significance as objects of mem-
ory and recollection. In a moment of shock and recognition the speaker takes
cognizance of an ongoing inhuman confiscation and attrition, as both land
and people undergo this erosion. In this global context, affirmative rhetoric
gives way to a dialogic poetics that allows a number of voices and, hence,
comparisons as in “Speech of the Red Indian.”83 The tragedies of the Native
American and the Palestinian reflect on each other, as they both undergo sys-
tematic erosion. “Time is a river/ blurred by the tears we gaze through,” says
the poet’s persona.84 A history of “tidings of innocence and daisies” becomes
the target of steel and arrogance where there is no place for primal affection,
“Weren’t you born of a woman? Didn’t you suckle the milk of longing / from
your mother as we did,” asks the American Indian.85 On the other hand, the
stranger speaks in terms of the colonizer, as the giver of civilization, electric-
ity, and the carrier of the White Man’s burden. The dialogic principle releases
poetry from lyrical monophony and enables it to retrieve complexity without
detracting from its poetic flow. The engagement of the poetic with politics of
native tradition and colonial onslaughts defines poetry as part of this tradi-
tion, for, as usual with the poet, any departure from the song as a traditional
poetic signifier means not only dryness and loss on a national level, but also
cruelty and bigotry on a wider cultural one. No wonder the native speaker in
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the poem asks the invader: “But don’t you ever / memorize a few lines of
poetry, perhaps, / to restrain yourself from massacre?”86 Between this under-
standing of the poetic as primal innocence and love and the valorization of the
poetic word there is certainly ground for more discussion, but the poet is
unconcerned with the old racist theories of proneness to one expression or
another. The word has a power, and its effectiveness materializes in durability
and popular memory. Recollection of this poetry does not entail heterogene-
ity in response, for as the poet’s voice in “Psalm Ten” says, the word becomes
part of a collective memory in times of distress, “Interminable agony / has
brought me back to a street of my childhood / Taken me into houses, hearts,
and stalks of wheat,” only to be turned “. . . into a controversy / Bestowed
upon me an identity / and a legacy of chain.”87 Poetry becomes a resort for
sufferers and, paradoxically, for leaders. Yet, this creation that belies passive
succession entails an interaction and a role in identity formation. The poem
becomes a process rather than an end, and even martyrdom evolves as a
dynamic challenge to occupation and invasion of lands and identities. In this
as in the “Speech of the Red Indian,” Ma.mnd Darwlsh draws a comparison
between what is taking place against the Palestinians and the Native
Americans. In both cases, there is indigenous culture that re-inscribes identity
as a detailed landscape and life against the deliberate physical erosion of home
and culture.

These poems lead to a poetic of absence, not only in terms of exile and
dislocation whereby memory re-inscribes the text with landscape markers,
past experience, and poignant intimations as in most Beirut poems and the
ones on the way to Tunisia (1982), but also as a subtext of richness. Anat, the
Palestinian moon goddess, the Canaanite queen of heaven and earth, becomes
in his poetry the archetypal Palestine with her will to rebirth. A symbol for
motherhood and matrimony, she is his catalyst against the onslaught of an
aggressive masculine and racist colonial discourse. In the “Phases of Anat,”88

her stay in the underworld leaves all in a void. The questioning note that asks
for her coming to put an end to emptiness does not duplicate the urge of
cyclical death and rebirth of the Tammnzl movement, as the context is in
keeping with the poet’s consistent equation between the mother and Palestine.

The idea does not negate ancestry or specific landscape mapping,89 but
signifies an underlying theme that imposes a vision on his latest poetry.
Motherhood and nationality coalesce into a song that becomes the epitomic
poetics for Ma.mnd Darwlsh. The present betrays enormous disparity between
Palestine and discourses of aggression, and between motherly love and invad-
ing white masculinity. The poetic of the song, the gypsy celebration of life
and love, becomes his only language to enjoy life and to speak of agony.
Emotive disintegration under the impact of exile and departure from the
fountains of inspiration render poetry divided between two languages: an
artificial one that is dry and repetitive and a popular one of songs. “Exile has
established two separate languages for us: / Slang for doves to understand and
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keep memory fresh, / and classical so I can interpret / shadows to their
shadows.”90 These problematizations require some re-thinking of tradition in
poetry, its terms, and meanings. Ma.mnd Darwlsh’s call for the need to
connect to a native tradition, albeit in an ongoing process of recreation,
makes use of the following motifs or dominants: (1) Anat as myth and as
symbol of motherliness; (2) the carefree gypsy lore of the guitar player;
and (3) Lorca, as a reminder of the power of the song and the role of the poet
as a public intellectual.

The negotiated poetic space

Ma.mnd Darwlsh’s use of Anat is in line with the ongoing retention of
Sumerian and Babylonian lore as cultural continuity. His reading and poetic
recreations are in line with this understanding which looks upon culture
contextually. The roads taken by poets and intellectuals alike have many
things in common. The sense of urban growth and the emergence of educated
classes may have brought a poetics of some sophistication, whereby the image
eludes clear-cut representations and analogies while language frees its regis-
ters from classical rhetoric. In a consistent occupation with everyday speech,
it comes alive with the concerns and meditations of the Arab individual now.
Indeed, on many occasions early in the 1950s poets even exaggerated this
common life language and concern, as cAbd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl’s “Snq 
al-qaryah” (“The Village Market”) shows.91 This use tries to go beyond
Wordsworthian intersubjectivity toward an objectification that allows com-
mon language to argue the common person’s plight. This language speaks up
for the repressed and the muted against a dominating orthodoxy that has
hijacked the sacred to justify continued exploitation. The meek are not made
to inherit the earth in the hegemonic discourse, but are asked to submit.
A dialogic poetic uncovers, for instance, the one-sided reading of the Qur’mn
as perpetuated by the dominating class. In “Death-in-Between” by the
Egyptian Xalm. ‘Abd al-Xabnr (d. 1981), “the humble voice” of the common
person offsets the statements advanced by the “Grand Voice” in the text, yet
the underlying purpose is to debate hegemonic manipulation of the sacred.92

On the other hand, the same consciousness draws poetry to the urban site,
involving modern poetics in new concerns and preoccupations that are neces-
sarily far from the early romantic interests that colored the poetry of the
immediate forebears like the Egyptian ‘All Ma.mnd Ymhm (d. 1949), the
Sudanese Ynsuf Bashlr al-Tljmnl (d. 1937), and the Egyptian Ibrmhlm Nmjl
(d. 1953). In modernist and postmodernist paths, there is no Wordsworthian
celebration of nature and its offerings, but a problematic relationship exists
whereby the speaker oscillates between love and hate, imprisonment and
belonging, and denial and recognition of the habitat. The concern with
urban life entails larger concerns, too, that go beyond the national and
the regional, for urban consciousness is broad enough to engage the human
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condition at large. It should not be surprising therefore that the same poets
of the second awakening, that is, the Nah,ah after the 1952 revolution in
Egypt, have combined their poetics with a politics of engagement that
accommodates contemporary national and international heroes, heroines,
renowned world poets, and issues of struggle in the three continents. The
poetic record is no longer restricted to a local or national specificity, as there
is a configurational site that brings together many locales and poetics,
ranging from Ezra Pound, Federico Garcia Lorca, and Jalml al-Dln Rnml, to
T. S. Eliot; and from Granada, Samarkand, London, Shiraz, and Rome to
New York. In modern Arabic poetry, discursive space claims and maps out its
registers, markers, and identifications through configurational trajectories.

Non-conformist poetics

Poetic production since the 1940s is of great pertinence to the cultural scene
now, not only because it sheds light on the tensions and concerns that plague
Arab life and culture, but also because it directs attention to the role of poets
and intellectuals in the Arab world. As the competition for the allegiance of
renowned names to this or that regime and platform intensifies among non-
democracies, poets navigate with caution, but find themselves allured at
times by promises of a good and pleasant life that would end the binding con-
tract with a reading public. This contract has a dynamic of its own, based on
attachments to public issues and devotion to the poetic art, but not to cere-
monials of allegiance as perpetuated by court politics. Thriving in difference,
disenchantment, and a search for justice, poetry grows in dissent, and it gains
more popularity and vogue for being so. In Arab modernism, conformity is
not a poetic track.

While tracing and inscribing sites of recollection, engagement, and
dialogue, modern Arabic poetry resurrects Arabic poetics from generaliza-
tions and platitudes. Each intersectional site brings anew a figure or a notion
through a reading that debates other interpretations. The revisionist poetics
appears as dynamically invigorating, for hegemonic poetics, including poet-
ics of allegiance, is not the only poetics worth reading or using as a measure-
ment and the dominating form cannot become the only representational
yardstick to assess a literary scene. The use of modified epistolary mono-
logues, free verse, polyphonic conversational pieces, folk poetry, fanciful and
imaginary sites, and Sufi revelations are among the many facets of modern
Arabic poetry that call for a further reading of the scene, its tradition, and
modernity. Poets in the modernist tradition follow a revisionist approach that
enable them to see through competing discourses, and to look for markers of
revolt, innovation, and change that defy any compartmentalization and cate-
gorical explanation.93 In theory and practice, the emerging literary scene has
a broad cultural nuance, for poets are no longer concerned with the technical
side of poetry, the one which drew substantial attention in the late 1940s, and
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focus more on a poetics of engagement, not only in its political overtones, but
also mainly as an effort to envision a role in an uncongenial circumstance.
Tradition itself is no longer one piece, and poets develop a revisionist poetics
that questions the dominating discourse, and at times neoclassical language,
as the one with a vested interest in the status quo.
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2

THE TRADITION–MODERNITY
NEXUS IN ARABIC POETICS

The essence of the matter,
Summed up in a phrase:
We have donned the husk of civilization,
Yet, our soul remains “in the age of ignorance.”

(Nizmr Qabbmn, “Bread, Hashish 
and Moonlight,” 1954, p. 183)

Although seemingly perpetuating an epistemological break with the
ancients, modern Arabic poetry since the 1940s has manifested an intricate
and deep engagement with Arab–Islamic tradition. Writers, critics, and
poets alike wrote on this issue, not only to preempt counter-criticism against
their ostensible deviation from tradition at large, but also to subscribe
positively to a dynamic engagement with tradition. What Vicente Cantarino
generally applies to modern Arab intellectuals as a decisive, though unac-
knowledged,1 break with tradition invites serious qualifications in view of
the intricate, albeit complex, engagement with literary heritage. To be sure,
methodologies and readings in other cultures enhanced this complexity
and prompted some self-discovery through a tripartite process of rejection,
indecision, and a culminating reinitiation into the tradition. The latter
appears finally as an ensemble of competing discourses rather than a unitary,
authoritarian one.

A dynamic tradition

The view of a dynamic tradition has gained steadily, perhaps since the
publication of T. S. Eliot’s views on tradition, and the belated awareness of
Ezra Pound’s “loose-leaf system” which downplays the archival privilege.2

Along with these there are other insights into the Arabic literary corpus that
come from sociologists and critics.3 It is of great significance that T. S. Eliot’s
“Tradition and the Individual Talent” appeared in a number of translations by
scholars from different positions, including, from Egypt, Rashmd Rushdl (1951),
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Mu.ammad Muxyafm Badawl (May 1956, June 1956), and Laylfah al-Zayymt
(1964).4 From Lebanon, there was Muna. Khnrl (January 1955). Eliot’s other
essay, “The Function of Criticism,” was no less appealing at a time when
young intellectuals were involved in writing on and researching the role of
literature in the formation of political and cultural consciousness.5 As I shall
explain shortly, these writings in prose, along with translations and adapta-
tions or appropriations were meant to serve as a poetics of challenge and
innovation, which poets staunchly claim as their task to advance and explain.
Journals of repute were the platforms for that dissemination of knowledge,
and poets engaged throughout the 1950s and the 1960s in a fight with great
social, cultural, and political ramifications. As noticed by a number of
scholars,6 poets found themselves fully involved in the politics of the period.
The case was so for a number of reasons that operated on cultural conscious-
ness, especially in the aftermath of the partition of Palestine, the Cold War,
and the increasing interest in the natural resources and strategic situation of
the area. Along with these factors, there were other occurrences, like the
emergence of new powers in the Middle East, the immediate political and fac-
tional implications of divisions between nationalist and Marxist ideologies,
and the clandestine Zionist strategy to collaborate with corrupt systems in
the region to evacuate local Jewish populations.

Masks

Poets of the early 1950s were on the lookout for a vision, a worldview, to
bring life to an otherwise dying land. Significantly, the literature of the
period was prone to heroic patterning, utopias, and epical or mythical regen-
erative structures to grasp and tackle aspirations. There was then a search for
the mythical god, or the savior and the redeemer, whether Christ, al->allmj
(executed and crucified in 922), or al->usayn (massacred in 680), to bring
about change and fertility.7 The vision itself invites and invokes a new poet-
ics, in tandem with or in separation from classical tradition, with special
emphasis on theories of persona, mask, and dramatic monologue, along with
images, symbols, fertility myths, and historical constructs. In keeping with
the magic ritual, the existence of “masks” as possessing those who take them
on, the practice is a way to an integrated vision that is otherwise difficult to
attain. Released from subjectivity, the poet objectifies experience through
this persona or second self. In this instance the persona is an extension of the
mask ritual, as it opts for a full artistic vision. The mask for William Butler
Yeats becomes an objectifying practice. To reach wider audiences, this poetics
takes common language as a given. To use William Butler Yeats’ theory of lan-
guage and the mask, “We should write out our thoughts in as nearly as possi-
ble the language we thought them in, as though in a letter to an intimate
friend.”8 The notion remained with him even in subsequent objectifications of
experience in a manner that was popular with Arab poets since the late 1940s.
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The mask works effectively in such a language. The mask for him is one way
of multiple voicing, as it allows the poet to develop both a self and an
anti-self, an image of a character that has something of the poet, but which
chiefly stands for the qualities the poet lacks.

The idea of the mask came mainly from Ezra Pound, however. His recapit-
ulations in respect to the use of the mask and the persona deserve attention, as
they were so popular as to drive the Lebanese poet Ynsuf al-Khml (d. 1987),
the founder of the Beirut journal Shi‘r (Poetry 1957), to dedicate his Al-Bi’r
al-mahjnrah to him, as will be explained in due course. “In the ‘search for
oneself,’ in the search for ‘sincere self-expression,’ one gropes, one finds some
seeming verity. One says, ‘I am’ this, or the other, and with the words scarcely
uttered one ceases to be that thing.”9 The mask as such perpetuates life by
annihilating the power of time; it enables the poet to speak while it eludes
identification. He writes in the same place, “I began this search for the real in
a book called Personae, casting off, as it were, complete masks of the self in each
poem.” Whereas the mask may turn into one image of a character, the persona,
in Pound’s later experiments, may evolve from an imagined character distinct
from the poet, to another identified with him, before the narrating I dis-
tances himself/herself from the imaged character as in Pound’s Hugh Selwyn
Mauberley.10 Yet, the mask poem is distinguished by a combinatory voicing,
for as the Egyptian critic Jmbir ‘Uxfnr rightly notices, “. . . the mask is a char-
acter that the poet borrows from history or myth, to speak through it, but the
mask is simultaneously not the poet’s voice,” for the emerging voice “. . . is
made of an interactional voicing between the poet’s voice and that of the
character.”11 The mask then distances the poet from the romantic “I” which
was dominantly present in early romantic groups such as the Dlwmn and
Apollo. The Palestinian Ma.mnd Darwlsh (b. 1942) offers a pertinent notion
of the mask in a poem titled “Qinm‘ li-Majnnn Laylm” (A Mask for Layla’s Mad
Lover), “I found a mask, and I got interested to be my Other.”12 The self and
the anti-self release their tensions in this poetic space, enabling the poem to
capture the sense of bewilderment, urgency, and search for meaning.

The use of the persona entails the use of an I, which may well alternate
with masks and images, achieving even greater multiple voicing. Eliot’s
mythical method offered a way out for a short while as signified by the
Tammnzl Movement before its demise. There was no separation, then,
between this epistemological stance and poets’ engagement in the struggle
against exploitation inside and the fight against the threat from outside. The
Palestinian poet Ma.mnd Darwlsh looks with suspicion on the separation
between the techniques of modernist poetry and the need for a populist
address. In “Of Poetry,” 1964, he directs a populist poetics against both
rhetorical obsessions and obscurism and ambiguity.

Our poems are without color,
Voiceless and tasteless.
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If poetry does not carry a lantern from house to house
If the poor do not know what it ‘means’
We had better discard it!13

Other intellectuals felt the need for an avant-garde to lead the masses,
but this need has not lent itself to experimentation with techniques of an
innovative nature. While building on the role of the poet in Arab poetic
tradition, poets worked also within a modernist tendency to create a
process of perpetual rebirth from the ruins of that tradition which others
were bent on destroying. Like many fore-guards elsewhere, Arab poets in
the 1950s, also believed “. . . that to revolutionize art was the same as to
revolutionize life,” turning in the end “. . . against the stylistic expecta-
tions of the general public, whom the political revolutionists were trying
to win over through the use of the most platitudinous revolutionary prop-
aganda.”14 The overall product and effort has a negotiatory stamp, as a
configuration of ancient, Islamic, populist, and modernist poetics emerges
out of the moment of tension in poetry where the poet attempts to cope
with the situation at hand. Indeed, al-Baymtl’s “Elegy to Khalil Hawi,”
may suggest as much, because his Ishtar (the goddess Astarte) sums up this
poetic engagement of many histories, dimensions, and prospects. As the
persona articulates,

She became the Nile and the Euphrates
Vows of the poor
Over the Atlas Mountains
A lyric in the poetry of Abu Tammam.
She became Beirut and Jaffa
An Arab wound in the cities of creativity
Vowed for love
Possessed by fire
She became Ishtar15

In these textual interventions, the modern poet is desperate to bring
together a number of concerns, more dense than Eliot’s scattered quotes,
the fragments shored against the psychic ruins, and to secure the poetic self
from an overwhelming consciousness of a dying civilization. The Arab poet,
and al-Baymtl is an example, collapses both the modernity impulse to
dissociate from the past and the postmodernist urge to court and voice the
marginalized and the parodic against the circumscribed and timeless givens
of some prevalent traditional thought. The Iraqi poet sojourns at a cross-
roads, where, as Matei Calinescu argues in respect to modernity, the
“. . . modern artist . . . [is] torn between his urge to cut himself off from the
past . . . and his dream to found a new tradition, recognizable as such by
the future.”16
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The surviving past

The effort to found a new tradition is not an easy task, however, for the effort
takes place within the poet’s self that has its grounding in a cultural milieu.
Torn between the new sensibility and the formidable grounding in the clas-
sical tradition, along with the resilient ways of life and customs, the Arab
poet is even more divided and driven to soul searching, and experimentation
in technique. The woman poet Nmzik al-Malm’ikah (b. 1923) says as much in
“‘Indamm qataltu .ubbl” (When I killed My Love). As if anticipating her pro-
nounced discontents later on in her career, she wrote this poem in 1952. She
was disillusioned with the classical Arabic tradition, its poetry and language,
augmented perhaps by personal anxieties. In this poem she speaks of a delib-
erate rejection of her love, killing it, and eroding everything that relates to
it. The first movement in the poem evokes a personal sense of relief and even
elation, like a “new poem,” that achieves rejuvenation through total rejection
of the past. The poem has a pictorial quality that shows her old love as a com-
bination of images, rhythms, and forms, which she has cherished for so long
that they have become obstacles and shackles. To murder this love is to put
an end to a past that impedes a joyful birth.

I despised your name,
Its shadows and echoes,
I loathed its color and tune, rhythm and form
and the rough memories
Which fell, were consumed
and dwelt in eternity all in a moment:
and I was resurrected as a new poem
which says that the past is only a word?

Enjoying a moment of triumph, and planning to bury the corpse of the
murdered past, the speaker intimates with surprise and further awareness that
this act is no more than murdering herself.

The night was a mirror where I beheld my hatred
and my dead past, but not the center of my being.
I knew then,
having killed you in my cup and night
and borne my murdered slowly to the grave—
knew, by the lugubrious hue of my face
that I had only killed myself.17

The poem appeared later in her collection of 1957 Qarmrat al-mawjah (The
Trough of the Wave). The implications here are many in view of the poet’s
known pioneering advocacy of the Free Verse Movement, her writings on
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innovation, her lectures on the place and position of women, and her
amateurish critique of Arabic language.18 Paradoxically, the poem also offers
a foretaste for her consequent reaction against the radical poetics of transfor-
mation and total rejection of traditional prosody. In this poetic intersection,
the past, the self, and biological and acquired identity coalesce in a moment
of further creativity that supersedes the first offspring or the first poem,
exploding the idea of biological succession and involving the moment in
a density of psychological potency that shatters linearity and progression.
As Edward Said argues, “the past is not a set of such births, and time does not
move like a clock, in discrete moments.”19 The poet in this context is not
separate from his or her poetry, and the self undergoes a sense of battling as
many poems indicate. Indeed, it is this sense of division and the search for
rapprochement that gives poignancy to modern Arabic poetry.

There is no absolute faith in tradition behind the search, and the emerging
consciousness of the late 1950s was a mixture of Baudelairean defiance and
hesitation at the threshold of modernity. Two short poems by the Syrian-
Lebanese cAll A.mad Sacld, pen named Adnnls (b. 1930),20 tell as much.
In “Lughat al-khayl’ah” (“The Language of Sin,” 1961),21 there is a rejection of
a duplicated tradition as an imitation of the ancients. The speaker challenges
counter-accusations of transgression as he comes up with a redemptive poetic
of virginal space. Burning operates in eschatological and semiotic terms and
prepares for the white page, a disconnected stance waiting for inscription.

I burn my inheritance, I say that my land
is virginal, that there are no graves in my youth.
I am above God and Satan;
my ways are deeper than theirs.
In my book I walk
in the procession of the blazing thunderbolt,
in the procession of the green thunderbolt.
I shout: there is no Paradise, no Fall after me,
and I erase the language of sin.22

In another poem, he impersonates the new Noah, as the speaker insists on
redefining Biblical and Qur’mnic traditions, finding a selfhood only in the
company of fellow rebels, “I will come in my ark with a poet and a free
rebel; / we shall travel together careless of God’s words.”23 The presence of
English and French Romanticism is not hard to trace. Both strains built on
a Miltonic free space as in Paradise Lost, whereby Satan is given enough
voice to justify rebellion. The prototype may be al->allmj’s Yawmsln, how-
ever, for Satan is given much larger space as the great lover who rejects any
medium that stands in the way of his love for God. Transgression in this
text is an act of love, and disobedience is an assertion of total submersion
in love. Adnnls revolutionizes the moment, however, and broadens the
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space to accommodate populism with a tinge of Anynn Sa‘mdah’s (d. 1949)
ideology of regeneration.24

We will open our hearts to the flood,
dive in the mud and strip pebbles
and clay from the eyes of the floating;
we will whisper in their veins that we
have made the ascent,
emerged from the cave,
and changed the course of time.

(Ibid. 160–61)

This redefining stance is not smooth, and the mythical patterns underlying
his early Tammnzl poems of cyclic regeneration gives way in the 1960s to
a poetic aesthetic of Sufi and Surrealist dimensions. Another of his poems,
“Al-Yarlq” (“The Road,” 1965),25 stands for the nascent effort to free the
poetic impulse from new idols, but it may stand as well for the new
consciousness, the second awakening of the early 1950s with its aspirations,
hesitations, unfinished aims, and amateurish politics. The composite nature
of the poem, its accommodation of the religious and the pagan, and the escha-
tological and the ideological, is worth noticing, as it reveals a mind poised at
crossroads between the old and the new.

O road, which refuses to begin:
We were a face upturned
to the day, and loved the living presence—
In our land, there was a God,
forgotten as soon as he drew apart,
and we burnt behind him the waxen Temple and all our oblations.
Now in the absence we have formed
an idol of dust,
and pelted it with sanctities
on the road which was about to begin.
O Road, you do not know where to begin.

(Ibid.)

These modernist recapitulations take issue with signs of dormancy and
stagnation, and raise the level of discontent to a questioning note which looks
upon the new poetics as a rediscovery of language and culture at large. In an
article on “Poetry and Apoetical Culture,” Adnnls looks upon the whole
moment of anxiety as one of revelation, for “Language has become a raw
material to be transformed. The poet has become a manufacturer who trans-
forms words into a product: the poem.”26 The implications of this notion
are far-reaching, as the innovatory stance means freedom from hegemonic
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strictures. “Opening doors onto the unsayable, it insists on the absence of any
correspondence between things and words, which entails a questioning of the
truth of any discourse whatsoever, be it human or divine” (Ibid. 106). Anynn
Sa‘mdah’s views on culture and religion are not absent here, and they are never
absent from the modernist stance and its recapitulations. Innovation “. . . is a
result and not a cause,” he argues, and questioning should become therefore
central to the method and outlook that leads to change.27 Language becomes
both the refuge and the means to question and subvert. In a collection enti-
tled Nahr bayna janmzatayn (A River between Two Funerals), the Moroccan
poet Mu.ammad Bennls (b. 1948) looks upon the two sides of the Arab world,
the eastern and western flanks, as funerals, where language carves its road in-
between. Language figures as a lively promising river, whose richness is one of
fertility and renewal.28 In another collection by the same poet, Nabldh (Wine),
there is interfusion between language and wine as both release the mind and
offer unlimited prospects for further experimentation.29 It is not surprising
that a verse from Abn Nuwms (d. 813) serves as paratext for a poem titled
“Lughatun” (Language). Inverting the logical and the seemingly rational, wine
as much as the referential paratext informs the poem with freedom rather than
with limitation. The verse from AbnNuwms reads as follows: “O tongue before
whom all tongues bow down / an enraptured lover has woven you and made
you impenetrable.”30 In one part, the speaker in the poem lets the verse to
speak in its own terms, beyond the representational, for language becomes,
in Foucault’s explanation, “without words or discourse, of resemblance.”31

Certain nudity
Masked by a vine tree
of a land, unlike another, that would seem to flee
The lapidation of its descendants
And I give my body to the overflowing waters
Your fire has not set in my members
Yet, I plant specters
I almost saw them as secrets
Lingering behind my blood.
When looking for them
The desert glittering
Becomes my land
A throbbing overcomes me, and mysterious birds
Those forests of the night divide among them.32

Recollections of tradition suggest a rich encounter, not only with the
shadows of the past, but also with the self in its new and innovative form.
While playing this sense of change and transformation against the old rhetor-
ical devices, themes, and clichés, the poet finds the past also intriguingly
consolidating the present with moral responsibility and commitment.
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Recollections

One way of dealing with the modernity–tradition nexus is to set recollections
of ancient poetry and poets against or in line with contemporary and modern
poets who provide innovation and dissent. It is my argument that the act of
recollecting classical Arab poets falls within this epistemological trajectory,
to uncover and expose the effete and the corrupt while buttressing the dynam-
ics of growth through stratagems of deviation, difference, and transgression at
large. The dynamics of commemoration is not necessarily confined to the need
“. . . to recover, in the name of a collectivity, some being or event either ante-
rior in time or outside of time in order to fecundate, animate, or make mean-
ingful a moment in the present,” as Eugene Vance suggests.33 It may stand for
an individual choice, a moment of rupture, divested of other ramifications, and
offered anew as a resurrected instance to intensify a sense of uniqueness. The
effort was neither homogeneous, nor was it smooth, as the poets had their own
visions, backgrounds, readings, and affiliations. Significantly, each poet’s
career underwent transformation to cope with the rhythm of time and the
encroaching pressures. If poets like cAbd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl (1926–1999) in
“The Village Market,” for instance, employed daily speech to account for the
material and the real and to engage poetically the life of the poor classes, later
efforts were more keen on indirection and depersonalization, using personae
and masks to that purpose. The whole effort recalls the classical Arabic empha-
sis on poetic erudition, or knowledge of antecedent authority to facilitate affil-
iation. Whether through masks, voices in Eliot’s terms, or personae, the
endeavor involves knowledge of classical and modern literatures as basic to
further initiation into the poetics of modernity, whereby recollection operates
strongly on its resources to gather the past into a focused moment of relevance.
Density means the encapsulation of a selected past, not only to measure up to
a present literary effort, but also to enhance consciousness of life as it stands at
the crossroads of modernity and tradition. This effort then evolved into more
intricate engagements in textual paradigms of either affiliation or opposition,
which gave way in turn to further experimentation with forms and stratagems
from which emanated poems of great textual resonance.

Analysis in the present chapter dwells on recollection in its intertextual
function as an act of alliance, engagement with, and different from, the past,
heritage, and forebears. Whereas the use of “engagement” or “commitment”
(iltizmm) since the late 1940s smacks of the political discourse of the
postwar period, better manifested in the Lebanese Suhayl Idrls’ first issue of
Al-Mdmb ( January 1953),34 the most influential journal of the 1950s and
1960s, its use here also refers to and signifies textual appropriation and
referentiality. Hence, there was the poets’ need to fluctuate between more
than one register, be they existentialist, Marxist, or nationalist.

To escape accusations of ideological catering at the expense of literariness,
writers, and poets first, strove to demonstrate their engagements in a register of
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broad affiliations that subsumed Neruda, Lorca, and Alberti, along with Arab
classicists. Ideological registers are carefully kept in the background through
masks and multiple voicing. Certainly, accusations against the direct politiciza-
tion of poetry were many, but the sharpest ones usually targeted the issue as a
sign of poetic failure. The association between mechanical response to issues and
occasions and the rhetoric of commemoration, celebration, or lamentation, may
be a sign of impoverished vision and poetic failure, argues Adnnls.35 Shows of
poetic recollection are different from this rhetoric. Recollection of poetic texts
and figures through expressive devices is an active engagement, whereby mem-
ory plays intentionally on this material, to measure up to its moment of cultural
affiliation beyond the limits of filiative origination. As Edward Said argues, “The
filiative scheme belongs to the realms of nature and ‘life,’ whereas affiliation
belongs exclusively to culture and society.”36 Societal and cultural realities
involve the process in adaptation, change, resistance, and repression, too.

Why precursors?

To focus the discussion, I propose to concentrate first on Arab poets’
recollections of, and engagements with, their predecessors, before tracing the
latter’s lurking presence in modern engagements with other cultures, mate-
rial realities, and current poetics. I will limit the discussion here, and for
a good reason, to such precursors as Abn al-Yayyib al-Mutanabbl (915–965
CE) and Abn al-cAlm’ al-Macarrl (973–1057 CE), within the context of the
challenge of the modern and the symbiosis of tradition and modernity. Other
recollections of self-elegy, like the Palestinian Ma.mnd Darwlsh’s (b. 1942)
intertextualization of Abn Firms al->amdmnl’s (d. 968) Byzantine odes, will
be considered in the section on dialogization. The choice of the two ancestors as
masks or voices is not random. They provide the modernists with defiant and
rebellious personas. Al-Macarrl looked upon his precursor, al-Mutanabbl, as
unique in talent and mastery of language, setting the terms thereby for
further recognition of the great forebear. Both brought into poetry and
poetics artistic freedom, rebellion against gravitational centers of authority,
creativity versus fixed norms, interrogational strategies, distrust of subordi-
nation, and glorification of the human and the personal. There is no separa-
tion between the poet and his poem, and in al-Mutanabbl’s poetry, writes
Adnnls, there is “. . . a whole nature of words, up to his own aspirations, for
they challenge, progress, sweep away, attack, conquer, and transcend . . . as if
they were the inward answer of his inner self, its very extension and supple-
mentation.”37 Al-Macarrl is even more appealing for being subversive, not
only in matters of thought and belief and in his incessant questioning of
beliefs and the cosmic order, but also for his innovative techniques, especially
his Luznmiyymt, or Luznm mm lm yalzam (The necessity of what is not neces-
sary, or observing rules that are not prescribed; Obligations), which he
applied to his adoption of a second, third, or fourth invariable consonant
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preceding the rhyme consonant. The deviation from the invariable rhyme
consonant means greater variety and freedom, but its application to prosody at
large indicates a daring experimentation. These operate especially in the devel-
opment of the long serial poem, with its aperiodic form, resistance to linear-
ity, closure, and formalist totalization. Its emphasis on difference, discord, and
dissent differentiates it from the periodic form, with its concords and harmo-
nious pairing of meter, rhyme, and imagery.38 These are also present in his
polysemous accentuations, the neoclassical qaxldah combinational matrix
whereby every component relates to the whole, but without the tight conven-
tions of the qaxldah as a classic artifact.39 His Al-Fuxnl wa-al-ghmymt fl ta.mld
Allah wa- al-mawmeiz (Chapters and Endings about the Glorification of God
and Admonition) was deliberately written in rhymed prose to give the poet
the freedom to develop strophes with a specific ending, so as to belong to each
other while standing independently. Each distinctive rhyme contributes to the
wholeness of the chapters, which bewildered many of his contemporaries.

Both ancestors offer positions and poetics, attitudes and inviting applications
of means and visions. Both had their own understanding and selfhood against
conventions and worn-out beliefs. For Adnnls, al-Mutanabbl “. . . distinguishes
himself, and presents his person as a whole universe of certainty, assurance, and
sublimity, in the face of others and against them.”40 To al-Baymtl, these others
are the ones al-Mutanabbl knew and challenged as faces of a corrupt system,
bent on discrediting poetry, relegating it to shows of subordination and pane-
gyrics. In his poem, “Mawt Al-Mutanabbl,” there are a number of voices,
along with historical records. The poet’s voice navigates among these in an
effort to make a case for his independence and integrity. The poem appeared
in 1963, as part of his collection Al-Nmr wa al-kalimmt (Fire and Words). It is
divided into ten sections under the following titles: the first curse, the first
voice, the second voice, the third voice, the first voice, the fourth voice, the
second voice, the elegy, the second curse, and the poet after one thousand
years.41 The fourth voice stands for the dominating discourse.42

I cut the poet’s forehead with the inkstand
Spit in his eyes
Stole from them light and life
Pierced my sword into his verses
Corrupted his followers, and misled narrators
Made him a laughing stock for the court, the knights and their like43

Whenever properly contextualized, both ancestors offer the following
positions and stratagems, including raids on other cultures and texts that
deviate from hegemonic poetics and vie for a larger space of their own:

1 An instant of modernity, an understanding of life and time as an ongoing
struggle, as rupture and crisis, to use Stephen Spender,44 against fixity and
theocentricity, or (lmhntiyah) in Adnnls’ terminology.45
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2 No matter how indebted both were to other Arabic texts due to their
prodigious memory, their borrowing is an act of creation, not imitation, as
they were engaged with the real, for as Adnnls argues, “heritage cannot be
imitated; only created.”46

3 Related to their response to time, poetry, even in its most mannerist
manifestations in al-Macarrl’s Saqy al-Zand (The Spark of the Fire Stick), is a
register of the imprint of time on their thoughts and feelings. The time chal-
lenge is summed up in his verse; “Days destroy us as a glass, with the differ-
ence that we cannot be put together again.” Or “Let none vaunt himself who
soon returns to an element / Of clay which the potter takes and cunningly
moulds for use.”47 For both, the present is the challenge, with its immediacy
and transitoriness opposing frozen and fossilized traditions. Their very chal-
lenge to systems of thought and politics entails their paradoxical dialogue
with heritage in a deeper way that distinguished both as among the most
prominent in Arabic culture.

4 Their opposition to any pre-constituted models and systematic hierar-
chies places both outside any gravitational and containing center. Al-Macarrl’s
resistance to hierarchy emanates from an innate rejection of hereditary
succession. Fathering was objectionable for al-Macarrl, as he deemed life an
act of aggression against him. This acute sense of injustice was exacerbated
because the poet never committed this deed against others. “It is my father,
who did this wrong to me, / But I did not commit one against any other,”
a couplet that he requested his friends to engrave on his tombstone.48 There
is no consolation in his view of life. He says, “Life seems the vision of
one sleeping / which contraries interpret after: / ’Tis joy whenever thou art
weeping, / Thy smiles are tears, and sobs thy laughter; / And Man, exulting
in his breath, / A prisoner kept in chains for death.” Death itself is there to
receive immortals. “To drown in a sea of death where wave ever mounts on
wave.”49 More of a skeptic and a cynic, the poet is able to touch on the real
as it is, for time and space are as limiting as any fetters, no matter how human
beings devise means of temporary joy. “Encompassed are we by Space, which
cannot remove from us, / And Time, which doth ever pass away with his
people” (Ibid. 106). No wonder, that his poetry, especially the Luznmiyymt
(Obligations), led him to conclude, “There’s no Imam but Reason / to point
the morning and the evening ways” (Ibid. 115). On the other hand, his pre-
cursor al-Mutanabbl sees himself as unique, “no one above, no one below.”
This is why he lauds his own poetry. “I am he whose accomplishments even
the blind can see, and whose words have made even the deaf to hear; / I sleep
in sublime unconcern for the words which wander abroad, / whilst other men
are sleepless on their account, contending mightily.”50 The implications of his
valorized verse are lauded as both unprecedented and inimitable, and every
other voice is “the echo.” Poetry as such demands full recognition, and its
owner competes with all, in knighthood, creativity and eloquence. “The
desert knows me well, the night, the mounted men, / the battle and the
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sword, the paper and the pen.”51 Descendants are attracted to such engage-
ments with articles of traditional thought, and valorizations of reason and the
role of poetry, its changing vocation, and its innovative becoming. They find
in these two precursors a line of thought that deviates from the circumscribed
and the fixed, but also opens up the whole poetic domain for further reviewing.
From them revisionism emanates as a legitimized strategy.

There are traces of transgression and revolt in the forebears’ poetry, and the
successors have noticed these. To them, the poem is no longer a container,
a periodic conventional form, or a concord of harmonious applications, with
a superimposed order. It engages personal experience, and is free therefore
from imitative rhetoric. The very image of change that takes so many forms
and manifestations in the poetry of both fascinates their descendants. Al-Baymtl,
for example, compares himself as a rover and exile to al-Mutanabbl who is
“restless as if riding the wind.”52 To Ma.mnd Darwlsh, the recollection of
al-Mutanabbl’s flight from the court of Sayf al-Dawlah to his new patron
Kmfnr, from Aleppo to Egypt, speaks to a personal poetic desire for the good,
free, and independent life that allows a lyrical and energized flow of emotion.
In “Ri.lat al-Mutanabbl ilm Mixr” (1984, Al-Mutanabbl’s journey to Egypt),
there is a celebration of poetry and the poet, for “my homeland is my new
poem” repeats the speaker. The exchange between the two is not easy, and he
asks if it is true that his homeland is his new poem. There is nowhere to go,
and Syria became his exile.53 The poet identifies with the precursor through
as process of recognition. “I gaze upon al-Mutanabbi / journeying from
Tiberias to Egypt / on a horse of song.”54 Images act as in a “radiant vortex,”
in Pound’s terms, ceaselessly involved in the act of becoming, and in dynamic
acceleration of discord and difference.55 The ramifications assume great com-
plexity as modern Arab poets get more involved in their readings of heritage.
Both precursors were very well-versed in tradition, in its many manifesta-
tions. Both were known to have used allusions, borrowings, and quotations,
but there is no implication that they were after these strategies to attain the
completeness or the closure of the periodic form. No matter how many books
were written on al-Mutanabbl’s plagiarisms, for instance, other books argued
otherwise. His poetry defies allegations of subordination to precursors. Time
itself is no longer the actor or the agent of change, for it is relegated to the
role of the subservient, as it is “a rhapsody of my necklaces—whenever I com-
pose a poem, time becomes a reciter.”56 In another translation, “Time itself is
a reciter of my odes; / I compose a poem, then time recites it.”57 The speaker
decenters tradition, and magnifies the role of poetry as acting on time, a
position that the self-secluded al-Macarrl never claims. “If the youth blames
life in his days, what has he to say if that youth passes?” However, he takes
issue with people who blame him for other things. “My inequities are
deemed many for some people, but I have no inequity other than grandeur
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and virtues.”58 In other words, both were bent on de-centering tradition,
interrogating society, and ways of behavior and thought. Their ways only
ignite dissent and invoke further challenge. Tradition in this context is no
longer a sacred entity to be handed over to the new generation, as it is a
convergence and divergence of voices and attitudes. Using Pound’s “loose-
leaf system” to underplay the privileged textual presence of precursors, and
archival tradition at large, Riddel suggests the role of the present text as a
dynamic exchange, a different repetitive act, not an act of supplementation
to a sacred tradition.59 What Adnnls articulates in this context may be
worth mentioning, for

as every age is simultaneously one and many, there is also a difference
in the meanings of past and pastness. We have our Arab past, but we
do not search for it in al-Ghazmll (d. 1111), A.mad Shawql
(d. 1932), and their likes; but we look for it in Imru’ al-Qays
(d. 540), Abn Nuwms (d. 813), Abn Tammmm (d. 846), al-Sharlf 
al-Ra,l (d. 1016), al-Mutanabbl (d. 965), Abn al-‘Ala’ (d. 1057),
al->allmj (d. 922), al-Rmzl (d. 923), Ibn al-Rmwandl (d. 298 H.),
Shibll Shumayyil (d. 1917), Fara. Anynn (d. 1922), and hundreds of
creative minds in our Arab heritage that had opposed and rebelled
against the familiar, the traditionalist, the ordinary, and the imitative,
and that were creative, innovative and resourceful.60

While debating many traditional articles of belief, modern Arab poets also
recognize the need to understand the limits of aspiration and achievement,
for after the passing of the early years of hope in the 1950s and the 1960s,
they found themselves eclipsed, and they began to write as rovers, vagabonds,
and exiles. Translation and exchange work dynamically in this intersection,
and the model of forebears, is not lost to modernist practitioners. But is the
moment of hesitation, perplexity, rejection, counter initiation, and search
uniquely modernist? Isn’t it there in the poetry of the precursors? The fore-
bears were no less involved in anxieties of influence that their contemporaries
wrote on these as creative tensions. Some critics were more pejorative, how-
ever, as they looked upon poems as sites of plagiarism. Al->mtiml (d. 998),
for instance, wrote on al-Mutanabbl’s plagiarism from Greek and, especially,
Aristotelian philosophy and wisdom.61 Hence, present needs to widen hori-
zons received impetus from a creative past, as articulated in Adnnls’ previous
note, the one that had resisted imitativeness, and worked out its creativity in
trajectories of appropriation and translation. Whereas poets like Adnnls,
recognize this elemental revitalization against immobility and imitation, the
Moroccan Bennls traces in it the meeting grounds between the present advent
of the repressed and the ancient negotiation for fertile and transgressive
registers.62 In this context, grounding in tradition and accessibility to current
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thought and poetics is more in concert with each other than what early
revivalists might have thought.

Translation as a modernist engagement

Although revealing a changing consciousness, and a commitment to
a dynamic role of the literati, translation is a deliberate critique of the
present. To use Ezra Pound’s resort to a “long series of translations,” as
defenses against imposed limitations upon the artist’s voice, these “. . . were
but more elaborate masks.”63 Translation is also an assault whose goal is to
undermine beliefs and platitudes. It is certainly a deployment of other tech-
niques and views to create new spaces. In the end, it transplants methods and
attitudes, and brings alien voices into new configurations. It ultimately
enhances intertextual density, as its achievement resides in its power to reach
and digest the registers of the original text. Depending on how cultivated the
translator is and how poetically self-preoccupied, the emerging text may
carry the traces of both the translator’s milieu and person. The anonymous
editor for the second print of Qaxm’id mukhtmrah min al-shi‘r al-‘mlaml
al-.adlth (Selected Poems from Modern World Poetry), translated by the
Iraqi poet Badr Shmkir al-Sayymb in 1955, noticed that the Iraqi poet made
“. . . the poems respond to his stylistic and linguistic capacities,” proving
“that he is unique, able to interact fully with world poetry through enough
acculturation.”64 Yet, this is not the whole story, as the Iraqi poet made
a wide selection, covering Latin America, Italy, Spain, Germany, India, and
England. His selections include popular names like Neruda, Eliot, Pound,
Lorca, Rimbaud, Rilke, Stephen Spender, Edith Sitwell, and Nazim Hikmat.
The selections can be easily confused with the poet’s inventory, his images of
rain and color, his themes of love for his homeland, sentiments for women,
depictions of the poet as a rover, prison scenes and the gloom of death, and
urban life and longing. There are even the poet’s associations of tradition
and popular lore as exemplified in Walter de la Mare’s poem on Arabia, also
included in the collection.

While modern consciousness informs this kind of selection and guides the
poet’s choice of contemporaries and precursors from other cultures, it also
receives further impetus and perpetuation from this effort to reinvigorate the
Arab scene. Translation has a double role of invigoration and appropriation,
and could operate on the literary scene with great effectiveness. It offers
enough deviational poetics to elude censorship or open conflict. Its immedi-
ate contribution lies in its subtle undermining of classical canons of imita-
tion, with the form of the ancient qaxldah as the model. In periods of literary
transformation, the conflict between the old and the new, the imitative and
the creative cannot be underestimated. Writing about the resilient ancient
qaxldah form, the Palestinian-Iraqi critic and novelist Jabrm I. Jabrm (d. 1995)
explains, “The wordiness, the poetic diction, was a continuation of a tradition
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of scholasticism in which dictionary learning tended to be of superior urgency
to private visions.”65 In contrast, modern poetics makes selective use of the
salient features of classical poetics, manipulating as method, among others,66

Eliot’s objectifications of experience, and his extensive and timely use of the
non-literary, the mythological, and the classical. Poetic texts are a space for
a dynamic dialogue, and the modern poem in the hands of its masterly
producers universalizes the moment through active engagement with the
local and the traditional. It may be an address to the educated and the elite,
but its negotiatory intertext gives it great potential to effect cultural change.

Although translation at large was taken very seriously throughout the
1950s and 1960s, poets were involved in the effort not only in response to
their strong precursors’ practice, but also because of textual pertinence.
Hence, translations from Eliot deserve attention, as their timely appearance
helped in directing poetry toward a non-romantic stance, an objectification
of experience that suited the pose of the poet as a public intellectual. Eliot
says in “Tradition and the Individual Talent,” “Poetry is not a turning loose
of emotion, but an escape from emotion; it is not the expression of personal-
ity, but an escape from personality.”67 The significance of this objectification
process lies in its challenge to the more popular romanticism. As employed
by William Butler Yeats, Ezra Pound, and T. S. Eliot, this depersonalization
brought into Arabic poetry new practices, which were subtle enough to elude
restrictions and strictures, and also to cultivate taste beyond romantic senti-
mentalism.68 Behind these, a distance is maintained and an oblique view is
developed. The past becomes an active moment of present implications.
Tradition for the modern Arab poet is no longer a static structure fossilized
and contained by the dominating group. In the same essay, which was popu-
lar in the early 1950s, Eliot insists on this grounding in heritage to develop
a dynamic and effective poetics. He addresses issues of originality and
uniqueness in terms of this grounding in tradition and knowledge of one’s
literature and culture. The more the poet knows of heritage, the better qual-
ified he or she is to be original and unique, “the most individual parts of [the
poet’s] work may be those in which the dead poets, his ancestors, assert their
immortality most vigorously.”69 One’s poetry derives originality and signifi-
cance according to its place in one’s culture and tradition, among forebears
and ancestors, “[the poet’s] significance, his appreciation is the appreciation
of his relation to the dead poets and artists” (Ibid. 72). The view gains further
emphases in Eliot’s “The Function of Criticism,” for the literatures of a country
or a continent are “organic wholes” or “systems in relation to which, and only in
relation to which, individual works of individual artists, have their signifi-
cance.”70 No wonder many Arab poets launched a systematic reading of heritage,
with a view to find better affiliations and more intimate ancestry. Translated
early in the 1950s, both articles operated positively on the literary consciousness,
leading to an increasing interest in Middle Eastern mythology, classical poets,
and poetics. While inciting the anger of the “old-school gentlemen” who
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accused the new poets “of undermining tradition,”71 poets of the modernist
temper followed Eliot in re-thinking tradition, which was kept alive for
Eliot, in Jabrm’s words, “by the interaction between the new and the old
through individual talent, which acted as catalyst.”72

There are different ideological positions that relate to tradition and its
manifestations, and enforce their authority and power as truthful and oblig-
atory. Eliot as well as modern Arab poets oscillate between a counter-
identification that “. . . rejects the identity inscribed in the ruling ideological
practices,” though with continuing subordination to these, and a disidentifi-
cation that “. . . works against the prevailing ideological practices in order to
transform them.”73 Even the use of voice, mask, and persona indicates this
oscillation, for depersonalization is mainly a defensive strategy as poets
identify wholly or partly with a selected number of ancestors. They derive
from tradition, however, something more than poetic products. They became
aware of the heated discussions of the theory of plagiarism in the classical
Arab age, with its recognition of the best poet as a good plagiarist of mean-
ings and an original creator of techniques and styles. Many have become
aware, too, though at a later stage, of Harold Bloom’s Freudian reading of the
struggle with the ghosts of one’s forebears. In both cases, the great poem may
become a “map of misreading” to use Harold Bloom’s discussion of the anxi-
ety of influence between the descendant and the ancestor.74 Many poems
in Arabic betray such anxieties. Nevertheless, their significance, if any, lies in
the depth and richness of the cultural subtext. This subtext has become the
focus in the discussion of the ancient and the new, and the constant and
the changeable in heritage and modernity. As the association between the
great poetic talent and the strong precursor has been taken for granted since
early Arabic theories of plagiarism, with their emphasis on the right of
the strong poet to raid every other poetic territory, the emergence of dense
poetic intertexts is not surprising. Whenever these fit well in poetic ensembles,
or harmonious configurational sites, poets may well get away with their booty.

Configurational sites: classical and modern

As ancestors demonstrated some lively engagement with other texts, the
moderns found further support for the practice in European theories of inter-
textuality, its inclusion of borrowing, incorporation, allusion, and stealing.
The practice is a show of allegiance as much as it is an act of aggression
against the engaged. Among strong poets, this takes place within an under-
standing which may well incorporate Ezra Pound’s definition of tradition as
the “. . . beauty which we preserve and not a set of fetters to bind us.”75

In theory, discussions and recollections make up a discursive struggle with
an agenda and a commitment to undermine and challenge other competing
discourses. Especially in moments of crisis, in the late 1940s, Arab intellec-
tuals felt entitled and called upon to participate in change. Whether using
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confrontational or smooth literary discourses, there is, in the discursive effort,
urgency prompted by a sense of responsibility toward social justice, national
issues, and the human condition at large. Partaking of the Nah,ah (renais-
sance) discourse with its public intellectualism, poetics since the late 1940s
has forged for itself a number of registers and strategies whose common
ground is dissent. Nevertheless, dissent is not merely a wayward discontent,
for the political and the social, as well as the literary and the cultural, take
issue with what has been burgeoning since the Nah,ah without concluding
in a final settlement. Issues of modernity and tradition, renovation and
authenticity, Westernization and atavism were as real and urgent as they are
today, since the drive is toward an understanding of the self, its place in the
modern world, against a narrative of the past that has been undergoing some
deconstruction, but not a dissecting analysis. Although the 1950s were recep-
tive to these efforts, the hegemonic patriarchal, neo-patriarchal, and domi-
nating bourgeois discourses in different areas of the Arab world have been
staging a strong fight against innovation and open questioning of heritage.
However, discourses of convergence and opposition multiply in respect
to ideology, religion, and tradition in its pre-Islamic, ancient, and Islamic
manifestations, taking a number of tracks, which may be defined, in Michel
Pécheux’s terms,76 as follows:

1 Ideologically interpellated intellectuals, that is, those who identify with
“the discursive formation that dominates them,”77 may identify fully with
the ideology they subscribe to, as was the early Badr Shmkir al-Sayymb
(1926–1964) in his communist affiliation and cAbd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl
(1926–1999) of the 1950s. Poetry in this ideologically interpellated stance
tends to be anti-colonial, anti-patriarchal, and committed to class and
national struggle. Poetics collapses the lyrical and the polemical, while striv-
ing to objectify its utterance, to reach for its goal and target. Its dramatiza-
tions and attempts to distance the poet from the poem and allow multiple
voices find, in al-Baymtl’s “The Village Market,” a good example.78 The devi-
ational nature of this poetics manifests itself in speech-like language, daily
usage, and popular sentiments with no effort to court the classical language
of the qaxldah.

2 This same outlook may give way to counter-identification, too, for,
to use Issa Boullata’s re-phrasing of Pécheux, it “rejects the identity
inscribed in the ruling ideological practices, thus remaining more or less
subordinate to what it opposes.”79 In responding to tradition or engaging
modernization, poetry here borrows from both. Contamination is the
imprint, which even paratextual devices such as dedications cannot dislodge.
Almost every modern poet betrays this double indebtedness. Even when
al-Baymtl addresses, for example, a poem to the “reactionary poet T. S. Eliot,”
he cannot release his subtext from the presence of his forebear’s ghost.
T. S. Eliot’s influence on that generation “was eruptive and insistent,” writes
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Jabrm I. Jabrm, especially as “. . . the people who read him most and translated
him and commented on his work were themselves the leading young writ-
ers and poets of the new generation.”80 He further adds that Eliot was to him
and his generation “an articulate and concise advocate of new incipient
thoughts.”81 With this impact, poets in their early maturation cannot resist
the attachment, especially as Eliot’s discontent and criticism of a dying
civilization, along with his readings of tradition, offer them a much-needed
preparation.

3 “Disidentification,” the penchant to displace and transform the domi-
nating ideology, culminates increasing consciousness against hegemonic dis-
course, not only against the latter’s neo-patriarchal assimilation of colonialist
legacy and its resilient practices to sustain power, but also its manipulation
of culture, religion, and history to increase its power and tighten hegemony.
Conversely, transformative and deviational poetics resorts to different regis-
ters to counter and undermine hegemony. It brings to the foreground histor-
ical figures, who stood against oppression and fought for social and political
justice. In this epistemological domain, modernist poetics forges its imprint,
for the Eliotesque allegiance to “something outside us,”82 and the use of
objective correlatives from history, mythology, and tradition drives many to
develop another line of engagement with indigenous faiths, mythologies,
symbols, and historical figures.

Undermining poetics

The “disidentification” process could take a number of positions, not only
against tradition at large, but also against practices, realities, and lifestyles
that are rife with contradiction, and that manifest a discord between tradi-
tional indigenous past and pressing needs. This disidentification may evolve
also as an act of negation in transformative poetics. Thus, Adnnls in an early
poem already cited, “The Language of Sin” (1961), expresses utter discontent
with heritage at large.

I burn my inheritance, I say that my land
is virginal, that there are no graves in my youth.
I am above God and Satan;
My ways are deeper than theirs.
In my book I walk
in the procession of the blazing thunderbolt, in the procession of the green 

thunderbolt,
I shout—there is no Paradise, no fall after me,
and I erase the language of sin.83

The poet’s register partakes of the tradition that he debates; yet his use of
the “green thunderbolt” shares the symbolism of Qur’mnic rejuvenation.
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It also shares a Tammnzl register with other poets like al-Sayymb in his
“Death and the River.” If his 1957 poem “Rlshat al-ghurmb” (“The Crown’s
Feather”) despairs of endless waiting for a “ship that will circuit the
universe,” his perplexity and inability to bring himself to pray should not
delude us. In this poem, perplexity signals a spiritual crisis. “I want to kneel,
I want to pray / to the owl with the broken wing, / to the embers, to the
winds” (Pt. iii: 165).84 There is a divided spirit, a broken soul, but there is
nonetheless a desire to recreate a communal prayer that works, not only
within Sufi perplexity, but also within an ideology of national becoming as
postulated by the Syrian Social Nationalist Party. The pious and the secular
constitute this mixed register. Instead of a theologically ordained prayer, the
speaker’s performance indicates an innate Sufi departure from the secular
knowledge that he is simultaneously courting: “I want to pray to a perplexed
star in the sky, / to death and to disease— / and in my incense burn/ my white
days and my songs, / my notebook and the ink, and the inkwell” (Ibid.
165).85 Seemingly, there is a rejection of a career, too, yet the following lines
turn the poem into a celebration of a communal solidarity effectively endorsed
in his other poem, “The New Noah” (1958).86 In the “Crown’s Feather,” the
speaker says, “I want to pray / to all beings ignorant of prayer” (Ibid.). In
“The New Noah” the speaker, Noah, offers a revisionist politic of defiance.
“If time rolls back to the beginning / and water immerses the face of life
again,” he says, “I will not heed His words” (Ibid. 160). Rejectionist poetics
in the 1950s was in keeping with a popular secular model that attracted a
number of poets who found in the primeval and the mythical a free zone that
allowed them to superimpose a cyclical design of birth and rebirth outside
the authority of religion. Rejection of the available finds no better image than
that of the woodcutter, as in his other poem “A Vision” (Ibid. 163–64).
“And rejection is a woodcutter who lives on / my face—who collects me for
burning.” Death and rebirth work in this design of phoenix-like burning.

This rejectionist poetics takes many voices. The Iraqi Buland al->aydarl
(1926–1996), for instance, applies it to monotheism at large as a dehumanizing
and oppressive force, with astounding justifications for exploitation. In
“Journey of the Yellow Letters” (1968), religion “yellowed letters” to the poor,

For a thousand years, children of my poor village
we have slept the long sleep of history
and worshipped our frightful shadows in your eyes.

(In When the Words Burn, 81–82)

The poet’s blame is leveled against institutions that have made use of
religious and historical narratives of subordination and submission to enforce
supremacy and control while driving the poor further into poverty. Its imme-
diate context is socio-political, for poets strive to uncover sham practices and
double standards, which they usually associate with fake mullahs (religious
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shaykhs or jurists). In this vein, they focus also on distorted lifestyles, mixed
agendas, and superficial amalgams of ancient and modern attitudes. In the lat-
ter mood, the Palestinian Murld al-Barghnthl (b. 1944) writes “Al-Qabm’il”
(The Tribes 1978) that pictures tribalism as a state of mind. Using the
“tent” as a trope for a Bedouin frame of mind that makes use of the offers of
bourgeois life, the speaker says:

Our tribes regain their charm:
Tents and more tents
tents of tranquil stone, their pegs are tile and marble
inscriptions on the ceiling, velvet paper covering the walls
the family portraits and “La Giaconda”
facing a tablet with inscriptions
to repel the evil eye
beside the diploma of a son
framed in gold, coated with dust.
Tents, and a glass window
it is the trap for young girls, who look out from it and tremble for fear

their young sister or brother might tell the grown-ups.
Vapor rises from the tea, whiskey and soda
and “I do not like wine” and “excuse me”
“did you manage with the fourth wife?”
Tents and more tents
the chandeliers illuminate opulent furnishings
flies of speech dance through them
In and out of brass gates draped with chains
Our tribes retain their charm
now that the tribes are out of date!87

Irony and juxtaposition hold the poem together in a secular terrain. The main
thrust of the poem lies thematically in its focus on a bourgeois temper of
contradictory beliefs and applications, tied to an old mentality and sham set
of ethics and moralities while clinging to Western icons in a pretentious
stance of modernity.

This crystallization of socio-political issues may confirm what Nizmr
Qabbmnl cited as a paradoxical temper. Yet, the Palestinian Murld Barghnthl
depicts a specific case: the mixed morality and outlook of the emerging bour-
geoisie. His subtle irony exposes a class that has become the main target of
social and literary criticism, and the butt of narrative satire. Poetry goes fur-
ther to question mixed agenda and expectations. The persona in the
Jordanian Amjad Nmxir’s (b. 1955) poem “Manfm” (1982, “Exile”) would like
to think that the recreation of an indigenous lifestyle in a foreign land can
be quite accommodating and salutary.88 In “Exile,” which was written while
he was in Beirut, the persona comes to realize, however, that memory and
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recollected ways of speech and behavior operate so actively only because of the
need for self-deceit and wishful thinking as a defensive strategy against an
alienating reality abroad.

You see
We haven’t changed that much
Perhaps not at all
Our words are still
Strong, clear
the way we Bedouins talk
long embraces

asking after family and herds
laughing thunderously
the scent of old wood
stored in barns
still breathes from our clothes89

In a self-congratulatory gesture and appeasing discourse, the persona gathers
pieces of evidence to convince the listener, perhaps his divided self, that all
is well with his Bedouin identity, as if the latter were a jumble of gestures,
attitudes, habits, and ways of speech.

you see
we haven’t changed that much
perhaps not at all

we still squat on the earth
wash lines still block

the doors to our houses
our children covered with dust

while in the evenings over mint tea
we exchange gossip
that refreshes

(Ibid.)

The underlying irony takes issue with a number of practices that are tribal to
the core, but they remain resilient as ways of life, nevertheless, even when
people have been in touch with other cultures and societies. Irony under-
mines a traditional poetics of vengeance, and invites the reader as listener to
participate in the effort to expose a discourse of double standards.

we still avenge our honor
our blood
has not changed to water
we live
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as if still living in al-Mafraq
or Salt, Karak or Ramtha

as if we hadn’t crossed
northern borders

to big cities and coasts
where cruel war rages
and a great sea roars
where strangers clutch at each other’s shirt collars,

from balconies
Shoot bullets through wash lines

(Ibid.)

These intimations are ironic for another reason, however. The speaker is no
longer the same as his compatriots back home. With this self-critique, he
can no longer fit into a Bedouin community that lives also in reciprocal
relationship with the urban center. Homecoming sounds impossible, and
memory strives to establish another homeland free of tribalism. In poetry,
these recollections explode myths of good life in exile, and lead the reader
to the complexity of relocation. Memory becomes a trap, and assimilation
a myth.

This engagement with issues of traditional life, scenes of dislocation, and
conflicting models and mentalities, is no less fertilizing than sites of super-
imposed visions. The poetics here reaches to the deep concerns of narrative
and drama, and involves its encapsulations in greater tension. The effort
enhances the 1950s’ preoccupations with the worn out attitudes and inhuman
practices that linger in the background of change, as Nmzik al-Malm’ikah does
in “Washing off Disgrace” and “My Silence”; but they are released in poetic
horizons of expectation and invitation of change and joy, as in Munm Sa‘ndl’s
“So Drunk am I with the Night, the Air, and the Trees.”90

In Munm Sa‘ndl’s poem, the speaker probes another juxtaposed frame,
whereby commercial dealings and bourgeois life drive the addressee into
oblivion and neglect. The poem fits into a feminist critique that looks on the
speaker’s freedom in terms of deliberate release from old and new shackles, of
worn out customs and commercial spirit. The poem borrows from ancient
poetry the sense of freedom and challenge, but it takes from new poetics the
postmodernist self-awareness of marginalization. The speaker sees the self as
the one ignored and marginalized, not due to traditional ethics and misap-
plication of Islamic law, but because of a reigning commercial spirit. This sense
of self is augmented through a counter self-awareness of rapturous fusion into
the boundless and the vast. The sea and the waves become liberating horizons
that enable the soul to roam freely.

So drunk am I with the night, the air, and the trees
So drunk, I enfold the seas of forgetfulness.
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When the shore appears, I bend away with my mast
Towards the endlessness of the waters
Counting the waves: wave by wave

The empowering sense of freedom and release gives her a new voice, a voice
that shapes the newly emerging poem of little cares, personal occupations,
and details beyond the rhetoric of ideology that distinguishes the neoclassical
poem.

I yell at the sea:
More of your remoteness.
Fortitude is futile, frustration and conversations
go on and on around the fireplace.
The days have numbers, the faces have names
And the masks mime according to the time
recorded on the clock in the
piazza of the city.

This voice achieves a sense of freedom through a self-critique which is central
to this new consciousness. It is only through self-interrogation that the
speaker can understand the reasons behind the present estrangement from
tradition and community. Both are replaced by new commercialism, leaving
the speaker a solitary individual.

Selling is a god, Buying is a god. And you,
they have abandoned you. They let you fall
into oblivion, yes, you:
the distant traveling of the unknown in the
darkness: the drunkenness of the night and the air.
So drunk am I with the night, the air, and the trees
I have carried you, Sea, upon my forehead
You that carry no name, the journey to the unseen
through you and in you, the whole
universe is reduced to the circles of the water:
the tides of death and birth
And the silence of the migrating birds
Between the poles.

The poem works its navigation through topography of waters, waves, and
shores that are mapped by birds, the speaker’s correlatives for the free soul
beyond limits and borders.

You, migrating birds:
Go tell the shores you are reaching
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The sea is coming to wash the cities
To sweep the masks that are numbered
According to the rites of the marketplace
(The bowing, the creeping, and the fear.)

The sea evolves as a trope for a new poetics of rejuvenation and change.

The sea is coming with the verses of the
pregnant stones:
Action is the word and Refusal of the old.
The sea is coming.91

Imagery derives its indices from fertile myths, with the sea as the encom-
passing image of enforced change. The Biblical deluge can sweep away
corruption, negligence, and commercialism. In its juxtapositions and recre-
ations of images of the boundless, the poem invites the scenic devices of
traditional poetry to represent a sense of the vast and the boundless that is
also correlative of freedom. In other words, the poem manipulates a poetics
of subversion that gains steadily in impetus within a context of cultural
negotiation, as attested to by publications and conferences in the 1950s
and 1960s.

Which tradition in the Rome conference (1961)?

As poems of identification, counter-identification, and disidentification
multiply, we may need to read through their background, for consciousness
operates on needs and outcomes, as much as it derives from them. Socio-
political concerns as well as visionary impositions constitute a cultural aware-
ness in which poets participate with a sense of commitment and passion.
Although agenda and faiths have varied since the 1950s, references to them
early on in that period took the modernity–tradition nexus as a starting point
in relation to issues of background ethics and morality. The effort to justify
poetic recreations of present concerns and expectations drove major voices to
develop a theoretical framework, whereby they could navigate between the
past and the present, especially in matters of innovation, change, and their
bearing on present life and literature. The Rome Conference of 1961 was
an important historical moment as far as these issues relate to the modernity/
tradition dialectic. Citing Abn Tammmm’s (804–845) innovatory stance as
both an exemplary appropriation of ancient poetics and a challenge to servile
imitation, poets like cAll A.mad Sacld (Adnnls) came up with a modernist
poetics of some complexity and richness. To justify a position, to criticize
social and political evils, or to vie for poetic freedom, many poets, like him,
made use of dedications or recollections of ancestors. Poetic strategies, including
masks and personae, multiplied along with paratextual reference and historical
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recording. Poetic quality varied among practitioners too, and whereas there
was richness in some texts, a hurried recovery of historical detail might end
up in cheap and superficial recollection.

The Rome Conference on Arabic literature entitled Al-Adab al-cArabl
al-mucmxir (Contemporary Arabic Literature) was not out of context. Adnnls’
role in debates of modernity and tradition was of great significance. One way
of dealing with his role within this complexity in order to reach an under-
standing of modern Arabic poetics is to refer to the proceedings of the
Conference, October 16–20, 1961. The US Information Agency and its
World Organization for Freedom of Culture sponsored the conference, in
association with the Italian Oriental Institute and the journal Tempo Presenta.
The sessions dealt with significant issues, and participants included Jabrm I.
Jabrm, Adnnls, Ynsuf al-Khml, Badr Shmkir al-Sayymb, Albert Hourani,
Simon Jargy, S. K. Jayyusi, Mu.ammad Barrmdah, Mu.ammad Mzmll, later
Premier of Tunisia for many years, cM’ishah cAbd al-Ra.mmn (Bint al-Shmyi’),
M. Berger, Jamml A.mad, F. Gabrieli, and Mu.ammad al-Fmsl.

The challenge of the modern in the Arab world since the mid-1940s, and
perhaps until the 1970s, was prompted and colored by the politics of urgency,
especially insofar as the Palestinian question is concerned. It was imbued
with Cold War politics and their aftermath. Against imperial and multina-
tional interests in the geopolitics and natural resources of the region, the
political assumed greater urgency than the social. The poet, who was intel-
lectually committed to such issues, was bound to develop a register of
potency to measure up to an agenda of some sort, be it personal, national, or
ideological. This agenda, sometimes hidden and sometimes conspicuous, was
at the heart of heated discussions and oblique criticisms. Indeed, we need to
go back to Jabrm Ibrmhlm Jabrm’s emphasis on the precious literariness of the
text and set it against al-Baymtl’s biting criticism of liberal poetics to under-
stand the literary and cultural climate since the 1950s. Political urgency itself
might have led to a counter-reservation against political engagement, probably
prompted by fear of lapsing into jargon and emotional rhetoric. Both positions,
along with in-between stands, make up a rich and complex poetics.

The majority of the attendees belonged to the liberal tradition, along with
some from nationalist orientations. From among the left, one can probably cite
Mu.ammad Barrmdah (from Morocco). Many in attendance were intellectuals
who were dismayed by the growing leftist upsurge in Arab cultural life.
Others like the Iraqi Badr Shmkir al-Sayymb changed positions after some dis-
agreements with the Iraqi Communist Party (ICP), but also because of a per-
sonal need for attention at a time when the Party enlisted many competing
figures on its side. Around that time the journal >iwmr (Beirut) and its coun-
terpart in London, Encounter (whose editor-in-chief, Stephen Spender, was also
a discussant at the Rome Conference), were accused of having Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) support. Even Shicr (Poetry, 1957–1964), whose
owner was Ynsuf al-Khml (1917–1987) and editor-in-chief Adnnls, suffered
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such accusations. Nevertheless, it survived attacks and bequeathed its legacy
to another journal, Mawmqif (Stations), which was started in 1968 in London.
The renowned Egyptian Marxist Luwls cAwa, (1915–1994) wrote against
these journals.92 Al-Baymtl also never tired of alluding to this history.93

While strongly divided into factions with agenda and platforms like the
Lebanese journals Al-Mdmb (The Arts), Al-Yarlq (The Road), and Shicr, and
the Egyptian Al-Thaqmfah (Culture), the literati of the 1950s and the 1960s
had to cope with the challenge of the modern with its political underpin-
nings. Despite conflicting priorities, one can detect among these literary
factions a tendency to copy each other, and to duplicate terms, values, and
whole registers of political, aesthetic, and cultural accentuations and affilia-
tions, whenever traditions and literary history were called into question.
It should not be surprising, therefore, that criticism itself was tinged with a
partisan taste or a counter-drive to set things right. Although the voices
battling for precedence among the pioneers of the Free Verse Movement were
trapped in historical records and formalistic assessments, there were also read-
ings by nationalists like Kmzim Jawmd and fellow poets like al-Sayymb, which
tended to find fault with al-Baymtl’s poetry or to trace plagiarisms here
and there.94 Taking the opposite position were the solid scholar and critic
I.smn cAbbms (d. 2003) and Nihmd al-Takarll (b. 1925), who cited al-Baymtl
as the pioneer in modernity.95 Al-Baymtl’s priorities were social and political,
but his meticulous care for ascendancy drove him to study every poet,
including his living rivals like al-Sayymb and, later, Adnnls. Indeed, al-Baymtl’s
Sufi poems carry numerous echoes from Adnnls, before the unmediated
engagements of the former since the early 1970s with Ibn cArabl (d. 1240) and
Manxnr al->allmj (d. 922).

The dialectics of tradition and modernity

However, both al-Baymtl and Adnnls are attuned to experimentation. Whereas
al-Baymtl is keen on underlining his inventory and reiterating his landmarks
in a poetic topography of kingdoms, homelands, and underworlds, Adnnls
dilutes and erases. It is no wonder that his tendency to open up tradition and
religion beyond sacred principles passed undetected before the growth of
fundamentalism since the late 1980s.

Adnnls’ importance for any study of the intersectional dialectic of tradition
and modernity is beyond doubt. His intensive grounding in literary tradition
at an early time enabled him not only to manipulate heritage and use its
sources in an Eliotesque manner, but also to disseminate such a tendency
among his counterparts, leading a completely poetic endeavor thereafter into
expanding domains of intertextual negotiation beyond the impasse of the
Free Verse formalist innovation. Nmzik al-Malm’ikah (1923–) dwelt on the
issue of social roots of the Free Verse Movement, but her endeavor was
prompted by the urgency to legitimize innovation using classical roots and
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tenets and the modern appropriation of classical prosody, as manifested in her
Mdmb articles which made up her later book on criticism.96 Her concerns were
with acquainting readers with the movement, before battling her counter-
parts whom she deemed irresponsible for their total defiance of tradition.97

Adnnls, on the other hand, led the movement beyond this impasse. Taking
advantage of the dismay among the literati at the growing political jargon
among the leftists, he brought into poetry a new spirit that was responding
to change through an understanding of tradition as a name for diversity.
Although negotiating his poetics with care, he nevertheless invited attacks
and criticism from associates and opponents.

Although poets of the 1950s shared an agenda for modernity and innovation,
their positions regarding tradition were not uniform. Al-Sayymb’s criticism
was directed against the shmcir al-khaymbah al-kilmslkiyyah, the poet of classi-
cal oratory, meaning his mentor and patron al-Jawmhirl (1903–1996).98

Al-Baymtl looked upon tradition as a mixture of everything, to be selectively
used. Even predecessors like al-Mutanabbl were reduced categorically to
beggars and panegyrists on the one hand, and rebels and dissidents on the
other.99 His Mutanabbl is the one who leaves behind that outworn self, his
“shoes,” to be up to the challenge, which he sets in his poems of revolt.
Regarding Adnnls, there is an incomplete process of modernity and renewal
in tradition, which invites a further shift beyond fixity in forms and values.
One is tempted to analyze the poet’s position in view of some pronounce-
ments by Baudelaire. The latter says, “Modernity is the transitory, the fugi-
tive, the contingent, the half of art, of which the other half is the eternal and
the immutable.”100 Adnnls built on the modernity constant in his theory of
dialectical exchange and struggle. His framework for a nexus of modernity
and tradition elicited Jabrm Ibrmhlm Jabrm’s criticism at the Rome Conference,
for Jabrm argued that modernism needs no historical context.101 As an active
member among the literati of the period with great attachment to the west-
ernization of literature, Jabrm developed a method of reasoning that
attempted to account for change in the educated class consciousness. The
attempt at historical accentuations for modernity bothered him, and he was
stronger whenever western poetics was the yardstick. Well-acquainted as he
was with Anglo-American literature, he was perhaps aware of Laura Riding’s
and Robert Graves’ Survey of Modernist Poetry (1927), in which they argue for
true modernism, as an aesthetically forward movement, with “. . . faith in the
immediate, the new doings of poems (or poets and poetry) as not necessarily
derived from history.”102 In a later essay, Jabrm articulates his early argument
with Adnnls in terms of Freudian competitiveness, garbed in neo-historical
terms, for the poet “. . . would have to compete with the great names of the
past if he had anything worthwhile to say,” he contends, repeating with
emphasis Eliot’s pronouncements in this respect.103 Nevertheless, Jabrmwas also
attuned to the Eliotesque method of reasoning in respect to his understanding
of his own Western tradition. Jabrm drew attention to the sensibility emerging
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among the Arabs, as a “history-conscious” one. “. . . there was the new anguish
of a vast nation in travail” (Ibid). He argued in bitterness:

The Arabs were suddenly on their own: independent in most cases,
but beset by a world that seemed to make a travesty of their inde-
pendence, with the added trauma of having most of Palestine hacked
up into an illogical Zionist state.

(Ibid. 193)

In poetic terms that had already become the leitmotif of the Tammnzl
movement, he collapsed the political and the mythological, the ontological
and the theological. “A supreme agony, a crucifixion. The poet’s response was
severe and radical” (Ibid.).

Jabrm’s identification of the new sensibility is worth noticing, as it offers
further justifications for his early pronouncement for engagement with
modernity toward change. That phase in Arab life was “. . . history-conscious,
humanity-conscious and above all, freedom-conscious” (Ibid.). The implications
for modern poetry are deep and many, for the poet has to deploy his conscious-
ness against evil.

In defense of his stance, the poet would now question and expostulate.
His poetry, once reveling in oratory, became more and more of a
soliloquy, a dramatic monologue, which soon gave its speaker the
look and manner of a rather incomprehensible ‘hero,’ an outsider at
variance with his society.

(Ibid.)

We can tell that Jabrm tried to account for the impulse of the modern against
a rhetorical tradition, whereas Adnnls took his grounding in heritage as a
starting point to establish a comprehensive poetic.

Nevertheless, Adnnls raised more questions and objections, and proved to
be more controversial. The English poet Stephen Spender, as a discussant and
participant at that conference, had some reservations against what he deemed
as Adnnls’ radical shift beyond Arabic heritage.104 In other words, Adnnls’
theorizations at Rome in 1961 raised a variety of questions and provoked
a number of positions of great bearing on issues of modernity and tradition.

Adnnls: the challenge of tradition

Adnnls’ concern with modernity cuts across chronology, for modernity is
a constant, an ongoing process that resists closure and fixity. It is no wonder
that his Rome Conference paper addresses tradition as the context within
which modernity works its way in poetic strategies. This view still sustains
his writings, but was not easily condoned by classical critics in the 1960s.
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His contribution to the Rome Conference had the following title: “Al-Shicr
al-cArabl wa-mushkilmt al-tajdld” (Arabic Poetry and the Problematic of
Innovation, Proceedings 171–91). In twenty pages, he unwittingly follows
Ibn al-Muctazz’ (d. 296/908) model in Kitmb al-Badl c (Book of the new,
written in 274 H).105 Ibn al-Muctazz tends to vindicate Abn Tammmm and the
innovators obliquely and in terms of denial, for both the “definable” rhetoric,
embellishments, and extant innovations are already there in classical sources,
and the badl c should not be seen therefore as an anomaly.106 Adnnls also
expounds on innovation and modernity in contemporary poetry as an old
practice: “. . . it is ancient, belonging to the eighth century, in the early
cAbbmsid period” (Proceedings, 171). It is only at a later stage, in 1971, that he
qualifies his early understanding of tradition by reference to French poetic
mediations. His reading of Abn Tammmm, Abn Nuwms, al-Macarrl, 
al-Niffarl, and al-Jurjmnl, we are told, is informed by his readings of Baudelaire,
Mallarmé, Nerval, and Rimbaud. The passage in his book reads as follows:

It was reading Baudelaire, which changed my understanding of Abn
Nuwms and revealed his particular poetical quality and modernity,
and Mallarmé’s work, which explained to me the mysteries of Abn
Tammmm’s poetic language and the modern dimension in it. My
reading of Rimbaud, Nerval and Breton led me to discover the
poetry of the mystic writers in all its uniqueness and splendor, and
the new French criticism gave me an indication of the newness of 
al-Jurjani’s critical vision.107

French poetic mediations are not originators of some epistemological
breakthrough. Nor are they a sole source of influx. We know that Adnnls was
attracted to Eliot, too, and collaborated with Ynsuf al-Khml in translating
Eliot’s poems in 1958. On the other hand, the Eliotesque element was no less
invigorating for a Tammnzl tradition in Arabic poetry, which had also among
its sources Antnn Sacmdah’s (1904–1949) book, Al-Xirmc al-fikrl fl al-adab 
al-Snrl (Intellectual conflict in Syrian literature),108 which calls for a recovery of
native mythology, with its emphasis on cyclical regeneration and rebirth.
Adnnls listed the book as “. . . the first to influence my thought and poetic
bent,” for it “had a great impact on a whole generation of poets beginning with
Sacld cAql, Xalmh Labakl, Ynsuf al-Khml, Fu’md Sulaymmn, and Khalll >mwl.”109

Sacmdah’s book should not be underestimated, as it spoke in terms of regenera-
tion and fertility, and offered its readings of conflict in terms that veer away
from the romanticisms of other nationalist ideologies. It also placed its argu-
ment within a cultural context that accommodated other views and writings in
translation that redrew the map of reading beyond inherited views of tradition.
The book’s use of myth as quasi-factual was in tune with the vogue of mythol-
ogy and the search for roots. Indeed, it was one of the sources for the Tammnzl
movement, with its use of Middle Eastern mythology, Biblical and Islamic
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traditions, and the offerings of the poetry of Edith Sitwell and T. S. Eliot.
Summing up these sources for the movement in view of Ascad Razznq’s book
on myth in contemporary Arabic poetry (1959), Nazeer El-Azma concludes,
“This development is a phenomenon of the modern aspiration of the Arabs and
their deep longing to be alive and productive in the family of mankind.”110

In other words, further readings come at times as illuminating sparks that
direct attention to the dynamics of literary heritage, and to the pioneering trans-
gressions of Abn Tammmm, his deviations from classical tenets, which Adnnls
incorporated in his challenge of the modern. Citing al-Marznql’s (d. 1030)
enumeration of these classical tenets of the qaxldah, in the introduction to Abn
Tammmm’s Dlwmn al->ammsah (The Book of the Poetry of Zeal/Fortitude),
Adnnls in the Rome Conference Proceedings questioned classical critical
commitments to the pre-Islamic model as one of irrevocable perfectibility and
absolute value (Proceedings, 171, 173). Applied to ethics and life, this model,
contended Adnnls, is a yardstick whose measurements are meant to stifle
innovation. The propagation of an ideal of fixity and immutability amounts to
taking the past as the epitome of the sacred, untouchable, and infallible, for that
matter (Ibid. 175). Such an argument works through paradigmatic comparison
and contrast, for innovators stand for life and change. As for “the ancient
and the traditional,” it “makes a gravity center in Arabic culture which
understands the human as no more than heir and enhancer” (Ibid. 176).

Modernity as a constant

Adnnls’ literary mind engaged him in generalizations that overlooked
discourse analysis and empowered cultural structures despite his subsequent
interest in dynamics of change in Al-Thmbit wa- al-muta.awwil: Ba.th fl
al-ittibmc wa- al-ibdmc cinda al-cArab.111 But Adnnls’ introductory critique in
the Rome Conference Proceedings could be taken as a pioneering critical
insight that regards modernity as an ongoing process whose pioneers in the
classical period were many (Ibid. 177), beginning with Muslim Ibn al-Walld
(d. 823) and later Abn Tammmm (d. 846). Language in this poetics is a living
thing that responds to experience, tension, and passion. Culture itself should
be liberated from edification toward freedom and expansion. Poetry is not
craft and expression, but creation and vision, he argued, to vindicate his poet-
ics of transgression (Ibid. 181). Certainly, the Adnnls of Rome had already
noticed his precursor’s achievement, especially in his deep awareness of the
inward underpinnings of language. Although not articulated, one may
assume that the Adnnls of Rome was aware of the precursor’s engagement
with the “the deep ritual structure—the Ancient Near Eastern paradigms of
sacrifice,” as studied by Suzanne P. Stetkevych.112 The precursor’s studied
recourse to the mythical, as well as his transgression against the established
qaxldah formula were, perhaps, in the descendant’s mind, as testified to
by Adnnls’ emulation of the Dlwmn al->ammsah in his own Dlwmn al-Shicr 
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al-cArabl (Anthology of Arabic poetry),113 with its thematic divisions and
literary preferences. In these practices, Adnnls followed a selective method to
bring together samples that meet his poetic practice. Leaning on the Sufi
Shaykh Ibn cArabl’s (d. 1240) phrase “transgression of the habitual,” Adnnls
argues that creativity entails transgression, not obedience and subordination.
He derives support for his view of the human as an exuberant entity in
process from another saying by Ibn cArabl, for the human is a “totality,” not
a division, a sum, or a particle (Proceedings, 181). His emphasis on such issues
as totalization in mythical superimpositions, or poetics of synthesis, presence,
design, purpose, and creation carry the echoes of modernism in poetry. In this
poetics of modernism, creation stands against imitation, and progression
against fixity, as Ihab Hassan explains.114

With an introductory critique and a validation of modernism as a constant
beyond periodization, the Adnnls of the Rome Conference had to intertextu-
alize his poetics of transgression within tradition, for the “. . . connection
to heritage should be one of creativity, supplementation and precedence”
(Ibid. 184). He suggested that,

while we . . . are far, historically and culturally, from Abn Nuwms, for
example, we are close to him. Nevertheless, we still have our own
being and specific experience. While we should be aware of this
connection, we have to be aware of our separation from him, too.

(Ibid.)

The demand for a new poetics to go beyond the circumstantial imperatives
of a constant was at the heart of the modernist drive, to be sure. Whether in
Khalll >mwl’s poems, Ynsuf al-Khml’s canticles of Al-Bi’r al-mahjnrah (The
Deserted Well, 1958), or al-Bayatl’s poems since the 1960s, especially Ashcmr
fl al-manfm (Poems in Exile, 1961), there was a common commitment to work
out a modernist poetics with Tammnzl paradigms of rebirth. “Every year
Tammnz was believed to die, passing away from the cheerful earth to the
gloomy subterranean world, and . . . every year his divine mistress [Ishtar or
Astarte] journeyed in quest for him,” writes James Frazer. “During her
absence the passion of love ceased to operate: men and beasts alike forgot to
reproduce their kinds: all life was threatened with extinction.” Return and
revival were dependent on the great god Eanna’s intervention, and the stern
queen of infernal regions “. . . reluctantly allowed Ishtar to be sprinkled with
the Water of Life,” and to depart with her lover to the upper world.115

National ideology throughout the 1950s took the place of deity, and mythi-
cal patterns of death and rebirth became the political motivations for national
revivalism against a background of stagnation. Applied to literature, this
movement from death to rebirth meant a movement from “. . . oratory
to vision, from subjects to experience, to intuition, logical and rational
sequentiality to unity of experience,” within a search for becoming.116
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Not all poets share the specific emphasis on the visionary and the
prophetic. While different from other modernists like Jabrm, especially in
respect to modernity as an ahistorical constant, Adnnlsian poetics was mainly
a challenge to leftist poetics, which argued throughout the period in question
for an urgent engagement with present evils, including authoritarianism and
exploitation. Leftist poetics shared the agenda for innovation, the creative
involvement in tradition, and the emancipation from hegemonic discourse.
However, its early advocates like the Iraqi poet al-Baymtl (d. 1999), insisted
on immediacy, too, in view of urgent issues. Adnnls reacted against the
“mechanical” response as an expression of “poor artistic perspective,” as he
argued in another publication.117

To understand Adnnls in terms of the relation between his early poetics
and his writings of the 1970s, a further note may prove worthwhile. The
underlying thesis in Adnnls targets authority. “The emphasis on a connect-
edness to tradition is practiced by the inherently dominating forces, unifying
thereby their domination of the system and their control of speech, for the
single purpose of enhancing their culture and hegemony.”118 These forces
manipulate theological discourse to preempt criticism and equate power con-
trol with religious infallibility. In line with Foucauldian analysis, and with a
tinge from Bakhtin, the poet as critic targets unitary discourse as a fossilized
one that ends up “in the sealed eternal text of religion.” Conversely, he opts
for a poetry that opens up boundaries, and assumes multiple layering, “join-
ing the visible to the invisible,” to be the language “of the edges” that “flays
words and in so doing expresses the world.”119 In relation to poetry, he
charges literary criticism with imitativeness and dormancy.

Most Arab critics express the same notion [using the past as the
measurement for the present and the future], for as much as poetry
is close to the origin, its owner becomes a recognized poet. The
origin is a static and fixed point around which poets revolve. But
they lose in value whenever they are at a distance from this origin.

(Ibid. 114–15)

This whole discussion is couched in paradigmatic antithetical frames of
reference that leave some space for the vertical whenever things cannot
square. The underlying assumption relates to hegemonic culture, that of the
status quo, “. . . as established, like the system, on the proclaimed adherence
to fundamentals, and preservation of inherited values, as they stand or as they
are inherited” (The Immutable and the Mutable, 1: 22). This culture, “. . . as
it proclaims, is literal, fundamental, and referential,” he argues in Al-Thmbit
wa- al-muta.awwil (Ibid.).

Adnnls’ discourse resembles Foucauldian analysis. In more than one
instance, he also believes that discourse, to use Said’s paraphrase of Foucault,
“overrides society and governs the production of culture,” for discourse is
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a “regularizing collectivity . . . itself governed by the archive.”120 Adnnls’
search for power relations as they operate through literary discourse is rigor-
ously upheld. To sustain his systematic pairing, he neglects competitive
layering within each text. He ends up with a tendency to groupings and
divisions subsuming conceptualized tradition. Foucault cautions against the
notion of tradition, which, under such groupings, becomes a circulation of
“history in the form of the same,” in order “to pursue without discontinuity
the endless search for the origin.”121 Had he resorted to an “archeological
method” with a focus on texts as part of a larger network that invites a
“countervailing power of criticism . . . to bring the text back to a certain
visibility,” to use Said’s summation of Foucault’s discourse analysis (The
World, 184), Adnnls might have escaped generalizations. Comparison with
other cultures might have proved useful in this instance to distance the
discussion and bring into it other comparable situations where readings of
tradition, origin, and classical discourse would have helped in exploding the
mystique of the past and uncovering its inner workings. Adnnls lists as
follows the literary repercussions of this classical discourse: (1) The separation
between language and meaning, form and content; (2) the view of poetry as
a craft; (3) the sacralization of poetic heritage; (4) the prominence of the jurist
as representative of Arab civilization; (5) the emphasis on consensus; and
(6) the glorification of the past as the perfect, against which both the present
and the future “are symbols of degeneration and decadence;” he adds in 
Al-Thmbit wa- al-muta.awwil (1: 111–16).

Adnnls’ “mutable” element as a historical dynamic survives in dissent with
its outspoken manifestoes and daring opposition. Here, he could have served
as “. . . a counter memory for the text,” to use Said’s words again (Ibid.), and
searched for the unsaid in the dominating literary discourse as well, in the
writings of such ‘Abbmsid apologetics as al-Jm.iz. As Foucault argues in
The Archaeology of Knowledge, “The manifest discourse . . . is really no more
than the repressive presence of what it does not say; and this ‘unsaid’ is a
hollow that undermines from within all that is said” (Ibid. 25). The oppos-
ing culture is the dissenting voice that offers different interpretations and
interrogates platitudes and assumptions to the extent of creating a political
consciousness that is in tune with major political incursions and popular
uprisings (Al-Thmbit wa- al-muta.awwil, 1: 223–57).

While fundamental tenets are behind hegemonic discourse, in literary
terms they imparted the “. . . tendency to oratory edification,” says Adnnls
(Ibid. 1: 141). In another instance and with cogent phrase, the poet-critic
argues the case in terms of hegemonic strictures and ideological manipula-
tion. Ideology attempts to entangle the poetic in its battle, emptying it of its
potential freedom, and reproducing it as a political text. In search for an orig-
inary unity, nationalist ideology “perceives the poetic text as a battleground
between ideas and current tendencies: it makes the poetic text a political
text.”122
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Adnnls’ early association between the critical reliance on ancient authority
and the seemingly resultant dormancy cannot hold for long, for his examples
fluctuate, offering both vindications and refutations of this association. The
opposing creative impulse has existed since ancient times, as manifested in
the supremacy of the personal in Imru’ al-Qays’ poetry. “He behaved, acted
and thought in terms that defy the tribal system and its dominat values” 
(Al-Thmbit wa- al-muta.awwil, 1: 260). Its flowering is a modernist one that
cuts across tradition while building on the sense of an epistemological lack or
vacuum, not perfection, in the past. This lack is to be remedied by creativity
or borrowing from other cultures. Its landmarks are the emphasis on creative
freedom, endless discovery and search, plurality, difference, and multicultur-
alism (Ibid. 1: 19–21). In a word, the overall Adnnlsian critique stems from
a cultural overview of literary and political history as directed and overruled
by a hegemonic discourse that, if met with resistance, becomes even more
resilient. In this he is not different from his modernist counterparts, but he
is more advanced and sophisticated in putting theory and practice together
in a legible form.

Al-Baymtl’s tradition

A brief note may be desirable in respect to the Iraqi poet al-Baymtl (d. 1999),
who flourished in the early 1950s as a leftist, with a daring interest in exper-
imentation. He was already well-established when Adnnls’ presence began to
be felt. His recognition as the most challenging among the pioneers was
partly real and partly a myth, for leftist politics was in need of a respectable
name that could fit well in the call for progress and change. The Iraqi poet
al-Sayymb (d. 1964) was passing through difficult times, including a debate
of the mind with itself, as he was worried lest his leftist politics detract from
his poetic finesse. The rising recognition of his counterpart drove him grad-
ually away toward the other camp, where Adnnls and others were to gather
around a journal of their own, Shi‘r (Poetry). Al-Baymtl shared with this other
camp a distrust of “castrated poetry,” poetry of generalizations and clichés
that fit into authoritarian discourse and hegemonic culture,123 but he also
related the inner poetic self to a stage in Arabic life that suffered castration.
Poetry for him could reveal a great deal about the society itself, yet it could
act on it, too. In other words, he derived his early poetics mainly from a
politics of historical materialism, before embarking at a later stage on a
conciliatory poetics of both urgency and vision, finding in the archetypal
image of the rover enough substantiation in tradition to account for the
modernist sense of dislocation, as I will argue in the last chapters. The per-
sona as a rover sums up the poet’s own experience. It is only through a spiral
inner journey, correlatively delineated through his own personal experience of
exile, and away from the factors that have led to stagnation and death, that
poetry resurrects itself (Ibid. 158). Al-Baymtl equates the interior journey
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with an exilic movement, a restless journey among lands and places, which
also occurs as such in other texts by his contemporaries, for Adnnls’ Mihymr,
for instance, is “Like a song visiting us stealthily / On the grey roads of
exile.”124 In a February 1999 interview (in Al-Ahram Weekly), al-Baymtl looks
upon the topographical journey as correlative to the inner one:

I have always searched for the sun’s springs. When a human being
stays in one place, he is likely to die. People too stagnate like water
and air. Therefore, the death of nature, of words, of the spirit has
prompted me to keep traveling, to encounter new suns, new springs,
and new horizons. A whole new world being born.125

Whenever the poet escapes this reality, there is a possibility of a new “dawn.”126

Hence, al-Baymtl would not take popularity and vogue as symptoms of
renewal and rebirth. On the contrary, he looks upon the career of the popular
poet Nizmr Qabbmnl (1923–1996) as bourgeois and clownish.

He is not a poet in the revolutionary, human, and universal sense. He
is not a poet of suffering, but like those singers who appear everyday
then disappear and die like flies in a cloudy winter. As I mentioned
in my collection Al-Nmr wa- al-Kalimmt in the poem “Abn Zayd al-
Surnjl” [sic] (1964), he always reminds me of those eunuch poets in
the maqamat [sic] of al-Harlrl, but in a more sophisticated manner.
I described Abn Zayd al-Surnjl in the poem as the disease and the
plague in periods of defeat, followed by locusts and crows. . . . This
is not a single figure but a type of all artists and poets who have
resembled him throughout history and this type may appear at any
time but in a new disguise.127

I have quoted al-Baymtl’s comment at length not only to draw attention
to the diversity in outlook among poets of the same generation, but also to
underline the use of analogy and comparison whenever the present scene is
at issue.128 While making use of the synchronic and diachronic, al-Baymtl
looks upon tradition and modernity as interchangeably present. They man-
ifest themselves in figures and attitudes, in performance and outlook.
A historical literary figure is recalled to substantiate a contemporary image
or point of view. Time remains cyclical albeit with deviations and trans-
gressions. Like many of his contemporaries, especially the practitioners of
mythical foregrounding, al-Baymtl looks upon the present with a synchronic
focus that takes codes, allusions, and historical referentiality as a common
property shaped by taste and readership and made available through public
education. The case is not the same with Adnnls, however, who looks upon
the present as a rupture with a past that suffers from fixity but undergoes
crisis, too. As I will argue in another place, there is no better evidence
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of difference in vision and use of myth than in their opposite use of
Astarte/Ishtar.

Poetic career: Xalm. cAbd al-Xabnr

However, having said this, there are stages in each poet’s outlook, and poetic
inventories fuse into each other much more easily than clear-cut classifica-
tions. At a later stage, Xalm. cAbd al-Xabnr (1931–1981) would reach the
understanding that “. . . heritage is not an immutable legacy, but a mutable
one, for the past lives only within a present, and every poem which cannot
prolong its life towards the future does not deserve to be part of tradition.”129

Nevertheless, such an understanding was reached only after he devoted the
years 1964–1965 to a rereading of tradition, which led him to select and
reject various aspects of tradition and literary heritage, within a broad under-
standing of culture (Ibid.). It was that understanding which enabled him to
look upon the knowledge of roots and origination as no more than an
acquaintance to help understand heritage and tradition in a better light. It
should not be a matter of allegiance and belonging, for the more one reads,
the better-qualified one is to enjoy some portions of tradition, which also
make it easy to understand and enjoy other cultures.

In the last years I got used to the feeling of closeness to poets from
all over, from whatever period, to the extent that my literary heritage
includes Abn al-cAlm’, Shakespeare, Abn Nuwms, Baudelaire, Ibn al-
Rnml, Eliot, the pre-Islamic poets and Lorca, along with many other
figures, poems, thoughts and poetic speculations.

(Ibid. 155)

In other words, Salm. cAbd al-Xabnr’s belated remarks tend to trust taste
first. Tradition loses its national reference within such a broad acculturation.
The latter endows the speaker with new measurements. “My guide in choos-
ing and selecting within my own heritage is its value in any language, and
its voicing of the human condition, not necessarily in its own language,
nor its portrayal of its own times” (Ibid. 159). If this is the case, tradition
becomes more of a personal choice, which goes even beyond Adnnls’ media-
tors from among the Arab classicists and the Europeans. In specific literary
terms, classical discussion of innovation and modernity is of little or no con-
sequence to Xalm. cAbd al-Xabnr. He may have ruled out the larger context of
anxiety, but its complications remain to be investigated and traced in his
poems, especially the dramatic pieces where Sufism becomes another channel
to mediate modernity and tradition in its socio-political ramifications.

Drama, in this sense, is another medium to come to terms with a knotted
problematic beyond the available poetic means. It is also an attestation to the
need of poetic prose to engage complexity, its many ramifications in material
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reality and history, in a nexus of modernity and tradition. In cAbd al-Xabnr’s
readings as well as in the readings of other poets of his generation and their
disciples and opponents, prose as a mediated genre, and prose as prosimetrum
(i.e. a mixture of prose and verse) emerges in its own right. Its genealogical
succession assumes significance, as the modern poets go beyond the early
classical discussions of rhetoric toward autobiographical investigation of self-
hood at the thresholds of modernity, postmodernity, and tradition with its
variegated legacy of Odes, lyrics, short sayings, aphorisms, popular poetry,
and embeddings. As the next chapter argues, poets’ concerns and engage-
ments with their past gained more urgency under the pressure of modernity,
yet the proximity of the latter stimulated new outlooks and enhanced new
insights into the past and the present, demanding a corresponding critique of
multiple accentuations and a variety of strategies to cope with the growing
corpus of modern poetry.
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3

POETIC STRATEGIES

Thresholds for conformity and dissent

Who will buy the history of my forefathers for a day of freedom?
(Ma.mud Darwlsh, Splinters of Bone, 1974, p. 9)

One way of addressing the modernity–tradition nexus is to assess representative
poetics against the poetic practice itself, its reliance on or fusion into textual
terrain, including the narrative and the dramatic, and its exchange with
precursors. In addition, writers have shown a tendency since the 1950s to
dedicate poems to predecessors and contemporaries. The latter tendency was
strong, too, among the post-revivalists, during 1930–1990. Especially among
the qaxldah poets, dedications tend to commend, embed, or improve upon the
dedicatee. Many reasons may stand behind the phenomenon, as texts fuse into
each other, and each poet asserts a lineage, while fighting for a space of his or
her own. Among prominent figures, the Iraqi Mu.ammad Mahdl al-Jawmhirl
(d. 1997) offers a good example of intertextual engagements. He addressed the
Iraqi poets al-Ruxmfl (d. 1945), al-Zahmwl (d. 1936), and others in more than
one poem each. In distinguishing himself from his immediate forebears, the
poet is conscious of the effort to present a unique figure, textually advanced to
the readers as a presence that overshadows or surpasses the rest. In Bloom’s
terms, “poets differentiate themselves into strength by troping or turning
from the presence of other poets,” but the attempt to subsume or ignore a
precursor is a sign of anxiety, nevertheless.1 On the other hand, poets from
the young generation may prove more subversive, as they battle an estab-
lished form, whose “love of language was heady, ecstatic,” for “the poets carried
on with the task of reviving words, phrases, and ideas that had remained
dormant during five or six centuries of intellectual stagnation,” writes the
Palestinian-Iraqi novelist, poet, and critic Jabrm Ibrmhlm Jabrm (d. 1994).2

The neoclassical qaxldah: Al-Jawmhirl

The case may stand out more emphatically when set against the established
neoclassical qaxldah practice as represented throughout by Mu.ammad



Mahdl al-Jawmhirl (1900?–1997), whom Ymhm >usayn (d. 1973) rightly
described as the epitome of a literary tradition, meaning the classical.
Delivering his poem in remembrance of al-Macarrl (d. 1058) at the Damascus
Poetry Festival (1944), al-Jawmhirl, as usual, performed the recitation as, per-
haps, the classicists and their descendants would have practiced it. Ymhm
>usayn concluded upon listening to al-Jawmhirl. “Al-Jawmhirl stunned me
with enchanting eloquence which is the remaining remnant of the right
Arabic literary heritage.”3 The phrasing of Ymhm >usayn’s comment should
be assessed in view of his own rereadings of heritage. The word “right” calls
to mind its opposite “wrong.” The poet’s eloquence and commitment perhaps
recalled poetic figures, like al-Mutanabbl (d. 965), to whom Ymhm >usayn
devoted books. Yet, al-Baymtl, al-Sayymb, and others criticized al-Jawmhirl.
cAbd al-Malik Nnrl, the innovator of short story writing in Iraq, thought
once (September 21, 1952) of writing a polemic against the Iraqi critic and
journalist Mu.ammad >asan al-Xnrl for publishing an article which lauded
the achievement of “the poet of classical oratory.”4 As the raging controversy
between the two camps—the qaxldah poets and the innovators—continued
unabated, we should not be surprised to find al-Jawmhirl publicly fighting
back biting allusions to obsolete poetics. In the Baghdad Poetry Festival of
1969, al-Jawmhirl made use of the occasion to identify with al-Mutanabbl.
Both belong to the same region, and his birthplace, Najaf, neighbors
al-Mutanabbl’s Kufa, hence the title of the poem, “Ym ibna al-Furmtayn”
(O Son of the Two Euphrates). The poem continues the identification as the
forebear’s phantom appears to the speaker as if fresh from that last battle at
Dayr cMqnl with Fmtik al-Asadl. Nevertheless, the phantom renders time
luminous, “a shiny yesterday and a becoming,” with a “face like a dawn
beam” and “glittering eye like a twinkling ember.” He is a combination of
“the dove and the eagle.” The speaker and the dedicatee are alike in a world
of many Kmfnrs.5 Taking direction from this analogy, he deplores a present
that oppresses the talented and the decent. Both are “gharlrmn,” innocent and
good in “a corrupt world, which they are too sublime to accept.”6

Identification occurs for a purpose, and the poet uses the historical construct
to address an indifferent or a hostile audience.

Addressing the strong precursor

Comparison and identification is only a threshold, however. Al-Jawmhirl as
the strong poet draws on the powerful precursor, al-Mutanabbl, to fight back
the oblique criticism of his poetics by Suhayl Idrls, the editor-in-chief of the
formidable journal Al-Mdmb. “A friend of mine, whom I don’t deny talent,”
says al-Jawmhirl, in reference to the editor-in-chief of the journal Al-Mdmb,
“means to ‘deny’ the old generation any poetic achievement as if he were the
‘arbiter’ of the poetic scene.”7 The poet knows that Idrls is singling him out
by this criticism. He therefore foregrounds his response by relying on posterity,
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as the qaxldah practice has not been outworn or rendered obsolete by time. Its
rhyme scheme should not be cited as necessarily negative. The popularity of
al-Mutanabbl, he argues in the same poem, indicates that the appeal of poetry
in the classical mode continues (Ibid. 358–59).

However, how does al-Jawmhirl address al-Mutanabbl and al-Macarrl? And
to what extent does his poetic recreation differ from that of his modernist
counterparts? In another poem (1935) recited in absentia in Damascus,
al-Jawmhirl retraces al-Mutanabbl’s personal history and career.8 In it sooth-
sayers inform al-Mutanabbl’s father about the son, the miracle, and the genius,
“Who has signs of immortality,” “What a soul is this which looks upon
life without challenge as worthless?” (Ibid. 283). His Mutanabbl is unequalled.
“What a sea of eloquence, surging with flowing waves of meanings.”9 As for
those who relate talent to affluence, “Brilliance is too sublime to be contained
in an elegantly-built mansion/But a poor dimly lit cottage may offer a
prophet to the world” (Ibid. 283–84). The emphasis on this aspect of
al-Mutanabbl’s life should not be bypassed cursorily, for it fits into al-Jawmhirl’s
advocacy of leftist politics to protect the underprivileged and the downtrodden.
Even his al-Macarrl, in the celebrated poem of 1944, is a poet and intellectual
of great acumen and modesty. “on a mat . . . with a jug of water to sustain him,
a mind and shelves of books.”10 Yet this old man surprises and destabilizes
attitudes and habits of thought in a world “on which he ponders with
compassion and care” (Ibid. 84). That celebrated poem follows, to an extent,
the qaxldah form, as bequeathed in the formulation of Ibn Qutaybah
(d. 276/889).11 Nevertheless, like his cAbbmsid precursors, there is no ra.ll
section in al-Jawmhirl’s poem, and the whole Jawmhirl address is bipartite
which focuses on the naslb and the madl.. As there is no beloved mistress, the
site itself, Macarrat al-Nucmmn (near Aleppo), al-Macarrl’s hometown,
assumes the qualifications and connotations of both the abandoned encamp-
ment and the beloved mistress. “Halt at al-Macarrah and gently wipe its
dusty cheek / and recall, and be inspired by, the person who overwhelmed the
world with his talents.”12 As usual with al-Jawmhirl’s dedicatory poems, the
panegyric is a threshold for identification, and the speaker usually creates a
present site, a configuration of multivoiced opposition whereby dissidents
can voice their discontent. Al-Jawmhirl’s poetics derives its strength from
belonging to tradition in its eloquent rhetorical manifestations of rebellion
and opposition as accommodated presently for contemporary concerns.
Al-Macarrl is a great dissolver of habits, traditions, and conformity, another
Messiah in the terrain of culture. “The revolt of thought has a long history
which speaks of a thousand Messiahs who have been crucified for its cause.”13

The qaxldah form with its traditional resonance receives a new impetus under
circumstances of urgency. Immediacy offers these recollections some warmth,
whereas the very performance, the eloquent Jawmhirl recitation, invokes
historical transference by which the past and the present exchange place. His
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poetic poignancy and richness, tinged with leftist sentiments, faith in the
masses, engagement with nationalist issues, and wide knowledge, along with
his known revelries despite his many exiles, situate him in the very rich nexus
of modernity and tradition. Issues of progress, faith in change, resistance to
regressive and backward notions are there in abundance in his poetry and
practical life. The difference lies in the view of poetry, its forms, language,
and adaptability to new styles and ways. Overall, al-Jawmhirl has been a
challenge to the modernists. However, this talent is an individual trait in an
age that is not very receptive to the classical mode of poetry.

Approaching the glorious legacy: three directions

Perhaps one way of dealing with the poetics of al-Jawmhirl in context is to
draw a comparison between his treatment of precursors, especially
al-Mutanabbl and al-Macarrl, and their presentation in the works of such
advocates of modernity as Xalmh cAbd al-Xabnr (1931–1981), Adnnls (b. 1930),
and al-Baymtl (1926–1999). I shall reserve Ma.mnd Darwlsh (b. 1942), Sacdl
Ynsuf, and the rest for the discussion of dialogization as a textual space
of “plurality of independent and unmerged voices and consciousnesses.”14

The modernity–tradition nexus is already there in the cultural dialogue of the
“awakening” period. In 1944, Ymhm >usayn retraces his interest in the
modernity constant within a West–East encounter: “As the contact between
the awakened East and the modern West grew, intellectuals got relatively
attracted to Abn al-cAlm’ [al-Macarrl], because they found in the literatures of
the West tracks of thought, sensibility, and imagery. They would like to see
something similar in Arabic literature, and their desire was greatly appeased
when they came upon al-Macarrl.”15 He elaborates on this issue in relation to
the unromantic aspect of modernity.

They noticed in Western literatures a poetry which is engaged in
philosophy and tackles major issues. When they searched for a
corresponding aspect in Arabic literature, they found portions in
al-Mutanabbl, and scattered details in Abn Tammmm, but it was
there in abundance in al-Macarrl.16

Ymhm >usayn’s notion was obviously popular among the literati. The
renowned Egyptian playwright Tawflq al->aklm (d. 1987) was no less
attracted to the blind poet, “who was like Homer, imagining things in their
sublimity.”17 The next generation displayed greater preference for al-Macarrl.
In his >aymtl fl al-shicr (My Poetic Career), the Egyptian poet Xalmh cAbd
al-Xabnr, for instance, says of the classical poet that “life deprived him of
eyesight and disappointed him in many ways, but he sublimated himself,
much above life and selfhood, to speak of the ‘the human condition,’ and this
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is the secret behind his greatness.”18 The implications here are many, but
they also explain the Egyptian poet’s change from the early Romantic position
to the Eliotian attitude, from subjectivity to objectification of experience. In
the same place, he concludes, “Abn al-cAlm’ for me is three-fourths of Arabic
poetry, and the rest of my heart is divided between AbnNuwms, Ibn al-Rnml,
al-Mutanabbl, and others” (Ibid. 159). cAbd al-Xabnr began his poetic career
with imitations of late cAbbmsid precursors, but he developed a perspective
of looking upon anecdotal literature and biographical writing as disputed
texts that invite interrogation in view of a poetic career and stance. In his
1980 article on Abn al-cAlm’ al-Macarrl (973–1057), cAbd al-Xabnr debates
Ymqnt’s (d. 1229) story of the notorious scene in Baghdad, which, suppos-
edly, led to the poet’s self-imposed isolation at Macarrat al-Nucman.19 In
cAbd al-Xabnr’s view, al-Macarrl’s poetic career, as it shows in his poetry, is
primarily influenced by his loss of sight. cAbd al-Xabnr nevertheless places
this within a worldview where even, as the classical poet says, the “most
clear-sighted among people is blind as me, let us battle each other in this
pitch dark night” (Ibid. 290). As for the attachment that al-Macarrl main-
tained to al-Mutanabbl, it signifies a stage in al-Macarrl’s career during
which he “was infatuated” by al-Mutanabbl’s “stormy and restless life” (Ibid.
291). “Without doubt, he was attracted in his youth not only to
al-Mutanabbl’s poetry, but also to his exuberant fighting spirit” (Ibid. 292).
cAbd al-Xabnr could not stop himself from identifying with al-Mutanabbl,
“for who could have read al-Mutanabbl without finding himself captivated
in taste and soul. Al-Mutanabbl has the attraction of a first love” (Ibid.). Yet
al-Macarrl was to outgrow this attraction, as he veered away to develop an
independent mind, which “lapsed into rhetoric” and “reference to classical
Arabic culture” (Ibid. 296). In this stage, al-Macarrl’s style “is no longer imi-
tative of al-Mutanabbl in resonance and powerful rhythm, but more attuned
to the self with its linguistic and cultural richness” (Ibid.). Mapped out in
terms of initiation into the classical, in order to surpass precursors on the
way to independence, al-Macarrl’s career sets a prototype for the young cAbd
al-Xabnr, as his >aymtl fl al-shicr indicates. Arabic literary tradition should
have been present in the poet’s mind, as his belatedness accelerates a need to
establish an identity in relation to his precursors, as if claiming for himself
a specific ancestry among the Arab vagabond poets. In Harold Bloom’s
discourse, repressed and belated as it is,20 there is a recognition of this struggle.
“Literary tradition begins when a fresh author is simultaneously cognizant
not only of his own struggle against the forms and presence of a precursor,
but is compelled also to a sense of the Precursor’s place in regard to what
came before him.”21

However, Xalm. cAbd al-Xabnr’s preceding note is significant, not in view
of his further reading of al-Macarrl’s texts and his suspicions of a frustrated
love affair in Baghdad (Aqnln lakum 299), but more specifically in its
emphasis on al-Macarrl’s style, his linguistic fecundity that makes it possible
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to articulate his skeptical views within a peculiar vein of ascetics. Xalm. cAbd
al-Xabnr concludes:

When reaching forty, al-Macarrl showed no increase in knowledge, in
the language which he had already mastered, the grammar with
which he was well-acquainted, religious sects and laws or schools of
philosophy upon which he pondered for long. In other words the
experience which proved as decisive as to change his life was not
intellectual but personal.

(Ibid. 300)

Al-Macarrl’s Luznmiyymt, argues Xalm. cAbd al-Xabnr, shows unwitting attraction
to women figures and female metaphors, as if he were an “unrequited lover,”
unwilling thereafter to repeat his father’s wrongdoing in bringing him into
this life (Ibid. 301).

cAbd al-Xabnr and the emulation of independence
cAbd al-Xabnr’s engagement with textual clues to prove a personal element in
al-Macarrl’s poetry should not detract from his emphasis on al-Macarrl’s
independent growth. When read in terms of Stefan Sperl’s analysis in
Mannerism in Arabic Poetry, Xalm. cAbd al-Xabnr’s understanding invites
further discussion. While making “a concerted attack on all social or ideo-
logical hierarchy,” as Sperl argues, the Luznmiyymt dislodges whatever vies for
representation to enhance its own presence, “the only remaining force of
order,” or the “medium itself: speech, and with it the cultural heritage of lan-
guage.”22 Certainly, cAbd al-Xabnr himself undergoes change. His article of
1980 is unlike, for example, his poem “Abn Tammmm” of 1961.23 In this
poem, he simply recreates Abn Tammmm (172/788 or 192/808–231/845 or
232/846)24 of the renowned qaxldah on cAmmnriyah (Amorium). The poem
draws on analogy to address present political scenes of failure and defeat. Yet
in the same collection of 1961, Aqnln lakum (I Say to You), he develops, in
the poem that gives the title to the collection, a poetic mixture of irony and
apology. The underlying irony sustains a distance that enables the poetic
address to penetrate the polished surface of rhetoric and to undermine the
whole legacy of classical literature, including its approval of al-Macarrl’s
self-seclusion. The speaker is not al-Mutanabbl, nor is he al-Macarrl to choose
withdrawal from the world. He is not the “prince of poets” like A.mad
Shawql. He is a survivor who has suffered and undergone pain and trouble
“ . . . to know the value of the letter / its emanating meaning when combined
to another.”

I know you are generous and well disposed
And that you forgive my negligence.
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I am no Abn al-Yayyib [al-Mutanabbl]
I am not as qualified as this giant knight to capture the right meaning
And I am not the wise poet, the hostage of his own choice [al-Macarrl]
For have I made this my choice, I will have perished of hunger.25

However, the poet Xalmh cAbd al-Xabnr needs no apology in his poems of
1964, A.lmm al-fmris al-qadlm (The Dreams of an Ancient Knight), for
example. Although very much in line with his counterparts like al-Baymtl,
especially in delineating scenes of royal corruption, Xalmh cAbd al-Xabnr in
“Mudhakkirmt al-Malik cAjlb ibn al-Khaxlb,”26 develops a mask which
enables him to criticize classical panegyrics as mere hypocrisy clothed in
glorious rhetoric.27 In other words, behind this criticism, there is a belief in
a need to go beyond the hegemonic understanding of the classical toward
another track of thought based on rigorous questioning of standards and
ethics of behavior and taste. His poem, which takes as its point of departure
a tale in the Thousand and One Nights, is one of exposure. It imagines the
nature of corruption, which incites the young king to make his journey into
the unknown, beyond the limits of corrupt politics. Although cAbd al-Xabnr
relates this use of the mask to his acquaintance with Eliot’s method,28 the
practice was popular among Arab poets in the 1960s, as I shall explain
shortly. Nevertheless, insofar as cAbd al-Xabnr’s career is concerned, this use
is in line with his recognition of forebears’ potential for transformation and
growth beyond their beginnings, a recognition that implies faith in
mutability in the first place. He may well have been aware of this revisionist
principle in literature, which is at the heart of the Arab theory of plagiarism,
if we take his claim of re-reading tradition seriously. Indeed, the revisionist
principle is the invigorating dynamic factor, as it entails, in the words of
Bloom, “the subsuming of tradition by belatedness.”29 Awareness of stages
and transformations in his precursors’ careers reflects also some recognition of
personal evolution. Even when not spelled out, these expressions are textual
clues, which invite cautious analysis of poetic identifications and masks in
modern Arabic poetry.

Al-Baymtl’s alien and rebellious precursors

‘Abd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl’s process of identification with al-Macarrl, for
instance, manifests no need to dismember the poet into parts and positions,
as is the case in his reading of al-Mutanabbl. The latter’s poetic presence in
al-Baymtl’s text is rife with tension, a struggle to bypass al-Mutanabbl’s
panegyrics and enhance his heroic positions and lofty rhetoric. The rebel
is the most interesting part of al-Mutanabbl, and al-Baymtl never tires of
reiterating his desire to fuse with this part. As the poet’s next “poem or his
genuine homeland is the one which has not yet been reached in pilgrimage,”
writes the poet in an autobiographical sketch, there is an ongoing waiting
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for “the would-be comer.”30 Even if he or she shows up,

I will not meet this would-be comer, for this is the poet’s fate, and
hence the tragedy of al-Mutanabbl whose verse I quote, ‘restless as if
riding the wind,’ for the speaker here is the genuine Mutanabbl, the
poet and the man, not the other who waits at rulers’ gates.31

He adds, that “the one who stood there was only al-Mutanabbl’s shoe, for he
was in the habit of leaving his shoe behind and going with the wind” (Ibid.
61). Insofar as al-Macarrl’s career is concerned, al-Baymtl deems it less divided,
but the poet’s perspectives vary. At an early stage in al-Baymtl’s life
(1950–1956), there is faith in regeneration and revolution. His “Mawcid fl
al-Macarrah” (Appointment in Macarrah, that is, Macarrat al-Nucmmn,
al-Macarrl’s hometown) places the addressee and the speaker in a Tammnzl
tradition, “like mythical heroes we met at al-Macarrah.”32 Both celebrate being
free from corrupted politics. He calls upon al-Macarrl, “hostage of the two
cloisters” or the “double siege,” to leave behind his self-imposed isolation, for
the “land sings, and the sky / a red rose, and the wind a song.”33 Nevertheless,
disappointments drove al-Baymtl later into further sophisticated identifications
with his precursor. In “Mi.nat Abl al-cAlm’ ” (The Ordeal of Abl al-cAlm’
al-Macarrl), which was composed in 1965, the speaker identifies with the
precursor, and takes over his lamentation of personal loss in its ontological
contexts. The father, with all ontological and biological connotations, receives
blame for bringing him into this world in the first place:

I died, but you are still alive and the wailing wind
Shakes the house every evening
You deprived me of the bliss of eyesight
You taught me the weight of absent words and the agony of silence and 

crying
The dead alley is covered with frost
And the door is closed forever
Three from which I look at you tomorrow
While kissing your hands: seclusion at my house, blindness and the 

soul flaming in the body.
(Ibid. 2: 24)

Al-Baymtl retraces al-Macarrl’s autobiographical lamentation for being jailed
in the triple prison of blindness, his house, and “this vile body” in which the
spirit resides. He also underlines the poet’s distaste for a material presence in
a corrupt world. Nevertheless, al-Baymtl tracks these disappointments for a
purpose. Hence, the mask here serves an agenda that remains central to
al-Baymtl’s poetics despite some subsequent tendency to situate it within an
ontological context of great complexity. In that poem of 1965, with its ten
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poetic enunciations or parts, al-Baymtl develops a number of paradigmatic
stations, which borrow al-Macarrl’s well-known positions. However, al-Baymtl
concentrates on the polarity between the State, with its corrupt mechanism,
and genuine poetry. The State is the emir of old times whose whims materialize
in extreme measures. The poet has to challenge these, to suffer punishment
and ridicule. However, al-Macarrl, in the same poem, is the one who comes
upon self-imposed seclusion as a solution to escape these tides.

It was a profligate time, without borders
Poets were drowned in it, they were sheep
And you were the soothsayer among them
You were at the feast of the wicked
An eyewitness to an age of darkness

Al-Baymtl manipulates paradigms of corruption and revolt according to a
careful reading of al-Macarrl, especially his early decision to abandon panegyric
poetry because of its need for adornments, that is, “lies and dubiousness.”34

Using the title of al-Macarrl’s dlwmn Siqy al-zand for this section, al-Baymtl
concludes with an ironic rephrasing of al-Macarrl’s objection to “adornment
of speech through lies.”35 Al-Baymtl applies this measurement to panegyrics,
especially whenever they purport to meet the whims and predilections of
corrupt authority. “The .amzah rhyme is a lame mule / Ridden by the emir
every dark menacing night.”36 Nevertheless, using the title Saqy al-zand is
not a random choice insofar as al-Baymtl is concerned. Al-Macarrl’s explicatory
note, his exordium, as the dlwmn, specifies a design and intent for his poetry.
It aspires to reach for the genuine and to escape the imitative and distorted.
As for his politics, “I have never aimed to entertain rulers and chiefs with can-
ticles, and never praised for reward.”37 Al-Baymtl is aware of this political
position, but he is also familiar with al-Macarrl’s poetics of challenge to the
state of things insofar as literature, specifically poetry, is concerned. Rejecting
and abandoning poetry is not a solution, and al-Macarrl’s Luznmiyymt is a way
to go around the challenge, by manipulating the classical topoi, and hence
redirecting the poem. “He re-defines every element of tradition in the light
of what he considers morality and reason,” argues Sperl in respect to
al-Macarrl’s mannerism, to assign it “a new function in a new poetic realm,
thus freeing it from the propagation of falsehood to which it had been
lowered in the past.”38

Recreating the forebear

Al-Baymtl’s recreation of al-Macarrl’s poetics is not limited to the paradigms
of good and evil, reason and superstition. He understands both al-Macarrl’s
deviation from customary rhyming schemes and his ambivalent imagery.
Dislodging images from the mimetic and the representational, al-Macarrl
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reestablishes them in an independent matrix, free from traditional usage. The
“motifs” thereby “become ambivalent and acquire the intangible multivalence
of symbols.”39 Aware of the lexical and pictorial use of al-Macarrl, al-Baymtl
finds it more attuned to his temperament to play on ambivalence, especially
in his poem “Sujnn Abl al-cAlm’ ” (“Prisons of Abl al-cAlm’ al-Macarrl” dated
February 20, 1999), in Nuxnx sharqiyyah. 40 If light proves misleading in
al-Macarrl’s Luznmiyyat, according to phonological variations and roots that
charge the lexical leitmotifs with new connotations,41 al-Baymtl begins his
poem by playing on the various implications of the red and the black as “Two
thieves hiding / in mud huts / in river reeds.”42 Color itself derives more
potency against a background of loss and absurdity, which informs a pessimist
frame of mind, too. “Who can quench the thirst of my body / to move it
around the Kacbah,” says al-Baymtl’s Macarrl. The yearning is to rid the self of
the body, and to regain the bones as mere relics of “a blind man’s childhood /
who lost at the gates of God / the magic of colors.” Al-Baymtl’s Macarrl has
the insight to see beyond the physical handicap.

In the night of my ancestor’s Macarrah
My mother gave birth to me: blind
I could see from among her fingers
Ships sailing toward other spheres
And thieves, some of them rule Baghdad
And other kingdoms,
Died before birth
I could see then my pale mother
Praying at dawn
Calling on the phantoms of the dead in the rooms of the house
Who buries my bones?
To see them regenerate and grow
In the mud of rivers
To make a flute out of them
For the shepherds to play

(Ibid. 7–11)

The combination of traditional lore in its pastoral dimension with some
contemporary dismay is not alien to al-Macarrl’s mood, nor does it exclude
the potential for participation in change, in a Shelleyan fashion. With this
swerve, the modern poet identifies with the precursor to fit the latter into his
own poetics, which aspires to survival and growth. In Bloom’s words, “To
live, the poet must misinterpret the father, by the crucial act of misprision,
which is the re-writing of the father.”43 In other words, al-Baymtl brings
together many of al-Macarrl’s enunciations of autobiographical discontent
to fit into a Tammnzl cycle of death and rebirth that redeems the text from
pessimist closure.
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On the other hand, al-Macarrl’s mannerism and his use of literary tradition
for “continuity and opposition,”44 attracts al-Baymtl, too. Al-Macarrl’s blaming
of the world, as manifested in the topos of crafty or treacherous people, transfers
into al-Baymtl’s poetic re-creations. Nevertheless, the drive undergoes revision
to fit into al-Baymtl’s focused criticism. The yearning for death remains as the
catalyst to release the self from its many imprisonments. “Let me be free,
father, from my cage / for my prisons increase in number / and my sufferings
grow prolonged” (Nuxnx 10). There is certainly no closure in al-Macarrl’s
Luznmiyymt. Despite the rhetoric of blame and complaint, questioning
embodies continuous reasoning. Its targets include corruption, conformity,
injustice, hypocrisy, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness. In al-Baymtl’s poem,
these reappear in an autobiographical stance, which gives the poem cohesion
while resurrecting the medium of address from imitativeness and stock
images. Although al-Baymtl inhabits al-Macarrl’s poetic space, his poem
eludes duplication and resorts to dichotomous polarization that sustains
tension and disruption, without a promise of resolution.

Between the rose and the blade
My soul is a fading drop of light
And I fade along with it
We are both to die in this accursed exile
So why father
Did you let me be born, a blind gypsy horse
Who in this vast plain,
Knows not where to die

(Nuxnx 12)

There is here an incomplete masking as the poet draws the precursor’s auto-
biography and poetics into his own orbit of exile and wandering. In “I am
Born and Burn in My Love,” al-Baymtl says, “All are alone / the world’s heart
is made of stone / in this kingdom of exile.”45 There is another reason for this
incompletion. This identification stops short of masking, for al-Macarrl
retains a poetic of his own that partakes of a view of death as a release from
the prison of life. This prison gives al-Baymtl an opportunity to target
al-Macarrl’s villains as agents of deceit, exploitation, and corruption.

Adnnls’ objectifications of forebears

Adnnls’ view of al-Macarrl is different from al-Baymtl’s. It is also informed by
T. S. Eliot’s recognition of English metaphysical poets. His reference to
Eliot’s comment on William Blake shows that Adnnls is familiar with Eliot’s
criticism.46 Moreover, his discussion of al-Macarrl takes Eliot’s objective
correlative as directed into consideration to bring feeling and thought
together in the manner of metaphysical poetry. Al-Macarrl fits well in this
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context. “Al-Macarrl subjects the beliefs and ideas of his age to a process of
questioning in which thought wears the guise of poetry and poetry has the
power of thought,” says Adnnls.47 As life, death, and time are addressed anew,
free from the connotations of the theological and the moral, argumentation
serves as a viable method to unsettle verities (Ibid. 65). The Adnnlsian
engagement is keen, however, on underscoring al-Macarrl’s desire to make
poetry a means “to discover the truth and to know the self and the world”
(Ibid. 66).

Yet Adnnls’ preoccupation with innovation as a modernist constant in the
classical tradition draws him closer to al-Macarrl’s mannerism. Working
within tradition in order to deviate from its verities and to challenge its
“established truths,” al-Macarrl’s correlative is literary in the first place. To
Adnnls, al-Macarrl navigates within words and meanings, as his “text is an
encounter between words we possess and meanings we are searching for.” The
very effort, with its questioning note, casts doubt on both “language and
meaning” (Ibid.). It is not difficult to trace Adnnls’ deconstructivist stance as
he hides behind his precursor. Looking upon al-Macarrl as dissolver of worn-
out habits of thought and styles, Adnnls recaptures the moment that draws
the forebear to his orbit. The ancestor resisted traditionalism and fought back
lineage, and the ephebe finds this empowering as far as his poetics presently
functions. While targeting hegemonic poetics, he nevertheless generalizes to
advance his critique. “In Arab society, poetry is the first criterion by which a
poet’s identity is measured; we can thus understand the challenge faced by a
poetry that establishes another concept of identity—one that is pluralist,
open, agnostic and secular.”48

This is the culmination of Adnnls’ endeavor to discern dynamics of change
within the seemingly imitative and the mimetic. Writing in this vein since
1971 (the publication date of Introduction to Arab Poetics), Adnnls leaves
behind the Tammnzl faith of the early 1950s. Under the impact of the French
surrealists and his own discovery of Sufism, especially in the metaphorical
writing of Mu.ammad al-Niffarl (d. 965) who liberates thought and language
“from functionalism and rationalism,” Adnnls the poet is more of a surrealist
than a Tammnzl.49 His poetic re-creations of forebears after his preoccupation
with surrealism tend to veer away from any historical representation. In his
Al-Masra. wa- al-marmym, 1965–1967 (Stage and Mirrors) mirrors have more
of Pound’s vortex, but they are not meant to reflect. They have their refrac-
tions and disorientations. “Mir’mt Abl al-cAlm’ ” (The Mirror of Abn al-cAlm’
al-Macarrl) in the same volume, for instance, is more concerned with the
beholder, the addresser, whose recollections act on the historical substance of
al-Macarrl’s town, dwelling, and grave, in order to resurrect the poet’s voice,
his language, and, for that matter, his immortal presence in poetry beyond
physical annihilation. Al-Macarrl’s voice permeates time, which, paradoxi-
cally, takes a bodily form, whereas speech and language assume a body, too.
The exchange of the abstract and the concrete between the “body of days” and
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the “body of speech / on the bed of poetry” involves this poetic re-creation in
a dialogue of surrealist intersectional complexity. Al-Macarrl the person, who
has been and will continue to be a controversial historical figure, is a poet
whose contribution to poetry is of utmost significance to Adnnls.

I reckon that I visited your eyes
In Macarrah, listened to your steps
I recollect that the grave is walking imitating your steps
But around the grave sleeps your voice
As if a quaver,
In the body of days or in the body of speech
Nor was al-Macarrah . . .
On the bed of poetry
Your parents were not there 50

In other words, the poem negates the historical detail, which has already been
subsumed by, and erased from, memory. What counts, like a tremor or quaver,
is the voice, which is so concretized that it endows absence with presence, as
if to substantiate and fill the gap with a counter-detail. In a paradoxical inver-
sion, the substantial voice offers tangibility to surroundings in a context of
deep and intricate meanings. If historical accounts speak of al-Macarrl and his
loss of eyesight before delving into a study of his genius, the poem character-
istically reverses chronology and historical sequentiality. The speaker visits
al-Macarrl’s eyes, which, metaphorically, grow into beingness. Enabled with
sight and insight, they no longer hold the poet captive. Even his steps defy
accounts of self-seclusion. The grave, which is as obscure as any other token of
relevance to al-Macarrl’s life, emerges as a person, and death itself is denied
supremacy. What survives is al-Macarrl’s voice, which fills the place with its
presence. Nevertheless, paradoxically, it resides “on the bed of poetry,” as if
awaiting a moment of enchantment or transfiguration. This perspective may
account for a surrealist stance in Adnnls’ career, which paves the way for other
engagements, including his intimate immersion in Sufi poetics.

Adnnls’ engagement with his forebears is also worth assessing in view of
his own poetics. Speaking of his character Mihymr the Damascene, he objects
to critics who “confuse Mihymr the Damascene with the poet Mihymr
al-Daylaml,” as “they share only the name Mihymr; otherwise they bear no
relationship to each other, none whatsoever.” However, Mihymr is a persona,
which Adnnls cites further on in the same interview as “a personal language,
symbolic, and objective.” Being “symbolic and mythic,” it is “more than a
mask,” he contends. In line with his timeless crossing, the spatial takes over,
and the persona becomes a site of interaction and exchange, “a vortex where
Arab culture would meet with all its dimensions into the central and pivotal
cause: crossing from the old world into the new one.”51 Adnnls’ figures
are meant to retrieve a cultural crossing where criticism, historiography,
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philosophy, and Sufism interact with the poetic in a discursive site, which he
intentionally draws in textual terms as a matn (text) and .awmshl (margins) in
Al-Kitmb: Ams al-makmn al-mn: Makhynyah tunsab lil-Mutanabbl (The Book
Yesterday, the Place Now: A Manuscript Attributed to al-Mutanabbl). They
reflect on each other, and both purport to interrogate each other in a poly-
phonic moment, which he specifies as “something unprecedented in poetics,”
and which takes al-Mutanabbl’s history and career in context.52 It leans, as
one suspects, on Ymhm >usayn’s many arguments in this respect, especially in
his Maca al-Mutanabbl (In the Company of al-Mutanabbl),53 but it takes issue
with others. In this book on al-Mutanabbl, and in his company through an
intimate engagement with his personal life and textual presence, Ymhm
>usayn investigates various accounts of a poetic career and a controversial
personal record. His book has its insights into a cultural and political life, but
its criticism of the present is there, too.54 The critic is not a neutral figure,
and his voice interacts with the poet’s or veers away from it. He has his likes
and dislikes, but it deliberately challenges critical insights that build on non-
poetic bases. Both the navigational movement among a number of positions
and accounts, and the critical insight behind the whole survey provide an
indirect explanation of al-Mutanabbl’s revolt (Ibid. 52–55). Ymhm >usayn’s
overall critique is one of assessment and sifting that serves as the culmination
of preceding efforts. It is also a manifestation of a new critical spirit that ques-
tions historical narratives and undermines traditional analysis, while arguing
for “the national character and specific identity of the Arabs.”55 Drawn to
texts in context, it offers also an oblique criticism of Arabic literary tradition.
Adnnls could have read Ymhm >usayn’s and other critiques, since his Kitmb is
a textual engagement of matn and hawmshl that underscores comparison and
relieves history of its monologic directives. The whole endeavor—as a com-
bination of the poetic and the prosaic, the body and the margin—fits into his
effort to account for the ups and downs in the history of the Arabs since the
Umayyads, a position which he has already developed in his discussion of the
literary and the historical in Al-Thmbit wa al-muta.awwil (The Mutable and
the Immutable).56 Al-Mutanabbl is a locus for “a panoramic expanse as vast
as history,” he says in the interview for Banipal. He adds that “Arab history
is staged in this book as though it were an all-encompassing film, in every
scene of which, on every page, showing how multi-dimensional ages criss-cross
each other, how the subjective, and the old struggles with the new.”57

Nevertheless, Adnnls’ al-Mutanabbl is present to test selfhood amid a historical
complexity. Adnnls’ effort is larger than any other poetic reconstructs given
by fellow poets. It reminds one of Pound’s definition of tradition as a “return
to origins,” a return that “invigorates because it is a return to nature and
reason.”58 Nevertheless, this is not a servile return, for Adnnls takes issue
with a tradition at large, through its written heritage, as it is handed over
from one generation to another. Poetry becomes a register again, but with a
number of accentuations and voicings that also imply, to use Said’s reading of
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Kierkegaard, that repetition “involves no giving up, but a self-possession
carried to the point of no return.”59 The historical detail raises questions
about power relations, struggles, lies, achievements, and losses. Although
there is no painful introspection as in Romantic lyricism, there is a configu-
ration of texts that allows space for both the self and the anti-self, the voice
that speaks, in a Yeatsian fashion, of a lack rather than complementarity.
Adnnls’ voice is present, for it cannot achieve total detachment because of the
nature of the endeavor itself, its prose and poetry, which echoes many of his
early writings.

Trajectories of modernity and tradition

Applied to the poetic scene, these examples from Adnnls, al-Baymtl, and cAbd
al-Xabnr may represent the main tracks in modern Arabic poetry. Examples
from other major and minor poets are bound to offer deviations and side-
tracks, too, but there is here enough disenchantment with the classical rhet-
oric of poetry. At the same time, poets are intelligent enough to understand
that the poetic practice grows among other texts, both vertically and hori-
zontally. Poetic strategies reveal as much, because they demonstrate how
closely connected these poets are to tradition as a lively and dynamic blend of
stability and rupture. Subsuming modernist poetics, its use of masks, myth,
and history within a new awareness of the potentialities of language, poetry
has been forging its paths within broad poetic strategies, which one may
summarize in preparation for the next chapters, as follows:

1 Poetic dialogization The classical poet is present, not necessarily for the
sake of identification or fusion, but significantly for the purpose of compari-
son. The modern poet recognizes a cultural gap that makes it impossible for
him/her to dream a position or recognition similar to the one achieved by the
forebear. In Xmlmh cAbd al-Xmbnr’s “Mudhakkirmt al-Malik cAjlb . . .” (Memoirs
of King cAjlb . . .), for example, there is an intersection where poets are pres-
ent as if for a feast, with all the signs of joy and rapture. Yet it is the young
king, the mask, who detects insincerity amid that joy. These poets voice a
stand and a position, which is made possible through their subordination to, and
generation of, a hegemonic discourse that dislodges others. Significantly, the
opening lines of these panegyrics are of great classical resonance. They betray
cAbd al-Xabnr’s grounding in literary tradition and, indeed, unwitting
attachment to the classical mode of poetics. Set against the speaker in “Aqnln
lakum,” the mask, al-Malik cAjlb, confronts the reader with the fact that he
acceded to kingship by succession. “I didn’t obtain kingship by the sword,
but by succession and inheritance.”60 He listens to poets, as they “. . . were
standing in rows at the door / and poems roll on in abundance / Elegizing the
late king, as so pure even in death / Glorifying the attributes of his successor,
the Just King” (Ibid. 421–22).
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cAbd al-Xabnr’s impersonation of the panegyric tradition increases the
richness of the text.

((An ambivalent voice)):
Prosperous joy replaced that preceding lamentation
((A happy voice)):
No sooner had the bereaved frowned than he had to smile
((A jovial voice)):
You are a florid crescent brilliantly shining.

(Ibid. 422)

This voicing continues to account for modes and accentuations in the
panegyric tradition. Meanwhile, the persona intimates how bored he is with
the “m” rhyme scheme and, indeed, with the whole performance. However,
no matter how critical he sounds, the mere act of conscious impersonation
re-inscribes the classical poem as an enduring subtext, for, to use Eliot, “the
conscious present is an awareness of the past.”61 Ironically, the poem, which
cAbd al-Xabnr cites as representing his first encounter with objective correla-
tives and masks through Eliot’s “Tiresias,” derives its catalyst from this
confrontation with the past, its court, poets, and discourse.

On the other hand, in his other poem, “Aqnln lakum” (I Say to You), the
poet as the speaker in the poem vies for a voice amid others who, perhaps, are
not ready to allow him such a space. To deflate their expectations of a presence
comparable to that of predecessors and forebears, he sneaks into the poetic
plethora through a proclamation of his limits. Ironically, however, these limits
relate to life conditions as much as they relate to classical criteria of excellence.

But I passed through ordeals to articulate content
To combine matter with manner
To let you listen to me, amid an ensemble of voices62

In other words, the poet emphasizes differences, variants, and displace-
ments, between his situation and that of his forebears in order to obliquely
enhance his achievement. “The strength of any poet,” says Harold Bloom, “is
in his skill and inventiveness at substitution,”63 and cAbd al-Xabnr never tired
of the process. The many voices he recollects serve as a foil for his present
status as a modern poet in trying circumstances. The dialogic principle
expands the poem beyond the lyrical, and broadens its scope through the
inclusion of other profiles and speeches.

2 Dedications Although the use of mirrors may encapsulate the poem as
vortex, not as reflection, these may operate as dedications like any others
which preface poems. Along with other paratexts, they serve not only to
recollect forebears and re-establish them in context, but, significantly, to
redeem tradition from fixity and dormancy. Dedications are dynamic grounds
for great activity on the levels of style and vision. They reclaim space from
hegemonic discourse and involve it in dynamic interaction with potential for
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transgression. Both Adnnls and al-Baymtl are experts in this arena, as I have
explained elsewhere.64

3 Exilic engagement Although seemingly an outcome of modern
civilization, with its wars and disruptions, the literature of exile, in its
metaphors of dislocation and loss, is deeply established in Arabic culture.
Indeed, the classical literature of exile could lend itself so easily to memory
that poets may at times borrow spontaneously from its repository.
Al-Mutanabbl’s well-known lamentation after leaving Sayf al-Dawlah behind
could sum up many concerns and sighs. “With what shall I console myself,
being without my people and home, having neither boon-fellow, nor cup, nor
any to comfort me.”65 Al-Baymtl’s Mutanabbl is this person of no settled
abode, who is restless as if riding the wind.66 However, if al-Mutanabbl offers
this line of exile, al-Macarrl offers the other line of spiritual dislocation and
ontological disappointment. Exile becomes a poetic incentive and dynamic,
however, as poets search for textual homelands that accommodate forebears
and contemporaries from every other culture.

4 Textual apprenticeship One of the most intricate stratagems of
maturation is textual apprenticeship, which has its prototype in al-Macarrl’s
poetic career, as he outgrew his early attachment to his strong predecessor,
al-Mutanabbl, while simultaneously deviating from the hegemonic discourse
of “adornments and lies.” Re-defining tradition in terms of morality and
reason, the prototype, al-Macarrl in this case, also sets the tone for relentless
experimentation within the broad prospects of tradition. It should not be
surprising that the modernists agreed on him as a precursor, to be emulated
and cited as the exemplar, not in innovation alone, but also mainly in the
dynamics of textual transgression and deviation. Enhancing reasoning and
morality, he also offers them in practice enough justifications to veer away
from servile imitation. His mannerism evolves as one of defiance, deviation,
and transgression, rather than a mere exercise in virtuosity. Thus we find that
questioning mode, which overrules al-Baymtl’s early proclamations of victory,
for the human condition is more complicated, and national issues may lead to
no less than the precursor’s decision for self-seclusion. It should be logical
that for the ephebe to reconsider his career and readdress the precursor’s poetic
experience anew. Al-Baymtl’s emanating texts, especially “Sujnn Abl al-cAlm’ ”
(Prisons of Abl al-cAlm’ al-Macarrl) offer this textual reconsideration, with a
stylistic intricacy that matches his precursor’s mannerism, while manipulating
intertextuality for further identifications of cultural and social ruptures.
Textual apprenticeship proves to be more enduring, for the precursor takes
over, even in a later stage in the ephebe’s career. Nevertheless, this stance
should not delude us into thinking of it as mere allegiance, for it is also an
act of filiation, as the modern poet aspires to locate his personal record within
a specific lineage. While manifesting enlightened understanding of the
precursor, a poem like “Sujnn” comes as a seal to an established apprentice-
ship. It is the modern poet’s proclamation of achievement and maturity. It is
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a declaration of poetic excellence that enables the poet to identify with the
precursor, with no anxiety of influence.

This stand may well apply, with qualifications, to Adnnls and his
Mutanabbl. We should remember that Al-Kitmb stands for Adnnls’ final say
on tradition.67 The choice of the precursor is not random. Had Adnnls still
been concerned with issues of innovation, he would have gone to Abn
Tammmm, who, for a long time, had ranked first among Adnnls’ preferences
in matters of poetics. Nevertheless, al-Mutanabbl is deployed for a purpose in
a book that makes use of his personal and poetic record within a historical and
cultural context. The poet’s career and reputation, his controversial lineage,
glory, majestic presence, and mastery of language make him a central figure
in a text that aspires to gather history and culture in a nexus. The use of a
major text that voices the precursor’s poetic pronouncements within
marginal, but contextualizing, interventions and comments, of opposite
claims and positions, is a mechanism to operate on history with power, and
even retribution. It is time to see through the misery and the failure.
Apprenticeship to the strong precursor is there; it culminates a career of
innovation and acculturation, very much in line with that of the precursor.
Now the poet outgrows association and strives for lineage. The so-called
manuscript is not merely a textual exercise to prioritize writing. It is not a
postmodernist pastiche. It is a text that its present writer, Adnnls, chooses to
put under his newly claimed name, al-Mutanabbl. This culmination of a
career sums up affiliations, concerns, inhibitions, aspirations, and frustrations.
These have been gathering momentum in Adnnls’ other writings to be
encapsulated in Al-Kitmb.

Conclusion

Recollection, with its many claims on memory, reading, grounding, affiliation,
and disenchantment, operates powerfully on poetry. Its intersectional space is
a site of rich poetics. Modern poetry, with its postmodernist or postcolonial
manifestations, offers many examples of engagements between modernity and
tradition. These are also rife with tension whenever contemporary concerns
demand a position. But to cover the use and appropriation of classical poetics
and poets is beyond the scope of this chapter, for almost all modern poets have
made attempts to reconcile positions or to lean on “the traditional symbol . . .
to enlighten” current practices.68 We may take the preceding perspectives on
tradition and modernity as a sort of summing up of directions in modern
Arabic poetics, a point that subsequent chapters aspire to address. We need
to remember this early search for innovation to understand the significance of
the whole effort in its prominent posts. Nmzik al-Malm’ikah believed in a
limited metric innovation to cope with new situations and predilections. Her
own poetic career manifests a feminist concern with expression to resist an
overpowering masculine language, which she accused of limiting women’s
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writing. Although such a position could have led her into unlimited
prospects of innovation, she succumbed to the idea that classical metrics were
too sacred and great to suffer challenge on the hands of practitioners of
poetry.69 On the other hand, Xalmh cAbd al-Xabnr is for tradition as long as it
offers themes and figures of revolution, challenge, and rejuvenation. The
sacrificial and the revolutionary make up a register that he shares with many
poets of the 1960s in particular.

Al-Baymtl is no less engaged with these issues, and he recalls ancient poets
to substantiate a masking process, which aims at distancing his own voice.
The aesthetic distance is maintained in his early poems, but this is achieved
at the expense of a personal poetics. His increasing awareness of contemporary
poetics led him, from the 1960s onwards, into larger experimental domains
where re-creation endows the original text, the precursor’s life story or slrah,
with a contemporary color and immediacy. In these, he, like many of his
counterparts, resorts to many expressive devices to concretize a concept,
augment an idea, contrast a position, reduce a stance, or parody an occasion.70

At times, especially in his poem “Sujnn Abi al-cAla’,” he is keen on a con-
temporary resurrection of an ancient original. It is enough to poetize the slrah
in a callous age of indifference to poets like him. For the same reason, he
identifies with the precursor to make a last choice of lineage, which also puts
him on equal footing with a glorious ancestor. The poet’s voice negotiates a
number of positions and views, which gather momentum for the single
purpose of targeting corruption and failure.

This is not Adnnls’ track, however. Although committed to the dynamics
of creativity and dissent in tradition, his experimentation knows no limits,
for it plays on signification and erasure in order to offer the reader the oppor-
tunity to go beyond the rhetoric of domination and control. His early
declamations against heritage and inheritance gave way, even in the 1960s, to
a sustained reading and grounding in tradition, but with the Ezra Pound’s
trope of a “loose-leaf system.”

The subdued voice is an Adnnlsian creation, as it needs to articulate its
suspicions and misgivings subtly and cautiously to escape repression. Yet, the
voice may lose its poetic potential in a textual corpus, an excessive mannerism,
with unlimited aspiration for documentation. No matter how exquisitely
manipulated, historical documentation creates a text that competes with the
poetic. Driven to the edge, poetry may lose its potency. The so-called
Adnnlsian Mutanabbl manuscript, Al-Kitmb (The Book), evolves as an exercise
in hermeneutics, an offshoot in experimentation that aspires to entangle
tradition and modernity in an irrevocable intersection. Prose and poetry
are brought together to account for a present moment of both historical
density and rupture. The book is an exercise in prosemination par excellence. It
builds its text within marginal critiques and historical accounts, which vie for
ascendancy as the main text, that is, the poem, plows its way through.
Building on the popular saying that al-Mutanabbl is “the occupation of the
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universe and the obsession of people,” Adnnls uses him as the locus for self
and tradition, a threshold and material for revisionist poetics. In this poetics,
he retains the concept of poetry as the archive of Arab life and culture, as
suggested by Ibn ‘Abbms (d. 687), endorsed by Ibn Qutaybah (d. 889) and
made popular by Ibn Rashlq (d. 1064), and reiterated by many thereafter, but
it is an archive that undergoes revision through the technique of bookkeeping,
the “loose-leaf system” of Ezra Pound. The text and the margins take on the
argumentation of prose while sustaining the tropes of poetry. The questions
of continuity and discontinuity are no longer pertinent, as the effort goes
beyond simplifications of sequentiality and origination. Identification is out
of the question, since the text and its margins exercise a reapplication of the
emerging consciousness to history and literature as controversial narratives.
The author pursues interrogation, and his schema resists submission and
conformity to pre-constituted models. Dichotomous positions signify plurality
and multivoicing. In the process, poetry is no longer the same, nor is prose,
for the entanglement enforces loss, gain, and exchange. Nevertheless, it
remains to be said that poetry in this far-reaching experimentation may need
a spirited effort to regain the beauties of language while aspiring to retrieve
a past tradition for new generations of readers whose familiarity with the
internet may overwhelm their meager grounding in tradition. The resolve to
apply multiple discursive and poetic strategies requires recognition of present
complexity and challenge, since the poet has to counteract competing forms
of discourse in order to sustain a presence.
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4

POETIC DIALOGIZATION

Ancestors in the text—figures and figurations1

He stretched a hand out, holding a rolled cigarette,
and I stretched a hand to take the cigarette.
And smoke spread, hiding two men
waiting at the locked door
on the sidewalk of Abu Nuwas Street.

(Fawzl Karlm, “At the Gardenia Door,” 
2004, p. 81)

Like the smoke hiding the two men in the Iraqi Fawzl Karlm’s (b. 1945)
poem, “At the Gardenia Door,”2 textual heterogeneity allows independence
and fusion while entrenched in space. Nonverbal gestures and acts operate as
voices, too. The actual space in front of a locked bar in a Baghdadi street
along the Tigris tells a story of a new wave of repression that puts an end to
a tradition of wine drinking and revelry that is usually associated with the
poet Abn Nuwms (d. 813) after whom the famous street is named. In such a
small textual space, the Iraqi poet brings together a number of voices, ancient
and modern, with a number of issues, registers, attitudes, and expectations.
Although many theorists find poetry immune to dialogization as a plurality
of independent voices,3 modernist trends, since early attempts at dramatic
monologue, have collapsed poetry and narrative, though at the expense of the
lyrical at times. The English Poet Robert Browning’s dramatic monologues
are among the best examples of the art, and one may trace in Arabic poetics
many examples where narrative and poetry coalesce in an intricate manner.
Poetry is less hospitable to dialogization, however, in the sense that poetic
language is not representational. Mikhail Bakhtin’s differentiation, for
instance, lies more with the understanding of the novel, not poetry, as
dialogic. “The language of the novel is a system of languages that mutually
and ideologically interanimate each other.”4 Foucault assigns to the poet an
“allegorical role,” for there is a search “. . . beneath the language of signs and
beneath the interplay of their precisely delineated distinctions,” to capture
“. . . the language, without words or discourse, of resemblance.”5 Nonetheless,
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poetry is no less receptive to other discourses through parody and travesty,
and other means, broadening its prospects while undermining these in a more
sophisticated contrafaction. This tendency is not the same as archaic invec-
tives, or satirical exercises with their “frontal attacks” which are characterized
by bluntness rather than irony and wit.6 It works within the hegemonic dis-
course to break it down, and expose its significations and markers. Poetic
creativity here self-consciously targets the hegemonic, especially in its
unitary pronouncements, as no other genre can. Manipulating its reserve of
poetics, and relying on a close reading of this discourse, with a love–hate
binary, the creative impulse can build a new structure, at the expense of
the shattered other, as Ma.mnd Darwlsh does in “Khuyab al-dictmtnr
al-mawznnah” (The Rhymed Orations of the Dictator).7 The significance of
this long prose poem to creativity, dissent, contemporary anxieties, and past
legacies lies in its volatile dialogic space and its underpinnings of satire and
revolt that destabilize the very hegemonic codifications and imperatives that
make up the dictator’s rhythmic orations. This prose poem makes use of the
roots of unitary discourse, its strong hold on, and manipulation of, value-laden
words, clichés, and catch-phrases. The poem targets unitary touchstones,
which have been working within a mechanism that dislodges other languages,
undermines usage, occupies vital linguistic space, and chases out counter-
terms. Ma.mnd Darwlsh probes the mind that manipulates a specific rheto-
ric as if it were the only language. “If words exceed a thousand, speech veins
dry up / and rhetoric becomes corrupt and poetry ends as the property of the
rabble.” The poet aims at the value-laden language in the official discourse
and state media.

Targeting the unitary discourse

Ma.mnd Darwlsh’s prose poem gives the dictator enough space to speak his
mind and explain his suspicions of any language of diversity, insinuation,
nuance, and even dichotomous pronouncements.

If you praise the rose, this means you blame darkness,
In addition, if you recollect the glitter of ancient swords, you blame peace,
And when you mention jasmine often and you laugh: then you
attack the regime.

(Ibid.)

Different from neo-historical narratives with their probing into methods and
means of coercion, and more dense and suggestive, this prose poem lets the
dictator disclose his disapproval of metaphors and conceits, for “. . . between
synthesis and paronomasia the poem relates our ruinous present / and will
establish its independent world, and in the crowd slips away from my police”
(Ibid.). Hence, the dictator sets the scope and limit of discourse, which
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should be devoid of dreams and metaphors, for “. . . from my language you
derive your dreams once a year / . . . and from my language you arrive at truth
in two words: permitted and tabooed / therefore never look in dictionaries for
a language unsatisfied with this model” (Ibid.).

Although presumably penetrating a cultural climate and gaining acceptance
through pervasive dissemination, the dictator’s discourse suffers from its
impositions and limitations which will give way in time to opposition. As its
ritualistic tone and value-laden language revolve upon limited paradigms,
its maneuvering potential loses ground, and its coercive mechanisms limit
creative space and life at large, leaving the dictator’s discourse sovereign in a
muted land. As always, there is a counter movement within hegemony. Even
oblique styles and indirect pronouncements yield in time to shows of disobe-
dience inside and outside hegemony, driving unitary discourse to become
mere ultimatums and statements of threat and reprisal. This assault is often
the culminating point in discursive battles, and it defines, in retrospect, other
techniques of dissent, not only against immediate hegemony, as the examples
cited later demonstrate, but also in the burgeoning poetics of diversity,
difference, and multiple critiques. The unitary discourse sets its constraints
on language, and deploys abundant limits and restraints to restrict compet-
ing languages. Poetry has either to succumb to its insinuations and orders,
and thereby suffer stagnation and death, or to work out its own challenging
tactics. Yet, which Arabic language do we speak of here? Arabic in this
instance is not a hegemonic legacy, but the one that, in Mu.ammad Bennls’
words, “roams in the streets and in the hearts, loaded with Qur’mnic verse,
traditions of the prophet, laden with slogans and national canticles.”8 This
Arabic is not the one of torture and pain, as jurists apply it, but one of joy and
rapture, says Bennls. This language is as large as life,9 and the battle for it is
no less demanding and hard than any other battle and war.10 No wonder the
battle for words and communiqués occupies so much space in our macabre
world.

In an instant of urgency in defying hegemony, poetry invents a variety of
registers. Whereas narrative manipulates indirection and resistance to the
utmost, poetry deploys suggestion, irony, sarcasm, and concretization to
develop a counter-message. The Iraqi exile in London, the late Sharlf
al-Rubay‘l (d. 1995), titles a poem “Dm’irat al-khawf’ (The Circle of Fear),
insinuating that his homeland is now one of torture and death, but he has to
look forward, nevertheless, and retain it.

I will call you space
And I will pray to see your shadow covering questions
Date palms or scaffolds, or shreds of a bomb,
However, not mere uncared-for wounds, or ransacked ruptures
Then, I cannot call you homeland.11
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The dramatized monologue that addresses the homeland becomes a venue for
self-interrogation. Impersonating the homeland and buttressing it with mark-
ers of coercion, the speaker works out the questioning process to justify his
exile. Another exile from Iraq, Burhmn al-Shmwl, lets dreams create an alterna-
tive homeland in a short piece titled “Wayan” (Homeland), with clear-sighted
awareness of the disparity between the imagined homeland and its reality.

I dreamt I drew a homeland
I let the sea break out there, and it did
I run among its lands with joy
And I walked among its parts with anxiety
I baptized it with fire . . . it burnt me
I sprinkled it with water, and it burnt down
I let the sun there, but it died out
I gave it thunder, it did not lighten
I slept, and my body as on fire
And I woke up . . .
I wish the dream did not come true.12

Urgency is not always the best of moods for poetry, but dissent and opposition
take a number of forms to deal with the real, whether it is foreign occupation
or totalitarian and absolutist rule. As we noticed in the readings of socio-
cultural issues in Chapter 1, each case enforces its own technique. Even
within the normative, there is enough space for innovation. Whether in dia-
logue with the society, the family, the self, traditional attitude, or ancient
forebears and figures, poetry assumes significance as much as it responds to
audiences, real or implied. With the exception of love lyrics, with their musi-
cal manipulation of emotional and passionate togetherness and separation,
poetry makes a challenging progress through dissent. Its success lies in oppo-
sition, not conformity. In this respect, we may cite a number of dialogic sites
that enable the poem to retrieve narrative space although sustaining its poetic
mode in a tradition–modernity nexus. We may outline, for convenience, this
polyphony within a creativity and dissent dynamic, as follows.

Personae and voicing

There is first the strategy of letting go a poetic voice that verges on the
schizophrenic, and which appears independently among other voices. The
early reference to Xalmh cAbd al-Xabnr’s “Mudhakkirmt al-Malik cAjlb . . .”
(Memoirs of King cAjlb . . .) draws attention to one kind of poetic dialogiza-
tion whereby the poet distances his or her voice through multivoicing that
also allows a persona or a mask to intervene. Other examples take on con-
temporary poetic voices, singers, and prisoners of conscience, along with
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poets from tradition. They also allow a persona to intertextualize, discuss,
argue, and objectify. They broaden thereby the scope of poetry while recog-
nizing the limitations imposed by material reality on poetry, poets, and cul-
ture at large. “My era tells me bluntly: / you do not belong,” writes Adnnls
in “Xa.rm’, II” (“The Desert: The Diary of Beirut under Siege II”).13 The Iraqi
Sa‘dl Ynsuf’s (b. 1934) use of the al-Akh,ar Ibn Ynsuf is an early example of
a poetic persona. Yet, masking here involves self-questioning, too, in an effort
to assess a moment of poetic production. The poet tells us that “L’ Akhdar is
a very popular name in Algeria,” and “L’ Akhdar Ben Youssef is my mask. Ben
Youssef is my double.”14 Referring to his exile in Algeria for seven years in
the 1960s and then in the 1970s, he says,

with this name I am putting myself into the place, making some
roots—not as a spectator but as a real person. And then I write from an
ordinary and real angle as well as from the vantage point of an artist.15

His poem “L’ Akhdar Ben Youssef Wrote His Last Poem” (1976) unfolds to
revitalize his poetics, investigate the status of the poet, and map out the
whole cultural scene with its ruptures, troubles, anxieties, and concerns. The
dialogic technique shows first in the speaker’s divided voice between an
addresser and an addressee. Soon after a moment of bewilderment and chaos,
there comes a moment of creation, which summons poets and writers, Arabs,
French, and others, culminating in an intertextualizing experience whereby
the poem owes its being to a larger subtext.

Waves gush between his hands.
He grabs a stone (suddenly), and turns it into a shell.
He remains listening;
a wind gust (constant), blows, blows, constantly.
He enters the elements.
The sea holdings turn into a giant wave.
The earth holdings become a giant wave.
And he enters the elements:
a clenched fist
a stone
and a face with embossed features.
Here he’s in his familiar streets . . .
his steps quickened,
an oyster shell in his hand.16

The stone, the shell, the wave, and the wind are among many elements and
significations that bring the speaker to the real, to a personal life that he rec-
ognizes in preparation for a poetic creation. This moment is not an easy one,
as it takes the speaker back to similar moments when the poet passed through
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agonies and fears lest he fail to produce the right poem. The underlying voice
resorts to prose to fathom the transitional phase from agony to birth.

Is your breathing calmer now? Maybe you can still write. Since you
were twenty you often felt in danger when you started a poem? But
once you finish the first stanza you feel a power inside you, its origins
unknown to you: like a spring from hidden sources. You only feel the
muffled gush. It must be your belief then, I mean you L‘Akhdar Ben
Youssef, it must be your belief that you are now among the lost.

(Ibid.)

The poem attests to Bakhtin’s reservations against poetic consciousnesses as
unitary, for the resort to prose signifies a search for another representational
medium. The poem evolves as a depiction of a condition, for it records the
moment as a combinational site between the temporal and the spatial. Poetry
makes no claims to inspiration, as the creative impulse collects its material from
the real, but it produces a poem through a strenuous effort that involves not only
recollection, but also knowledge and actual experience. The artifact records every
detail; including the poet’s own thoughts and the movements of the hotel maid.

Do Not Turn Your Jacket Over Even If It Gets Worn
A girl enters
the used-clothes
store.
She’s thin.
Her eyes widen
the way a skirt widens in the wind,
and widen
to stare at her lover’s jacket,
his red/black jacket
and its missing buttons.

He may have used a new meter here, or a no-meter. The issue is not
important. When L‘Akhdar Ben Youssef is withdrawn from the
world he loses his bearings. This is why his wing remains tied to a
string dragging on the face of the earth.

Search for Your Defeated Ring in Your Victorious Country
No victor at Night’s end, and no defeated.
Each struggles with his stumbling.
Each regrets his stupor.
Each walks to his own slaughterhouse foolish as a bee.
Search for your defeated ring in your victorious country.
That lost star . . .
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May be you’ll find it.
And if you do,
you’ll let go of it
at the end of the night.

(Ibid.)

The resort to prose in the following part is not a lapse into metonymy, for the
speaker identifies with ancestors in moments of loss and search for a way out.
His al-Mutanabbl (d. 965) is not the luminous ancestor, not the one whom
we meet in Adnnls’ “Desert.” “What is it that touched al-Mutanabbi / Other
than this soil that felt his tread? He betrayed many things, / But not his
vision.”17 Sa‘dl Ynsuf’s al-Mutanabbl is a shattered one who may be no less
bewildered than the speaker, but who also emerges as an ambivalent poet,
amid “jewelers” and artists. The speaker’s eye locates an analogy in the
Algerian rug, between black and green, an analogy that reflects on his own
experience as recollection, reading and material reality imprint a stamp of
indecision on the poem.

Finally he remembered al-Mutanabbi, an old myopic poet, standing
in the sand looking for his lost ring. There are jewellers in the world,
and there are artists. On the Algerian rug black is balanced with red.
Between them is the color of ash. And the yellow . . . why? The
yellow. Jaune! Jaune! Arthur Rimbaud or Tristan Tzara? Oh, how close
yellow is to green! Only the sea. Camus used to love the yellowness of
the wheat fields facing the sea near Tibaza . . .Tibaza, ah Tibaza!

(Ibid.)

No matter how invigorating recollection may be, the real leaves its stamp of
loss, as the speaker holds on to the image of the gray with its connotations of
death in loneliness and exile.

Gray Hair May Look Black in Old Age
Such is my case, a withered man at fifty
Who squats in his room, occupied with lies and cigarettes.
Who will return milk teeth to the toothless man?
Or youth to the gray-haired?
Who can fill this empty head?
But gray hair may look black in old age
and a lie may hold the truth
and cigarette smoke grows into clouds for a raining sky
and in his toothless gums milk teeth may grow.
But it is true, too, that an old man at fifty may fall
dead in his room

dressed in lies and smoke.
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So was L‘Akhdar Ben Youssef, shattered, and confused, as:

He had not slept for six days.
And could not write a poem.
And so reckless as to have in print whatever he wrote.18

This dialogic works effectively through prosemination, for embedded narratives
and poetic pronouncements fuse into the depths of the poet, the other hidden
half that is addressed by the muffled voice. What we hear in the end is the
subdued tone of a person who works on the poem now. The poem is one of
hesitation, for the early youthful passion is gone, and a critical hesitant mind
takes over, questioning the validity of poetry amid noisy claims. The poem
grows as an immediate experience: sitting, watching, recollecting, and probing
his disappointment, as he grows old.

The poem may be worth comparing to Ma.mnd Darwlsh’s
“Al-Mutanabbl’s Voyage into Egypt.”19 Although seemingly retracing the
ancestor’s experience with Kmfnr, Darwlsh manages a middle ground between
Adnnls’ projections onto al-Mutanabbl and Sa‘dl Ynsuf’s discontents.
Voicing here negotiates a compromise that makes use of various readings of
the ancestor’s position and genius. The readings enable Ma.mnd Darwlsh to
reflect with ease on current politics, including accusations from comrades and
radicals that imply poets should keep to a neatly defined politics of commit-
ment. The poem may provide justifications for the great ancestor al-Mutanabbl,
and obliquely dispute partisan criticism.

I sell the palace a song
I break the palace
With a song
I lean against the wind and wound
And am not sold.20

Another way of identification and voicing takes place behind a historical
figure. As poems in this respect are many and mostly function in terms of
distant masking, I will devote this discussion to an early poem by the Iraqi
>amld Sa‘ld (b. 1941), “Wajh ‘Ammmr Ibn Ymsir” (The Face of ‘Ammmr Ibn
Ymsir), which was written in the 1960s. The poem addresses the historical
figure, ‘Ammmr Ibn Ymsir, the companion of the Prophet Muhammad,
who lost his life in 657, fighting on the side of the Prophet’s cousin ‘All at
Xiffln in 657. Based on historical accounts of a life of self-denial, sacrifice
and faith, the poet establishes the companion’s life since early days with the
Prophet, fighting the influential tribe of Quraysh, and migrating with
the Prophet to Yathrib (Al-Medlnah). The speaker is keen on establishing
a lineage with him, a lineage of faith and sacrifice, not blood kinship. It is
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a lineage that fights exploitation and misuse, while suffering persecution and
pain. Words and action blend, and sacrifice and lyricism broaden the text,
endow it with the historical and the immediate, the narrative and the
metaphorical.

You, the face of ‘Ammmr Ibn Ymsir, like rivers
Creating the smile of the pine woods . . .
You, the face of ‘Ammmr Ibn Ymsir,
The face of every ancient vagabond
Your people take to the pavements of al-Rashld Street [in Baghdad]
And address poetry to forests and rivers
We read what we write to the snow
Can one read one’s death?
And sell his voice to the desert?
Salt waters burnt the blossoms of our fields
Venomous serpents confiscated every plant
You, the face of ‘Ammmr Ibn Ymsir,

A vein in you holds every minute captive
Not a moment dares to resist attraction
If hours sail into it
They are free from form.21

The poet draws on the companion through a juxtaposed structure whereby
the face recalls the redemptive power of poetry to a situation of loss, agony,
rupture, and confusion. The moment is one of discontinuity, and recollection
acts on the moment to emphasize another historical discontinuity that belies
claims of totality. Written in the 1960s, the poem is an endeavor to recall his-
tory as a fragmented narrative to revitalize a scene of sterility and failure. This
poem, along with many others, also attests to an acute sense of rupture and
division. Historical consciousness becomes a burden, as poets are drawn to the
margins that enable them to identify with martyrs against centers of power.
The emerging voice is no less out of joint than his world for passing through
this ordeal of historical retrieval.

Parody, erotica, and women’s bodies

Another poetic strategy may be an amalgam of signatures, parody, and anxiety
of authorship. At times, the polyphonic text invests the other’s voice, not as
direct quotes and insertions, but as a functional poetics with an impact on
the speaker, the ephebe. The latter is torn between real attachments to
the immediate precursor, the impact of his normative poetics on the
ephebe’s amatory lyrics, and the latter’s maturing consciousness, its seeming
independence from this influence, and its culminating endorsement, in
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the case of women poets, of feminist perspectives. In her poem “On the Death
of Nizar Qabbani,” Mohja Kahf, a Syrian-American woman poet, develops
this multiple critique that enables us to read into the matrix of Qabbmnl’s
(d. 1996) poetry, its celebration of the female body, and the woman poet’s
independence. Qabbmnl’s poetry drew a large readership, especially among the
younger generations. Its appeal arises from its flaunting of conservative
norms, its direct address to the female, and its masculine infatuation with the
feminine condition. It also criticizes the traditional ways and lifestyles, along
with obsolete politics and social structures. The woman poet here picks on
the dominating side of his poetry, and develops a poetic space of anxiety
between elegy, as usually used to celebrate the dead, and her present outlook.
She resists subordination to the elegizing mode as the women’s legacy in the
canon, problematizing the moment instead and coming up with her mixed
register of subordination and independence. The speaker is not after
contrafaction, but she ends up producing a parody that amounts to no more
than a contaminated dialogue. Her immersion in Qabbmnl’s poetry involves
her text in echoes of masculine erotica, yet she also strives to imprint a voice
of her own that makes use of Western feminism. The poem runs in many
parts, and deserves close reading, but here are some excerpts.

No: I refuse to mutter eulogy clichés
I never wanted to hang your image

in a gilt frame over my bed
I wanted to roll with you on the page
in the sweat and muck of writing
Every morning I wanted to see
how you would tug the rope of writing
this way, yanking me suddenly into the mud
or that way, into the brilliant sea
and I, resistant, yanking back
I refuse to make flowered poetry like wreaths,
to lay pretty metaphors on my head
and skip through your books like a gazelle.

Admittedly internalizing the poet’s language and critique, she now has to
demonstrate learning through a poetic practice of resistance and opposition.

Because you taught me to be savage,
I wanted to be a claw and tear your cheek
I wanted to write like the claw of a cougar
How can I be the claw when the cougar is gone?
So nobody talk to me anymore about poetry,
especially you who guard the gates of Arabic
and slam it against us who stand outside.
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His death means the absence of that masculine celebration of the female body,
and, in turn, the speaker’s dismay at such a loss.

I will never be this beautiful again
On the day you left, I saw on my face
the first lines of ugliness beginning
I saw my skeleton, I saw my white death
So nobody talk to me about poetry or beauty
Spring, the April sea, our language, nothing
will ever be this beautiful again.22

The poem builds on many other pieces by Qabbmnl, and its close parody
implicates it in subordination to his text. As he associates erotic love with
inscription, “I melted in my love all the pens— / The blue . . . the red . . . the
green . . . / Until the words were formed,”23 Mohja Kahf turns inscription
into an act of physical closeness and intimacy, as “I wanted to roll with you
on the page / in the sweat and muck of writing,” she writes. Yet, this
same poetics carries within it the seeds of revolt, for it is no longer limited
to boundaries of unrequited love; nor does it entrench its claims within
the obscenities of some ‘Abbmsid verse. Mohja Kahf picks on this, too, as a
poetics of challenge and revolt. In one poem, “When I Love You,” Qabbmnl
writes:

When I love you, your breasts shake off their shame,
Turn into lightning and thunder, a sword, a sandy storm,
When I love you, the Arab cities leap up and demonstrate
Against the ages of repression
And the ages
Of revenge against the laws of the tribe.

(Ibid. 9)

In the words of Salma K. Jayyusi, Qabbmnl’s poetry has a liberating
power as it awakens women “. . . to a new awareness of their bodies and
their sexuality, wrenching them away from the taboos of society, and making
them aware of its discriminatory treatment of the sexes, of its inherent
cruelty” (Introduction, Ibid. vii). While raiding tradition and awakening
sexual consciousness, especially among the young, Qabbmnl merges daily
speech with images from tradition to establish a language of love that blends
the old and the new. The male may continue to be the speaker whom Kahf
addresses and elegizes, but he is also the victim of desire whose passions set
him again among the demented and the insane, those whose language escapes
limits and borders, as they are in Foucault’s terms, the “disordered” players of
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the “Same and the Other.”24 In “An Arab Cure for Love,” Qabbmnl says about
his love.

It was a sword dormant within my flesh,
An invading army,
The first stage on the road to madness.

(On Entering the Sea, 104)

What is of significance to this reading of a poetic terrain between tradition
and modernity is the woman poet’s effort to go beyond traditional elegies,
usually associated in classical male scriptoria with women poets. Her voice in
this paradoxical site of elegy and negation is no less drawn to the register of
sexual poetics which is usually absent from traditional elegies.

Claiming and naming the forebear

The relation of the modern poet to his forebears is one of ambivalence on
many levels. While claiming lineage and intimacy, the modern poet under-
goes great anxieties that relate to contemporary issues of political and reli-
gious nature. He needs the forebear as a mask, but he has also to distance
his/her voice to elude close comparison. This strategy is no less effective than
the first two. The forebear is displaced through a deliberate distortion of
names, accentuated anew, to carry on an ironic tone that has its blend of joy
and frustration. A pertinent example is Adnnls’ mask of the 1960s, Mihymr
the Damascene. Adopting Mihymr al-Daylaml’s (d. 428/1037) first name for
a mask, the poet identifies in part with Mihymr who changed names at a cer-
tain time in his life. At the hands of the renowned poet and descendant of the
Prophet, al-Sharlf al-Ra,l, Mihymr, otherwise Marzawayh, became a convert
to Islam in 394 H/1004 CE. Through his master, he was not only acquainted
with Shl‘ism, but also with chancery skills. Although copying his master and
emulating his skills, Mihymr excelled in poetry and wrote one of the best ele-
gies lamenting the death of al-Sharlf al-Ra,l. Adnnls’ deliberate partial use
speaks for his ambivalence in respect to both his ‘Alawite lineage and his
broad and unlimited vision and poetics. In Aghmnl Mihymr al-Dimashql
(The Songs of Mihymr the Damascene 1960–1961), in a poem titled “Qinm‘
al-’ughniymt” (The Mask of the Songs), the poet says: “He is the only faithful
seed? / The only one who settles in the trough of life.”25

Especially in the poetry of the Bahraini Qmsim >addmd (1948), this
deliberate “disidentification,” distancing and recall of ancient poets through
slight misnaming or collapsing has a resonance of its own. An early poem in
this direction is “Ishrmqmt Yarafah Ibn al-Wardah,” [Epiphanies/Illuminations
of Yarafah Ibn al-Wardah] which recalls the pre-Islamic poet Yarafah Ibn
al-‘Abd while deliberately changing the rest of the name into “wardah,” that is,
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rose, underscoring a feminized lineage that endows the name with love and
appreciation. In the poem, he conjoins in the surname two pre-Islamic poets
‘Urwa b. al-Ward with Yarafa b. al-‘Abd. The former is a pre-Islamic xu‘lnk,
a brigand, whose Arab mother did not belong to his tribe and who was thus
called “son of the stranger,” a misnomer that made him blame his father for
a misalliance. The poet was an outlaw by choice and dissent, and his love
story, heroic feats, and life of brigandage endow the character with many
markers of contemporary resonance insofar as Qmsim >addmd is concerned.
Conjoining him with Yarafah b. al-‘Abd implicates tradition and modernity
in serious questions relating to individual freedom in the face of the author-
itarian and the tribal. This combination aligns the two poets in a simulacrum
of faith, revolt, royalty, and rebellion against circumstances of greater chal-
lenge. Yarafah’s poetry as well as his career and premature death in Bahrain
validates the ephebe’s stand and sets him genealogically in a line of volatile
and complex poetic succession. The combined pre-Islamic poets were remem-
bered for poetic excellence, but they were also rebels who anticipated death
as the end. Yarafah’s premature and gruesome death, his sense of independ-
ence, his exultation of desert life and fidelity, and his celebration of royalty,
as well as his hedonistic life style, are more in tune with the ephebe Qmsim
>addmd, whose poetic career, imprisonments, and rebelliousness set him in
this line of succession which the ironic tone does not sentimentalize. The very
title undermines readings of correspondence, for Qmsim >addmd looks upon
tradition as segments that resist compartmentalization as a totality. This
fusion of names and details belies ancestry to the giants, and negotiates
elusiveness amid texts, people, and contexts of all times and space. Such
revisionism and authentication unsettle views of tradition as one solid
structure, replacing these with a modernity focus, “a break with tradition,”
in Foucault’s understanding, but with a “will to ‘heroize’ the present.”26

The other side of this deliberate misnomer is contrapuntal, for the poet
alienates his ancestors and dislodges them from a unified tradition as major
figures of great impact on the present, while he recalls their misfortunes,
which are similar to his own. This poetics of dispersion and combination is
heterogeneous as it courts voices that intentionally debate lineage as succes-
sion and subordination to forebears. The poet in this instance does not invoke
them as classical giants, but as a record of a life ridden with difficulty and
confusion, albeit with the recognition of the poet’s great literary input. This
strategy of dispersion collapses names from among forebears, especially from
among rebels and vagabonds, debates single authority as promoted by neo-
classical tradition, and allows the modern text to be merged into the personal,
the societal, and the historical. The composite figure cannot perform fully as a
mask, but the combined career and poetry may lend itself to the modern poet
as far as his identity, location, and career are concerned. Poetry is no longer a
container of individual musings or shows of allegiance, but an experience that
aspires to be as polyvalent and contrapuntal as multivoiced narratives.
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The tribal and the poetical in Qmsim >addmd’s poem

Qmsim >addmd’s poem “Ishrmqmt Yarafah Ibn al-Wardah,”27 (Epiphanies/
illuminations of Yarafah Ibn al-Wardah) has eighteen sections, each signifies
a moment in the life and poetry of the ancestor and the successor or ephebe.
In the first section the addressee is feminine and the poem creates a sense of
loss and yearning that recalls traditional classical naslb (the elegiac prelude).
On the other hand, its feminine addressee could stand for a cause, feminized
in Arabic as qa,iyyah.

Take me
In my language
and in best years there is the children’s joyful elation
Deep in the sea

The thread of poetry weaves my sails
And my ships are embroidered with flowers of nostalgia
Take me
And open up this universe window
I am mad
And infatuation is my rhyme
And I am a child in this madness of mine
Open up
And take over a dream that sprouts, vein bleeding
from my blood like jasmine.

In the second section, the poet endows the body with power, and the heart
with love to merge into a poetic site of great density.

In prison I glow as cutting as a sword
Conversing with the desert’s sadness
Whenever the cell becomes narrower
The parts of my heart expand
I involve the poem in adventure
And emanate as letters in names.

With this implication of fusion into names, the poet develops the rest of the
poem into a stanzaic exchange between his present imprisonments, love for his
homeland, and his ancestors’ experience of love and torture or banishment. In
section six, the addressee is this homeland.

From among the women of the world
One brought the universe to my heart:

My beloved
From among the lands of the world one is more than all lands of bliss
The homeland that settles in my heart.
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In section five, he exchanges voice with “Yarafah,” anticipating death while
elegizing the loss of his homeland.

I read that I’ll die, assassinated
And that my country is made sleepless by words
But my sad wedding becomes trivial
For my country is besieged by invaders

The pre-Islamic poet Yarafah Ibn al-‘Abd had already anticipated death,
concluding as follows regarding selfhood amid confusion and neglect.

I see death choose the generous and the noble,
While picking over the best part of the hardened miser’s spoil.
I see life a treasure, shrinking every night
Shrunken by days and time, and then gone.28

What brings Qmsim >addad closer to his forebears is this controversial
character, for he is no less of a rebel and regal compatriot, as he says in section
eleven.

I am given the choice, rose of ambiguity
Between defile death and martyrdom
A fighter and a knight and take the risk of life and death
I am not the one to be uncertain in matters of choice
Between the sword and the pillow

The last section, eighteen, warns us that, as the saying goes in English,
“blood runs thicker than water.” This has already been prepared for as the
poet recalls the murdered youth Yarafah.

It will be said, I am the murdered youth
Because I refused to submit
Reject
Wake up
A death like mine is beautiful, beautiful, beautiful

The emphasis on the need to recognize difference to go beyond the present
impasse has contemporary overtones. Poetic tradition becomes another
dynamic in a multiple critique of some immediacy. In another poem,
“Al-Kawmsir” (The Rapacious, or Birds of Prey), Qmsim >addmd polyphonizes
the poem in an intertextual engagement that debates and counteracts
the qaxldah rite of passage, for the present moment offers a different story
of alienation where many voices whisper and participate in gossip and
talk. The tribe no longer needs a poet, and its languages speak against a
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troublesome career, chasing the poet away as the modern outcast. Qmsim
>addmd writes:

Wherever I go I am tracked down by rapacious predators
My tent is ravaged, and my people’s languages celebrate my end.29

Again, he has Yarafah in mind, as the latter says:

The oppression of a kinsman is more painful to a man
Then the blow of a sharpened sword of Indian iron.30

Juxtaposition and conversational poetics

Along with the previous strategies, there is, fourth, the use of juxtaposition
and conversational poetics. This poetic strategy has evolved as one of the most
effective subversive strategies. By giving voice to the downtrodden or the
outcast, in Miltonic fashion, or through manipulation of Qur’mnic dialogues,
poets debate current issues on the ground. In “Death-in-Between:
A Dialogue,” which I have cited in Chapter 1, the Egyptian poet ‘Abd al-
Xabnr lets the “humble voice” argue the case for justice and redemption in
terms of the original sin. Adam is the humble man who asks for protection.
The poet cites full passages from the Qur’mn to be answered by the humble
Adam in a beseeching tone, whose concluding words address Eve:

Be thou my help and succor
As I face the Lord; O hide me, take me, enwrap me, and shroud me!
Don’t let me be lost,
Now my certainty is lost!31

Other passages are not as conciliatory, for juxtaposition means to question the
human condition through Qur’mnic and Biblical narratives. On the other
hand, poets resort to imaginary conversation with people, relatives and their
like, as al-Baymtl does in “Qaxldatmn ilm waladl ‘All” (“Two Poems to My Son
Ali”) in his collection Sifr al-fuqr wa al-thawrah (The Book of Poverty and
Revolution; Beirut, 1965), to escape the agony of separation while he was in
exile during the 1960s. He also justifies positions and attitudes. In these
pieces, the speaker draws on traditional lore to evoke its opposite, the loss of
promise and hope.

My sad moon
the sea is dead; its dark waves engulfed the sails of Sinbad.
His sons no longer shriek with the gulls, “He’s returned,”
nor do they hear the hoarse echo of their call.
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Ash has shrouded the horizon.
So for whom do the Sirens sing?
The sea is dead,
and on its face, grass floats with our golden days,
the memory of which returns when the singer sings.
Our golden days are drowning and singing is turning
to weeping.
The larks have fled, my sad moon, and
the treasure is buried in the stream,
at the end of the garden, under the lemon tree.
It was hidden there by Sinbad.
It is hollow.
Ash, snow, darkness, and dead leaves bury it.
Fog has veiled the earth.
Is this how we die? In a wasteland,
watching the candle of childhood shrivel in the sand?
Is this how the sun sets?
With no fire in the hearth of the poor?32

In the second part of the first letter, the poet adopts a mask of a forlorn
Sinbad, isolated and desolate, whose recollections of family and friends are
futile practices to sustain sanity.

Cities sleep without dawn.
I beckoned your name in the streets, and darkness replied.
I begged the wind, wailing in the heart of the void;
I saw your face in mirrors and eyes,
in window panes of that elusive dawn
and on postcards.
In cities without dawn,
even the birds deserted the churches.

(Ibid.)

Carrying the image of the son does not change things in exile, nor does it
bring happiness to the son. The poet justifies then the overwhelming sorrow
that envelopes his poetry:

So for whom do you sing, my heart? The street shops have sealed
their doors.
For whom do you pray my broken heart?
The night has passed
and carriages
laced with frost
returned without horses.
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The riders died.
Is this how the years pass?
With pain tearing the heart?

(Ibid.)

While making use of the voyages of Sinbad, these poetic letters have a
counter message. There is no glory and gain abroad, and life is miserable for
an exile. The poem negates the promise of munificence and certitude that we
usually come across in popular Arabic travelogue. The poem oscillates
between nostalgia and loss, and its family reference carries no consolation
to the son in Iraq. The “golden days” recalls a history and a past that are lost
forever. They indicate absence and implicate the son in a present of pain and
failure. The accumulated images are evocative in the sense that they build up
a mood of sadness and agony. The speaker entangles the son as the listener,
and there is even an intentional design to make him share the father’s sense
of loss and disappointment in exile. The homeland carries no beckoning
message of relief. Amid destruction and failure, there is no point in setting
the sail toward home.

The muted voice of the son, however, may lie behind this address, for the
rebuffing note is one of dismissal, not compassion. The son may have asked
for a homecoming, and the father’s dismissive remarks mount up reasons for
the speaker’s decision to live in exile. Al-Baymtl’s poetic letters are in total
opposition to the Turkish poet Nazim Hikmet’s series of epistolary poems to
his son and wife. They are worth the comparison, not only because of the
poets’ friendship and common cause, but also mainly because there is a dif-
ference between exile and death. The Turkish poet needs no traditional lore
to manipulate or debate, for he is sure of his mission and commitment. The
Iraqi poet writes from exile to justify estrangement, and also to narrate his
misery, whereas Hikmet writes from prison in 1955 on the way to execution.
Hikmet’s “The Last Letter to My Son,” resonates with commitment and love.
It also builds a register of defiance.

Memet,
I’ll die far from my language and my songs,
my salt and bread,
homesick for you and your mother,
my friends and my people,
but not in exile,
not in some foreign land–
I will die in the country of my dreams,
in the white city of my best days.33

The conversational tone is compassionate; as it works its way within the
father’s understanding of his ideology as one of faith in his culture. This faith
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allows no doubts or hesitations to disturb the addressee, and the message is
therefore one of consolation and comfort despite the speaker’s affliction. Faith
summons the rhetorical to its side, whereas doubt disperses this and calls on
other techniques to compensate. Faith may work against the dialogic princi-
ple, as it imposes its indisputable markers onto the message, whereas the
wounded voice comes up with apologies, justifications and negations to make
up a case. The wounded voice offers a dialogic principle like a dramatic
monologue, while the voice of faith is self-sufficient. Hikmet speaks with
certainty and leaves no place for doubts.

Demystification

A fifth strategy relates to a focused undermining of closure and mythical
imposition. This argument involves debating mythical structures, as Badr
Shmkir al-Sayymb does in “Medlnat al-Sindbmd” (City of Sinbad 1960) which,
although mentions Babylon in the last part, refers to his own native city
Basrah, as the abode of Sinbad the sailor.34 Written in 1960, it culminated his
disappointments with the political situation in Iraq and the onslaught on
nationalists.35 Mythical patterns of the early Tammnzl movement no longer
hold, and the long poem, with its final part, looks upon scenes, sites, and
marks as an inventory of apocalypse, or a convergence of chaos. The speaker
uses the title ironically, for instead of an abode of glory and good life, “Basrah
is in ruins” (Ibid. 102). It gives the lie to all myths and stories of resurrection,
regeneration, and fertility. In the final part the speaker relies on a Babylonian
subtext to highlight the opposite.

Its hanging gardens are sown
With heads cut off by sharp axes,
And the crows peck at their eyes,
While suns set in the west
Behind their hair dyed in branches.
And is this my city? Are these the ruins
On which was inscribed: “Long live life!”
With the blood of its slain?
Is there no god in that place, no water or fields?

(Ibid. 103)

The poet’s dismay at a godless universe is expressed in symbols and images of
deceit, betrayal, brutality, and torture that work together to depict a city of
loss and death where the mythical structure of regeneration loses meaning.

Is this my city? Daggers of the Tatars
Sheathed above its gate, and the desert pants
With thirst around its streets, unvisited by the moon?
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Is this my city? Are these the pits,
And these the bones?
The shadows look down from their houses
With their blood dyed somber
To be lost and unnoticed
By the pursuer
Is this my city? With injured domes,
in which red-robed Judas
Set the dogs on the cradles
Of my little brothers . . . and the houses,
They eat of their flesh
And in the village Ishtar is dying of thirst,
There are no flowers on her forehead
And in her hands there is a basket, its fruit are stones
Which she casts at every woman. And in the palm trees
On the city’s shore there is a wailing.

(Ibid. 103)

Words and images that normally denote joy here invoke nothing but
sterility and waste. Opposite connotations emerge from the register, and
stones and wailing are the markers of the new city. The poet, as a “sufferer of
modernity,” universalizes the immediate, presenting thereby a “landscape of
ruins.”36 The disillusioned voice of the modern Sindbmd invites answers, no
matter how rhetorical the questions sound. The invitation calls myth, satire,
and narrative to a poetic space that is loaded with signs and recollections.
Adonis has nothing to offer, and myth pales in the face of a cruel and sordid
reality. “Is this Adonis, this emptiness? / And this pallor, this dryness?” (Ibid.
95). A transposition of meaning takes place that corresponds to the new site
of loss and destruction. The apocalyptic vision runs counter to the city of
opulence and affluence, and the city has no redeeming marker to change it
into a celestial one. Losing both the material and the celestial, it is one of
death, and the speaker is an outcast, like a raving lunatic. Both share what
Foucault calls, a “. . . marginal position and a profoundly archaic silhouette—
where their words unceasingly renew the power of their strangeness and the
strength of their contestation.”37

Sumer retained

A sixth strategy deals with the ancient Mesopotamian past. The use of
Sumerian lore is new in Arabic poetry. Although the mythical element has
been present since the mounting interest of the early 1950s, the Babylonian
has attracted more attention, especially in terms of epical poetics. Even
al-Sayymb’s use of Eliot and the mythical method turns him toward Middle
Eastern myth at large. Eliot’s use of European tradition, with few references
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to the Orient in his poetry and articles, invigorated a search for sources of
poetry and poetics beyond neoclassical limits. Navigating between Greek and
Middle Eastern mythology, al-Sayymb wrote to Ynsuf al-Khml (d. 1987), the
editor-in-chief of Shi‘r:

Have you read what T. S. Eliot said of the individual talent and
tradition and their relation to poetry? There must remain an inter-
section holding the ancient and the modern. Some of the features of
the old should remain in the thing which we call new. Our poetry
should not be a mimic of the West in Arab or semi-Arab attire. Let
us make use of the best in our poetic tradition while making use of
the achievements of Western writers, especially the Anglo-Saxon, in
the realm of poetry.38

His tradition had not yet coped with the Sumerian heritage despite its
great relevance to his Southern background. He had the Babylonian in mind,
especially the myths of Tammns and Ishtmr, and the Middle Eastern lore at
large. The Sumerian song and ritual are new comers, and many, like the poet
Ma.mnd Darwlsh, may find in this lore a subtext to recreate a moment that
may be in sharp contrast with the flowing Sumerian wine and the rites of
wedding there. In “>allb Inmnnm” (“Inanna’s Milk” 1999), the speaker says:

Yours are the twins of prose and poetry,
as you fly from epoch to epoch,
safe and whole upon a cosmic howdah of stars your
victims, your kind guards,
carry your seven skies caravan by caravan.
Those who tend your horses, approach the water
between your hands and the twin rivers:
The first among goddesses is the one most filled with us.
A loving Creator contemplates His works.
He is enchanted with them, and longs for them:
Shall I do again, what I did before.
The sky’s ink burns the scribes of your lightning.
Their descendents send swallows down upon
the Sumerian woman’s procession, whether ascending or descending.39

In Sumerian mythology, Inanna, the daughter of the Moon couple Nanna and
Ningal, has the power of other deities and is therefore “the virtual Queen of
the Universe,”40 whose being has gathered “the opposing pairs of creation”
(Ibid. 18). Enheduanna was the Sumerian High Priestess to the Moon God
Nanna at his temple (Ur, 2300 BCE) and was the one who, in her poetry, elevated
Inanna, child of the Moon God above all other deities, as the supreme fusion
of the divine and the real. With this combination of opposites, she culminates
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as “the goddess of paradox, she is the model of unity in multiplicity” (Ibid. 22).
This complexity offers the Palestinian poet Ma.mnd Darwlsh enough space
to dialogize. In his poem, the Sumerian Goddess evolves as the source for
poetic creativity, but in this process she becomes one with the real woman
whom he addresses:

For you, stretched out in the corridor in silk shirt and gray trousers,
and not for metaphors of you that I awaken my wilderness and tell myself

that a moon will rise from my darkness.
Let the water rain down upon us from the Sumerian sky as it does in 

myths.
If my heart is sound, like the glass around us, fill it with your clouds

(Unfortunately it was paradise, p.110)

The poem evokes the Sumerian procession, and recalls mythical scenes of
rapture and joy to endow the addressee’s real situation with benedictions of
life and fertility. Yet, the contrast between the recreated Sumerian scene and
the actual one is sharp and disheartening. The abrupt change from the poetic
to the prosaic, from the lyrical to the actual scene, “Take a cup of hot chamomile
and two aspirin,” is intentional, as it demystifies the mythical aura, and brings
the scene back to its human limits, where there is also trouble and sickness.
The conversational tone broadens the scope of poetry, and involves it into
multiplevoicing.

Let us finish it here on the edge of the earth
in the place brought down by your hands
from the balcony of the vanishing paradise.
For you, reading the newspaper in the hallway, fighting the flu,
I say: Take a cup of hot chamomile and two aspirin,
so that lnanna’s milk may settle in you
and we may know what time it is
at the meeting of the Two Rivers.

(Ibid. 112)

With this new discovery of the Sumerian poetry, poets find another
source to bring poetry and its traditions back to life. As Sumerian poetry and
songs have a surprising connection to life styles, customs, and historical hap-
penings, modernist poets, like Darwlsh and the Iraqi Shawql ‘Abd al-Amlr
are no longer tied to mythical superimpositions as their Tammnzl forebears.
Poetry in the Sumerian lore humanizes gods and depicts them in their differ-
ences and arguments like the rest of the people who are the subject of poetry.
In Shawql ‘Abd al-Amlr’s poem “I.timmlmt” (Probable cases 1998), the poet
makes use of the original Sumerian song, with its mythical underpinnings
and markers, for these reflect strongly on the situation in Iraq in the 1990s.
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In the first two sections of this long poem, the poet joins the mythical with
the real. His poetic concern with details and his meticulous attention to the
ancient rites of Sumer, as still lingering in the South of Iraq whence the poet
has come, endow these two pieces with enough color and life. The poem is as
pictorial as a painting, with lively images of people, boats, water, fire, songs,
and animals. The god who gives the title to the first is, after all, a resident of
the marshes, the sites of popular rituals, benedictions and magical vows and
promises. Every action and motion is rife with mythical dimensions, for life is
so real as to evoke the unreal.

In a summer night he saw reed woods
The fire raised its heads
The drowned child emerged
He sat him around the fire and said:
You will see that death has the taste of burntout fish
A serpent’s bite whose poison sucked by a mother
A vase of reed like a face of a child
An old woman carrying a lantern
Traversing the swamps of fire and creation.
In the marshes the pillars of the night remain turbaned
With the embracing kiss of doves that are not coming back
“The black” is a clay robe41

In which songs, for their sharp piercing, become heads and axes.42

The seemingly descriptive hides enormous subversion. It plays on the
contrast between what is left of the South of Iraq, the Sumerian site, and the
present scene of poverty and desolation, especially in the aftermath of
the Iraq–Iran war, and the 1991 uprising, with the ensuing human and envi-
ronmental destruction due to the systematic draining of the marshes and the
imposed sanctions on Iraq as well. The series of images culminates in the
reference to Southern singing with its paradoxical lyricism and inherent pain,
as it grows into sites of dissent and revolt.

The poet’s other piece is more involved in dissent. It uses both the wind
and Jannb (South), the Sumerian whore who was married to the god of
Heaven, Inlll. Her freedom, the destructive power of the hot wind, and the
defiance of god, and his choice of the whore to offer life, not only sex and love,
involve the poem in current politics. The poet brings the mythical back-
ground to bear on the present, for Jannb, which is the title of the poem, too,
is no longer the ancient woman of joy, but the widowed in the South,

Wearing a robe of dust
Dancing mad in the squares, the destinies, and the shadows,
“Jannb” lost all her offspring
The hot monsoon wind chases him at the entrance of cities
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Behind the funeral of a friend
In the body of a strange woman
In the woods of things when crowded
With the years of a not coming hour
The wind blows.

(Ibid. 60–61)

The images of the robe of dust bring both the wind and Jannb together, as
both are empowered in this sweeping freedom to chase out the source of
horror and destruction. The poem uses images from the present Iraqi city
of Nmxiriyyah to place Jannb there, in a street traditionally called “ ‘Aqd
al-hawm” (The Love Avenue) in reference to the locations of brothels there.
Instead of the ancient joy, love, and sex, there are only death, cemeteries,
corpses, and graves where Jannb invokes the compassion of the soil in a world
devoid of life and love.43

Language redeemed

A seventh dialogic strategy targets superimposed limitations, strictures, and
bondage that fossilize language and deprive it of spontaneity. This strategy
becomes a poetic engagement with issues of language and tradition, as in the
poetry of Adnnls, >amld Sa‘ld, and Bennls. Adnnls sums up the issue in
pointing out the disparity between appearance and reality, representation and
presentation, in disjointed times. “Whenever I say: my country is within
reach / And bears fruit in a reachable language / Another language kicks me /
To another language” (“Xa.rm’ II,” 85; “The Desert,” 27). Using the image of
the river, the wave, the water, the desert, the dust, and the green and the
silver blue, the Moroccan poet Mu.ammad Bennls rediscovers language as
newly born, still pure and shiny, “lightening on water,” as he describes
the sense of meeting this language, as opposed to its death in the hands of
others. In his poem “Lughatun” (A Language), he finds it a “language / with
which I searched for my body / caves enjoying the silver blue.”44 This lan-
guage, in its unadulterated form, “. . . unifies me with my desert,” a desert
that “expands re-iterating uncertain caravans’ singing.” He adds, “You lan-
guage, / by which hand I wrote you / traversing the land / listening to
the coldness of the <md (Arabic) between two corpses, two funerals.” Out of
this meeting comes a resurrected Arabic, rich with shades and meanings.
“This is the language through which / I got acquainted with an inhaling
in the unseen / by which I received what a glittering color moistens in
the body.” This language has its meaning as a river in “Nahrun Yufmji’”
(The River Surprises). With all the power of water and its connotations and
bearing on life, the poet draws it as a rich language, or he draws the latter as
such. “A River / Surprises what remains of life between us / a life that survives
on the verge of death / A river which hides among corners / or lightens”
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(Ibid. 66–68). The poet looks for the surprising and the unfamiliar, the flowing
and the hidden beneath both hegemonic monopoly of discourse and mundane
pragmatism. The poem in his hands is a discovery of the lively and the vital,
among the marginalized, the insane, and the Sufis. The loving bond with the
language grows in correspondence with this association, which other poets
trace elsewhere.

In “Mawt al-mughannl” (The Death of the Singer), >amld Sa‘ld chooses
the absence of the ‘Abbmsid woman singer Fawz45 to articulate his lamenta-
tions for the death of poets and poetry. As an eloquent elegy of the dearth of
the lyrical in poetry, the poem encapsulates time and space, tradition and
modernity, as it elegizes the poetic scene at large.

Fawz is absent . . . so why coming without her . . .
Why absent?
The singer is absent. . . .
On his voice does Death lean, backbent,
His beard of tatters
His spectacles of wood46

Do not laugh
Do not arouse his suspicions

Follow him to where the singer used to have his fires
Let him write at ease the last words
The last song in the will.
Do not wake Fawz up
Love tired her
These wrinkles . . .
the tune of absence which passed through her fingers
This whiteness in her braids . . . . the tune of farewell that remains
between her lips
Do not awaken this agony . . . this irritable confidant
that joined me at many nights to her . . . .
And joined her
Since light deserted her laugh
And mourned in her looks47

Sa‘ld’s poetics practices lyricism and argues for the poem as a lyrical space
that is no less rich in images and recollections. In a poem entitled “Bayt
Kmzim Jawmd” (Kmzim Jawmd’s house), Sa‘ld reenacts the late Iraqi poet
Kmzim Jawmd’s (d. 1985) voice through the latter’s clothes, papers, books,
notes, marginalia, and mannerisms as he used to describe life and poetry. The
late poet from the city of al-Naxiryyah in the South of Iraq is not subjected
to poetic retrieval, for the speaker knows him with an intimacy that allows
this dialogization. This reminiscence is worth citing, as Kmzim Jawmd argued
for a nationalist tradition against innovators while preoccupying himself with
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European literature, and he was drawn to a glorious history of the past while
his memory hovered around his hometown.

Two coats on a dusty hanger
Black benches
Cats that are suspicious and black
And the sadness is black
Nothing but memories which are endowed with joy
And the glitter in the eyes
Books deserted by their texts
And the margins feverish with what was,

Preoccupied with what is to happen
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Newspapers and obsessions . . .
Who is to knock at the door at night

Friends departed
And the poem is worn out
And the beloved is angry
And the garden is deserted
And the time of infatuation is too distanced
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On the way to Quryuba (Cordoba)
Al-Naxiriyyah trots in the mountainous roads
In its dark-yellow charm
It follows us with songs . . . and in recollections it shares our gypsy nights
If the cup dried up
Al-Nmxiriyyah would become our tavern and . . . our guide
Who is she who waved to the wrinkles
And suggested a season for singing
And a beginning for tears
Who is she who, with her dexterity, commanded frost
In dusk paths
Bestowed on dark-yellow rays this elegance
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Smoke on the terrace . . .
A face on the window
Trees of desolation
Extended their branches . . .
Oh friends . . .
Join my desolation
Share it with me
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I bequeath you my desolation . . .
My bread . . .
And my cup . . .
Just leave me the ecstasy
For I am thirsty . . . Oh friends

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A bulbul [nightingale] of transparent glass
I teach twittering in the morning
I offer him some of my sorrow . . .
And let him free
A rose of dust
Opens up at night.
And I pluck it in the morning
A phantom woman
I become her lover
Hiding her charms in sleeplessness
So, come join my sleeplessness . . .
Oh poets.

(Ibid. 107–15)

>amld Sa‘ld’s lyricism builds on his early poetry of the late 1960s with its
recall of Shi‘ite rituals, various personages, and life in Baghdad. Nevertheless,
he distances himself from his generation’s affectations and claims for sophisti-
cation. In a poem addressed to his colleague and friend, the Iraqi poet Smml
Mahdl (b. 1940), >amld Sa‘ld subtly argues against the effort to problematize
a scene or a life. Language in this instance recovers a self that is lost in clichés
and sophistry. Using a parallel structure, the poet sets a multiple perspective to
uncover both the complex and the ordinary. While both can be the objects of
poetry, the intimation throughout is toward spontaneity and effortless sweep.
“Al-mu‘,ilah” (The Problem), dedicated to Smml Mahdl, begins as follows:

He asked his friend for a loan . . . and bought with it
Three plants of bitter orange
He planted them in the house courtyard . . . he borrowed from his lady
neighbor a table
And he made a seat out of stone
He said:
Now I am done with the problem of the garden
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
He saw a kid plucking a lemon from the vizier’s garden
He cursed him in private, to himself,
And he said: you swine
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He went to the market and bought a lemon and tied it to a branch of the
lean/slender bitter orange
But. . He was not good at that
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
Years later, the poem induced him into youth
He consented . . . it distanced itself
He pursued it . . . but it went further
He shouted at her . . . you stubborn

Stubborn
Stubborn

His voice still traverses the continents
In white cities . . . in pubs
You stubborn

Stubborn
Stubborn

Perhaps he saw her
At a night of flowing black braids
And thought her Fatimah.
Sneaking at night to impart her youth into his . . .
But, she . . .
Left him to another . . .
But, how could he leave her . . . to another . . .
. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .
Day and night
At home . . . in the street . . . at the hotel . . . and the in the train . . . .
In the voice of whom he loves . . . in the trees
In . . . .

They exchanged siege
And the problem of the poem never ends.

(Ibid. 83–89)

The elusive nature of poetry, its resistance to sophistry, and its demands on
the poet, is behind these poetic discussions and engagements, for the speaker
argues the case with himself/herself or with other poets. To invigorate poetry
with enough life, language and poetry should be integral enough to be free
from restrictive forms. As Qmsim >addmd cautions his persona, “Master the
form that bows not to form.”48

Functional Sufism

An eighth dialogic strategy relates to Sufi intimations, codes, and significations.
The reliance on the registers of the great Sufis means their languages and
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knowledge inhabit the emerging texts. Although Sufism has its own registers,
its innate resistance to formality and limits, along with its ultimate rift with
orthodoxy are appealing to modern poets. Adnnls wrote poetry in a neo-Sufi
vein, as did others from the old generation and the new. He also devotes a
book on the conflation of surrealism and Sufism,49 whereas other poets prac-
tice the convergence with a Qur’mnic stylization that enables them to speak
for a poetics that carves its creativity through its roots in tradition.
Amalgamating traditions, the Prophet’s record, and the implications of
modernity, poets like the Egyptian Mu.ammad ‘Aflfl Mayar (b. 1935),
brought into poetry a Sufi strain of great resonance and richness. In a num-
ber of preludes that make up his poem “Fara.un bi-al-turmb” (“Earth Joy”
1975), Mu.ammad ‘Aflfl Mayar uses the symbolic value of forty as the time
for poetic creativity. Relying on the number as the age of the Prophet when
receiving the Revelation, the persona looks upon his life in spatial metaphors
of forty doors that interchange with symbolic time to coalesce channels of cre-
ativity and maturation. Acting on imagination and experience, the spatial
and the temporal bring forth the moment of creation as a transfiguration,
a poetic creation.

Is it the hour of lengthening shadows,
Or the date of water springs inner nature,

bursting out,
so my body may find completion
and break into rhymed fasilas
and rhythm-beads?

I say, I who am born of forty women:
this is the valor of waiting
and the stumblings of slow greenness.50

Although the single-voiced poem is an unfolding intimation, its merging
into other revelations and significations relocates the singular into a tradi-
tion, an amalgam of the Prophetic and the Sufi. The case becomes markedly
entangled in both in the “Second Prelude,” as these intimations flow through
the forty doors as channels of reception and response. The mention of 
al-Niffarl (d. 965), with his Sufi stay, arresting contemplation and entrance-
ment, signifies participation in the vision of God, a reaching into the divine
beyond the stage of Sufi knowledge. In keeping with the awakening to forms
of knowledge in reading, as in the revelatory “Read” that is prepared for in
the young girl’s initiation into reading, the poetic impulse derives accumula-
tion and growth in time and space to reach the stay or the entrancement
beyond. Exchanging “Read” in this instance with the Godly direction to the
Prophet to “read,” the poet lets the poem soar into the revelatory. Because of
this, the words assume different meanings and layering, and poetry partakes of
the visionary and the luminary. The addressee is in the position of reception,
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but he is also the muted addresser in such a stay or arresting contemplation.
The identification or fusion of the two gathers momentum in the last stanzas,
and both are one.

You progress a step toward the hall of forms,
toward the arcades of the phrase,
and everything metamorphoses,
everything metamorphoses. . . .

(Ibid. 5)

The preparation takes place in a number of visits in keeping with Sufi bonds,
for the presence of the Sufi Shaykh al-Niffarl as a “friend” means that the
persona is no longer a disciple, nor a novice, but an equal in the Sufi stay
or arresting contemplation, like the Baghdadi Sufi Shibll in relation to
al->allmj (d. 922):

And my friend al-Niffari surprises me
with the rose of crimson water
and the glare of sea
and taste of salt air . . .

I end up craving bread
and wait for time
and the childhood
of evening talk
and the disclosure
and the moment that stuns.

(Ibid. 2–3)

Poetic variables: the mawwml and kmn kmn

A ninth dialogic strategy resides in the use of popular forms. The mawwml
goes back to the nonclassical Arabic mawmll or mawmliymh form that was in
existence by the sixth/twelfth century.51 With regard to sung form, the
mawmll is made of four hemistichs of the same rhyme. At a later time it began
to accommodate a variety of multi-rhymed compositions. As it gives itself
freely to songs of nostalgia and yearning, the form is popular in Iraq. The
written form is made of five, or seven hemistichs; the first two have the same
rhyme (aa bb a), whereas the third and fourth have another rhyme. The fifth
has the same rhyme as the first two.52 Practiced by many modern poets, the
form is deployed to reinstate the modernity impulse of deviation while appro-
priating the dialogic through the use of song shreds and popular singing at
large. The Iraqis, like al-Baymtl and Sa‘dl Ynsuf,53 provide many instances in
this regard, but a free application of the form is carried out by the Egyptian
Mu.ammad ‘Aflfl Matar, who spent some years in Iraq. ‘Aflfl Matar uses as
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a refrain “O, night. O eye,” (ym layl, ym ‘ayn) in keeping with the popular
tradition of nocturnal yearning and loneliness, a tradition that is not different
from the classical use of Laylm (the female name with connotations of night),
and layl and laymll (night and nights). In his Rubm‘lyat al-fara. (Quartet of
Joy),54 the poet comes up with three mawwmls: one unfolds the singer’s suffer-
ing at night while longing for the loved one; the second, titled “Distant
Gaze,” depicts suffering at large, due to social injustice, in juxtaposition with
the joys of love and life; whereas the third, “The Bard’s mawwml,” recreates the
popular tragic story of >asan and Na‘lmah, especially >asan’s death, to
mourn the fate of singers as lovers while celebrating the permanence of the
song as beyond the reach of death. In the first mawwml, the singer is the
woman, and the persona fuses easily into her voice, for:

delirium overwhelms me seasons of harvest lay heavy
on my memory,
my head, thick with power and poetry,
fell forward, I dozed . . .
my body: the opened-out earth;
creation: a fist of my clay;
the folk: my children;
Ya layl!

(Ibid. 27)

In the second mawwml, “The Distant Gaze,” the speaker recollects the tradi-
tional erotic prelude only in the third stanza, interweaving his songs with
ancient and modern scenes, “ropes across ropes,” but “spidered together by
storms” (Ibid.). This poetic scene invites voices and songs as befitting exile
and departure that is accelerated by recollection and memories of the ancient
past.

The quarry is the last thing
my ruined dwelling preserved for me:
hearth’s embers buried in its sand;
love, a mirage howdah on its desolation,
Racing and beaming wherever I dwell or more,
Ya layl!

(Ibid. 27)

In the third mawwml, the singer applies a refrain with a thematic emphasis on
the need to be listened to, as there is no more singing if no one listens to his
songs. There are slight variations in a number of stanzaic endings to commu-
nicate the story of love and loss, while the song as a whole is punctuated with
reminiscences, comments, and oblique criticisms of injustice, oppression, and
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servitude. The murdered lover, the bard, summons all martyrs and poets, in
a confluence of voices that defy death and erosion.

the bard floating on the water,
the heavy-stepping river dragging him
from folk to folk, year to year

(Ibid. 28)

The occasion is used to mourn an all-encompassing death of life and culture
that has resulted from oppression, usurpation, and bloodshed. As repression
becomes the norm, little is left for language to say, and “. . . between the mask
and the symbols’ endurance,” there is little meaningful space (Ibid. 30). The
“land of despots” becomes a shriveled carpet, and language turns wooden,
emptied of life and meaning.

The flesh of dictionaries
drips off their frail spines.
The verb’s corpse is divulged
in the wood formula of coffins,
and the noun harbors the void’s bitter cold;
significance irrevocably divorced
from allusion and sense,
grammar trades around its terms;
speech remains a distance of sand
throughout which dummies and invading armies stand posted.

(Ibid. 30)

This interplay between the historical, the political, and the cultural is not alien
to the mawwml and popular singing in general. Targeting the pervasive penetra-
tion into life and culture of a hegemonic ideology, its control of media and means
of communication, and its ultimate loss of vitality and spontaneity, the bard
invigorates poetry by reconnecting it to traditional lore with its resistance to fos-
silization and death. Similar to the ballad tradition in its multiplevoicing, this
form is appropriatory in nature, and is therefore capable of harboring a number
of genres and voices. Its space and freedom allow further dissent and resistance.

On many occasions, modern poetic engagements are often in dialogue with
other deviational poetics. They use the time-honored metric systems freely
and avoid stock images in keeping with a penchant for freedom. They find in
the Baghdadi Kmn Kmn, the Shi‘l ta‘mzl (singular: ta‘ziyah), and other poetic
modes possible means to invigorate their poetics. Building on the mourning
lyrics, usually recited in memory of the martyrdom of Immm >usayn,55 these
create a poetic mode of great poignancy and lyrical resonance. For the Kmn
Kmn we may quote the following story from the Arabian Nights, to understand
the love and longing associations that dominate modern poetry whenever the
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subject is yearning and romantic agony. In Night 35, the three women of
Baghdad pass the night with singing in the vein of the Kmn Kmn, crying, and
fainting out of longing. The story says:

The shopper rose, entered a chamber, and. soon brought back a bag
of yellow satin with two green silk tassels ornamented with red gold
and two beads of pure ambergris. She sat in front of the doorkeeper,
drew a lute out of the bag, and with its side resting on her knee, held
it in her lap. Then she tuned the lute and, plucking the string with
her fingertips, began to play and sing the following verses of the Kan
wa Kan variety:

My love, you are my aim,
And you are my desire.
Your company is constant joy,
Your absence, hellish fire.
You are the madness of my life,
My one infatuation,
A love in which there is no shame,
A blameless adoration.
The shirt of agony I wore
Revealed my secret passion,
Betrayed my agitated heart
And left me in confusion.

The Kmn Kmn should go on to explain a condition, for it is only through
physical traces that love and passion can demonstrate intensity.

My tears to all declared my love,
As o’er my cheeks they flowed,
My treacherous tears betrayed me
And all my secrets showed.
O, cure me from my dire disease
You are the sickness and the cure,
But he whose remedy you are
Will suffer evermore.

While the lover is entreated to show compassion and care, the show will
increase the speaker’s passion and suffering. The increase in love and beauty
means more agony.

Your brilliant eyes have wasted me,
Your jet-black hair has me in thrall,
Your rosy cheeks have vanquished me
And told my tale to all.
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As the Kmn Kmn builds its effect through dramatization, we expect an increase
in agony, leading to expressions of probable martyrdom in love.

My hardship is my martyrdom
The sword of love, my death.
How often have the best of men
This way ended their breath?

Repetition accelerates passion, and the surrender to death dramatizes the
recitation and quickens the pace of the Kmn Kmn.

I will not cease from loving you,
Nor unlock what is sealed.
Love is my law and remedy,
Whether hid or revealed.
Blessed my eyes that gazed on you,
O treasured revelation;
This has left me confused, alone,
In helpless adoration.

When the girl finished the poem, her sister let out a loud cry and
moaned, “Oh, oh, oh!” Then she grabbed her dress by the collar and
tore it down to the hem, baring her entire body, and fell down in a
swoon.56

The Kmn Kmn and other nonclassical modes become part of the new Free Verse
Movement, its early experimentation with street songs and singing as art. By
the same token, these modes are the properties of popular poetry, its vernac-
ular variables, and songs. Like the mawwml, the Kmn Kmn is present in abun-
dance in popular poetry, as the Egyptian Fu‘md >addmd’s poetry shows. In
Min Nnr al-Khayml (By the Light of Imagination), for instance, he says in a
poem titled “Kmn Ymmm kmn” (Once Upon a Time):

Once I entered a house in the Azhar Quarter
That was one night when we were children,
I halted; I had not the chance even to look at the walls:
His voice met me before taking my seat in front of him,
He had his seat at the center, on his right was his stick
He was a story-teller telling the tale of the knights.57

Such a start leads to other songs and poetic anecdotes that generally
celebrate or recollect heroic feats or love scenes. Studies of popular poetry
demonstrate how this poetry engages the emotions, passions, and interests of
the populace. It is fair to say that mourning and carnivalesque rituals and
processions interact with this poetry in dynamic ways. Poets need these
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celebrations and processions or assemblies, and a great deal of poetic
appropriation takes place in keeping with needs and demands. The public with
its platforms is the new patron. The popularity of certain meters among the
public may attest to this appropriation process which has its bearing on mod-
ern poetry, too. The dominant classical meters, and their variables,58 are not the
same for modern poetry. In the latter, as Moreh concludes, the rajaz comes first
in terms of recurrence, then kmmil, ramal, mutaqmrib, mutadmrik, sarl‘, khaflf,
hazaj, wmfir, and basly.59 Mounah Khouri suggests the following: “. . . of the six-
teen traditional meters, only seven (Kmmil, Ramal, Hazaj, Rajaz, Mutqmrib,
Khaflf, and Wmfir), which are based on the repetition of a single taf‘llah, could
be used by the free verse poets.”60 The recurrent mode has a metric mixture
which has some of its traces in Qur’mnic and poetic styles, too.61

The same order does not apply to popular and ‘mmmiyyah poetry. The order
of recurrence is as follows in Iraqi ‘mmmiyyah poetry, for instance: mujtath,
sarl‘, basly, rajaz, mutadmrik, hazaj, and ramal.62 Although the ta‘ziyah makes
extensive use of Arabic prosody and leans heavily on early elegies, it has also
its modern recapitulations, especially the rhythmic manipulation of political
and social issues to reach large audiences and involve wider participation in
processions. It has therefore an appeal of its own. Its impact is present in a
number of ways: (1) the intensity of mourning as a general climate, especially
in the poetry of al-Baymtl and al-Sayymb; (2) the use of repetitive formulas,
phrases, content, and meter; (3) the change in meter within single poems,
although the basic meters are the mujtath first and then hazaj; (4) attention
to topography; (5) the tendency to enumeration of names, events, and details;
(6) and the propensity to dramatization; (7) and the extensive use of water and
blood imagery.63 Although younger and less secularized generations are more
attuned to such modes and patterns, we still find in al-Baymtl’s Sifr al-fuqr wa
al-thawrah (The Book of Poverty and Revolution) some of these characteris-
tics.64 As an example of hazaj, al-Sammmn cites al-Baymti’s “Al-Rajul alladhl
kmna yughannl” (The Man Who Has Been Singing), from his Ash‘mr fl al-manfm
(Poems in Exile 1957):

At the gates of Tehran we saw him
We saw him
Singing.
We thought him Omar al-Khayyam, sister,
On his forehead an open deep scar,
Singing,
With red eyes
Like a dawn; in his right hand
A loaf of bread
A Koran
A grenade in his right hand
Singing, Omar al-Khayyam, sister.65
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Repetition, and address to an implied or real listener, along with images
of struggle and martyrdom, emplace such a poem nicely in ta‘ziyah poetry. In
ta‘ziyah, al-Husayan’s sister is usually addressed, and the mourning poetry
focuses on his determination to fight and on the wounds of martyrs prior to
their death. Both the Kmn Kmn and ta‘ziyah are strongly present in popular
culture and operate with power on structures of feeling. Along with other
modes that are suited to processions, assemblies, and street performance, both
address and influence an audience. Both expand the scope of poetry and
endow it with lyricism, and also involve it in multivoicing. Due to this con-
fluence, the poem becomes a meeting space for unmerged voices and con-
sciousnesses. Both Kmn Kmn and ta‘ziyah meet the demand for a nonelitist
poetics that can cope with populist ideologies since the 1950s. Almost every
poet, especially in Iraq, came under the impact of these modes in one way or
another, and the popularity of some poets grew in part due to this multifaceted
correspondence.

Prosimetrum and revisionist poetics

A tenth dialogic strategy relates to prosimetrum, as the practice involves
poetry in active dialogue with other genres. The fusion of the old and the
new, the past and the present, takes many textual forms. To present a
panoramic view of postmodernity and the means by which recapitulations of
generic overlapping build on modernity poetics, the fusion of forms, I will
offer two examples. The first relates to the use of Abn Nuwms’ (d. 813)
poetry in modern narrative, as the case is in Mawsim al-hijrah ilm al-shamml
(1967; Season of Migration to the North, 1969) by the Sudanese novelist
al-Yayyib Xmli.. It uses tradition as presented and manipulated in postcolo-
nial writing. This example parodies the prosimetrum practice as much as it
debunks Orientalism as a frame of reference.66 Its mechanisms of parody and
mimicry place it within the heart of modernist and postmodernist experi-
mentations. Embedding exoticism as an offshoot of Orientalized practices, its
captivating images of an East of rapture and sensuality, al-Yayyib Xmli.
implants Abn Nuwms’ poetry into his narrative to parody the Orientalist
discourse and its markers of a dormant but sensual East. The ‘Abbmsid
Abn Nuwms was the boon companion of the Caliph al-Amln (d. 813), and his
poetry was so popular as to invite scribes to add to it whatever they deemed
of the same temper. Known for his celebrations of wine and sexual love at
large, he was reputed as the most defiant of orthodoxy and behavioral codes of
his age. Yet he was also the subject of many treatises that defended the right
of poetry to go beyond social and cultural strictures. The specific reliance on
Abn Nuwms in al-Yayyib Xmli.’s novel also intensifies a revisionist poetics,
for wine acts on the mind and the whole scene,67 and offers a carnivalesque
occasion that allows lies, abuses, and free exchange enough space, exceeding
hierarchical constraints. The Sudanese protagonist in London and the
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English woman live a moment that parodies platitudes and stereotypes.
By extension, the moment is also one of a double bind, as it challenges
generic divisions, collapsing poetry, narrative and travelogue into one
episode, and also lets memory operate on an otherwise alienating reality for
the newcomer from Sudan. To entice an already impressionable mind, the
protagonist in Season of Migration to the North infatuates Ann Hammond
with poetry, which, along with his luring narrative, answers her innate
need for diversion and release in an Orientalized East. The protagonist quotes
Abn Nuwms:

Does it not please you the earth is awaking,
That old virgin wine is there for the taking?
Let us have no excuse, come enjoy this delight;
Its mother is green, its sire black as night.
Make haste, Karkh’s gardens hang heavy with bloom,
Safe and unscathed from War’s blighting doom.68

He adds, and, I also quoted to her the lines:

Full many a glass clear as the lamp of Heaven did I drink
Over a kiss or in promise of a tryst we’d keep;
So matured it was by time that you would think
Beams of light out of the sky did seep.

(Ibid. 145)

Seeing her enraptured, he adds more:

When the man of war his knights for war deploys,
And Death’s banner calls alike to grey-beards and to boys,
When fires of destruction rage and battle starts,
We, using our bands as bows, with lilies as our darts,
Turn war to revelry and still the best of friends we stay.
When on their drums they beat, we on our lutes do play

To young men who death in pleasure count a sacrifice divine,
While fair cup-bearer, subject of our strife, restores to us the 
plundered wine,

So insistent be, scarce a glass goes empty than it’s filled again.
Here a man reels drunkenly; there another by excess is slain.

This is true war, not a war that between man and man brings strife;
In it with wine we kill and our dead with wine we bring to life.

(Ibid. 145)
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He elaborates on this interactional terrain whereby the poetic and the
narrative interweave:

And so it was with us: she, moved by poetry and drink, feeding me
with sweet lies, while I wove for her intricate and terrifying threads
of fantasy. She would tell me that in my eyes she saw the shimmer of
mirages in hot deserts, that in my voice she heard the screams of
ferocious ‘beasts in the jungles . . . .

In other words, narrative makes use of a poetics of seduction in such inviting sit-
uations. The tactic reveals a number of things, as the protagonist speaks for the
writer’s own reading and grounding and his belief in the power of deviational
poetics. The narrative carries within it a sense of faith in an identical power to
influence impressionable minds, brought up in context of exoticism. Poetry as
such is redeemed beyond the divide of the late 1940s, for the modernist fugitive
grows into a constant that belies the limits of time and space. Al-Yayyib Xmli.’s
practice attests not only to transgeneric poetics but also to the power of this con-
stant, which poets in the modernist tradition had to recognize in the aftermath
of the ideological and rhetorical clash with the conservatives and qaxldah practi-
tioners. Poets hereafter were to reject historical divides, for modernity belies his-
torical limits. On the other hand, poetry is not a single structure and form, for
it exists in every utterance and gathers momentum to such an extent as to draw
attention to its presence. The whole discussion undermines social, political, and
generic hierarchy, and retains heterogeneity in the seemingly smooth terrain.

The second example of this transgeneric overlapping is from the
Palestinian poet Ma.mnd Darwlsh (1942). The case is not a passing revival
of prosimetrum as a validated norm of writing since some time in the late
tenth century, for poets like Ma.mnd Darwlsh find it needful to work out a
transgeneric mode to commemorate March 30, 1976, Day of the Land. In this
long piece of writing, “Yawm al-ar,” (The Day of the Land 1976), Ma.mnd
Darwlsh brings together the lyricism of hymns and songs with prose expli-
cations. Both conjoin to celebrate and set markers for a Palestinian discourse,
its significations of sacrifice, faith in rebirth, and the staunch and irresistible
attachment to the land, as these portions demonstrate:

Exit of Christ from the wound and from the wind
Green like plants that cover his nails
and my chains
This is my song
This is the ascent of the Arab boy to his dream
and to Jerusalem.

With this confluence of the Biblical and the poetic, the religious and the
personal, the poet establishes an identity against erosion, an identity of strong
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Christian connotations of sacrifice and redemption that debunk any counter
claims, and set the scene for a poetics that combines the discursive and the
metaphorical.

As if I returned
to what has been
As if I walked
in front of myself

I restore my harmony
between the trial and the verdict

I am the son
of simple words

I am the martyr of the map
the family apricot blossom

O you who grip the edge
of the impossible

From the beginning until Galilee
Return to me my lands
Return to me

My identity

The rhetorical call means only to inscribe the terms and nature of this
Palestinian identity. Its power emanates from its background where the poet’s
voice merges with the voice of narrator.

And in the month of March come the silken shadows (and without
shadows the invaders). The birds come mysterious as the confessions
of girls . . . Five girls conceal a wheat field under their braids. They
read the first words of a song about the vines of Hebron. They write
five letters: Long may my country live . . . Five girls at the door of a
primary school break like mirrors
they were the heart—mirrors of the country
Earth in the month of March
set fire to her flowers

The merged voice becomes even larger than the two, the poet and the narrator,
for the girls’ songs and their inscriptions become part of an inventory of
nationhood, of sacrifice and resistance.

I am the witness of the massacre
I am the victim of the map
I am the son of simple words
. . .
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In the month of March we come to the obsession of memories and
the plants grow upon us ascending toward all beginnings. This is the
growing of reminiscence. I call reminiscence my ascent to the
Zanzalakht tree. Thirty years ago, I saw by the sea a girl and I said:
I am the waves. She receded in recollection. I saw two martyrs listen-
ing to the sea: ‘Acca comes with the waves. ‘Acca departs with the
waves. They receded in remembrance. Khadija leaned toward the dew
and I burned. Khadija! Do not close the door! Nations will enter this
book and the sun of Jericho will set without ritual.

O country of prophets: Come to your fruition!
O country of planters: Come to your fruition!
O country of martyrs: Come to your fruition!
O country of refugees: Come to your fruition!

For all the pathways in the mountains are extensions of this song. All
the songs in you are extensions of an olive tree that swaddled me.69

“Yawm al-ar,” (The Day of the Land 1976) gathers its register from songs,
speeches, reminiscences, recapitulations, land images, and incantations. The
human and the inanimate exchange places easily, and the massacred five girls
are the mirror and the land. The land exchanges place with words, and words
get their potency as an embodied land. The poet’s register derives its power-
ful eloquence from urgency, loss, and a will to survive. Ma.mnd Darwlsh’s
use of juxtaposed sites, stylistic devices like repetition, naming, expectations,
and metaphors as “Five girls conceal a wheat field under their braids,” along
with the story of real girls, who were murdered on that day, sets this
piece apart as a unique poetic experimentation. The poem perpetuates its
total effect through memory and recollection, for the murdered recede into
memory as martyrs, but they are also more so for their association with waves.
The speaker responds like waves to incantations that carry the image and
the voice of the girls. All transfigure into a poetic carnival that defies death
and extinction. This mode of writing, whereby the metaphorical and the
metonymic coalesce, would receive further validation in due time, and writ-
ings of critics and poets would soon recognize the need for this writing to
accommodate, in long poems, a complexity that may be hard to express other-
wise. This combination has roots in tradition, but it gains in momentum and
power in this instance as the poet conjoins actual scenes and vicissitudes with
metaphoric accentuations.70 This particular use of mixed genres is no less
effectively engaged in multivoicing than poetic dramatizations that allow
enough space for poets to involve a large number of characters and from dif-
ferent discursive sites to compete for ascendancy. Poetry is no longer the
monopoly of the privileged or even the well-educated, for the street itself
operates with its own languages to influence, and even decide, the course
of events.
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Dramatic poetry

This popular use and adaptation to the demands of the street leads us to the
last strategy of dramatization, dramatic multivoicing, as ‘Abd al-Xabnr and
the Iraqi Buland al->aydarl practiced it. The former’s Ma’smt al->allmj
(Murder in Baghdad 1964) has received a lot of critical acclaim;71 not so the
latter’s sophisticated >iwmr al-Ab‘md al-thalmthah (Dialogue in Three
Dimensions 1972). ‘Abd al-Xabnr rewrites the story of al->allmj to come to
terms with the plight of the intellectual under authoritarian rule. Sufism
becomes a threat when it divulges the unspeakable and undermines hege-
monic discourse. ‘Abd al-Xabnr’s poetic drama depicts the Sufi dilemma
under the strictures of authoritarian discourse. Admittedly making use of
T. S. Eliot’s poetics, and of Murder in the Cathedral in particular,72 ‘Abd
al-Xabnr has al->allmj as the counterpart to Eliot’s Archbishop Thomas
Becket. Both poetic dramas have clerics, priests, and choruses. Both prob-
lematize the role of ideas in undermining authority. ‘Abd al-Xabnr’s poetic
work speaks obliquely against the constraints imposed on poetry to compart-
mentalize it within amateurish nationalist and leftist concepts of identity and
utility. Speaking of these concepts at a later period, Adnnls comes to an
understanding of this sense of identity as follows: “. . . identity engenders a
reading based on the nostalgia for an original unity: the unity of the nation,
the language, the homeland, and of power.”73 He further describes this
reading as an ideological one that can be applied to any conceptualizations of
notions and beliefs that culminate as master narratives. “This ideological
reading perceives the poetic text as a battleground between ideas and cur-
rent tendencies; it makes the poetic text a political text.”74 ‘Abd al-Xabnr’s
poetic drama effectively manipulates the historical narrative to draw atten-
tion to similar situations in contemporary life where authors and writers are
under surveillance for their ideas and writings.75 In the following extract,
al->allmj disputes the claims that he is courting rebels and opponents to the
regime:

The men you name are leaders of the nation;
They are also my friends, and have my love.
They promised me if they should come to power
They will live righteously and not do ill;
They will grant people their rights,
And the people will grant them theirs.

(Ibid. 17)

Shibli is not satisfied with the answer.

Furthermore, how do you know that once they’re in power
The wine of authority might not go to their heads,
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And they would not follow you
Because of their hatred of those who are above you?

(Ibid. 18)

Notwithstanding the dramatic power of the play, its achievement lies in its
political overtones, use of historical narrative, and daring practice of subver-
sion. In other words, the poetic dramatization of the Sufi plight brings into
poetry issues and concerns that increase dialogic potency and power.

Al->aydarl’s experimentation is different. He knew how damaging the
dramatic could be to the lyrical flow of poetry, and in this poem, >iwmr
al-Ab‘md al-thalmthah (Dialogue in Three Dimensions), there is an effort to coalesce
the narrative, the epical, and the dramatic. The poem makes use of the three
dimensions as representative of the three modalities of the human, in relation
to the self, the outside reality, and the absolute. The poem is keen on figuring
out the possibility of convergence among the three; yet its underlying theme is
one of doubt. The paratextual reference from Dostoevsky, “Beware, beware!
Patricide is the worst crime in history,” only intensifies the dilemma and
increases the tragic dimension of life. Although al->aydarl was a gifted lyricist,
the philosophical side persists in the poem, maintaining al-Ma‘arrl’s intellectu-
alism interspersed this time with insights from Rilke, Dostoevsky, Freud, and
Nietzsche. In the introductory note to the poem, the first voice of man appears
true to self for being divided between faith and doubt, hope and mistrust.

All of you, all,
You, empty presence,
Who every moment passes by my dim abode,
Who bear the burden of my heavy night, in mute hypocrisy?
Here I am, dying for years,
Crawling for years,
A bleeding thread between the wound and the knife.
—Sleep madman, sleep. We wish to sleep.
—Sleep, damn you, sleep . . . we wish to sleep, to be redeemed
by the dark.76

In these examples, modern Arabic poetry develops a way to diversify its concerns
in a poetic that cuts across modernity and tradition as sites of many tracks,
discontinuities, ruptures, thresholds, limits, and series, to use Foucault’s
applications to history.77 The early concerns of the first awakening as well as
the early preoccupations of the late 1940s are left behind in an arduous search
for meaning and role in modern life and culture. Every site assumes a meaning
and a challenge, and every word, in many of the texts under consideration,
has a role to play. There is rarely a random application of language, and even
paratexts appear to be analogous or divergent sites of great potential, as the
next chapter argues.
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5

DEDICATIONS AS POETIC
INTERSECTIONS

What is it that touched Mutanabbi1

Other than this soil that felt his tread?
He betrayed many things,
But not his vision.

(Adnnls, “The Desert,” Pt. 19)

Dedications in poetry as both gifts and sites of repression and displacement
deserve greater attention in theory and literary criticism for reasons which
this chapter proposes to discuss. Central to a large corpus of poetry since the
first decades of the twentieth century, dedications assume the significance of
presents and gifts while vying for recognition with or against each poet’s
ghosts. In a number of these poetic thresholds, poems grow into readings
of history, tradition, and politics of every kind. Their significance for the
present reading of the modernity–tradition nexus in Arabic poetry lies in
crossroads of tension, its claims to continuity or its opposite. What Alan D.
Schrift advocates for the “theme of the gift,” may well apply for dedicatory
poetry at large, as it “can be located at the center of current discussions of
deconstruction, gender, ethics, philosophy, anthropology, and economics.”2

Nevertheless, dedications build on a tradition of gift exchange. Since the
appearance of Kitmb al-Hadmym (The Book of Gifts), allegedly written by al-
Jm.iz (d. 255 H), a number of books on presents have appeared to meet an
increasing demand. It is impossible to have compendiums on gift exchange
without an ongoing tradition of some sort. In Kitmb al-Tu.af wa-al-Hadmym
(The Book of Presents and Gifts) by Abn Bakr Mu.ammad (d. 380 H) and his
brother Abn cUthmmn Sacld (d. 350 H.), there are a large number of anecdotes,
poems, and references to other poets and patrons.3 Taken together, these
appearances depict an age of affluence, which also cared to establish its codes
of subordination and allegiance. As if anticipating Marcel Mauss’s formula-
tions, prestation acts as a structuring element, for “through gifts a social and
economic hierarchy is established.”4 As giving is a privileged position, it
usually substantiates caste, class, race, and gender.
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Arab gift compendiums

In its evolution and scope, the brothers’ compendium, Kitmb al-Tu.af
wa-al-Hadmym, offers more than one piece of evidence to verify the role of gift
exchange in sustaining hierarchy. Whether commissioned by the emir of
Aleppo, Sayf al-Dawlah, or by the vizier Abn Mu.ammad al->assan Ibn
Mu.ammad Ibn Hmrnn, al-Wazlr al-Muhalabbl (d. 352 H.) who overtook
Baghdad (334 H.), the brothers showed great diligence and art in meeting the
demands and wishes of their patron. In their introduction, the Khmlidiyymn,
as they are usually called, write:

You ordered us – May God prolong your munificence – to select for
you portions of what is communicated on poetry, and to ignore the
meaningless and the trivial, and to condense and sift. Therefore,
we embarked on this mission, closely and speedily applying your
guidelines, to give the effort its due and to fulfill its obligations.5

Although seemingly a surplus in social communications, these “gratuitous
and least costly relations of exchange,” in Pierre Bourdieu’s words, “are likely
to create lasting relations of dependence.”6 A dignitary as patron may derive
equal satisfaction from a mutual relationship, for both parties sustain and
nurture it through exchange. Such was the connection, for example, between
al-Bu.turl the poet (d. 897 AD /284 H.) and the Shi‘lte Shaykh Abn Jacfar
al-Qumml. The latter sent the poet some wine with a messenger, a male slave
of some charm. The poet was so impressed by the boy that he asked the
Shaykh to offer the boy as a gift:

I wish the gift were the messenger,
I wish the messenger were the gift.7

Apart from the implications of desire for fetish objects, male slaves
included, al-Bu.turl obviously took it for granted that his poem would
ensure him such a gift. Both the patron and the poet enjoyed a privileged
position regarding the enslaved other who had no say in that exchange.
Among the ruling or dominating groups, reciprocity occurs according to
codes and rules of privilege and conduct. Less privileged communities can
develop their own rules, to be sure, but property exchange usually stands
behind the circulation of wealth, as poetic records indicate. Indeed, al-Rmghib
al-Ixbahmnl (d. early fifth century H) quoted a certain poet as defining
prestation in terms of dynamic social and economic exchange:

I noticed people engaged in gift giving
As sale at a market place: take from me and give back.

(Kitmb al-Tu.af wa-al-Hadmym, 230)
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As if anticipating Mauss’ reading of reciprocity, the poet’s mind is drawn to
the very act of exchange as the norm of those times. Set within a context of
affluence, this activity is perpetuated in poetry, while signifying what Emile
Benveniste describes as the “principle of an exchange” that “stimulates the
circulation of wealth throughout the entire society.”8

Nevertheless, to accept exchange only within the dynamics of circulation
limits our reading of poetic offerings. Even when driven by utter sincerity,
the poet harbors some latent, perhaps repressed, desire to outwit the reci-
pient. In the Baghdad of the ‘Abbmsids, Abn Haffmn, cAbdullmh Ibn A.mad
al-Mahzaml (d. 195 H), wrote once to a patron, explaining that he had already
been at the market, searching for a gift, but nothing there could equal “gifts
of gratitude.” The poem reads as follows:

I attended the market to buy
And to choose what is worth giving,
But I preferred nothing for prestation

Except gifts of gratitude.
For to praise you
Is to satisfy the sanctity of glory.
To spread praise for people of your like
Is more pleasant than the incense of aloes wood.

(Kitmb al-Tu.af wa-al-Hadmym 155)

Juxtaposing the market and its goods against poems, specifically panegyrics,
and appealing to expectations of glory and popularity, the poet claims to sup-
ply gifts of better value. Within the intricate make-up of the panegyric, there
lies the belief that the poem surpasses the patron’s offers. Another unnamed
poet is even more specific in drawing distinctions between property and poetry:

If I offer [on this occasion] all my property
Its best is at your service.
But I offer praise in verse
For you deserve this from me,
Because a property gift perishes
Whereas a poetic one lasts.

(Kitmb al-Tu.af wa-al-Hadmym 156)

Immortalizing poetry, the poet lays claim to the endurance of his gift in
comparison with property exchange. Thus, Marwmn Ibn Abl >afxah (d. 327 H)
writes to his patron:

I embroidered my present for you
And the best embroidery is what is verbally woven.

(Kitmb al-Tu.af wa-al-Hadmym 210)
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In other words, poets in that age of prosperity attempted to manipulate a
discourse of daily transactions while setting a higher value on their own prod-
ucts. In those scenes of competitive exchange of gifts and privileges, poets
close to the dominating groups forged a discourse of their own that was
commercial at the outset while vying strongly for refinement at its core.
Indeed, to offer a competitive gift, the poet has to specify its distinction first
as part of himself. In Emerson’s words:

Rings and jewels are not gifts, but apologies for gifts. The only gift
is a portion of thyself. Thou must bleed for me. Therefore, the poet
brings his poem; the shepherd, his lamb; the farmer, corn; the miner,
a gem; the sailor, coral and shells.9

To offer other presents is an act “fit for kings and rich men who represent
kings” (Ibid.). Especially in this connection, the poem offers more than mere
obligations, seen by Boas as substituting publicly for the absence of writing
in archaic societies. Writing then becomes a re-enactment of perpetual reci-
procity whereby the addressee and the addresser are entangled in a relation-
ship that is no less binding than blood. In a deconstructionist reading that
lays no less emphasis on the process of giving than its contents, Derrida
argues for the text as “the marking of a trace”:

The gift would always be the gift of a writing, a memory, a poem, or
a narrative, in any case, the legacy of a text; and writing would not
be the formal auxiliary, the external archive of the gift, as Boas
suggests here, but “something” that is tied to the very act of the gift,
act in the sense both of the archive and the performative operation.10

The implications in Derrida’s reading tend to revise the whole concept of the
gift. He asks, “Why must one begin with a poem when one speaks of the gift?
And why does the gift always appear to be the gift of a poem, the don du poème
as Mallarmé says?” (Ibid. 40). Indeed, Derrida suggests first that to recognize
the gift as such is to annul it, for it demands reciprocity: “gift as gift ought
not appear as gift: either to the donee or to the donor” (Ibid. 14).

Poetic simulacrum of narrative11

On the other hand, the gift differs from “every other operation of pure and
simple exchange in that the gift gives time,” for “there must be waiting with-
out forgetting,” he adds (Ibid. 41). In other words, the gift as such buys its
way through a narrative of some sort, which is another name for time or
“waiting for time,” or “waiting without forgetting.” He suggests, “the thing
as given thing, the given of the gift, arrives, if it arrives, only in narrative.
And in a poematic simulacrum of narrative” (Ibid.).
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There is much to corroborate Derrida’s “simulacrum of narrative.”
However, poets proceed at times from claims counter to gift exchange in
order to highlight their vocation while meeting the expectations of the
donee, the patron in this case. Indeed, al-Mutanabbl (d. 354 H) tends to
annul casual formations of exchange in order to establish another paradigm
of restitution. Addressing Abn Shujm‘ Fmtik in 348 H, the poet sets himself
apart from current exchange:

You have no steeds to offer, neither do you have money
Let utterance help, if status doesn’t.12

Whenever al-Mutanabbl’s (the prophetizer—he who claimed to be prophet)
panegyric searches for both reward and absolute distinction, the address is
toward the self as much as it is toward the emir of Aleppo. In addressing him-
self in the third person, al-Mutanabbl valorizes his mission and his career as
a poet, while establishing the basis for his address to the emir.

Through this double-edged repayment, the poet maintains equal footing
with the emir in the hierarchy of positions and merits, as Suzanne Stetkevych
aptly notes.13 While this panegyric assumes its own invocation of self-
generating poetics independent of divinity, its play on the components of
the panegyric (i.e. the utterance and the reward) involves it in the very politics
of dedication as gift. Significantly, in another instance of incomparable self-
aggrandizement, the poet openly objects to the patron’s acceptance of other
poetic shows of allegiance and homage, stipulating that he is to be rewarded
for every other panegyric recited, for it is no more than an echo of his poems:

Time itself is a reciter of my odes;
I compose a poem, and then time recites it.
Recluses rush out to bruit it abroad;
With it the tuneless raise their voice in song.
Reward me for every poem recited to you;
For what panegyrists bring is but my poems repeated.
Leave off every voice but my voice;
Mine is the uttered cry, the others, echoes.14

To use Marcel Mauss’ reading of the gift, there is in the panegyric a tendency
to restitution, for between the patron and the poet there is a contract of
giving and repaying.

What is also distinctive of al-Mutanabbl’s panegyric, however, is the
insistence on the originality of his gift, its unique nature that, paradoxically,
invites servile imitations. To use Derrida’s reading of Mallarmé’s “Aumône,”
al-Mutanabbl’s poem “is compared to a work that would have been born from
the poet alone, without couple or without woman.”15 In fact, the verb
“to offer,” and next to it “reward” are used in line with an ongoing tradition
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of homage and allegiance whereby the poem as an intertextual space betrays
its dialogue with other utterances while laying claim to originality.

The significance of this panegyric, in line with the dedicatory, or as an
independent mode of address, lies in its drive for recognition within the
poetics and politics of that classical age of affluence, competition, and
intrigue. Placing itself in an immediate cultural and political space, the
panegyric and hence all poems and writings of address claim no spiritual
transcendence.

Aside from its immediate desire for repayment and recognition, the poem
in this vein is in desperate search for reclamation of what Suzanne Stetkevych
specifies as a “backward trajectory”16 of tradition, maintaining lineage and
ancestry through a number of components that Stetkevych designates as “pas-
sive perpetuity” (Ibid.), in comparison with its ascendancy in matter and
manner, “a forward trajectory.” The latter involves some “active perpetuity”
(Ibid.) within the dynamics of influence, transformation, and change, as a
centering text at one moment or as provocatively conspicuous at the next, to
draw parody, contrafaction, borrowing, appropriation, raid, or confiscation, as
al->mtiml’s term goes to apply to cases of total possession.17

The prefatory and dedicatory in poetry

Between the desire to belong and the aspiration for present and future
dynamism, there is a liminal space, a threshold of some anxiety and uncer-
tainty. This is usually occupied by prefatory and dedicatory material, as if to
account for an attitude, to intensify a pledge, to show gratitude overtly, or to
rebuke the self for undue forgetfulness in the passage between filiation and
affiliation, nature and culture, or tradition and European cultures. It is this
threshold, this very “stereographic space” of Roland Barthes, the “weaving of
voices,”18 that betrays patterns of contact and exchange in contemporary
Arabic literature.

Thus, while dedications among poets or toward patrons may well be signs
of homage, allegiance, and self-identification, they also reveal a sense of dis-
placement, fear of betrayal, loss, and “anxiety of influence,” to use Harold
Bloom’s popular term. Dedications also manifest a cultural dialogue, not only
among Arabic texts and contexts, but also with other cultures, east and west.
The significance of these increases in works of cultural implication, in poetry
and narrative, such as Tawflq al->aklm’s (d. 1987) cUxfnr min al-sharq/
Bird of the East (1937; French amended edition 1960),19 al-Baymtl’s elegies,
Ynsuf al-Khml’s dedicatory poem to Ezra Pound, and Adnnls’s reclama-
tion of al-Mutanabbl in his revisionary construct of an allegedly validated
Mutanabblmanuscript, “edited and published” by the belated poet Adnnls.20

As the following argument suggests, these dedications and textual engage-
ments convey much of the Arab consciousness in respect to issues of religion,
practices and rituals, history and culture.
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Al->aklm’s Bird of the East

Although specifically concerned with poetry, the following introductory
references to al->aklm’s veiled autobiography are meant to account for its
negotiatory stance among the increasingly influential channels of Sufi poetry,
classical music, and conflicting ideologies in a text that carves out its affilia-
tion while holding hard to its roots. Al->aklm’s Bird of the East is dedicated
as follows: “To my Patron Saint Saiyidah Zainab,” the daughter of Immm cAll,
and hence the granddaughter of the Prophet Mu.ammad. The quarter in
Cairo where her shrine stands is also named after her. The protagonist
Mu.sin, who relives al->aklm’s days in Paris throughout the mid-1920s,
specifies his love and attachment to the saint who “had granted him her grace
when he had been in trouble,” as a kind of both filiation and homage, for
“Her existence was very real in his life,” and “every success he had ever had
in life resulted from an encouraging wave of her hand” (Ibid. 87). “It was she
who instilled forbearance in him or strengthened his will as the case might
be” (Ibid. 88), he explains. He further intimates, “Whenever he placed his
hopes in something, he always turned humbly to her so that she might stand
at his side and combine her profoundly reverent voice with his in supplica-
tion to God” (Ibid.). Overwhelmed by Parisian life, the protagonist is driven
away from the filial, with its “natural bonds and natural forms of authority,”21

toward a “new affiliative relationship,” which, in Edward Said’s formulation,
“changes these bonds into what seem to be transpersonal forms” (Ibid. 20)
under the impact of the hegemonic culture.

The protagonist, a prototype for a large number of Arab intellectuals since
the first decades of the twentieth century, suffers no illusions regarding his
state, for displacement and relocation are too real to be minimized or ignored.
Their immediate threat is to uproot faith, for “once one has lost it, it is diffi-
cult to recapture it” (Ibid. 86). Drawn to Parisian culture through negotia-
tion and acceptance, the protagonist gradually undergoes the “breaking of
ties with family, home, class, country, and traditional beliefs,” which, in
Edward Said’s reading of the process, takes place “as necessary stages in the
achievement of spiritual and traditional freedom” (Ibid. 19). Displaced as
such and alternatively hosted in a specific terrain of culture and its rational-
ist segments, the protagonist leaves behind “the originating but now unre-
coverable father” (Ibid. 18). Standing instead in limbo, Mu.sin confesses,
“I am worried myself,” for “Under the hot breath of modern culture my faith
is trembling like a fragile flower petal” (Bird, 86).

As this meeting with Parisian culture never passes without some losses on
his part, the protagonist goes back to the dedicatee in supplication for
support, for there “were . . . times when life frowned on him and seemed very
hard. At those moments it seemed as though the saintly Lady had forgotten
him, but when he stopped to think, he realized that in those difficult times
and situations it was he who had forgotten her, rather than the other way
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round” (Ibid. 87). As if echoing William Wordsworth’s pronouncement that
“Nature never did betray / the heart that loved her” (“Tintern Abbey” 122–23),
the protagonist is quick to set some correctives to his doubts, making a similar
surmise, for “She would never forget a person who did not forget her” (Ibid. 87).
In other words, the dedicatee is represented in the familiar terms of patronage,
according to some ritual of exchange whereby retribution and reward assume
“qualitative relationships between the subjects transacting.”22

Although his love for Suzy Dupont offers some substitution for faith, as his
forgetfulness of his patron saint indicates, its failure is synonymous with
wastefulness and loss. Structured in retrospect upon other popular veiled
autobiographies including Goethe’s Sorrows of the Young Werther and
Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus, this experience in al->aklm’s life coincides with
traditional poetic constructs of love, loss, search, and subsequent passage
into some communal or spiritual integration. In the terms of Van Gennep’s
rite of passage, superbly studied and applied by Suzanne Stetkevych in
her reading of Abbmsid panegyric, the passenger-poet’s failure in love or
experience entails the following: “Separation from his former condition
expressed in the naslb; the Liminal transitional stage in the ra.ll, and the
Aggregation, that is reentry into society and assumption of new status, in
the madl..”23

Inscribed in retrospect, al->aklm’s dedication is an act of compensation for
his forgetfulness and doubt. Even his love experience is attributed to an
atavistic urge that releases him from self-blame, especially as his view of
love as a feeling of sublimity continues to counteract the actual affair with
Suzy and others. Gathering snatches from >mfiz (d. 1390), Ishmq al-Mawxill
(d. 849) and cUmar al-Khayymm (d. 1123) on his side, he is keen on express-
ing his disapproval of the Parisian tendency to display love, as a “vulgar
exhibition of the soul’s most noble treasures, which ought to be jealously pre-
served in the heart like pearls in a jewel-box” (Bird, 42). Rather fraught with
the experiential and the cultural, his letter to Suzy Dupont is a site onto
which is inscribed an amalgam of fragments and allusions that make up its
matrix as a mirror-in-the-text, another verbal construct that synthesizes his
three-staged voyage into the metropolis. In the larger text, allusions and
quotations from innumerable cultural terrains, Eastern and Western alike, are
available to present an experience of identity and acculturation that applies
to many intellectuals of the period of Arab awakening. While leaving
l’humanité for André and his father, Marx and Cocteau for Ivan Ivanovich,
a Russian émigré, al->aklm’s surrogate is there to choose from >mfiz and
Khayymm, among others, whatever meets his fluctuating mood. Thus, upon
loss and failure of love, >mfiz is there to be quoted:

Ah! She alone it was that soundly slept.
However, the entire world was sitting up with me.

(Bird, 128)
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cUmar al-Khayymm and an anonymous Japanese poet are also quoted, for the
acculturated protagonist lives at an intersection of cultural traffic that
achieves some repose only when enveloped by the serenity and comfort of
faith. Hence, Beethoven’s devotional writing to his brothers to explain his
personal tragedy touches some sensitive chords, drawing him back to that
flickering faith: “it was as though a familiar scent rose from the words he had
read: these were the same words welling up from the same spring that had
produced the message of Near Eastern prophets” (Ibid. 143).

Of more significance for further comparisons with writers and poets, how-
ever, is al->aklm’s stand for authenticity against imitation, and asceticism
against materialism. In this context dedications assume other commitments
to the “forward trajectory” that resurrects exemplary ancestors while opting
for active participation in the current making of things. Faithful to his qui-
etism, al->aklm also tends to counteract the fatalist element in traditional
thought by privileging human agency in its interplay with faith as something
personal that sees, nevertheless, into the ramifications of historiography. His
very choice of his patron saint disorients orthodoxy, for the holy lady suffered
those times of oppression and cruelty after the murder of her brother Immm
Husayn and the rest of his family at Karbalm’ in AD 680. The choice carries
more subversion than readers may first imagine. The “posthumous dedication
also allows the author to produce an intellectual lineage without consulting
the precursor whose patronage he is bestowing upon himself in this way,”
argues Gerard Genette in matters of dedications as paratexts.24 Therefore, the
seemingly innocent paratextual dedication is an intentional insertion of his-
tory to subvert the proclivities of authoritative historiography while arguing
for a non-materialistic ideology.

Dedicatory matter: identity for acculturation

As a discursive strategy, dedicatory matter is no less significant than masks,
contrafactions, parody, and irony, in reaching for some epistemological disso-
ciation with inherent lines of thought, regarding agency, time, history, class,
and identity. Especially attuned to dynamics of reciprocity and exchange and
to the passage between filiation and culture, its retrospective nature sets its
sense of time in a contested space whereby human agency offers its reading of
history as a narrative terrain that calls for further investigation and analysis.
Rather than forsaking identity for acculturation, or dwelling on the binary
positions of one paradigm against another, the negotiatory stance of its
inconclusive, open-ended discourse keeps it receptive to further revisionism.

Dedication takes a number of forms. While mainly a prefatory matter, it can
also set its claim for a whole poem, significantly bound into a title addressed
to another poet, whether a precursor or a contemporary, living or dead. It may
also entail a total identification with the dead, using the precursor to resurrect
history as narrative from distortions and confusions. Nevertheless, whenever
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taking a liminal paratextual space, a prefatory matter to the body or the text,
it raises problems and invites questions. Upon discussing Charles Baudelaire’s
dedication to “Counterfeit Money,” for instance, Derrida resorts to his decon-
structionist practice to look for reasons behind this dedication. He asks if this
dedication on the border is “part of the poem.”25 To Derrida, “this dedication
only situates . . . the dative or donor movement that displaces the text” (Ibid.).
He further argues in the same place, “there is nothing in the text that is not
dedicated, nothing that is not destined, and the destination of this dative is
not reducible to the explicit dedication” (Ibid.).

Perhaps it is for this displacement of the text as much as for the opposite
direction that evolves within the poem that dedications become sites of
bewilderment, uncertainty, or liminality, while seemingly signifying absolute
engagement. There are many attestations to this position, but the emergence
of the pauper–poet in the figure of the Egyptian poet Amal Dunqul (d. 1983)
and the Iraqi Muzaffar al-Nawwmb is worth emphasizing.26 Descending from
the brigand poets of pre-Islamic poetry, but with the radical politics that was
critical of Arab states and governments, they brought into Arabic poetry a
poetic of personal disinterestedness and political engagement. While this is
understandable in terms of current politics and intellectual resistance to
hegemony in general, the wave of identification with their voices among
other Arab poets deserves attention. A collection of poetry dedicated to Amal
Dunqul for instance appeared in 2003, issued by the governmental institu-
tion the Supreme Council for Culture.27 Of less dedicatory rebelliousness is
cAbd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl. His “Bukm’iyyah ilm Shams >uzayrmn” (Lament
for the June Sun) was dedicated to the late Syrian nationalist ideologue Zakl
al-Arsnzl (d. 1968).28 Speaking for a whole generation, “the generation of
meaningless death / The recipients of alms,” the poet sets the tone against the
earlier poetry of regeneration, hope, and rebirth, usually associated with the
Tammnzl group, including Badr Shmkir al-Sayymb (d. 1964), Jabrm I. Jabrm
(d. 1995), Ynsuf al-Khml (d. 1987) and, somehow, Khalll >mwl (d. 1982).
The whole scene depicts defeat. Although it is the defeat of the “giant pea-
cocks alone,” the whole generation, nevertheless, is held responsible:

We did not hang a bell on the tail of a cat or a donkey
We did not ask the blind deceiver: Why did you flee?

Moreover, the whole generation seems like T. S. Eliot’s “Hollow Men”:

We wear the masks of living people
We are half men
In the garbage dump of history.

The very act of dedication, in cAbd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl’s “Memory of Zakl
al-Arsnzl,” is ironic. The Syrian nationalist ideologue wrote a great deal about
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the possibility of rebirth, usually associated with cultural resurrection. As the
present thwarts all these beliefs and expectations the poet reverts to an
opposite outlook, ironically linked in al-Baymtl’s early poetry with T. S. Eliot,
especially “The Waste Land” and “The Hollow Men.” In a poem dedicated to
Eliot, included in his collection Kalimmt lm Tamnt (Undying Words), al-Baymtl
sounds optimistic in his early poems, so he calls on Eliot to come and see a
different life and experience where sacrifice is the norm, and where there are
no “hollow men”:

There are men
Waiting
Burning
To lighten earthly cities
To sing for freedom.29

In general, however, the poet who criticizes Eliot’s outlook has also made
more use of his poetry than, perhaps, al-Sayymb. What distinguishes al-
Baymtl’s poetry, however, is his intricate juxtaposition of opposing images,
sayings, and fragments that, as hypograms, pass through some conversion,
according to Riffaterre’s formulations.30 According to this conversion, these
intertextual markers evolve as a generative power that endows poetic texts
with their own life (Ibid.). Thus, in “>ubb ta.ta al-mayar” (“Love under the
Rain”), we come across images from Eliot:

London streets were deeply sighing,
The dawn
Upon wet pavements in her eyes
Disguised itself within tree leaves.

The conversion to an optimistic outlook and regenerative poetic occurs at
a crucial intersection, when the reader has been led into thinking of Eliot’s
typist in “The Waste Land” and the mechanical night greetings of Londoners:

“I do not know,” said he and cried;
“See you tomorrow,” she replied.
He embraced her and kissed her eyes
Under the falling rain.

There is rain in al-Baymtl’s poem, and the kiss in his text assumes a transfig-
urative power that brings about life and tenderness:

Beneath his kisses, like night frost,
She was melting with tenderness.31
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Indeed, al-Baymtl’s engagement with Eliot’s primary images ignites
light, warmth, and keen recollections in the Iraqi poet’s text, enriching it with
very acute tensions without blocking its accumulation of lore, myth, and love:

In every woman’s eyes of those earthly cities
He espied her:

In flowers cloaked,
In reddish-lemon leaves mantled
Hurrying barefoot under the rain
Beckoning him, “Come follow me.”
Madly running he weeps
Years of exile and the torment
Of unrequited search and restless travels.

(Ibid.)

The initial engagement with Eliot’s London substantiates another, whereby
the poet reverts to his genderless women, Lara and others like her, whose
appearance and disappearance, love and estrangement intensify the speaker’s
self-consciousness, sense of exile, and suffering. Just like al->aklm’s pro-
tagonist with his acute sense of displacement, al-Baymtl’s persona negotiates
an impossible settlement at a textual intersection, eagerly recovered in
his poems of dedication. Aside from his poems to Mao “the poet” and to
T. S. Eliot, there are others addressed to Hemingway, Aragon, Camus, the
Kurdish poet cAbdullmh Kurmn, the Turkish poet Nmzim >ikmat, cAzlz
al-Sayyid Jmsim, Najlb Ma.fnz, and many others.32

Al-Baymtl and Khalll >mwl—the existentialist and 
the forlorn

At these intersections, al-Baymtl’s poetry offers its distinctive, though
surprising, fusion of Sufism and postmodernism, reality and fiction, frustra-
tion and love, and childhood and manhood. Al-Baymtl breaks time into images
and patterns that cut across the horizontal and the vertical, making the present
an uncertain crossing. Adnnls’ Aghmnl Mihymr al-Dimashql (Songs of Mihymr
the Damascene) passes through such intersections into a re-enactment of a
past against historical distortions. On the other hand, Khalll >mwl could
circumvent the problems of identity and cultural displacement through a
cultural journey, such as the one in “Al-Ba..mr wa-al-Darwlsh” / “The Sailor
and the Dervish,” to negotiate a resolution of some sort. However, there has
been no such patterning in al-Baymtl ’s poetry since the 1960s. In fact, >mwl’s
poem “The Sailor and the Dervish” specifies the Sailor’s impossible choice
between the intellectual offers of the cultural West and the mysticism of
the East. Like al->aklm’s Mu.sin, >mwl’s Sailor also stands for Arab intel-
lectuals in limbo, for he does not belong to the company of Ulysses, Faust, or
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Huxley, nor does he settle for the supposedly mystical East. In other words,
identity can never be restored through mimicry. To use Frantz Fanon’s
formulation for false identity, “white masks” never provide identity.33 It
should not be surprising that, despite differences in performance and outlook,
modern Arabic poetry is populated with rovers, questers, strangers, and exiles
who signify some epistemological crisis.34

Arabic poetry resists claims for closure and settlement when searching for
escape. Here lie simultaneously its anxiety, ambivalence, and strength.
Dedicatory poetry highlights these conflicting positions and attitudes, for its
subtext gathers its preliminary matrix from a wide-ranging dialogue before
its ultimate transformation into texts.

Al-Sayymb’s lyrical–elegiac mood

Drawing on an enormous subtext of fragments, lore, vegetation myths, and
vernaculars, while manipulating the lyrical–elegiac mode of ancient and clas-
sical Arabic poetry, poems since the late 1940s have been widely submerged
in crisis of one sort or another, concluding in either an apocalyptic vision or
a desire for rebirth. In dialogue with texts and figures, poetry swarms with
mythical characters, historical personages, precursors, and contemporaries. In
such a poetic space there is so much negotiation and soul-searching that it
emerges as the textual terrain for contact and exchange.

The present rather than the past often provokes the lyrical–elegiac mood,
for the modern poet, like al-Sayymb in “Unshndat al-Mayar” (Canticle of the
Rain), is concerned with capturing the human condition against a back-
ground of fertility and wealth. Hence, identification with figures of sacrifice
and atonement, in the manner of al->aklm’s Mu.sin in The Bird of the East,
is another pattern of affiliation that, nevertheless, ransacks cultural terrains in
search of further support. Many poets search, through dedications or identi-
fications, for some meaningful stance in an otherwise bewildering experience.
In “Al-Nahr wa-al-mawt” (Death and the River), for example, al-Sayymb
identifies with Christ:

I wish as I fly through the night
To help those who struggle,
And clench my fists to strike at fate
I wish if I were to drown
In the depths of my blood,
To bear the burden with mankind,
To bring forth life;
In my death is victory.35

On the other hand, al-Baymtl is more at home with the Sufi experience,
despite his reluctance to adopt Sufism as a practice. Identifying textually
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with the martyred mystic al->allmj (d. 922/309 H) al-Baymtl ’s “cAdhmbmt
al->allmj” (The Sufferings of al->allmj) shows another pattern of dedication,
whereby the poet’s register subsumes the Sufi text, involving it not only in a
matrix of modernity, but also weaving it into the poet’s own discourse against
advocates of traditionalism. Thus, for instance:

How gloomy is the night if the morning dies out
And throngs of flies, fly hunters
Eat the bread of the hungry toilers.36

As a pejorative term, “fly hunters” recurs earlier in an article by al-Baymtl, in
which he calls advocates of traditional thought, and defenders of the qaxldah,
along with his other opponents, mere “fly hunters,” whose emphasis on rhyme
and rhythm is merely a mask to hide their blindness to the dynamics of trans-
formation and change.37 Nevertheless, in the same poem, the poet identifies
with al->allmj, for both see in physical annihilation a beginning of salvation:

You passed a death sentence against me a thousand years ago,
And here I am asleep,
Waiting for the dawn of my salvation, the time of execution.38

It is worth mentioning that death signifies rebirth to al-Baymtl, for poetry
assumes a regenerative power of its own, as his poem “Dam al-shmcir” (The
Poet’s Blood) stipulates:

The poet’s voice grows louder than the chorus’ weeping
Alone, siding against death, and miseries
Of mortals; with its black happiness
Roams the world, in exile
To be purified, nameless, but has all names
Transforming by an eternal law
Killing this gloom, overcoming it with poetry.

(Ibid. 409)

Dedications as paratexts: al-Khml

Whether taken as total identifications, sites of indirection, or paratexts, these
poetic engagements emphasize both faith in the vocation of poetry and the
commitment to transformation and change, fathomed and anticipated by
poets. Thus, Ynsuf al-Khml, for example, dedicates his Al-Bi’r al-mahjnrah
(Deserted Well) to Ezra Pound, implying that the poet, no less than the
dedicatee, also suffers for embarking on innovation and change:

We asked you a fig leaf, for we are naked
We have sinned against poetry, forgive us.
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Give back life to us
You have our pledge
To establishing, with the warmest tears,
Citadels for poetry, the keys to them from the valley of the muse
Your wounds a solace for ancestors,
A road to salvation for us.39

It is not difficult to see the negotiatory stance between precursors and ephebes,
but the negotiator is a rover who resists settling down, searching instead for a
full commitment to his vocation as innovator. Al-Khml’s dedication to Pound
reveals little of the dedicatee, however, for, to cite Bloom’s reading of elegies,
such writings “center upon their composer’s own creative anxieties.”40

Addressing Lorca

Conversely, however, poems of total identification with their dedicatee usually
release the latter as a version of the present poet’s textual concerns, as if work-
ing hand in hand, or as one. Al-Sayymb’s address entitled “García Lorca,” for
instance, is dedicatory in full.41 By absorbing the poetics of Lorca’s lyricism,
along with the latter’s paradoxical imagery, contrasts of bright colors and mod-
ulations of tone between tenderness and violence, al-Sayymb brings Lorca back
to life. Yet, in this dense recreation of Lorca’s text, al-Sayymb’s persona exists as
identical in concerns, anticipations, and practices. Both are haunted by a sense
of personal tragedy, rhythmically present in auditory images of rippling water,
lapping of sea waves, shouts, and bells. The blanket of blood is always there,
in Lorca’s poetry as in al-Sayymb’s “Unshndat al-mayar” (Canticle of the Rain)
and other poems, for the presence of unjust death receives focused attention.
Yet, poetically, it is a sign of rebirth as well.42 Absorbed by Lorca’s poetry and
immersed in its resistance to the mechanical, al-Sayymb reads his own tragedy
and vocation in Lorca. His elegiac-lyricism is so much in tune with the
auditory and the visual in Lorca that both are one.

Although popular with many poets, Lorca receives different treatments. In
al-Sayymb’s poem, the opening lines recall William Blake’s “Tiger, Tiger,” but the
rest takes Lorca’s poetry as text and subtext, as al-Sayymb’s voice merges into that
of the murdered poet. The case is different, however, with al-Baymtl’s “Marmthl
Lnrkm” (Elegies for Lorca).43 Although al-Sayymb’s paper boats emerge as paper
planes and his rays of light develop into a “halo of light” in al-Baymtl’s elegies,
these and other images and movements originally grew out of Lorca’s texts. In
these images, there is action and murder. There are cities rich with anxiety, love,
and death. What is distinctive of al-Baymtl is his resurrection of the abstract,
bringing it back as a concrete presence. Thus, Lorca emerges in person out of
al-Baymtl’s texts, to pierce the heart of the night with the pointed word (pt. 5).

Al-Baymtl merges into the fighters who people his Granada poems.
However, there runs throughout the implication that the city is no less
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troubled than the poet is, for both suffer destruction, “blood and smoke” (pt. 2),
but paradoxically without losing their powers of transcendence and rebirth.
In other words, the real says something, but poetry provides a counter-vision
in tune with that of the dedicatee:

It said to my mother earth: am I to return?
It laughed, and threw away from me the worm’s garment
And touching my face with the halo of light
Coming back to her, a youth in surprise,
Riding my green-wood-steed
Shouting at her thousand gates, but sleep overcame all
Drowning the enchanted city with blood and smoke.

(Ibid. 142)

Identifications with Lorca or dedications to him as a poet and person tend
to run smoothly. In his poetry as much as in his personal career, Lorca brought
to the poets of the 1950s and 1960s what was needed—the poet as fighter,
singer, and seer. However, more importantly, almost half of his poetry recon-
structs scenes, attitudes, notions, and Andalusian poetics of joy and rapture
familiar to a large number of Arab poets. Furthermore, as a martyr he evokes
a great deal of mourning usually balanced by his love for life.

It is possible to argue the popularity of Lorca with Arab poets on many
levels and grounds. One can cite two more writers as examples, a prose refer-
ence to Lorca’s poetics by Ma.mnd Darwlsh and a poem by Mu.ammad ‘Aflfl
Mayar. ‘Aflfl wrote his poem, “Jarlmah fl Ghirnmyah” (A Murder in Granada)
in 1962. The poem was written in the same vein as many poems that address
Lorca, the city, the gypsies, and death. The poet appended a note to the effect
that it incorporates lines and details from Lorca’s poetry and life, adding,
“The poem carries my own disheartening, for the subject is an opening into
that.”44 The identification between the poet and the addressee centers on both
the struggle, including the revolutionary poetics, and the song, the one that
makes up the lyrical quality of this poetic:

Silence . . . the poet is in the serenity of the mi.rmb45

Like naked flowers. Like a star swimming in water
Inspired by the red brick of the deserted well in Alhambra Palace
Inspired by the stream of the spilt milk and the era of the green grain ear
Inspired by the agitated alley
By the bright olive leaves
Silence, you summer of depths . . . for the poet is possessed
Mourning tin moons . . .

(Ibid. 285)

Identifications and projections may not be the right poetic means to
subjective experience despite their popularity among poets. Lorca’s colors and
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songs are available, however, to rescue poetry from self-elegizing. Ma.mnd
Darwlsh sees in Lorca his vocation as a poet, not for the nature of the precur-
sor’s experience, but rather for the notion of poetry as song. Ma.mnd Darwlsh
is not sanguine about the trend to intellectualize poetry, nor is he pleased
with the tendency to treat the poem as a written form, for Lorca “was chant-
ing. He said poetry needs a transmitter, a living human soul, whether a singer
or reciter/chanter. Lorca used to test both the appeal to the taste and the poem
itself in recitation. He was in search for the direct connection between the sound
and the heart, for poetry is not a visual art. There must be an ear, a rhythm.”46

Ma.mnd Darwlsh’s note is not a passing one, for he looks upon music as the
ultimate poetic, free to sail into the unbounded and the unrestrained.47

The case is not the same with dedications to other poets, whether precursors
or contemporaries. Although the self is occasionally rebuked for negligence,
releasing the dedicatee, in the manner of al->aklm’s Mu.sin, from accountabil-
ity and responsibility for current mishaps, it is usual to come across a variety of
dedicatory patterns. Foremost among these is the poetry of repression. In this
poetry, the dead poet, the precursor, is held at bay, maneuvered and challenged
in the very terrains of his or her poems. Especially when the dead were once con-
temporaries, dedications to them are offered as gifts while fighting back their
heavy textual engagement with their dedicatee. They take from the dedicatee
first before embarking on restitution. Oscillating between recognition and
denial, these dedications evolve as sites of tension. In Jacques Derrida’s words:

Repression does not destroy or annul anything; it keeps by displacing.
Its operation is systematic or topological; it always consists of keep-
ing by exchanging places. And, by keeping the meaning of the gift,
repression annuls it in symbolic recognition. However unconscious
this recognition may be, it is effective and can be verified in no
better fashion than by its effects or by the symptoms it yields
up . . . for decoding.48

With this recognition of presence in the act of erasure or repression, the poem
becomes a potential space of rift and collision.

Elegy, dedication, and repression

Especially in al-Baymtl’s elegies, there is great repression that takes a number
of directions. More than any other contemporary poet, al-Baymtl was on the
lookout for the new, fighting back in himself many ghosts of competing
energy and caliber. Outlasting “most of his blocking agents,”49 al-Baymtl
felt free to develop an enormous corpus of dedications, apostrophes, and
contrafactions that set him in the main growing trends, from modernism to
postmodernism, in Arabic poetry. Justifying poetic absorption as natural, he
looks upon poetic interaction as central to the very mission of poetry. In his
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“Marthiyyah ilm Nmzim >ikmat” (Elegy to Nmzim >ikmat), al-Baymtl
rephrases interaction as follows, “The virgin wave / plaits its sister’s hair
in the evening gloom.”50 Nothing can escape contamination, and textual
virginity is a paradoxical term as long as there is fusion and contact. Indeed,
to claim freedom from contamination is in itself an act of repression, for
available textual terrains invite premeditated raids. Especially regarding
al-Sayymb, al-Baymtl betrays more anxiety than usual.

Along with the “daemonization” of a precursor that develops in the belated
“counter-sublime,”51 there is a tendency, in al-Baymtl’s dedications to some
“blocking agents,” to humanize the latter in comparison, keeping them,
and their advocates, at bay. Sensitive to “the war” waged against him in the
1950s, al-Baymtl’s counter-discourse identifies with the veritable figure of
al-Mutanabbl, who, in similar situations, rejoined, “I am not in the habit
of concern” about what is said.52 Indeed, al-Sayymb serves now as a reminder
“of these dismal unlucky years when we were fighting wind-mills, bringing
back to my mind ages of Arabic poetry, with their noise and fights for the
gain of the rose of the impossible” (Ibid. 81). Al-Sayymb’s advocates are set
aside as such, while al-Sayymb himself is “eclipsed,”53 as no more than “a
bridge between the Romanticism of the 1940s and the movement for renewal
in the 1950s.”54

However, as “Negation of the precursor is never possible, since no ephebe
can afford to yield to the death instinct,”55 al-Baymtl devotes an elegy to
al-Sayymb with a belated introductory note that prepares for the elucidation
of reference in the poem. In another place, al-Baymtl looks upon this elegy as
the most generous gift, “an initiative, never undertaken by any other poet in
the twentieth century.”56 The implications of an avowed act of giving are
many, to be sure, for to accept Mauss’ discourse and Derrida’s recapitulations,
there is in al-Baymtl’s gift “an ethics and a politics that tend to valorize the
generosity of the giving-being.”57

Nevertheless, when given to the dead, this gift is even illustrative of the
generosity principle described by Derrida: “for there to be a gift, there must
be no reciprocity, return, exchange, counter gift, or debt” (Ibid. 12). On the
other hand, to claim it as gift, a unique “initiative,” entails an engagement
with the addressee, driving the dedicator to address al-Sayymb’s readership in
an act of displacement. According to Derrida’s significant observation, to
offer a gift (and if the elegy is a gift), the donor “must not see it, or know it
either” (Ibid. 14). Derrida further contends:

Otherwise, he (the donor) begins at the threshold, as soon as he intends
to give, to pay himself with a symbolic recognition, to praise himself,
to congratulate himself, to give back to himself symbolically the value
of what he thinks he has given or what he is preparing to give.

(Ibid. 14)
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In application, there is much in al-Baymtl’s prefatory matter to his “Kitmbah
calm qabr al-Sayymb” / “Writing on al-Sayymb’s Tomb”58 that corroborates
Derrida’s deconstruction of the generosity premise. Indeed, what a-Sayymb and
the whole Tammnzl generation took upon themselves to carry out in writing,
according to al-Baymtl’s implicit rejoinder (>arm’iq 83), made no exceptional
contribution to literature: “Crying for Tammnz and al->usayn has been the
very obsession of the poor who have been trying to melt the large prison wall
by their tears, arms, and shouts.” Although singling out al-Sayymb’s “Canticle
of the Rain” as a “promise” and a “warning,” there is that repressive urge to
suggest al-Sayymb’s failure of vision, for a “death swamp opens its mouth” to
enact a new siege that isolates poetry and holds people captive. In other
words, the prefatory note simultaneously devaluates al-Sayymb’s major
poem—its benedictions and notes of faith—while citing it with admiration.

This argument does not necessarily resolve the complexity of al-Baymtl’s
elegy as an act of gift giving. Its lyrical–elegiac opening involves it in the rit-
uals of the pastoral elegy. Nevertheless, there is in it homage and allegiance
through the identification of the speaker and the dedicatee. The speaker is a
lover, yearning to bypass time and space in order to reach the interior of
Baghdad, and to recapture the past of childhood experience and the present
life there. As his desire is impossible to realize, it assumes additional urgency.
Walls of partition shut poets out, and the city is in a state of siege. The
very wish to regain childhood is a textual tactic, for the speaker never shares
such an experience with the dedicatee. In fact, al-Baymtl’s poetry presents
its speaker as a grown-up. Conversely, al-Sayymb’s poems are always made of
such an intertext, the “anteroom” of the poem, where childhood experience
involves recollections of rivers, groves, moons, songs, rain, and mothers.

The text raises further complications. While the title “Writing on
al-Sayymb’s Tomb” implies that the speaker is condescending toward an equal,
the elegy is drawn into textual strategies that vie for ascendancy and control,
especially in terms of register. Beginning with the speaker’s act of transgres-
sion, climbing Baghdad’s fences, there is figuratively a positionality from
which the poet assumes the upper hand, to “stretch my gaze into the houses,”
passing beyond siege and surveillance, as both a fighter and a voyeur. The
latter’s vision surpasses immediate time and place, reaching far back in
history, to associate with martyrs and legendary lovers.

Instead of limiting himself to this wish, the speaker’s prayer for identification
with lovers is preparatory for another wish to regain childhood, before the
complications of poetic maturity:

So that we can meet as two children
And begin where things usually begin
We water the thirsty butterflies,
We make fire out of the papers of our notebooks,
We run into the gardens
and write the lovers’ verses on the wall.
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The poem allows al-Sayymb’s register to intrude into the elegy, blending it
with images, such as the thirsty butterflies, which stand for estranged souls
in al-Baymtl’s poetry. The ultimate direction of this section is to revert to
al-Sayymb’s poetry as images of childhood experience. Contrasted with the
state of siege, its urgency and requisites, al-Sayymb’s poetry is presented as
too innocent to cope with such complications.

In the last four lines, there are specific allusions to al-Sayymb’s well-known
poems. The reference to the crucifixion, the mud houses, ash cemeteries,
moons, and nights, is so highlighted that it gives the impression that
al-Baymtl leads the elegy out of its main body of childhood experience toward
specific commitments to transformation or revolution. However, this con-
cluding section is submerged into a dominant referentiality that enables
the speaker to supervise a whole inside, a city under siege, where even recol-
lections are stifled and controlled. Caging these and keeping them subdued,
the siege erodes the wish to “tear down your fences (Baghdad) after death.”
On the other hand, and releasing the text from the limitations of the 
physical, al-Baymtl’s “after death” significantly indicates regeneration and
rebirth.

In a poem on al-Mutanabbl written in 1963, al-Baymtl devotes a section to
“the poet a thousand years later.”59 In this part, al-Baymtl depicts his exem-
plary poet in terms that anticipate the speaker’s images in this elegy on
al-Sayymb. His poet “roams around Baghdad’s fences and its markets” (Ibid.).
Like the speaker, he is also “on the outskirts of dusty towns,” banished but
yearning for victorious return. In other words, the subtext markers of the
elegy are taken from al-Baymtl’s register, while al-Sayymb’s is relegated to
the distant regions of childhood, deprived of the poetic potential held by the
elegizer.

At face value, this elegy reflects a pattern in dedicatory poetry that takes
with one hand, in Derrida’s speculations on the gift at large, “what it gives
with the other.”60 Read in depth, and in view of the prefatory matter, the
poem is an interpretation of al-Sayymb’s experience. Limiting that experience
to specific dimensionality, this elegy is the kind of interpretation that Derrida
singles out in Georges Gurvitch’s postscript to Claude Levi-Strauss,
Introduction to the Work of Marcel Mauss. There, says Derrida:

Some venom is surely being distilled, like a counter-poison in its turn, in
the body of this tribute to a tribute, to this already venomous tribute that
was the interpretation in question.

(Ibid. 69, n. 21)

Again, negotiation at such textual intersections does not necessarily preclude
difference. Indeed, to lighten Derrida’s blunt analysis, “vibrant generosity”
and “poison” are often present in negotiatory intersections (Ibid. 73).

Perhaps this engagement with al-Sayymb may show its markers of identity
and difference when set in comparison with other poets’ elegies. Sa‘dl Ynsuf’s
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“Marthiyyah” (elegy), addressed to al-Sayymb, makes use of the latter’s poetry,
its register and significant tropes and implications. Al-Sayymb’s village,
Jaykur, his use of Christ and crucifixion, Jove, prostitutes and date palms,
populate the poem as its intertext and matrix:

Jaykur lightens a lantern in the dumb evening without getting its light
The orphan died, leaving a widow and orphans behind
O God’s mercy that accommodated his misery
O Mother for the one who has no mother to close his eyes: be his cover
Offer the suffering body rest and the mouth a drop of water.

The poem accumulates details of the register of the forlorn, harping also on
Christian and Islamic markers, on the Prophet’s early encounters with his
hostile but wealthy tribe, to develop a contrast with the world of the
exploiters, who are the happiest for the death of a poet: “Who buys the
Messiah’s skin? / We slayed him / so universe rest in happiness.”61 The motive
behind the poem is one of identification with the forebear’s misfortune, for
the poet reaches this stage after passing through some ordeal:

My grave behind the hill foreshadows doomsday
In the desolation of the last exile, and there a pigeon takes shelter.
Cold makes me shiver: Iraq . . . Iraq . . . No other but Iraq.

(Ibid.)

Sa‘dl Ynsuf’s poem is a Romantic one, with little or no serious anxiety.
Provoked by hardship and exile, it reads the speaker’s destiny in the poetry
of another. Al-Baymtl’s address to Khalll >mwl is ridden with yet more com-
plexity and anxiety. No less given to the view of poetry as a sacrificial act of
a textual nature, >mwl was more disturbed by the ideological idealization of
acculturation. Blind adherence to tradition as much as mimicry produce
no less horrid leaders than Lazarus, in his “Li-cMzar cmm 1962” / “Lazarus
1962.”62 Rather than a mythical hero of some regenerative power, Lazarus is
resurrected from the dead to lust again for death, leading and herding others
who are as dead in face and soul on a nightmarish journey between life and
death. Anticipating the reign of dictators and their wars of defeat and
destruction, the poem is among the most prophetic Arabic textual sites.
“Hmwl’s Lazarus,” write Adnan Haydar and Michael Beard, “is no simple
representation of tyranny or corruption, but at once an embodiment of the
Manaqib or virtues which an anti-colonial society requires, and also a funda-
mental derailment of that power, a process by which he comes to resemble the
forces he has opposed.”63 Against this scene, the poet can no longer pose as
savior, sage, or hero: intellectuals are powerless. Henceforth, and in concor-
dance with other writings, the scene witnesses the emergence of masks,
contrafactions, historical parodies, and fragments that counter the idealized
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longing of the whole Tammnzl tradition. >mwl’s “Lazarus” sets the tone for
a dismaying image of the present and the future. True to his vision, >mwl
committed suicide in 1982.
>mwl’s act as much as his later writing left his contemporaries in disarray.

While some, like Buland al->aydarl,64 were there to dedicate poems in
memoriam using >mwl’s poems as subtexts, al-Baymtl was more concerned
with questioning the very vocation of poetry. In line with a non-complacent
view of modern poetry, al-Baymtl argues for the poem not the person. Hence,
the elegized Arab poets from among his contemporaries are driven to the
background, while the poem is singled out as the unhealed wound, the undying
seed, as he says in “The Sufferings of al->allmj.”65

Al-Baymtl’s “Elegy to Khalll Hmwl” has drawn significant attention.66

Pedro Martínez Montávez wrote on this text, “which may seem cold on the
surface, but I see that it evolves from an inner feeling, bare, rigorous and over-
whelming, in line with the occasion that inspired it.”67 Martínez Montávez is
not surprised to find the poem in fragments, for it uses three times, past,
present, and future that “register the story of the elegized poet’s existence.”
Nevertheless, it is in the third part that “there is a clear, sincere, and deep
praise for the dead poet,” he concludes.68

Martínez Montávez comes across a number of points specifically highlighted
in al-Baymtl’s elegy to Khalll >mwl, such as the speaker’s sense of horror, his
faith that the “kingdom of death is also the kingdom of hope” (Ibid. 148–49)
and his blend of the individual and the universal (Ibid.). Nevertheless, the
elegy derives its actual strength from its referentiality. Indeed, every part of
the elegy echoes and foregrounds the typical preoccupations of al-Baymtl
the poet. The first part works with the past, but it is actually meant for the
living. The poet delves into fertility cults and vegetation myths where,
textually figurations assume their generative power to subvert and under-
mine state machinery and sites of coercion. The “cM’ishah” or “Lmrm” and
“Khuzmmah” of this part are the poet’s significations for poetry, exiled and
driven to death, only to pass through some transfiguration, and evolve into
“verses,” “blood,” and “vows of the poor”:

A lyric in the poetry of Abn Tammam
She became Beirut and Jaffa
An Arab wound in the cities of creativity
Vowed for love
Possessed by fire
She became Ishtar.69

The poem derives its potential from gathering al-Baymtl’s recurrent symbols,
his images and patterns of thought, to draw attention to the transcending
power of poetry at the very moment when its revolutionary potential is high-
lighted. The first part blends rituals, scriptures, lore, portents, and classical
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poems of transgressive poetics, along with recollections from the registers of
socio-political suffering. As an intertext for so many cross-boundaries and
currents, the poem is no less a process than a “wound,” alert and alive,
reminding its readers of the poet’s identification of poetry and Sufism as
“the wound won’t be healed, and the seed won’t die,” as al-Baymtl says in “The
Sufferings of al->allmj.”70

The second section of al-Baymtl’s “Elegy to Khalll Hmwl” refers to the
suicide of the poet in 1982 in anger, it was reported, at the Israeli siege of
Beirut. Written in the past tense, it could specifically mean Khalll >mwl, but
it could also include others, for al-Baymtl was in the habit of emphasizing the
immortality of poetry, for which poets die to intensify its potential for
endurance. Both poetry as creativity and love as rebirth join forces in the
matrix of al-Baymtl’s poetry to minimize physical death. If death occurs, it is
only to indict an unjust and love-cruel universe:

Creativity is love
Love is death
Creativity/love/death: a birth
Why did Neruda and Hikmat die then?
Why is the last rose
In the window of my house burned?71

Set within this context, the second section of the elegy is open-ended and
ambiguous. It resists specific referentiality on purpose:

As the poet departed
His footsteps drew the map of things.

(“Elegy to Khalil Hawi,” 269)

A direct reference to >mwl’s suicide occurs in the third section, for avowedly
there is a challenge, as the poem takes shape, transgressive and revolutionary
to the last:

When the poet killed himself
His great journey began
His visions burned in the sea.
When his cry penetrated the kingdom of exile
The people coming from the desert of love began
To smash the gods of clay
And build the kingdom of God.

(Ibid. 268–69)

By displacement of positions and discursive slippage, “visions” and the
poet’s “cry” or poem take over, relegating the personal suicide to the
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background, and evolving the whole scene into another dawn of prophecy,
revolution, and change. Poetry is the religion of present times, the new call
for transformation. Yet the personal element is also submerged into
al-Baymtlc’s other paradigms of death and rebirth, whereby all poets merge
into the speaker as his “Al-Wilmdah fl Mudun lam Tnlad” (“Birth in Unborn
Cities”) signifies:

On the sidewalks of exile
I arise after death
To be born in unborn cities
And to die.

(Ibid. 278–79)

Indeed, physical death, whether suicide or murder, means little in the
conflictual context of positionalities. There are “castrated” poets, and poets of
exile and change. The latter look upon physical death as meaningless, for they
are bound to endure in their “blue fire of poetry.” In “Nmr al-shicr” (“The Fire
of Poetry”) the speaker listens to reports of some impending danger, but these
fall short of understanding the potential of poetry:

I was drowning to death
In the light coming from the farthest star
Burning
In the blue sky of poetry
Sharpening my weapons
Playing the lyre
In my death.

(Ibid. 274–75)

The “martyr of the light” in this poem is the poet, whose poems, referred to
as “light,” endure, surviving annihilation and physical death. Here, as in the
“Elegy to Khalll Hmwl,” the priorization of the poem, the text, over the
person, the precursor, swerves on purpose from the elegized to the text itself,
from intersubjectivity to intertextuality, humanizing the subject first to
ultimately drive him out of textual horizons.

It is worthwhile at this stage to specify differences between these two
poets, the addresser and the addressee, al-Baymtl and Khalll >mwl. Al-Baymtl’s
figurations undergo supplementation or displacement through a deconstruc-
tionist process, typical of the poet. Conversely, >mwl’s poetry grows through
juxtapositions of a symbolic nature, whereby symbols evolve into notions
larger than their origins, to be analyzed, criticized, or argued. Al-Baymtl’s
figurations merge into a persona, which is the poet’s as the very epitome of
the poetry of resistance, difference, beauty, and love beyond time and place.
In other words, al-Baymtl’s persona passes through a metamorphosis of some
sort, transcending limits, and minimizing henceforth the whole issue of
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physical death: “I arise after death/ To be born in unborn cities/ And to die.”72

Indeed, al-Baymtl’s poet never sounds available or obtainable to the mundane:

The rats of the fields of words
Buried the head of the poet
In a field of ashes
But the poet on the cross of exile
Carried the sun and flew.73

Nevertheless, to think of al-Baymtl’s perpetual poet as another archetypal
construct is to miss the whole significance of his poetic career. If his persona
undergoes a metamorphosis, it is the necessary dynamic alternation between
the temporal and the eternal. The gate to this perpetual change is memory,
which is individual and universal, real and mythical. Al-Baymtl’s achievement
lies in this overwhelming memory that stores the sufferings and miseries of
humankind, along with their deep sources of love, beauty, and attachment to
life. In “I am Born and Burnt in Love,” his speaker says:

I hurl a bomb under the train
The night train in my memory,
Whose freight is autumn leaves
Amongst the dead I crawl
In untilled, murky fields I grope my way
Seeking night guards to help me stop
This blind rapacious love—
This black light in my memory
Under the falling rain
Feverishly crying
I shoot myself at dawn.74

More than these paradigms, registers work differently in the poetry of
al-Baymtl and >mwl. Indeed, to study the wording of al-Baymtl’s elegy may well
lead to some conclusions that are different from those of Martínez Montávez.
Al-Baymtl’s mythical figures, proclamations of dissent, views of tradition, and
affiliations in culture and politics, are actively present in such a way as to dis-
lodge >mwl’s allegorical structures of birth, rebirth, and indeterminate stand.
In their stead, we have a positive deterministic view of progression, bound to
lead to change eventually. Hence, the elegized is immortalized only in the title,
for he is fused in the third part, after the act of textual dislocation, into all poets
of similar choice. The very connectives, when, as, and only place him in an ongo-
ing process of sacrifice. Reading >mwl, as if according to Valery’s “Alert
Reading,” al-Baymtl only tends “to clear imaginative space for [his] own
personal goal,”75 as Bloom explains in another context. The impersonalized
mention of the poet involves the text in self-effacement, an emptying that is
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meant to detract from the dedicatee’s presence. Embarking on the completion
of >mwl’s texts, and sublimating his own register in the contested terrain of the
elegy, the belated poet, al-Baymtl, keeps both the elegy and the past behind, to
create a threshold for a present that belongs entirely to him as the sole survivor.
This threshold is one of modernity, for the poet gathers a register to meet the
demands of the present, an act that recognizes the latter’s significance. In
Foucault’s words, “Modernity is not a phenomenon of sensitivity to the fleeting
present; it is the will to ‘heroize’ the present.”76

The case is even stronger when the elegy is read against al-Baymtl’s other
poem, “Al->ixmr” / “The Siege,” dedicated to Khalll >mwl as well. Although
written in memoriam, the poem is plunged into al-Baymtl’s well-known regis-
ter, with its fragments, allusions, and sweeping criticisms that culminate in
a view of poetry that is entirely his own. Its conclusion is no less than an
assertion that life is a struggle and that surviving death entails no recovery,
for this universe is life in death. In other words, suicide is the easier choice in
comparison with the ongoing nightmare:

Booked: All Earth Exiles, Prisons,
Torture and Madness Dungeons
Clowns’ Masks
Wine Bottles and Poison Jugs
City Restaurants / Spoons / Dishes
Metric Poems / Classical Monorhymes
Inquisition Courts
Theatre Tickets / Asylums / Graves
Love Being / Light Domes
Kings’ Tombs
Capitals of Treason / Theology
Where for a poet to go?
Who has survived death to die.77

The concluding question veers away from the avowed dedication of
“The Siege.” “Where for a poet to go?” sets the whole universe against poetic
endeavors at large. Every item, every place, every occasion is used, controlled,
occupied, invaded, and owned, leaving nothing free. Survival in the physical
sense is ironic, for it is life in death that becomes the norm of existence. On
the other hand, the question plays also on al-Baymtl’s use of “death.” While
such a life of coercion and manipulation is another name for death, al-Baymtl’s
alternative is the other meaningful death that takes a stand against the tides
of oppression, domination, and control. “Another birth is death, it is coming,”
he says of Nmzim >ikmat’s death.78

Al-Baymtl’s dedication of “The Siege” runs simply as follows: “To Khalll
>mwl, in Memoriam.” This specific mention lends the text some urgency, to
be sure. Nevertheless, without it, the poem still voices its frustration and
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anger at the human condition. In other words, the dedicatee’s decision to put
an end to his life is subsumed in a scene of frustration that resists death, nev-
ertheless, through its ongoing questioning note of defiance and opposition. It
is only when seen as a threshold for defiance beyond the limits of physical
death that such a dedication becomes functional. Otherwise, dedications may
turn into sites of displacement, for, in Derrida’s words, already cited, “the ded-
ication situates . . . the dative or donor movement that displaces the text. There
is nothing in the text that is not dedicated, nothing that is not destined . . .”79

Al-Mutanabbl: between al-Baymtl and Adnnls

Not all poets share al-Baymtl’s vigorous sense of contestation. Even
al-Mutanabbl, in a poem written in 1963, is drawn back in al-Baymtl’s poetry
to suffer some castigation at one time and admiration at another for fighting
pettiness. This multifaceted critique distinguishes al-Baymtl’s readings of pre-
cursors. Rather than looking upon the precursor as a historical personage,
al-Baymtl reads al-Mutanabbl as advanced to us through narratives. History
itself is no more than a number of narratives vying for ascendancy. While
some depict him as a poet of panegyrics, others look upon him as a rebel.
Voices are projected as positions in the poem to speak for their interest in the
poet, or their resentment and detestation. The fourth voice in the poem
speaks for the dominating discourse:

I cut the poet’s forehead with the inkstand
Spit in his eyes
Stole from them light and life
Pierced my sword into his verses
Corrupted his followers, and misled narrators
Made him a laughing stock for the court, the knights and their like.80

What al-Baymtl retains is the poet as rebel and exile. This is the “first
curse,” and the most celebrated in the poem:

You are a mariner without a ship
You are in exile without a city.

Part of the curse is to roam around, but another part is to suffer misuse,
manipulation, and distortion:

In the voice of a generation whose banners were torn to pieces by defeat,
In a world meddled by merchants and politicians.81

What metamorphoses out of these narratives is the image of the exile, in
perpetual regeneration, “his horse neighs in the evening,” on the lookout to
regain stolen cities (Ibid. 486).
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Al-Baymtl’s reading is not identical with that of another contemporary, cAll
A.mad Sacld, Adnnls (Adonis). His Mutanabbl is a person first, a poet who
holds many characters at once—the rebel, the rover, the lover, and the seer.
He is also a person of some mysterious ancestry, as the water-carrier’s stepson
whose lineage to Immm cAll’s family implies his right to the caliphate.82

Perhaps this side brings al-Mutanabbl closer to Adnnls, as it imprints his
character with a stamp of melancholy, pride, courage, defiance, and restless-
ness. Indeed, as early as 1964, Adnnls’ biographical entry on al-Mutanabbl
in Dlwmn al-Shicr al-cArabl (The Diwan of Arabic poetry) emphasizes
al-Mutanabbl’s “pride,” along with his being “courageous and adventur-
ous.”83 Adnnls’s selection covers certain items of his precursor’s poetry,
usually identical with Adnnls’ own predilections. There are a few titles typi-
cal of the collection such as “Complaint,” “The Black Sun,” “Remembrance,”
“Heedless of Homelands,” “The Intimate Sorrow,” “The Rock,” “Prison,” “To
a Woman,” “Wind,” “Humiliation,” and “Ecstasy of Pain” along with many
other titles that may pass as poems by Adnnls himself (Ibid.). Adnnls’s criti-
cal assessment applies no less to al-Mutanabbl’s character than to the defiant
tone of his poetry:

In the poetry of al-Mutanabbl, the poet’s rebellion against society
takes a dimension which is bright and more personal, for the poet
distinguishes himself, and presents his person as a whole universe of
certainty, assurance, and sublimity, in the face of others and against
them. In the very inwardness of his poetry, he embraces this selfhood,
addresses it and argues with it in a tone of captivating worship.

(Ibid.19)

Al-Mutanabbl is more to the taste of Adnnls because, in his poetry, the
personal grows into the poetic, hence there is in his poetry:

A whole nature of words, up to his own aspirations, for they challenge,
progress, sweep away, attack, conquer, and transcend as . . . as if they
were the inward answer of his inner self, its very extension and
supplementation

(Ibid. 20)

Adnnls’s major contribution in this regard lies, however, in Al-Kitmb
(The Book),84 his subsequent project to resurrect al-Mutanabbl as a person
from a heap of distortions. Along with him, and through his voice, history
is reconstructed as a battleground fraught with disasters, calamities, and
fabrications. Planning his allegedly resurrected manuscript in the manner of
annotation, emendation, and comment, Adnnls rephrases many of his pre-
cursor’s poems, juxtaposing these against the historical details, offered by the
narrator on the right margin, and against some interventions and intrusions
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on the left. The endeavor is revisionist in the main, for the “return of the
dead”85 signifies their subordination to the will of the belated poet, as if
proposing to tell all that it is time to set things right and begin anew. In him
is born the precursor, but with further determination not only to abide, but
also to emend: “This is our ancestor’s consensus, while I, belated, listen and
follow suit.”86

Rather than mere acknowledgment of lineage, the belated poet’s
interventions are no less revelatory than new gleanings from history: “Time
is sitting as a child in my lap to read what space inscribes in notebooks stolen
from the pockets of heaven” (Ibid. 23). These notebooks only remind him to
“. . . take shade along with his other ancestors / who shine forth, far and higher
than the gloom of murder and the venom of murderers” (Ibid. 37).

Revisionism here involves poetry in the very dynamics of reassessment.
History accordingly is a narrative, a text among many, whose impact and
presence are highly damaging for being manipulated to dominate. Beginning
with poets of Tammnzl predilection, Adnnls soon evolves beyond them,
taking issue with the very writing of history in order to present an alterna-
tive poetic reading. This is not a sudden swerve in the poet’s career, for he
has been negotiating stations and stayings, to use Sufi terms, to come to
terms with issues that have been bothering him since his disillusionment
with the Tammnzls. One may cite his “Elegy for the Time at Hand,” as the
mid-way poem: “Now in the final act, disaster tows our history/ toward us on
its face.”87 Although a station, the poem is not yet a visionary one, for the
speaker makes no claims to transcendence, “I see what any man can see:
libations at the graves of children, / incense for holy men, / tombstones of
black marble, / fields scattered with skeletons, / vultures, / mushy corpses
with the names of heroes” (Ibid. 47). As for the speaker’s words, “they become
a spear in flight, / unopposable as truth, my spear returns to strike me / dead”
(Ibid. 50). One might say that here is a lingering Sufi tone whereby the blame
becomes the speaker’s way into annihilation as a step on the road to Divinity.

Yet, there is also the poetic of affiliation and rapprochement. In paratexts,
poems or citations introducing the text, there is a function that may be
central to the text, or may stand for the text itself, as Derrida argues.88 The
attitude is well recognized in Arabic writing. Ibn ‘Arabl (d. 1240) speaks as
follows of the poetic pieces that introduce each chapter in his Meccan
Revelations: “Consider carefully the verses placed at the start of each chapter
of this book, because they contain knowledge which I have deliberately put
in them. Indeed you will find in these verses things which are not mentioned
in the exposition of the corresponding chapters.”89 In keeping with this
tradition, Arab poets have managed to cement an association between texts
and figures. On the other hand, dedications may well be in keeping with this
positive attitude, for there may be fewer anxieties than the ones already
discussed. This is the case with Ma.mnd Darwlsh in the quatrains which
he dedicates to the Palestinian woman poet Fadwm Ynqmn, in reply to her
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poem of 1967 “I Shall Never Cry.” According to the editors and translators
of Ma.mnd Darwlsh’s Selected Poems (1973), these quatrains appeared along
with her poem in her The Night and the Knights (1969).90 The remark is
important as it negates the anxiety of influence, if we take the dedicatee
Fadwm Ynqmn as the one present in the speaker’s mind. He agrees with her,
complements her poem, and establishes a new poetic of defiance. In this
poem, “Diary of a Palestinian Wound: Rubaiyat for Fadwa Tuqan,” there is a
connection and a tie, “what gathers us at this hour in this place/ is the way
back from an age of wilting.”91 While entertaining love for her eyes, as the
elder sister, there is now a common ground that holds them together: “Once
my heart could hold nothing but your eyes / and now it’s enriched with the
homeland.”92 The meeting with her after 1967 brought about a change in his
poetics and ignited a new politic, for he no longer lingers over memories lest
“there would grow on my forehead the grass of regret.”93 The defiant voice
contends: “I am not a traveler. / I am the lover and the land is the beloved.”94

What brings about the change, however, is the defiance in her poems, the
decision not to cry, which he also echoes, affirming to make his voice one of
joy to celebrate revolt and resistance. While seemingly a show of solidarity,
the poem is a poetic transposition of agenda and registers. Recurrent words
in this poem celebrate joy, resistance, land, martyrs, stars, banners, and rip-
pling water. Downgraded or displaced are such words as memory, wound,
suitcase, and the traveler. He is “not a traveler”, nor is his homeland “a suitcase.”
On the other hand, “I spit in the wound which fails/ to set fire to the night
with foreheads.”95 Language itself changes according to these new priorities:
“My language is the sound of rippling water in the river of storms.”96

In conclusion, then, modern Arabic literature has been on a journey toward
self-awareness, the recognition of failure, and achievement on individual and
communal levels. What is seemingly a passage from innocence into experi-
ence, from filiation and nature toward culture, is actually ridden with sharp
analysis, tension, desire, and fear. Using many discursive strategies, writers
and poets are on the lookout for the new to account for a sense of bewilder-
ment, not only regarding other cultures, but also as intellectuals of some
responsibility toward their own people, in dialogue with their present
predicament. Shocked by the modern state, they suffer another disappoint-
ment of even larger proportions than their ancestors’ cultural shock in the
early 1920s. Thus, some will dedicate their poems to each other, as little men,
in hiding or exile, whereas others bewail the death of prophets and prophecy.
Nevertheless, determined to put up a good fight, others embark on many
discursive strategies, including dedications and identifications with ancestors,
for the terrain of contact and exchange lies in this intersection of erudition
and dialogue: “The cities break up,” writes Adnnls in “The Desert,” “The
train is a land of dust / Only poetry knows how to marry this space.”97 The
emphasis on this vast space, its emergence in a semi-apocalypse, retains for
poetry a perennial vocation whereby exiles, gypsies, rovers, and vagabonds
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replace the awakening intellectuals. In precarious situations, displacement
becomes the norm, not settlement, and a poetic of exile grows and develops
into textual homelands.

Appendix I

Writing on al-Sayymb’s Tomb98

I climb your fences, Baghdad, and fall a lover in the night
I stretch my gaze into the houses and smell the flower of the anteroom
I weep over al-Husayn,99 and will be weeping for him until God may help

unite the separated100

and tear down the wall of partition,
so that we can meet as two children
and begin where things usually begin.
We water the thirsty butterflies,
we make fire out of the papers of our notebooks,
we run into the gardens
and write the lovers’ verses on the wall.
We paint deer and nymphs that dance nude
under the moon of Iraq.
We shout under the Arch:101

Baghdad, O Baghdad, O Baghdad
we came to you from the mud houses and from the ash cemeteries
to tear down your fences after death
to kill this night
with screams of our love which has been crucified under the sun.

(cAbd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl, trans. with notes by Saadi A. Simawe)

Appendix II

Elegy to Khalil Hawi

I
As the poet waited
Aisha died in exile
She became a morning star:
Lara and Khuzama/Hind and Safa’
Queen of queens
A flame of a fire in the oil towers
And in the verses of the Song of Songs,
Blood upon the lines of the Torah
And upon the foreheads of the thieves of the revolutions.
She became the Nile and Euphrates
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Vows of the poor
Over the Atlas Mountains
A lyric in the poetry of Abu Tammam.
She became Beirut and Jaffa
An Arab wound in the cities of creativity
Vowed for love
Possessed by fire
She became Ishtar.

II
As the poet departed
His footsteps drew the map of things.

III
When the poet killed himself
His great journey began
His visions burned in the sea

When his cry penetrated the kingdom of exile
The people coming from the desert of love began
To smash the gods of clay
And build the Kingdom of God.

(Abdul Wahab al-Bayati, 
trans. Bassam K. Frangieh, 

Love, Death and Exile)
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6

ENVISIONING EXILE

Past anchors and problematic encounters

Exile is places and times which change their victims.
(Ma.mnd Darwlsh, “The Tragedy 

of Narcissus,” p. 178)

Although heavily involved in negotiating a settlement of some sort, poetry
usually draws on the resourcefulness of its authors insofar as they have paradoxi-
cally experienced location and dislocation, and orientation and disenchantment
in a series of snapshots, gleanings, and textual signposts. Faring in the shadows
of archetypal wanderers such as Ulysses, Sindbad, and the rovers of theology and
archaic cultures or settling for the disappointments, frustrations, and pleasures of
the immediate and the real, exiled writers and artists are nevertheless absorbed
and imprisoned by memory, with all the implications of attachment to the past
or yearning for release from regret. In a reality of so much disenchantment, time
and place are blurred, and the poet’s voice searches in vain for a temporal vision.
Poetry and music become his gate to life, for “Nothing can take away from you
the Andalusia of old times,” Ma.mnd Darwlsh says in “Tammrln ’nlm ‘alm gltmrah
Ispmniyyah (Preliminary Practice on a Spanish Guitar).1 Even historical records of
a glorious civilization are in danger of losing meaning amid encroaching failures
and doubts: “Was Andalusia/ here or there? On earth, / or only in poems?” asks
Ma.mnd Darwlsh.2 To him, the song becomes the people’s way to reorient mem-
ory in place and time beyond the repugnant reality of brutality and forced exile:

O song, take all our thoughts, and
lift us, wound by wound,
heal our forgetfulness and take us
as high as you can, to the humanity of man,
shining by his early tents, the
brass-covered sky dome,
to see what lies hidden in his heart, 
Lift us up and descend with us down to the place,
for you know best the place
and you know best the time.3
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Exilic Arabic poetry draws on three sources: first, the strong exilic tradition
that includes poems and writings by intellectuals and poets of renown like
al-Mutanabbl (d. 965), Abn >ayymn al-Taw.ldl (d. 1023), the brigand poets
and most of the Sufis;4 second, the present scene of political turmoil with its
devastating results and impact; and third, the modern “landscape of ruins,”
in Hugo Friedrich’s words, with its synonymous negative connotations of
“[d]eformation, depersonalization, obscurity, dehumanization, incongruency,
dissonance, and empty ideality.”5

Exilic evocations

The power of the past

Arabic poetry of exile serves then as the bridge between tradition and modernity,
as it builds on a classical corpus that manifests four significant aspects: first,
there is the desire to traverse the universe, gain knowledge and enjoy the
new location “against the vicissitudes of time,” as Abn Nuwms (d. c.813) says
once.6 Second, there is paradoxically the fear of humiliation and desolation in
leading the life of al-gharlb (the stranger). ‘All Ibn al-Jahm (killed 863) is
reported as reciting:

Pity the stranger in a foreign country,
what has he done to himself?

He left his friends, and they had no use
for life after he was gone, nor did he.

He enjoyed great prestige when he lived near his domicile,
but later when he was far away, he was downcast

Being a stranger far away, he says:
God is just whatever He does.7

A third aspect should perhaps be associated with al-Taw.ldl, for, in the words
of Rosenthal, he “infused literary tradition with both Sufi internalization and
philosophical discipline in a way that was hardly possible after his time.”8

While he accumulates all the difficulties and hardships associated with phys-
ical dislocation, including humiliation, absence of human contact and loss of
friends and family, there is also his own overwhelming sense of alienation.
“He is the one who is absent when he is present and who is present when he
is absent,” he says. Moreover, there is an innate sense of strangeness. “Nay,
he is the one who is the stranger in his strangeness.”9

A fourth aspect relates to the Prophet’s saying: “Be in this world as if you
were a stranger.” The Muslim’s true home becomes the spiritual one, for the
physical world is transitory and passing. One’s sojourn on earth means little,
no more than a trial, in preparation for the next. As a transit, the world does
not deserve to be an abode for the Sufis who largely endorse the life of
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fugitives. “How could someone who is being sought stay in one place?” said
one Sufi.10 In Islamic culture, there is traditionally a positive response to
different concepts of migration, for, according to another version of the
abovementioned .adlth by the Prophet, this world is a passing station: “Be in
this world as if you were a stranger or an ‘mbir sabll” (traverser of the road).11

The concept lent itself to non-Sufi directions as well, for roaming the
universe becomes another alternative to gain knowledge and renewal. The
.adlth gave perhaps some credit to later articulations on the need to travel to
derive rejuvenation and joy. Thus, the pre-Islamic poet ‘Urwah Ibn al-Ward,
the ‘Abbmsid Abn Tammmm (d. 846), the jurist al-Shmfi‘l (d. 820), and others
made mention of this need. Abn Tammmm, for instance, says: “A man’s
prolonged stay in the tribe slowly ruins / His stamina and beauty. So go
abroad to find renewal.”12 Al-Shmfi‘l lists five merits for travel: “Relief from
worries, gain of a livelihood, / knowledge, education, and keeping company
with good men.”13

While these aspects enrich Arabic poetry with cultural specifics, they do
not deter its negotiation with other exilic writings. Moreover, both totalitar-
ianism at home and the neoimperialist onslaught have driven so many
Arab writers to exile that some Arab poets identify themselves as poets of
the world,14 as if subscribing to George Steiner’s claim that “a whole genre
of twentieth century Western literature” is “extraterritorial.”15 To Terry
Eagleton, extraterritorialism is usually synonymous with regeneration, reju-
venation, and invigoration. Pitted against cynicism, “futility and disintegra-
tion,”16 and the negative categories of modernity, this extraterritorial mode
avowedly brings life to a wasteland scene. Enlisting on its side a large num-
ber of dissidents, self-exiles, and émigrés, this appropriation is bound to
gather support, especially in view of the current vogue of global culturalism.

Contemporary writers like Terry Eagleton focus on familial and social
discontinuity as regenerative, a position that was accepted in classical Arabic
culture as well, for Ibrmhlm Ibn ‘Abbms al-Xnll (d. 857)17 was reported as
saying: “Whenever you take up residence, you’ll meet places/ folks and
neighbors/ friends to replace the old ones.”18 Disorientation becomes another
motivation for improvement and growth. Accounting for this regenerative
power, Terry Eagleton sees it emanating “. . . from the subtle and involuted
tensions between the remembered and the real, the potential and the actual,
integration and dispossession, exile and involvement” (Exiles and Émigrés,
18). Foreignness is invoked to develop this argument. It is confused, however,
with exile proper, for, working within a larger tradition such as the one that
T. S. Eliot usually recalls and claims, extraterritorialism is invoked as equiv-
alent to expatriatism, which becomes in turn another legacy of the West and
its acclaimed long tradition of fusion, appropriation, and tolerance. Especially
when confused with exile, expatriatism is invoked in modernist texts in such
a way as to blur distinctions in an area that calls for clear-cut assessments that
include, and make use of, contributions from people who have been passing
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through the troubles of immigration, disorientation, dislocation, alienation,
and spiritual and geographical exile. The confusion is not specifically modern
despite the nature of this age as one of great migration. In Arabic classical
literature there is also blurring of limits between self-imposed and forced
exile. The renowned poet al-Mutanabbl was so desolate once as to decry
“having no folks (to be comfortable with), no native land (to repair to), no
drinking companion (to whom to confide his innermost thoughts), no cup
(with wine to get drunk), no comforting friend.”19 Resettlement is not an
easy thing, for in the same Arab tradition, there is a counter point to the
pleasures of travel and accompanying rejuvenation. Living as a stranger
entails humiliation. Thus, al-Taw.ldl quotes:

Whenever he sets foot, the stranger is humbled.
His arm is short, his tongue always blunted.
Wherever you see him, you find him always without a friend
People have one another, but he has no one to help him.20

Beauty of other lands may not undo the sense of dislocation and cultural
disorientation, as al-Mutanabbl’s often-quoted lines on Bawwmn show.21

Expatriation, vagrancy, and exile are different categories and should be read so.
As William H. Gass argues, James Baldwin’s exile, for example, is different
from Gertrude Stein’s, for his “began before he was born, when the darkness of
all our beginnings darkened his skin.”22 On the other hand, it is only Ezra
Pound who could qualify as a proper exile from among the well-known expa-
triates of the early twentieth century, for “[e] xpatriates may share in the soli-
tude and estrangement of exile, but they do not suffer under its rigid
proscriptions,” says Said in “Reflections” (262–63). Moreover, exile for writers
inscribes its home in writing, for, argues Gass, “the soul is being cast into a
cell of the self where it may mark the days with scratches on the wall called
writing, but where it will lose all companions and survive alone” (Exile 134).

Exiles and expatriates

Rather than place, writing involves the actual difference between the sense of
exile and the rapprochement of the expatriate with the receiving milieu.
Whenever writing overcomes dislocation by reinscribing itself within a larger
cultural context, it escapes the constraints and pressures of exile. Even such
an unsettling and disheartening experience as Ovid’s finds its solace in poetry.
“Remember, I’m in exile,” he says, “writing not for fame but solace, to work /
my woe into an artifact.” To him, “that change” is “in its nature / a kind of
distraction better even than comfort.”23 In Arabic poetry, poets also see the
possibility of survival in a poetic ensemble of images, places, histories, and
names. In “A Horse for the Stranger,” a poem addressed to “an Iraqi poet,” the
Palestinian Ma.mnd Darwlsh finds song the only way out of a suffocating
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reality where everything changes into a grave, and where great names and
poets are confiscated or lost in the sordid reality of invasions, brutality, and
death. The negative categories usually associated with modernism assume a
redemptive function through poetic and sacrificial association.24 The poem
appeared in his collection A.ada ‘ashara kawkaban (1991, Eleven Planets). It
is an ensemble of classical and modern registers, a combination of voices, and
a subtle navigation among cultures and topographies. It bridges the history
of modern Arabic poetry, and interweaves commitments and idealisms in a
polyphonic text which in the end turns into a cross, a burden, and a sign for
what is taking place. It is a token and a reminder, which is nonetheless
effectively operating against such an ordeal:

Not one bird is left in our voice
to fly to Samarkand
or any other city.
Time is shattered,
language shattered,
and this air, which we used to carry on our shoulders
like bunches of grapes from Mosul
is now a cross.
Who will bear the poem’s burden for us?25

This is not the voice of an expatriate, but the cry of many voices in pain.
The search for “a change in creative surroundings,”26 avowedly distinguishing
expatriates, is rather an aesthetic and cultural concern, a privileged phenome-
non that re-addresses itself to “the condition of exile as the basic metaphor
for modernity,” as Aijaz A.mad argues.27 To set it apart from exile proper,
Ahmad develops his argument in line with the cultural theorists’ concern with
commitment and engaged positionality. He further explains: “modernism
itself [ . . . ] has been framed so very largely by self-exiles and émigrés—James
and Conrad, Pound and Eliot, Picasso and Dali, Joyce, Gertrude Stein.”
They might have shared modernist concerns with exiles, those “who had
experienced the same kind of ‘suffocation’ in their own spaces of this globe,
and were subsequently to leave behind immense resources of genre and
vocabulary for delineating that predominant image of the modern artist who
lives as a literal stranger in a foreign and impersonal city” (Ibid. 134).

To apply to modernist Arabic writing this differentiation between
expatriation and exile, or between living abroad and forced exile, we can
choose excerpts from two poems by the late Iraqi exile Buland al->aydarl
(d. 1996) whose intimations demonstrate the psychological crisis the poet
passed through before and after taking the decision to leave Baghdad. Buland
al->aydarl suffered exile under the anti-communist regime of 1963. He was
back in the 1970s, and left to London in 1977, working in the state-run
quarterly Funnn ‘Arabiyyah, based in London and Baghdad. In the 1980s he
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decided to join political opposition to Saddam’s regime. In “Baghdad: Who
Knows?” the poet addresses Baghdad as follows:

But Baghdad
we will remain as we were
whether I live or die
whether you live or die
always you will remain a map
in my left pocket
a map which displays your blind eyes
like two roads
a road for me as I flee from you
and a road for the exile returning in a white shroud
with fire and ashes.28

This is not an expatriate experience of joyful years in London. It does not
apply to Eliot and other self-exiles. Homecoming in the Iraqi poet’s experi-
ence means death, but there is in death a sacrificial meaning that relates the
poet to the early Tammnzl movement with its faith in regeneration and
rebirth. Years of exile did not release the poet from a harrowing experience
of fear that poisoned his recollections and memories, turning him into a
schizophrenic creature who was at once the victimizer and the victim:

From when does my time begin?
from which promise? Which vow?
uttered by an idol whose firebrand I erected
I said to them: This is my homeland
an idol and firebrand of an idol.29

This experience that turns the speaker into a damaged creature and transforms
homeland into a site of silence and death differs enormously from Nabokov’s
experience, for instance, as an expatriate in metropolitan centers.

According to Vladimir Nabokov, in “the two capitals of exile,” such as
Berlin and London, the direct and immediate response of Russian “intelligenti”
was to form “compact colonies, with a coefficient of culture that greatly sur-
passed the cultural mean” of the milieu “among which they were placed.”30

However, in them, those expatriates found themselves blending as they
wished. “I see myself, and thousands of other Russians,” wrote Nabokov in
retrospect, “leading an odd but by no means unpleasant existence, in mate-
rial indigence and intellectual luxury, among perfectly unimportant
strangers, spectral Germans and Frenchmen in whose more or less illusory
cities we, émigrés, happened to dwell” (Ibid. 276). Nabokov’s expatriatism
has nothing to do with exile proper. Indeed, it emanates from a privileged
position of a voyeur whose panoptic stand prioritizes its gaze in such a way as
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to collapse it into that of a colonizer. With little or no concern for people
there, the expatriate sees himself/herself as too self-sufficient to need further
communication or knowledge. Aside from immediate needs or scenes of dis-
traction, rapprochement does not exist. Speaking of these “unimportant
strangers,” Nabokov says, “These aborigines were to the mind’s eye as flat
and transparent as figures cut out of cellophane, and although we used their
gadgets, applauded their clowns, picked their roadside plums and apples,
no real communication, of the rich human sort so widespread in our own
midst, existed between us and them” (Ibid. 276). Nabokov was certainly self-
critical of this whole outlook, but his revelations could lead us into some dis-
tinction between expatriates and exiles. Especially when exiled intellectuals
fit in well within their adopted circumstances, like the ones made available
for Iraqi journalists and writers in Europe in the Xaddmm era (1970–2003),
there is a possibility of turning exile into luxurious life, unthought-of before,
and quite compromising to the inexperienced and the novice.

Although forced at times to recognize their limitations or insularity,
expatriates often indulge in complacency or dilettantism in respect to other
cultures. Regarding these “aborigines,” Nabokov adds, “It seemed at times
that we ignored them the way an arrogant or very stupid invader ignores a
formless and faceless mass of natives” (Ibid. 276). The reversals to this situa-
tion are no less surprising than the ones a colonizer meets. Using the analogy
of the invader and the native, the colonizer and the oppressed, Nabokov
argues reversals as follows: “occasionally, quite often in fact, the spectral
world through which we serenely paraded our sores and our arts would pro-
duce a kind of awful convulsion and show us who was the discarnate captive
and who the true lord” (Ibid.). Although expatriates also pass through
reminders whenever needing “some trashy ‘visa’, some diabolical ‘identity
card’ ” (Ibid.), this “utter physical dependence on this or that nation, which
had coldly granted us political refuge” (Ibid.), could rarely imprint itself into
writing without the painful sense of dislocation. Obviously, the Russian
communal feeling alleviated the pain and involved the group in expatriation
as a pleasurable, albeit an unsettling, experience.

Another note may differentiate further between Arabic poetics of exile and
the norms as set in Europe and North America in the first decades of the
twentieth century. Especially in matters of literary and cultural tradition and
belonging, Arabic poetics deviates from classical norms only to make a coun-
terassertion of belonging, even when this belonging entails a reconstruction
of facts. To comfort the nagging self, the Palestinian poet Ma.mnd Darwlsh
has to rely on his precursor’s experience, the ‘Abbmsid Abn Tammmm: “If you
return by yourself, say to yourself: / Exile changed its profile . . . / Wasn’t Abn
Tammmm so disturbed before you/ upon facing the self: / ‘you are not the
same/ nor are the abodes.’ ”31 Tradition is readily available for the well-versed
to offer its succor and comfort despite the disheartening occasion of returning
home to see the remains of a past under Israeli occupation.
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Cultural tradition works differently in American and European cultures.
Malcolm Cowley speaks, for instance, of the lost generation in terms of a con-
temporary cultural outlook.32 If they revolted against an ongoing tradition,
it was because they were “taught to regard culture as a veneer, a badge of class
distinction as something assumed like an Oxford accent or a suit of English
clothes” (Ibid. 33). Both education and tradition, as advanced through uni-
versity grounding, tended not to bring them closer to a reality that increas-
ingly made itself visible through wars and conflicts. Their world had nothing
to do with that hard reality, for it “was the special world of scholarship—
timeless, placeless, elaborate, incomplete and bearing only the vaguest rela-
tionship to that other world in which fortunes were made, universities
endowed and city governments run by muckers” (Ibid. 30). Hence, their
reaction took a Romantic rebelliousness emanating, first, from a sense of
difference. Cowley succinctly describes their outlook: “We were like others,
we were normal—yet we clung to the feeling that as apprentice writers we
were abnormal and secretly distinguished: we lived in the special world of
art; we belonged to the freemasonry of those who had read modern authors
and admired a paradox” (Ibid. 22).

Cowley accepts Gertrude Stein’s “lost generation” appellation insofar as it
is applicable to their chosen uprootedness. It was “schooled away and almost
wrenched away from its attachment to any region or tradition,” unprepared
for the postwar period, driven by desire “to live in exile,” free from “older
guides,” and in “a period of transition from values already fixed to values that
had to be created” (Ibid. 9). Unable to contribute to any specific vision or
worldview, those writers “were seceding from the old and yet could adhere to
nothing new” as they “groped” for some “undefined” path (Ibid.). Not sur-
prisingly, then, they laid their first proclamations against Humanism, and
“they had an antithesis” for each of the “Humanist virtues,” explains Cowley
(Ibid. 35). Dismayed that the “composite fatherland for which [ . . . they] had
fought was dissolving into quarreling statesmen and oil and steel magnates”
(Ibid. 46–47), they plunged into a bohemia, a mapless realm where “the
artist can break the puritan shackles, drink, live freely and be wholly creative”
(Ibid. 61). For an Arab exile, like the Palestinian Ma.mnd Darwlsh, there is
a tradition of many paths and positions, which he recollects and identifies
with while accepting acculturation:

I’ve got nothing left but my ancient armor
And my saddle worked in gold.
I’ve got nothing left but a manuscript by Averroes,
The Necklace of the Dove, various works in translation.33

Nonetheless, Cowley’s expatriatism signifies a stance of some influential
impact in the literature of modernism. It also retains an amount of undecid-
ability conjoining it to postmodernist attitudes and deconstructionist
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methodologies. Its aporetic34 nature within a war atmosphere is imbued with
ennui and discontent, and its rebellious spirit is tempered by distrust of any
political or social agenda. Indeed, there is a great deal of that creative drive,
which unsettles platitudes, pragmatic assumptions, and goals, that situates
the expatriate’s experience in writing at the liminal stage for postmodernism.
This liminality is an exit that opens into another space that distinguishes
expatriation. What separates this from exile as a state is its noncommittal
stamp.

Thresholds of exilic inertia

While accepting this expatriate achievement as a Post-Romantic flowering of
the estranged artist as rebel against suffocating circumstances, critics on the
side of theory are rather opposed to that confusion of willful drives and
aesthetic concerns with the harrowing experience of exile. It is the postmod-
ernist depiction of all these as manifestations of an overwhelming global
phenomenon that bothers theorists, who, like Aijaz A.mad, look with
suspicion on the tendency to collapse issues and positions whenever exile is
addressed. Emphasis, according to the latter, is laid “on the productivity,
rather than the pain, of dislocating oneself from one’s original community”
along with some equal adherence to “the idea [ . . . ] of multiple belongings”
(Ibid. 134) that, for example, shows forth in Rushdie’s Shame. Exilic writing
is never free from pain, anxiety, and longing. Its pain manifests itself in the
very rigidity of its discourse, its autobiographical reclamation, and its argu-
mentative tone. At times, it proclaims its presence in longing for, and recol-
lection of, a past that is transfigured into the present and the future. In terms
of tradition, language and lore coalesce into indispensable recollections that
invade the mind, and decide, for poetry, the flow of rhythm. In “Yakhtmrunl
al-’iqm‘” (The Rhythm Chooses Me), Darwlsh says: “The rhythm chooses me,
chokes me / I am the echo of the violin, not the player / In the presence of
memory / I am the echo of things, they speak through me / and I am the
utterance.”35 Indeed, can exile be without a reconstruction of the past? Can it
be without claims of a taken-for-granted homecoming, which we also recog-
nize as impossible? Pain is there in the very threshold of exilic inertia. Ovid’s
experience is always a reminder of the complications of this issue, so is the
experience of every intellectual deeply rooted in his/her own culture. Memory
and longing take the person, like Ovid, back, “Not just back to Rome / but
to a particular street, a particular house, a room, / a space on the shelf beside
your brothers’ spaces” (Slavitt 6).

Issues of vagrancy and exile in Western culture find in Raymond Williams’s
distinction a valid beginning to challenge later views of extraterritorialism and
hybridity. According to Williams, “there is usually a principle in exile, there
is always only relaxation in vagrancy” (quoted in Ahmad 157). Other writers
hold similar views, for expatriation does not involve forced eviction, nor does
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it imply a deliberate rejection of one’s homeland. It is free from active dissent
or opposition. As “the migrant intellectual” is not necessarily a “figure of
exile” according to A.mad’s engagement with Said (Ibid. 12), there is no
point in drawing upon immigration at large as a resourceful or “positively
enabling experience” (Ibid. 134). In other words, migration, self-exile, and
expatriation can prove pleasurable, self-pleasing, and aesthetically rewarding,
but they are bound to fail in reaching for the actual sufferings and consequent
creativity of dislocation, displacement, and fear. Hence, self-exiles, such as
Rushdie before the death decree, tend to confuse issues whenever migration
is invoked ontologically, regardless of pressing concerns and ultimate needs
for clear-cut analysis. In an article on Günter Grass, Rushdie writes with
gusto regarding migration as a state of being and thinking in an age of global
culture: “Migrants—borne-across humans—are metaphorical beings in their
very essence; and migration, seen as a metaphor, is everywhere around us. We
all cross frontiers; in that sense, we are all migrant peoples.”36

What is disturbing to Aijaz A.mad and other intellectuals on the left is
this free appropriation of the “condition of exile,” but specifically migration,
as “the basic metaphor for modernity and even for the human condition
itself” (In Theory, 134). While driving non-European or American intellectu-
als to another location, this condition offers them a feeling of satisfaction
upon finding their contribution decentering Eurocentrism by subversion,
opposition, and counter advocacy. Hence, before the exiling decree, Rushdie
has been passing through some “excess of belonging” (Ibid. 130), which also
undermines any tangible commitment or belonging. Even when recalling the
past or reconstructing it in an English-language context, it is there as a vari-
ety of fragments, recollections, and bits that make it too sliced to warrant or
provoke nostalgia or a sense of guilt. Certainly, intellectuals with more
grounding in Higher Humanism like Edward Said enjoy self-identification
with such minds as Theodor W. Adorno and Erich Auerbach to the extent
that the former’s Reflections recreates itself in Said’s “Reflections on Exile,”
whereas Auerbach’s Mimesis creates its “counter-classic” in Orientalism, as
Aijaz A.mad insightfully explains (Ibid. 163). But rather than citing this
instance as an accusation, it should be recalled to emphasize the complexity
of the issue, to which Said’s Out of Place may well testify. Exile neither disori-
ents grounding nor involves it in the inevitable change of heart. Auerbach
found himself in Mimesis with no better companion than memory to rein-
scribe a tradition into text. The latter grew into a homeland of some sort.
However, this may not be yours or mine. Said’s grounding in this tradition
leads him to recall it as the prime example of intellectual productivity, but he
also fights it back in Orientalism and Culture and Imperialism as the tradition
whose centrism repels other cultures.

On the other hand, intellectuals who are relatively free from predicaments
of exile will enjoy a larger cultural and psychological location. Excess of
belonging, in this case, becomes an asset that helps them out toward wider
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readerships. It is only when this metaphor is cited as representative of a
cultural scene at large that qualifications need to be made. Even when writers
and academics like Homi Bhabha see this excess of belonging as part of global
cultural multiplicity, or its symptom, involving the immigrant intelligentsia
in its very formation, behind the scene there is greater subordination to a
monopolizing consuming culture that makes use of all—nations, narratives,
and intellectuals. Personal records of writers could testify to these, whenever
they are not “celebrity exiles” (Gass 130). Nevertheless, let us listen to Homi
Bhabha’s often-quoted passage on cultural globalism, transnational dimen-
sions, and disintegration of space-bounds: “America leads to Africa; the
nations of Europe and Asia meet in Australia; the margins of the nation
displace the centre; the peoples of the periphery return to rewrite the history
and fiction of the metropolis.”37

There is so much testimony to support the lucid summation of the state of
global culture that it tends to dissuade readers from further discussion. In the
face of such sweeping images, however, much warrants attention. The global
village is real, but you need to work your way through, with valid passports,
“respectable” documents, and recognition of some sort before you become a
citizen of this world. The global context is one of coercion and power, with
serious damage to cultures and quality of life. On the other hand, any incident
or coincidence may unleash images, attitudes and scenes of hatred and discrim-
ination, based on race, religion, and color. The poetry of the Palestinian
Ma.mnd Darwlsh problematizes the meaning of exile even further, for the poet
and his people are forced away from the land and the life that is theirs. “Is there
a sword which hasn’t yet been sheathed in our flesh?”38 Yet the whole effort,
vicious and inhuman, acts against nature: “Nowhere is the place/ that distances
its soul from its history” (Ibid.). The poet’s personal record of exile may be
worth mentioning. He was born in 1942 in the village of Birwe, a district of
Acre. In 1948, he was driven out of his village and home when he was 7 years
old, finding himself alone in Lebanon, knowing then nothing of the fate of his
family. The family stole back into their homeland, but they were treated as
strangers. Between 1961 and 1969, he was imprisoned or under house arrests a
number of times. In 1971 he left to settle in Cairo, and joined the PLO in 1973
and resigned in 1993. He was in Beirut with the PLO when Israel attacked
Beirut in 1982. He left Beirut and settled in Paris in 1985.39 His poetry evolves
as an exilic inventory, with traces of pain, dislocation, and anxiety. Yet, it is also
one of exquisite lyricism and dialogue with a rich Arab tradition. In “A Horse
for the Stranger” addressed to an Iraqi poet (1991), he says:

I have a moon in the region of Al-Rusafa,40

I have fish in the Euphrates and the Tigris,
I have an avid reader in the South,
a sun stone in Nineveh,
A spring festival in Kurdish braids to the north of sorrow,
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A rose in the gardens of Babylon,
A poet in the southern province of Buwayb,41

My corpse under an Iraqi sun,
My dagger is on my image,
My image is on my dagger.
Whenever we turn away from the river, my friend,
The Mongol passes between us.42

Poetry and exile exchange places and the poet let his voice create its own
homelands. Exile becomes then an imprint, a life that exists actively in long-
ing, love, wine, thought, dreams, and poetry: “Poetry is a place of exile / we
dream and forget where we were when we wake.”43 The love that cannot be
disentangled, and the feeling and emotion that cannot be dislocated make the
state of exile as real as it is possible to be. It enforces itself with might to achieve
something impossible. The heart cannot be peaceful, nor can the mind:

Longing is a place of exile
And a place of exile is the history of this heart.
How many times have we told the fragrance of the place?
To be still so we rest and sleep?
How many times have we told the trees?
of the place to wipe off the invader’s mask
so we might find a place. Nowhere is the place
that distances its soul from its history.
A place of exile is the soul
That distances us from our land and takes us to our love.
A place of exile is the soul
that distances us from our soul and takes us to the stranger.
Is there a sword that has not yet been sheathed in our flesh?
To relinquish our dream, our brother-enemies
Have saddled the horses of the enemies that they may exit from our 

dreams.
The past is a place of exile,
We tried to pick up the prunes of our exultance from that dead summer.
Thought is a place of exile:
We saw our future just behind our windows.
To reach it, we broke through the walls of our present,
In addition, it became a past in the shield of an ancient soldier.
Poetry is a place of exile.
We dream and forget where we were when we wake.
Do we deserve a gazelle?

As everything, especially poetry, gathers the signs of exile and intensifies the
sense of dislocation and loss, the speaker implores Qur’mnic messengers of the
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distant and the unseen to map out the mapless and traverse the future. The
Qur’mnic hoopoe is entreated to lead them into the vast and the boundless:

O hoopoe of mysteries, take us to our endless tomorrow!
Hitch our time to the horizon of this vastness and soar with us.
Nature is nothing but spirit, and the earth seems, from here,
A breast aroused by that sublime coming.

(Ibid. 43)

Exile as such is whatever disorients and uproots and whatever, intentionally
or unconsciously, takes the person away from his or her homeland. It has psy-
chological, social, political, and textual dimensions. In a neat interweaving of
classical images of location and dislocation, of homecoming and departure,
the poet disorients a neocolonialist discourse of occupation and unmasks its
claims of origins. Expelled from his land, the poet finds everything else a
place of exile, carrying scars and reminders. Everything evolves as exile for the
uprooted, the pursued, the hunted out, and the tracked down. In this sense,
no other location offers comfort, and earth only closes in on people. In a poem
titled “The Earth is Closing on Us,” the Palestinian poet enumerates the
wishes and desires that are made impossible in an apocalyptic scene without
a human touch or a heavenly promise, “Where should we go after the last
frontiers? Where should the birds fly after the last sky?”44 In the same poem,
the poet sets the stage for these culminating agonies, for the “belongings” as
celebrated by some postmodernist trends have no place in real life, unless the
individual is an actor and culprit in this nightmarish production:

The earth is closing on us, pushing us through the last passage, and we 
tear off our limbs to pass through.

The earth is squeezing us. I wish we were its wheat so we could die and 
live again. I wish the earth were our mother

So she’d be kind to us. I wish we were pictures on the rocks for our 
dreams to carry
as mirrors.45

These issues involve more complexity than migration, expatriation, and
cultural dislocation alone. Moreover, exile within an empire has a different
register from deportations outside it. To move to the metropolis is different
from banishment into a peripheral or isolated region. Ovid’s plea for a place
“a little less remote” (Slavitt 32) than that “brink of the world” (Ibid. 33)
does not merely betray a sense of geographical dislocation. There is a division
between the two worlds, where “There’s no literate talk but only the rattle /
of men in armor” (Ibid. 68–69). To be deprived of Rome toward “a worse
fate, / a long slow dwindle in Tomis,” is to be thrown into “that huddle of
mean / hovels in the chill wind” (Ibid. 24). Tomis is no more to him than
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a name “scribbled on maps as if / to fill [ . . . ] spaces” (Ibid.). Indeed, to him
this world is antagonistic for being so different from Rome: “I live among /
enemies, in the midst of dangers—as if my exile / were not merely from
Rome but civilization / itself, from order and space” (Ibid. 21). Enforced exile
means deliberate social and human ostracization, and poets feel it more than
others as it entails separation from their audiences. In his eloquent long poem
Jidmriyyah (Mural 1999), Ma.mnd Darwlsh gives this problem another twist,
for separation from home intensifies the need, not only for a homecoming,
but also for one’s language, which ironically establishes its lyricism in the
poem, as if fighting back aridity and death:

My nurse said to me: you were hallucinating a lot,
and shouting at me:
I do not want a return to anybody
not to any country
after such a long absence . . .
I only want to go back to my
language, to its farthest exquisiteness.46

Exile proper involves not only dispossession, dislocation, persecution, and
danger, but also the danger of a cultural dislocation, an estrangement from
one’s language and its springs of spontaneity. Darwlsh addresses this fear
of cultural estrangement in a number of poems. In “Qmfiyah min ajl
al-mu‘allaqmt” (A Rhyme for the Sake of the Pre-Islamic Odes), he looks on his
identity and the language as one and the same, “I am my language I, / I am a
mu‘allaqah . . . two . . . ten this is my language/ I am my language. I am what
words say: / Be / my body, and I am the embodiment for their intonation.”47

Homecoming for the exile is merely a wish that survives in yearning for
change, a dream, or a mere literary contrivance that keeps tradition alive.
Ma.mnd Darwlsh recalls tradition as a cultural life, rich and poignant, which
reminds him nevertheless of the enormous loss. Absence operates as the
reminder and also as the unhealed wound: “Due to its absence, I composed its
image: from the earthly/ begins the subtle heavenly. Here I weigh and scan/ the
horizon with pre-Islamic Odes . . .Absence/ is the evidence, it is the evidence.
For every rhyme/ a camp is erected.”48 Metaphorically, the Odes become his
touchstones and signs of existence as they are the only tangible presence, the
legacy that he carries wherever he goes and of which no one can deprive him.
Their presence is set against loss, and they operate therefore as poetic simulacra
in exile. The impossibility of homecoming is the exilic norm, the very nucleus
of its poetics, but the reliance on a cultural repertoire alleviates the burden. The
exiled writer recreates the self amid intersections of agony, frustration, passion,
love, memory, attachments, and spatial expansion, traditional and modern, as if
to fight back an overpowering sense of loss and annihilation. Exile is a fight for
survival that may court the very impossible offerings of the literary tradition.
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In his ironic comparisons with the Homeric tradition, Ovid offers some
subtle analysis of the difference between exile and adventure in literary
tradition. Recognizing the fact that life works in mysterious ways, he
only wishes to “contrive the right / endings for everybody as the literary
tradition, / teasing us, offers” (Slavitt 16). Homer’s Ulysses is a hero, with
“heroic endurance,” but Homer makes it clear that there is a homecoming:
“Ithaca waited.” As for Ovid himself:

I’m no hero,
and my lot is worse than his: he was going home,
while I have fled mine; he was a warrior,
while I am a gentle soul, used to the comforts of life;
he could rely on his own strenuous efforts,
while I must complain to my wife and hope that a few friends
may speak in my behalf.

(Slavitt 16)

The epical or the mythical and the real are two different worlds, and poets in
exile do not confuse the two, as their difference can be overlooked only at
one’s peril. The Palestinian poet Ma.mnd Darwlsh knows as much, too, and
hence he also says:

I sang to measure the loss
In the pigeon’s agony,
not to elucidate what God says to humans,
I am not a prophet to claim inspiration
and to proclaim my descent as ascent.49

On occasion, exile involves further complications. As lands and people are
taken, controlled, or colonized, identity formation becomes traumatic. Poets
who find themselves with conflicting senses of belonging and attachments
end up with an overwhelming sense of rupture as they survive in-between and
are unable to attain certainty or comfort. Rena N. Potok reads in this vein the
poetry of the Druze Palestinian Naim Araidi, the Israeli citizen: “I came
back to the village / as one who flies from civilization / and appeared at the
village / as one who comes from exile to exile.”50 Such an experience is no less
complicated than the juxtaposition between the host culture and the hope for
return. Because the latter is desperately woven into the web of memories,
there is the lurking recognition that new settlements are the ultimate refuge.
As the editors of Borders, Exiles, Diasporas argue, “. . . the voyager who has
tasted the pleasures and displeasures of exile is unable to steer the ship back
home” (Barkan et al. 2). Although a few succeeded, unfortunately many
failed. Return brought about dismay to such well-known literary figures as
the late Iraqi poet M. M. al-Jawmhirl (d. 1998). Returning from Prague in
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1969, he was well received, but he found out later that he was in danger of
further coercion, manipulation, and possible death. He fled again, to another
exile. Many have passed through similar experiences. Others have suffered
imprisonment and death. Such facts also reveal more about exile as distinct
from expatriatism, hybridity, dislocation, and migration.

Dissidence as exile

Even when approached differently, migration greatly depends on the writer’s
own assumptions and actual experience in the adoptive country. This is more
so when set within an ontological perspective, whereby the whole universe is
an enemy or a neutral force, and the writer, left with a sense of negation at one
time or rejection at another, develops throughout some defensive strategies
of thinking and writing that are in keeping with Julia Kristeva’s stance of
dissidence. Her writers-in-exile begin with banishment and conclude with
concordant resistance, for “. . . exile is already in itself a form of dissidence, since
it involves uprooting oneself from a family, a country or a language.”51

Willful as this exile sounds, it is purposefully directed toward some pleasur-
able disconnectedness, as “. . . an irreligious act that cuts all ties” (Ibid.).
Pleasing and deliberate, it fuses into other concepts of intellectual pursuits of
freedom. Whether in keeping with Sainte Beuve, Matthew Arnold, or
J. Benda, the intellectual should resist the arena of politics, maintain disin-
terestedness, and delve into a hermetic quest, for “[o]ur present age is one of
exile,” argues Kristeva (Ibid. 298). Although involving significant notions to
resist hegemonic structures including custom, such formulations as “Writing
is impossible without some kind of exile” (Ibid.), or creativity as nonbelong-
ing, “becoming a stranger to one’s own country, language, sex, and identity”
(Ibid.), tend to fit into the postmodernist quasi-mystical drive for difference
against an overwhelming global cultural takeover. Against this sense, the
language of exile develops symptoms of suffering and rejection, for it, accord-
ing to Kristeva, “muffles a cry, it doesn’t ever shout” (Ibid.). As a language of
dissidence, exilic discourse evolves as the only speech act that never shies away
from unmediated defiance, opposition, and negation at large. After all, no loss
could be greater than the one already suffered. Indeed, writing in exile can
never escape its gnawing despair. It is worthwhile to quote Ma.mnd Darwlsh
again, for in his “Rubm‘iyymt” the universe becomes an inventory of loss, which
can be alleviated only through the doves’ songs that are similar to his own:

I’ve seen all I want to see of the sea:
gulls flying through sunset.

I close my eyes:
this loss leads to Andalusia—
this sail is doves’ prayers
pouring down on me.52
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However, to go back to Kristeva, these appeals to the general, the universal,
and the global involve a great deal of mystification, despite their pertinence
to the issue of spiritual or psychological exile as a state of alienation prior to
banishment. They are certainly valid whenever we set them into a historical
context of compulsory exile as less harrowing than imprisonment or murder.
In other words, exile is a privilege compared to imprisonment or murder. The
dictators of Gabriel Garcia Marquez as well as the despots of Afro-Asian
countries tend to identify writing and speech in general as potential acts of
subversion and sabotage. Ignorant to the end and afraid of the power
of thought, they seek words, as monopolies seek money and action. In
Gass’s pertinent summation, “what is exiled is nearly always someone’s word”
(Ibid. 129). Silencing writers “who speak out or up” (Ibid.) is the preferred
solution for rulers. Especially against thinkers, philosophers, and writers
who do not fit into power politics, rulers use the most atrocious methods of
containment and revenge.

The record of these writers sets things right for any discussion of belong-
ing. Making the most daring choice of resistance or social hermetic alienation
without giving up writing, they continue defying hegemony, manipulation,
and despotism. The writings of the Iraqi prisoner of conscience ‘Azlz al-Sayyid
Jmsim on elitism and culture, civilization and alienation, and vagrancy and
foreignness along with his stand for the rights of minorities place him within
a line of thought that has been enlisting philosophers and poets as martyrs
since Socrates.53 His navigation between tradition and modernity, and his
reliance on a rich repository of classical heritage and modern thought should
make his writings effectively present in any discussion of modern Arabic
poetics. It is not surprising that his writings never lose sight of Socrates,
despite the attention usually paid to Aristotle’s choice of exile. As the late
Lebanese novelist and artist Fmrnq al-Buqayll (d. 2001) informed us, he
asked Jmsim to escape possible imprisonment or murder when meeting him
at al-Naxr Coffee-House in Baghdad (1985). Jmsim’s answer only repeats that
of Socrates, “For my homeland is to pass through difficult times. I cannot
leave.”54 Repeating the Socratic stance, on which he has dwelt in his book
Al-.a,arah wa-al-’ightirmb (Civilization and Alienation), ‘Azlz al-Sayyid
Jmsim obviously opts for resistance and inevitable imprisonment and death
inside rather than life outside.55 To Socrates, as it is to him, “exile is ampu-
tation, a mutilation of the self, because the society Socrates lives in is an
essential part of his nature, a nature he cannot now divide” (Gass 123). Gass
explains further, “Socratically, [. . .] the community is an essential organ of
the self” (Ibid.). Nevertheless, for Jmsim and many intellectuals of similar
concerns, escape is out of question; thus he was, to use Gass’s words on
Socrates, “nettlesome to the last, claiming, among other things, to be a son of
the State, and unable to renounce his parentage” (Ibid.).

Yet, ‘Azlz al-Sayyid Jmsim cites the very passages of Socrates that happily
welcome death, as a sacrificial act for one’s own ideas. In a short story of 1986
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titled “A Bird in the Cage,” Jmsim impersonates the bird dying but explaining
to his comrades and companions that they have lost him unnecessarily for
petty considerations and concerns.56 With so much sacrifice and resignation
to dire circumstance, he leaves those of us in exile, in “fear of personal anni-
hilation” (Ahmad 85). So disquieting is the nagging presence of Socrates and
his numerous followers that we are rather prone to cite Aristotle’s acceptance
of banishment as the inevitable choice to secure philosophy and thought
against further losses. Yet, Jmsim cites these, too, in his book, as if to leave us
naked and unprotected in facing an encroaching sense of guilt that continues
to torment exiles even when joining the Arab poet Adnnls in saying: “How
to be united with you, my friend homeland / When only the dead there are
in the right.”57

Certainly, the poet Adnnls here does not identify every homeland with
confinement, but he looks upon the speaker’s dilemma from a number of per-
spectives: there is exile from homeland whenever it turns into a repressive
state; there is exile from oneself whenever the poet suffers alienation in its
many ramifications; and there is also exile from one’s culture whenever it
evolves into a hegemonic discourse. In any case, the sense of loss may well
mingle with a larger disappointment concerning the present situation in its
immediate and universal dimensions. At these intersections, the speaker in
“Marthiyyat al-ayymm al-.m,irah” (“Elegy for the Time at Hand” 1958)
admits a semblance of loss in his poetry that makes it difficult to draw a line
between outside reality and his poetry:

Chanting of banishment,
Exhaling the flame,
The carriages of exile
Breach the walls.
Or are these carriages
The battering sighs of my verses?58

The speaker’s words to the rest, “my boys,” parody the optimistic discourse
of nationalism and religion, its faith in “the greener leaves,” and its attach-
ment to anchors of faith: “We still have verse among us. / We have the sea. /
We have our dreams” (Ibid. 50). Indeed, hope becomes an inevitable prospect
in the face of the other alternative of suicide or death:

Under the exile’s moon
tremble the first wings.
Boats begin adrift
on a dead sea, and siroccos
rustle the gates of the city.
Tomorrow the gates will open.
We’ll burn the locusts in the desert,
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span the abyss
and stand on the porch
of a world to be.

(Ibid. 51)

The poem also plays on a positive religious subtext not only of promise and
faith, but also of the condition of exile. Strangers draw more love and sym-
pathy. As already mentioned, in Islam strangers are always beloved by God.
The Prophet was told to flee beyond immediate borders: “Was not the earth
of God spacious enough for you to fly for refuge” (Qur’mn, “Women,” 70).
Nevertheless, the matter is the same if one flees for the cause, “He that flies
his homeland for the cause of God shall find numerous places of refuge in the
land and great abundance” (Ibid. 71). On a metaphorical level, there is in this
verse a promise of life after death, too. As sojourn on earth is temporary, poets
identify with Sufis, as these follow the life of fugitives, always afraid of being
contaminated by petty concerns. ‘Azlz al-Sayyid Jmsim speaks of this life as a
mask for another. Now it is the smql (the cup-bearer) whose cup holds one’s
life on earth captive:

The world is a mask, you who blame,
life is a smql
you smql take me out of your cup
and in time of forgetfulness, I will call on you to possess this moment
a shore searching for a fugitive
an eternal pavement
A night with nobody!
Sorrow!59

The oscillation between obligations and needs, between party politics and
individual response, informs other positions and attitudes. Many writers have
passed or are passing through this experience. Some have already made up
their minds to suffer isolation and ostracization. In the words of Adam Schaff:

Is there anything strange in the fact that those who formerly submitted
blindly to all orders because they believed in their correctness
should, in the face of revealed abuses, now raise questions about the
individual’s responsibility for his actions and the conflict between
conscience and discipline? Is it surprising that such people should
raise questions about the role of the individual in the mass move-
ment, and about how he is to decide for himself in the case of
conflicts between what he is called upon to do and his own standards
of right and wrong?60

Even a poet of Sacdl Ynsuf’s caliber may pass through this bewilderment,
as do many other writers who develop a sense of guilt for not measuring up
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to friendships or intellectual solidarity. Dissenting from party politics
may lead to repression equal to the one exercised by the modern state.
Nevertheless, let us expound on Ynsuf’s predicament. He is an Iraqi poet who
has lived in exile since the mid-1970s. A Communist, he was obliged to
follow party regulations. Hence, he was reluctant to write in support of his
friend, the dissenter ‘Azlz al-Sayyid Jmsim, lest there be a breach of Party
regulations. His poetry, however, reveals enormous oscillation, division, and
anxiety. In an earlier poem, “Al-Muhmjir” (“The Émigré”),61 he addresses a
comrade, a “migrating bird” who has been singing of his new settlement in
exile and its sea, horizons, flowering songs, jeweled doors, and minarets. The
poet intimates that he is no less attracted to these, but, he asks, does not the
migrating bird ever feel the taste of these as “a branch of misery between [his]
lips?” Is the land not “ephemeral” there, and are the seas not “salty”? The
speaker shares the longing for adventure, dream, and variety, as he is no less
prone to joy and rapture, but, does not he maintain an ideology of opposition,
revolt, and change? (I: 496–97). Ironically, Ynsuf was driven into exile when
the Soviet Union mediated with Saddam to let Communist intellectuals leave
Iraq. To remain as Communists in Iraq could have entailed death. Like many
intellectuals, the poet was unhappy with this choice, but he was forced to
make it, carrying thereafter the scars of memory as he admits in “Kalimmt
shubh khmxxah” (Words Semiprivate). In a moment of stress, he is to face up
to the reproachful addressee:

Let me tell you tonight
In the grip of memory
I am a prisoner without a jailer
And when the hill seems like the clouds,
and the clouds seem as near as the hill

When colors and flocks feed on a song,
for palms and cones in wet grass and vine,
I regress in memory, and iron-bars
extend over my forehead

(1: 331)

In other words, the poet of commitment who at first resists exile may
eventually accept it, only to pass later through other agonies of self-doubt and
guilt. In Gass’s words, “For its victim, exile has two halves like a loaf cut by a
knife. Heart, home, and hearth fill one side—the land the exile loses; while for-
eignness, strangeness, the condition of the alien, occupy the other—the strand
on which the cast away is washed” (Ibid. 125). In the words of Sacdl Ynsuf:

Exile includes the idea of annulment, the elimination of the
individual’s relation to heavens, land, and community, for there is a
vertical line connecting heavens where the worshipped, with earth
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where predecessors were in the long quietude of death. And there is
a horizontal line relating the village and the town, where there are
the houses, memories, and playgrounds of childhood. At this inter-
section stands the individual. The terror of exile lies in the very
dislocation of the individual from this intersection, to transplant
him/her in another place where there is no such intersection, for
neither heaven is a priori, nor predecessors, homes, memories, or
playgrounds as such! What remain then, but misery, suffering, and
desolation to preserve the original formation, a dynasty threatened
by extinction and the drying root.

(I: 9–10)

Estrangement, memory, and poetry

Sacdl Ynsuf’s sense of dislocation involves a great deal of pain. Poetry itself
develops a new voice, which could be leaving behind “[c]omposure” and
“serenity,” the qualities that Said associates with complacency and placidity
(“Reflections,” 363). As separation is not only estrangement from a loved one,
but also from a past that includes the commitments and aspirations that
make up one’s character and history, it is only a step from death. Hence, no
matter how sentimental Ernest Dowson sounds among his fellow aesthetes in
late-nineteenth-century England, his poem “Exile” captures this sense of loss:
“No man knoweth our desolation; / Memory pales of the old delight; / While
the sad waters of separation / Bear us on to the ultimate night.”62 In poetic
reconstructions, the exile is a traveler, “without baggage,” in an early poem by
the Iraqi cAbd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl: “From nowhere, / with no face no history,
from nowhere, / beneath the sky, and in the moaning of the wind, / I hear her
calling me—‘Come!’ / Across the hills.”63 The traveler assumes this existentialist
loss through the innate desire to make a choice against heavy odds, a point,
which marginalizes him or her, relegating the exile to back alleys and nothing-
ness. In a poem titled “Al-Musmfir” (The Traveler), another Iraqi poet >amld
Sa‘ld picks up this in-between state where the exchange between the exile and
the forlorn traveler takes place, as both are two sides of an image of total loss:

In the terminal, the last station . . . the last train arrives
The body of the traveler is absent in vacuum . . .
Blind alleys
Deserted homes
The body of the traveler . . .
Walks . . .
No rendevouz and no memory
The pavement narrows.
Between these steps and the road
There is no connection.64
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The implication of disconnection has urgent existentialist overtones
whenever the individual is aware of his or her impasse. The Iraqi poet Buland
al->aydarl (d. 1997) gives the moment a strong sense, not only of disloca-
tion, but also of total estrangement. The persona expects no connection, no
reference, and no sign of communication. As if foreshadowing later exile, the
disenchanted speaker in “Sm‘l al-barld” (The Mailman) is not ready even to
anticipate communication: “O mailman / what your desire of me is? / I am
far removed from the world, / surely you are mistaken, / for the earth holds
nothing new / For this outcast.”65 To be uprooted from that intersection, the
meeting point of identity and direction, definitely involves an ardent search
on the writer’s part to relocate himself or herself again in another space, affin-
ity, ethnicity, culture, or language. History tells us how resilient we tend to
be. In this regard, Ovid’s story is no less instructive than Socrates’s. After
being driven to exile at Tomis, on the shores of the Black Sea, banished from
his beloved Rome, and compelled to use the Sarmatian language, his sense of
belonging compelled him to develop the habit of talking to himself, “for fear
of losing the use of the Ausoian tongue”:

Lest my own voice grow dumb in its native sound,
I talk to myself, dealing again with disused words and seeking again the 

ill-omened currency of my art.
Thus do I drag out my life and my time,
thus do I withdraw myself from the contemplation of my woes.

(quoted Martz xiv–xv)

In another text, Ovid finds himself impelled “to speak Sarmatian—I get
by / with a combination of phrases, gestures, and nods.” On the other hand,
a sense of cultural dislocation not only makes his Latin “rusty and stiff,” but
also contaminates it with “infelicitous phrases, / awkwardness, barbarisms”
because of “this outlandish place” (Slavitt 105–06). Part of the culture of the
elite, Ovid’s poetry, especially the erotic which got him banished, was
avowedly refined and polished. Thus, it was an act of resistance to continue
using Latin, even through a maddening process of self-address:

I walk
on the beach sometimes to declaim the poems I know by heart
to try to keep my tongue and the Latin tongue
Comfortable in my mouth. I talk to myself aloud,
as madmen do in Rome, but here to stay
sane. Sometimes I stop at a word whose precise meaning
escapes me for the moment, and I feel the fear,
the impotence and the rage that the very old feel
when their minds start to go, and the tears come.

(Slavitt 106)
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The issues of language, identity, and moods of depression are interrelated
and intertwined. The sense of loss, so characteristic of exilic writing, and the
impossibility of survival in uncongenial cultures lead to a state of depression
and suicide. Since ancient times, the record of suicides has been increasing.
Ovid noted then, “Suicide’s drastic cure for all of my ills / began to look more
and more attractive” (Slavitt 14). Intellectuals like Walter Benjamin, Stevan
Zweig, and Arthur Koestler, among many, took their lives also in reaction
against a calamity that had been overtaking the human scene. Following Jean
Amçry, J. M. Ritchie finds both suicide and language dislocation as “domi-
nant” themes of exile.66 For moods of depression and despair accumulate
when the loss of homeland involves a loss of communication and cultural
roots. Certainly, memory has its defensive strategies whereby a reconciliatory
cusp could be maintained to offer a portion of one’s own in the language of
the host culture. Such are Thomas Mann’s writings, and the exile output of
Erich Maria Remarque, Joseph Conrad, Milan Kundera, and Jerzy Kosinski.

Quite often poetry resists morbidity and suicide. It is mostly through
recognition of the dilemma of recollection where no recompense or replace-
ment is at hand that the poet invents his or her ways to thwart depression.
Memory reproduces itself in dreams, hallucinations, and absentmindedness.
It creeps back to birthplaces and redraws them regardless of physical changes.
In Bachelard’s view, memory finds its starting and most pleasant point
there.67 Nevertheless, brought back and recalled in dreams, those places are
also the mind’s defenses against the actual annihilation of trace and sign.
Unless these are inscribed onto the page, memory never tires of return.
Inscription offers a textual release, an antidote to nagging memories. For the
exile homecoming, rather than an actual event, is more or less an act of mem-
ory. If there is a distinction between the wanderers of poetry and narrative and
the fate of exiles, it has something to do with return. To Homer, Ulysses
should return, but to Ovid, this was beyond reach: “Homer understood from
the start / that beyond all the adventures, Ithaca waited; / my fate is not so
clear, nor is there any convention / forcing my author toward a happy ending”
(Slavitt 16). This is the dislocation which Sa‘dl Ynsuf recognizes, and due to
it a poetics of anxiety grows, “neither heaven is a priori, nor predecessors,
homes, memories or playgrounds” (i: 9–10). Exile sets trajectories and their
negations, too, between tradition and modernity.

Poetic reinscription

Hence, to certain intellectuals, memory reconstructs the past as a permanent
way of forestalling or accommodating calamity and change, including the
probability of no return. In ‘Azlz al-Sayyid Jmsim’s “Monologues of the
Seventies,” recollection materializes in a monologue that brings back the past
to make an opening in a present that witnesses perpetual annihilation. It is
the speaker who addresses himself, as if exposing that past and preparing for
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a present of self-exile, followed, nevertheless, by imprisonment and death. In
view of his imprisonment and execution (1991), his intimations with their
Sufi ring assume greater significance for their prophetic tone and the density
of recapitulations:

Perhaps I have met you in a small coffeehouse
Perhaps in the brass market or in that of the cotton-carders
But perhaps we accidentally met over the bridge of the
Lovable Shayra [a city in South Iraq]
Perhaps you didn’t know politics,
Perhaps you were ashen faced,

Like many coffee-house attendants
Perhaps a fortuneteller said to your simple mother once
Your son would be a great merchant
Or a distinguished officer, or physician
Perhaps . . . perhaps . . . perhaps
For you didn’t carry any distinctive mark
Difficult was your face to discern . . .
Fused into the rest, lost among many such were you
As our faces are as gray as the color of earth in pastures.68

The fortuneteller’s readings took place when the poet and writer was young,
and his recapitulations in the poem, perhaps in the late 1970s, prepared for a
Sufi visionary experience with its epiphanies and reflections. Poetry captures
the locale, its poetics and politics. Recreating the past means inscribing one’s
presence in poetry or narrative as if to counteract erosion. The text offers per-
manence against mortality. Hence, to Ovid, “To take up a pen here [at Tomis] /
is an act of defiance, folly, stubborn pride, and habit, / and the occasion of
deep chagrin” (Slavitt 68). It is due to their substantial and surviving pres-
ence that words resist erosion, frighten despots, and prolong the writer’s
metaphorical existence. In Ovid’s words, “my pen / the best part of me, truest
witness, my soul’s mirror. / Words for me are as real as the world they
describe” (Ibid. 32). Knowing that memory involves exile, as it increases
longing and perpetual suffering, the poet winds up his whole experience in
statement and illusion, and there is yearning for “numbness” to escape mem-
ory (Ibid. 6): “Of all memory’s tricks, the most cruel / is accuracy: from those
who remember me the clearest, / I am the furthest exiled” (Ibid. 18).

Yet, memory also counterbalances a life of loneliness and isolation in “a
lonely exile, stretching out in time / as bleak as the terrain itself, as vast, as
empty,” which said Ovid “waits to nibble my life away, a day at a time, /
toying with me just as a cruel cat / will toy with a mouse” (Ibid. 9). Hence,
a friend’s sweet voice creeps into this isolation to dispel morbidity and fear:
“I hear your voice, / reassuring, familiar, as if from the dream itself, / and I
take a deep breath and do feel better” (Ibid. 23). Yet, memory works closely
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with imagination. It is not surprising that poets are desperately in need of
beautiful moments to punctuate their recollections. Without these, imagina-
tion loses its main springs of spontaneity, flow, and ease.

Admitting loss of homeland, symbolized by female beauty and love, the
Iraqi exile ‘Abd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl pours out his fear of creative aridity and
drought in paradoxical images. However, his images usually make sense
through a gradual discernment of traces and patterns. The world at large
lacks feeling: “No one knows another in this exile / All are alone. / The
world’s heart is made of stone / In this kingdom of exile.”69 To be in a hard-
hearted universe also involves the speaker in gloomy meditations that occupy
a self already ridden with doubt. In his poem, “I am Born and Burnt in Love,”
al-Baymtl recognizes his despair and fear of further losses: “In untilled, murky
fields I grope / my way / Seeking night guards to help me stop / This blind
rapacious love—/ This black light in my memory” (Ibid.).

Lara and cM’ishm are al-Baymtl’s symbols for creativity, poetry, and home-
land. The three are so intertwined that estrangement from each involves the
poet in a simulacrum of “murdered love / —An incurable wound / And a
deadly yearning” that keeps him always in anxiety and disarray: “Madly run-
ning he weeps / Years of exile and torment / Of unrequited search and / rest-
less travels.”70 Fear of poetic drought under the impact of alienation and
disenchantment makes the sense of exile more tormenting. For Ovid, writing
is inevitable regardless of quality: “I write. It doesn’t make / any difference
whether it’s good or not, / and I have no idea any more, myself” (Slavitt 25).

Although claiming indifference, the poet actually betrays anxiety, fear, and
suspicions of failure for not communicating in the right place and time. In
the Lebanese Khalll >mwl’s (d. 1982) “Al-Kahf” (The Cave) the speaker
recognizes with horror the possibility of dwindling into “a tattered rag”:

Shame strips my folded cave
Naked in its exile;
And shall I call for one
Who may work wonders yet?
The great magician died
And he will not return.

What is left of the poet as a creator of marvels is a bundle of formless shapes
moving aimlessly here and there:

From the magician’s corpse
A tattered rag somehow

Evaporates. It grows:
Some sprightly form sets forth
Unfurled and chased along
From road to wayward road.71
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Poetry versus oblivion

No matter how overwhelming such anxieties and fears seem to be, the poet’s
recourse to song counteracts further morbidity and depression. The story is as
old as Ovid. “Through song I seek oblivion from my wretchedness,” Ovid’s
saying goes. It is the more so when a poet knows that homeland is merely a
checkpoint, a police station for interrogation and persecution. Thus, writes
Fawzl Karlm, another exiled Iraqi: “Every sail not returning to you, border
check-point, / Not searching, in vain, for meaning / But to escape black
meanings, / is mine.”72

It is not, thus, merely a homeland that preoccupies the minds, thoughts,
and dreams of poets and writers; neither is it a concern with some cultural
adoption, central as these seem to be to the writings of many. While reader-
ships and audiences are usually placed in one’s homeland, inhabiting one’s
mind as if they were here and now, the ruler and the system work always
as some haunting apparatus, a checkpoint once, but also a ferocious animal
on another occasion, bound to reach you whenever arrangements are
made among states and governments. Indeed, both concerns are so real that
they assume an archetypal presence in writings of exile. While Ovid, for
instance, asks for human communication to escape the impending sense
of “fainting” (Slavitt 215), there was always a fear of death that even praises
to Caesar could not dispel. On the other hand, only his audiences could bring
him solace and comfort upon reading his poetry of exile: “such as fishing out /
from the slosh of surf a glittering bottle, sealed . . . / and, yes, look, with a
message inside. You open it up / to read the last cry from an old wreck”
(Slavitt 26).

Fear, preoccupation, and concern dwell in exilic writings and give them a
character of their own as they reveal anxieties and troubles in juxtapositions,
parallels, gaps, and abrupt rejoinders. As Aijaz A.mad argues:

Writers-in-exile often write primarily for readerships which are
materially absent from the immediate conditions of their production,
present only in the country from which the writer has been forcibly
exiled, hence all the more vividly and excruciatingly present in the
writer’s imagination because their actuality is deeply intertwined with
the existential suffering of exile and with the act of writing as such.

(Ibid. 131)

Torn between a desperate need for an alternative location with adequate
emotional support and a compelling need for return, which is almost impossible
wherever dictators insist on a total “ ‘massification’ of the literary audience”
(Brennan 67), the exiled writer is forced to invent a special mode of writing.
He or she carries not a cross, but a scar, a mark of mutilation by an ongoing
loss for which no gain can ever compensate. Prisoners of conscience have their
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agonies, so do would-be-martyrs, but they always tread into memory as if to
remind us of our better, buried or murdered, self. In this space of agonies and
ruptures dwell poems of exile that evolve as the most stereographic. In their
anxieties, preoccupations, fears, and regrets they often borrow from a large
exilic subtext, as the poetry of Darwlsh and al-Baymtl demonstrates, while
striving for an independent voice. As the following detailed study of
al-Baymtl’s poetry shows, experience, acculturation, and native cultural
consciousness work together to provide a distinctive poetics of exile which
derives its character from a constant faring among anxieties and locations.
The poetics of exile therefore grows in this in-betweenness, as the defense of
identity against erosion and loss.

Exilic trajectories

Exile takes many forms in modern Arabic poetry. While negotiating these
forms and manifestations between the ancient attraction to travel and the
Islamic sympathy for strangers, there is also the strong sense of dislocation,
the classical stance of foreignness among lands that were once part of a central
‘Abbmsid rule. Al-Mutanabbl’s famous verses on his foreignness in Bawwmn73

are popular enough to evoke a mixed feeling of nostalgia for the past and a
sense of alienation enforced by dislocation and repression. The complexity of
exile cannot be categorically summarized within these patterns, however.
Responses vary, and one must cite a number of examples before providing a
focused reading through one single poet.

1 Forebears and masks: The poetic of exile may take forebears for masks, or as
an intertextual meeting ground integrating the past and the present. The
ephebe throws his or her lot into the matrix of the strong poet or intellectual.
Ma.mnd Darwlsh fuses his poetics and experience into that of the established
precursor Abn Firms al->amdmnl (d. 968). He ably gives al->amdmnl’s expe-
rience contemporary overtones through terms of allegiance and betrayal,
poetry and war, sentiment and prowess, and poetry and recitation. In this
poem, Ma.mnd Darwlsh is not after identification. Rather, the ancestor’s
Byzantine odes serve as subtext through which both the self and the nation
are seen.74 The precursor was a knight, a warrior of great feats, as well as a
poet. His wars with the Byzantines elicited outpourings of prowess, courage,
and emotion, but many readers are drawn in particular to his prison poems
written when he was captured (in 962), without immediate ransom from his
cousin the prince of Aleppo. Darwlsh dwells on this detail, and loads it with
the Palestinian predicament. Darwlsh obliquely directs feelings of agony
against those who leave the Palestinians to their fate, with no serious
commitment to their human suffering. The interchange between the cell as
an enforced habitat and the imprisoned self borrows from the precursor’s
agonies, an imprisoned prince and warrior, to appropriate the Palestinian
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sense of threat, disruption, dislocation, and challenge, inside Palestine and
outside it:

Beware of the coming Sodom, and do not wait for me on Thursday morning.
I don’t like density, for it darkens the nuances of meaning in its cell
and leaves me a mere body recollecting its forests alone.
There is a room in the echo like the room of my prison cell,
a room where one talks to the self.

My cell is my image. I found no one around
to share my morning coffee.
There is no seat to share my solitude in the evening,
no assembly to share my confusion in my quest for guidance.
Let me be what the horses in their forays wish me to be:
Let me be a prince or a prisoner: or let me die.
My cell becomes one street, two streets. And this echo
comes from that echo, whether it remains or fades away.
I will come out of these walls a free man,
but like a ghost when he floats freely out of himself.

I will go to Aleppo.
Dove, fly with my Byzantine ode
to my kinsman, and take him this greeting of dew.75

Leaning on the original text to problematize the moment, the poet refers to the
precursor’s famous poem, “I said to a dove which was lamenting nearby/ O
neighbor do you realize the state I am in?” to enrich the emerging text with more
details of everyday life that lend the poem a deepened sense of the real.76 Yet, the
poem also builds on the psychology of enforced confinement, the plight of every
colonized and threatened soul, to concretize the sense of loneliness, hollowness,
and emptiness that the jailer and the colonizer strive to impose on others.

2 The trace poem as topoi: On a different level is the “trace poem,” which takes
the ancestor as topic to develop topoi of alienation at large. The Tunisian Ymhar
Bakrl (b. 1951) recovers in a poem written in French, for instance, the experi-
ence and life of the Andalusian Ibn >azm (d. 1064), and through this recovery
brings into the experience of intellectual vigor, imprisonment, and exile, shades
of French life and European accentuations of disenchantment and alienation.
The emerging text tampers with the ancestor as a mask, for the text is keen on
building an existentialized image of the self with postmodernist inhibitions:

Along the secret
roads the hawks estrange
my gaze deprived of nightingales
on the ridge of stirrups that I lose
my feet quiver and I go down
In the wounded stone, the spark.77
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3 Identity versus cultural erosion: Alienation at home and treatment of
natives as strangers in their homeland shows more in poetry that takes as
subject not only repression, but also foreign occupation. The French experience
in Algeria and Morocco provokes a poetics of disenchantment, opposition,
resistance, and native solidarity. The alienating force of occupation works
culturally on the dynamics of discourse and provokes a counter emphasis on
every minute sign of identity and identification, along with the register of
anticolonial struggle. While the emerging text is one of postcolonial vigor,
its poetics of alienation navigates between an indigenous culture and the
present predicament. The following is by the Algerian Assia Djebar:

I have no home
I wander through the oasis, fires illuminating the night
O my dead tree my vanished shadow
Do you remember the palm trees
The camel and her milk.78

The poem nationalizes the struggle while locating it in rustic terms of strong
indigenous and traditional connotations where there is no boundary between
the speaker and the fighter. The occupiers make the land their own, exiling
the natives morally, whereas the poem enhances the presence of rustic images
to belie their use of force to undermine and annihilate national solidarity.
In an ironic twist, the speaker’s complaint of dislocation invokes larger
nationhood that intensifies in response.

4 Exile internalized: Exile becomes a state of mind, a mood, whenever, as
in the case of the Palestinians, the exiling power deploys its might not only
to confiscate, repress, and colonize lands but also to uproot national cultures,
resources, feelings, and lifestyles. The emerging counter discourse varies in
registers and topoi. In a poem by Darwlsh, already discussed, soul, place,
thought, wine, poetry, and longing are exilic sites, so much so that the poet
exchanges places with the partner, the homeland, and the song. “What shall
we do without exile?” asks the poet in another poem, for all that is left of the
two in the poem belongs to each other, along “with long nights of gazing at
the water.”79 Although this remaining sense grows into a poem inscribed
with an inventory of defiance and resistance, its markers are those of love.
Darwlsh’s poems of exile reinstate moods and agonies in a textual terrain that
uncovers the sham of coercive ideology.

On another front, relocation may not end the exile’s agonies, but intensify
them whenever the poet is reminded of the perpetual infliction of suffering on
one’s people. In her poem “In San Diego” the Iraqi woman poet Laml‘ah ‘Abbms
’I‘mmrah (b. 1927) says as much of her experience as exile in the United States:

The beauty of San Diego
reminds me of Lebanon
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if only the bleeding would stop.
It reminds me of Kurdistan at festive times
celebrating with flutes and tambourines.
And the wrested homeland
—how much we have lost
how much noble Jerusalem means to us.
The beauty of San Diego tortures me.
The silver clouds slaughter me.
How can I live comfortably in a country
where swords are sharpened for our people?80

5 Exile as prophecy: Poetry of exile develops prophetic tones. Despite
isolation or enforced estrangement, poetry of exile escapes the imposed con-
straints and limits and spreads like prophecy. Adnnls’s Mihyar as a persona
knows as much:81

Mihyar, betrayed by friends,
you are an unrung bell,
two syllables on lips,
a song recalled
on the white roads of exile,
a gong sounding
for the fallen of the earth.82

Textual homelands in context

Taken together, these examples attest to the diversity and complexity of the
issue of exile in modern Arabic poetry and poetics. Perhaps, more than any
modern Arab poet, cAbd al-Wahhmb al-Baymtl addresses the theme of exile as
a textual engagement whereby land is displaced onto a poetic terrain. His
poetics builds on his life in exile, his readings, and interaction with classical
and modern literatures. He left Iraq in 1954, and lived in Syria, Lebanon, and
Egypt, and returned in 1958. He was appointed as the Iraqi Cultural Attaché
in Moscow in 1959–1961. He was deprived of his Iraqi citizenship in 1963
after the the first Ba‘thist coup. He returned to Iraq in 1972, and was
appointed by Saddam as the Iraqi Cultural Attaché in Madrid in 1980 until
1987. He was back until 1990 when he left Iraq for good, living in Jordan
and then in Damascus until his death in 1999.

He wrote on exile in his Tajribatl al-shi‘riyyah (My Poetic Experience).83

There is first the existentialist concept of exile, he says, like a “lonely and
sole drop of rain, facing its fate unaided on earth” (Ibid. 392). Then there is
the class concept of exile, “whose hero is the poor person” (Ibid.). What
relates more to his own role as poet is the third concept, “as it means the
banishment of the person from his/her homeland and roots” (Ibid.). These
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three concepts, he argues, “are present in my poetry, for I realized since my
poetic beginnings the human estrangement and alienation in this universe,
then I discovered the alienating power of poverty, then I had to pass through
this three-dimensional experience for many years of banishment and with a
lot of suffering” (Ibid.). Fighting back recollections of old days and places, as
in his poem “al-Jur.” (The Wound) in his collection Al-Nmr wa al-kalimmt
(Fire and Words, 1964),84 al-Baymtl has worked out an ever-growing poetics of
exile that resists closure or ultimate findings and truths. The mask of the poet
Abn al-cAlm’ al-Macarrl (d. 1057 CE) leads the poetic voice into the precursor’s
dilemma, as is the case in a number of mask poems. Nevertheless, al-Baymtl
also delves into mythological space that allows his goddess cM’ ishah (Ishtar or
Astarte) to offer regeneration and rebirth that redeem the exiled poet from per-
manent suffering. In his poems her departure signals poetic drought and
throws the poet into disarray, usually imaged in scenes of loneliness and
imprisonment with walls and fences. In his Tajribatl al-shi‘riyyah (My Poetic
Experience), he stipulates that she is the “soul of renewal and newness through
death, for the sake of revolution and love” (Dlwmn, 2: 416). If she symbolizes
regeneration and love in al-Baymtl’s poetry and identifies with a promise to go
beyond limits and endow exile with meaning, she stands for dormancy in the
poetry of his contemporary Adnnls. In the latter’s Awrmq fl al-rl. (Leaves in the
Wind), the poem “Al-Ba‘th wa al-rammd” (Resurrection and Ashes 1957) has
four canticles. In one of them, “Rammd cM’ishah” (cM’ishah’s Ashes), for exam-
ple, she stands for immutability, symbolizing a society and a culture that invite
change. This transformation of mythical structures sets the poets apart.85

Nevertheless, al-Baymtl’s poems of exile suggest that the mythological
space, its freedom and exuberance, cannot sustain the poetic voice for long. It
is only through the impersonation of similar poets, like Nazim Hikmet,
Rafael Alberti and, in a way, Federico García Lorca, that al-Baymtl recreates a
new homeland, a poetic space of forebears and ancestors who hold many
things in common and who offer him lineage and filiation. It should not be
surprising then that the poem grows into a homeland where the poet survives
calamity and death. It is my argument that al-Baymtl’s poetics of exile
emanates from a rupture, a wound, that signifies a memory of nostalgic
yearning. His sustained poetic effort reveals the progression and maturation
of his poetics of exile, however. It is through the endeavor to move beyond the
ideals of modernity, including its Eliotic appropriation of myth, that al-Baymtl
questions every tenet of truth or reason, and every single staple of unitary
discourse, identifying with his ancient precursor Abn al-cAlm’ al-Macarrl,
while manipulating his texts of alienation and cynicism into an exilic limi-
nality that resists closure. The mythical pattern of his Tammnzl counterparts
is absorbed into a magical world, whereby gods and goddesses fuse into other
women who, in turn, lose identity to become symbols of the creative impulse.
Al-Baymtl’s voices speak freely in an exilic space made by texts of exile that
proclaim nothing outside their textual existence.
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The amount of exilic anxiety and concern that constitutes the many
intersections of al-Baymtl’s poetic matrix is the most distinctive feature of his
poetry. Indeed, issues of Sufism, love, political opposition, and poetic
positions on tradition and language are subsumed in the larger context of
exile. The sense of exile drives him to interrogate memory and self, to search
for alternative choices, and to commune with other identities and positions.
His poetics of exile grows and develops in an increasingly intricate pattern
whereby some of his early poems give vent to sorrowful interrogations of
memory in order to face up to new challenges and priorities. Such a start
requires another vision, a different linguistic tool with clear positions on
tradition, poetry, and poets, ancient and modern.

In his exiles, al-Baymtl develops “guerilla” rhetoric to displace clichés and
overworked metaphors. Only through such a remedial act can he negotiate
the development of paradoxical paradigms to accommodate his readings, life
commitments, and disillusionment: a textual homeland, among a community
of exiles, their figures, experiences, and texts. Al-Baymtl’s poem is soon to
grow into a single trope for home that gains substantiation through further
self-effacement. The latter is his only outlet to isolate memory and restrict its
movement and pressures. As self-effacement is almost impossible in lyrical
poetry, al-Baymtlmoves in the direction of both Sufism and myth. Both bring
about self-effacement through identification and rapture. Paradoxically,
al-Baymtl’s poetry achieves a great deal of its lyricism in this textual liminality
where the poet fuses into the rest. Yet, despite all this effort, a sense of
loneliness, tinged with agony and longing, remains as the ultimate note in
his poetry of exile, a mark that sets him apart from his friend the Turkish poet
Nazim Hikmet with his unfailing stand for both resistance and joy.

Memory dislodged

To understand al-Baymtl’s endeavor to achieve release from memory, we have
to see his poetics in the larger context of differentiation between exiles proper
and expatriates or émigrés. In this respect, Bettina L. Knapp’s distinction
between exoteric and esoteric exile may prove helpful, although it downplays
the significant features of exile at large. Her analysis of the esoteric and its
activation of the creative impulse is worth attention, as Halim Barakat
rightly notes,86 but voyaging in the deep recesses of the mind is only one
form of exilic poetics, as al-Baymtl’s experience illustrates.

It should not be surprising that al-Baymtl’s “Al-Jur.” (The Wound 1964),
dedicated to the Egyptian poet and cartoonist Xalmh Jmhln, is a focal point in
his poetics of exile. The poem, the second of two dedications to Jmhln in his
Al-Nmr wa al-kalimmt collection, builds on a juxtaposition of the past and
present, the preexiled self, and the present one in its hesitations and anxieties.
The wound stands for the memories and recollections that usually invade
exilic space, involving the speaker in a state of limbo, inertia, and despair.
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The self stands in confrontation to that enormous Romantic resource
that established the poet’s early reputation, prior to his exile, in Malm’ikah 
wa-shaymyln (Angels and Devils 1950), and Abmrlq muhashshamah (Broken
Pitchers 1954), before reaching into the relatively changing mood of Ashcmr
fl al-manfm (Poems in Exile 1957).

As solitude becomes synonymous with suffocation, the wound reopens
to direct the mind into the trodden paths of recollection that surge with
images of minarets, domes, lamps, stars, butterflies, faces, and delusions.
Suffering division (in The Wound), the voice argues against memory and
the self. The wound stands for a whole generation, which al-Baymtl describes
as schizophrenic.87 Sad recollections impel the persona to address the
preexilic self, to put an end to these flooding recollections that poison his
present:

You, exile, talk to me, don’t put out your candles
It is time that you spread in the dawn your masts
To cauterize your wound, to stab your spear
In the dragon’s mouth, in the old wound.88

This voice gains ascendancy whenever empowered by will. It is not so when
relapsing into the past. Painful memories come back as unhealed wounds:

Whenever you come back from exile
Your eyes focus on the old wound
A dome of dreary night
Childhood lamps,
Butterflies and star weddings
And windmills
Filling the night with weeping
Whenever you come back, you trace the wound in the same images
Cock crows and the tribe’s fires
Glittering and fading to be dusk ashes
Departure kerchiefs
Through the door of the impossible
Whenever back, you see the wound in the guide’s eye
It is the old wound
Which you always carry in the dreary European night,
It is the wound that has broken Sindbad’s heart,
It is the same ashes
Filling the very cup from which you drink.

(Ibid.)

The wanderer is paralyzed and immobilized at times by memory that
acts as a bleeding wound. In “Intizmr” (Awaiting), in his collection
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(Broken Pitchers 1954), he is so powerless that he asks the addressee back
home to pray for him:

Pray for me!
Across the walls of my naked, hungry, sad homeland

(Ibid. 141)

This homeland evokes nostalgia and longing for people and scenes. Every
detail resurges in that pivotal crossing where memory gets entrenched. In a
paradoxical strain, memory thrives on these images, enriching the text,
whereas the lyrical poet is pushed aside, forlorn and empty-handed:

My fathers and I
In the solitude of the house
Alone, with no love or souvenir.

(Ibid.)

Even in his collection of 1956, Al-Majd lil ayfml wa-al-zaytnn (Glory to
Children and Olives), memory tends to open up the wound, to keep it bleeding,
while the speaker addresses his wife, “the sister of my soul,” as his “dove,”
whose “eyes are two lamps of gold and fire” to illuminate “the night” of his
“exile” (Ibid. 209–10).

Nevertheless, in al-Baymtl’s work (Broken Pitchers 1954) the image of the
forlorn wanderer takes shape. Overwhelmed by loneliness and dislocation, the
wanderer appears in almost half of the poems. Critics and anthology editors
find his “Musmfir bilm .aqm’ib” (Traveler without Baggage) the most repre-
sentative of his early wanderings. It certainly expresses the bafflement of a
speaker caught among dislocation, commitment, and existentialist thought.
Deprived of identity, a traveler with no baggage—he, in the same poem—is
in the in-between state in an elusive terrain that breeds many intersections
in al-Baymtl’s poem. Taverns, cafés, stations, and sidewalks have punctuated
his poems since then, fixing and posting him to the wall, a voyeur with a
disconcerting outlook:

On the wall
The light of day
Sucks my years, spits them out in blood
The light of day
This day was never meant for me89

In a prophetic note of disenchantment, al-Baymtl sets the tone for his
subsequent poetry as one of exile: “I shall remain from nowhere, with no face,
no history, from nowhere” (Ibid. 121). The implications of this subtext are
far-reaching, as the poet is enabled now to fight back or decry the poetics of
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stagnation and sluggish thought. Other poems like “Intizmr” (Awaiting) and
“Wa.shah” (Loneliness) are no less sensitive to issues of dislocation. His
collection Ashcmr fl al-manfm (Poems in Exile 1957) is also distinguished
by the presence throughout of a speaker, a wanderer and a stranger, who is
alienated by circumstance, roaming in “city streets of closed gates,” asking
people who are on their way to lands of freedom to pray for him. He requests
them to do so, for he is in a “distant homeland / followed by wolves / traversing
black plains and highlands,” he says in a poem dedicated to Hind.90 While
his poem “Ilm Hind” (To Hind) in his 1965 collection Sifr al-fuqr wa
al-thawrah (The Book of Poverty and Revolution) internalizes al-Sayymb’s
erotic prelude in “Inshndat al-mayar” (Canticle of the Rain) and addresses
the woman as homeland,91 the female in “Ghiymb: Ilm Hind” in his 1957
collection (Poems in Exile) is addressed as a woman whose prayers are needed
by the forlorn exile. He is left out, ever forgotten by speeding people
and trains, a stand which is to become quite conspicuous in his later
collections, especially in his poem “Amymr” (Rains) in Kalimmt lm tamnt
(Undying Words 1960). In “Qaxm’id min Vienna” (Poems from Vienna) in the
same collection, he is a solitary person, “Celebrating his birthday tonight /
He was a stranger.”92 His loneliness is like a drop of rain, solitary, with no
connections whatsoever.93 As for his longing, it is like a singing skylark that
has settled in a prisoner’s mind. Although musing on antecedent authority,
like Abn Firms al->amdmnl’s (d. 357/968) poem in prison, the speaker nego-
tiates other texts without full abandonment of the self. Such is al-Baymtl’s
“Tidhkmr min Baghdmd” (Souvenir from Baghdad 1958), which is typical of
al-Baymtl’s early poems of exile before he managed to bypass the wound
of memory (1: 381).

In comparison, the speaker in Ashcmr fl al-manfm (Poems in Exile 1957) is
more baffled than ever by an unease, which is displaced into the exilic—be it
lands, outlooks, or texts. This collection has a great deal of uncertainty and
hesitation, as the speaker has not finalized a position so far regarding
ideological views and concerns. At this intersection, the speaker strives to
leave behind the Eliotic practice that characterized his earlier collections. Yet
he simultaneously recognizes that Marxist or nationalist commitments
may end up in rhetorical practices that lead his writing into the prosaic,
rather than the poetic. Even mythology, which has been drawing the atten-
tion of his generation since then, suffers further selection and appropriation
in an age that has been increasingly on the alert for historical images and
cultural directions of wide-ranging implications. In this exilic domain,
however, he courts and juxtaposes images, symbols, signs, windmills, black
moons, and sham warriors, against lakes and plains of frustration and failure.
In “Al-Mlihah wa al-manfm” (Gods and Exile) in Ashcmr fl al-manfm (Poems
in Exile), al-Baymtl depicts his exemplary alien poet, the wanderer and
the stranger, who is there to offer sacrifice with no possibility of redemption
or success.
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The poem’s self-interrogation

The poem “Al-Mlihah wa al-manfm” is caught between the horizontal and the
vertical in space and time, between past experience and present bewilderment.
The speaker’s tone is one of anger, rage, and frustration. The poem itself is
interrogated and found guilty of inadequacy and poor performance. It
is placed in a full context of experience and life that provokes castigation and
disparagement:

You coffin weaver in a hot noon
My warrior died as though of the religion of poor millions

Died in a strange land
Died, with no beloved to cry
For him, in his yellow bier.

(1: 278–79)

Dissatisfaction with the very vocation of poetry sounds even greater as the
speaker delineates past experiences of imprisonment and exile, as set forth in
this poem within a disproportional context of counterpower, repression, and
coercion, along with personal misgivings:

I was torn and fought windmills
And rode the black moon as mare
Through the desert of my songs
And I created poetry from the suffering of my poor people
So what is next?

(Ibid.)

As for the gods of mythology and religions, they seem to offer nothing in his
exile. Exile subsumes everything and turns these into mere artifacts, replicas
of some sort that cannot sustain an experience, which, nevertheless, emerges
in the full text, a poem of exilic disenchantment. Through denials and
negations, lack imprints itself as a surplus, to use the Derridean manipula-
tions of Lacan. Addressing Gods of mythology, the voice in “al-Mlihah wa
al-manfm” (Gods and Exile) challenges their offerings in a rhetoric that also
interrogates the whole Tammnzl drive of his counterparts:

This is you, and this is what you see
You are lakes of amnesia
Plains of ashes
Trodden forever by your dead knight
In the heat of noon.

(Ibid.)
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It may not lead us far to argue for a definite schema to measure al-Baymtl’s
poetry. It is fair to say that until the 1970s, the image of the outcast and the
wanderer was paramount. Under changes in literary and cultural taste this
thematic imposition gave way to intertextual hosting. The dominating
speaking persona, and the author in al-Baymtl’s case, allows other texts to take
over. The emerging poem assumes its lineage within a larger subtext, usually
of Sufi and exilic belonging. However, exile is not a uniform whole in
al-Baymtl’s poetry, and its representations never assume clear-cut images or
pronouncements. It is separation and estrangement first, hence its gloom and
solitude. It never evokes a longing or culminates in a desire, for it is a reality
toward which the poet is driven against his will. It never concludes in physical
annihilation, for it gives way to transfigurations and forms that accommodate
Prometheus, Wa,,m. of Yemen,94 Ibn cArabl, and al->allmj, along with his
exiled counterparts. Nevertheless, insisting on transcendence does not pre-
clude physical annihilation, nor does it overlook repression, mutilation, or
assassination. These are minimized and moved into the background, however,
as al-Baymtl’s poetics achieves its counteracting strategy through dominant
images of resurrection and endless renewal, which are in line with the poet’s
grounding in political optimism. Al-Baymtl’s images ostensibly build on an
idealistic vision that argues for the poet’s upper hand against enemies of
poetry. Acts of intimidation or murderous design only reveal how fearful
dictators are of the power of the word. Hence, a poem should originate in a
struggle of some sort, to defy and transgress the empirical and the temporal.
Even the image of physical termination is contained within an ongoing lively
process of rebirth that he cherishes in moments of rapture and joy. In
“Madlnat al-ward: Qaxldat .ubb ilm Dimashq” (City of the Rose: A Love
Poem to Damascus), the speaker recapitulates his experience of exile:

As youth passed
I found myself lost, by myself
Bleeding in the night of exiles
And the oppressor dug into my grave
But I shouted from the pit: No
Defying those returning to murder me.95

The pit and the grave could be faces of exile; the terminus of the physical,
but their disconcerting presence is subsumed and lost within poetry as a
process that offers warmth, companionship, and joy. Indeed, the poet repeats
this vocational attribute whenever challenged by disconcerting experiences:

I haven’t found life and light
In the cities of loss and lack
My poetry was the fire to
Dispel the gloom of exile and frosty homes.96
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Exile and the universal in poetry

The wound cannot be healed by itself, for there must be a personal effort to
enable the poetic text to grow and gain diversity apart from the seeming
impasse. To al-Baymtl, the best way is to universalize his experience, to identify
with similar exiles, or even to subsume his poetics within a larger intertext.
What may issue as virginal is bound to gain complexity through this
interwoven intersection, as his “Marthiyyah ilm Nmzim >ikmat” (Elegy to
Nazim Hikmet) suggests:

The virgin wave
Braids its sister’s hair in the evening gloom
Fish get caught in its net
So does the sky.

The implications of this subtext are far reaching, for the poet is now enabled
to fight back the poetics of stagnation and sluggish thought:

The letters of yellow books
Gather together,
Giving birth to a red rose.97

Nevertheless, such a formula does not assume perfection, for the “virgin
wave” continues to “measure the sea,” as he articulates in his poem “al-Nihmyah”
(The End), addressed to Hikmet (1: 470). Whenever Hikmet is mentioned in
these elegies, al-Baymtl views poetry as an ongoing pursuit, an endeavor of
restless doing and undoing. The virgin wave could appear in a “floating
cloud” which is “driven by the wind from one exile / to another,” as is the case
in his “Marthiyyah ukhrm ilm Nmzim >ikmat” (Another Elegy to Nazim
Hikmet, Works, 1: 471).

The configurational poetic that emerges whenever Hikmet is recalled
relates not only to both the counterpart and the vocation, but also to al-Baymtl’s
archetypal images. In his poetic recourse to ‘M’ishah (Ishtar), for example,
al-Baymtl takes her as the most effective symbolic pattern of love and change
to which he holds to overcome feelings of ennui or failure.98 Along with this
intentional reliance on myth, al-Baymtl’s Marxist grounding substantiates
his faith in a future. Yet his many disappointments work at times against this
faith. Hikmet always comes across as the exemplar of the poet–fighter, the
one whom Neruda celebrates whenever a mention is made of his experience
with his jailers. Speaking of his experience on a warship where he was tried
and thrown into a section of the latrines “where the excrement rose half
meter,” Hikmet was about to lose faith and strength. “Then the thought
struck him,” reports Neruda, “my tormentors are keeping an eye on me, and
they want to see me drop.”99 Hence was his decision to sing louder and
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louder, until he “vanquished the filth and his torturers.”100 Indeed, Hikmet’s
poems from prison left a clear impression on al-Baymtl, for while Hikmet
deliberately follows up his intimate love for freedom, especially in spring, he
nevertheless will not let this be the only dominating voice in his prison
poems. Nostalgia and celebration of the outside enhance the painful isolation
and confinement as they work on the poet–prisoner, but the poet comes often
with a refrain of pleasure and hope worked out in sentimental celebrations of
the little that may be snatched from his jailers, as in this excerpt from his
“Letters from a Man in Solitary” (1938):

Sunday today.
Today they took me out in the sun for the first time.
And I just stood there, struck for the first time in my life

by how far away the sky is,
how blue
and how wide.

Then I respectfully sat down on the earth.
I leaned back against the wall.
For a moment no trap to fall into,
no struggle, no freedom, no wife.
Only earth, sun, and me . . .
I am happy.101

Such early intimations cannot be lost to the poet who met Hikmet in Moscow
and became one of his close friends. Yet, these work in a complex matrix of
readings and cultural configurations or separations.

Unless we understand the association between exilic experience and
creativity, we are bound to miss al-Baymtl’s otherwise articulate poetics of
exile. Aware of the dangers of relapsing into mere rhetoric, as in the polemics
of his early poetry, al-Baymtl has deliberately negotiated for a free poetics,
unrestricted by premeditated experience. His poetics of exile vies for a text of
vagrant words, a wood uncultivated, and paths untrodden.

The poem as a force of life

The image of the wanderer is a central and dominant one. It derives poetic
and textual significance from this roaming and association with voices, signs,
benedictions, premonitions, and portents. The emanating poetic matrix is
rich, and the poem that begins with myth, passes through the prayers and
musings of poets and imams to settle in the end in the subtext of estrange-
ment and exile, before offering itself anew as a product. In this intricate fashion,
the poem is historical and transcendental, temporal and permanent. It is a
text that fights back oppression and exploitation while opting for the endless
and the eternal. It is worth noting that al-Baymtl’s last poems emphasize this
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combination. Author and text join forces, and they are the same. In Nuxnx
sharqiyyah (Oriental Texts 1999), text 23 reiterates:

I am confronting now the jury of history
So notice my heart
How gravediggers have been digging us a grave
But we, in the taverns of the world
Have been creating a kingdom of poetry
We have been in love with the gods of myth
Making fires at the top of the Himalayas
Vowing in Bmb al-Shaykh sacrificial gifts102

To the infallible imam of the poor103

“Nuxnx sharqiyyah” (Oriental Texts), which gives the title to the whole
collection, is meant to survey and capture al-Baymtl’s career as poet. In that
career, a notable change takes place in his collection Al-Nmr wa- al-kalimmt
(Fire and Words 1964). Although the poet is the addresser throughout, there
is a tendency to argue for the poem as the inventory and the trail, capturing
an experience of variety and defiance. In “Al->arf al-cm’id” (The Returning
Word), the poet interrogates his personal art. He plays with rhythms,
rhymes, and words, and uses “thousands of swords” for his duels, but “the
returning poet still roams / the ship is lost” (1: 414). The mixture of recol-
lection and the present experience in exile work together, and exile is
accepted as displacement, which can, nevertheless, accommodate his wounds,
that is, memories:

You word
That taught me to fare in the seas
My Sindbad was murdered in a fire boat
My homeland is exile

And my exile for the dear ones is home
The face of my mother I always see through the wall
Her face and the children’s
And the lamps in our street which won over the daylight
Your word, soaked in blood,
You the exiled
I carry Baghdad in my heart from one home to another.104

Fused into each other, the letter, the poem, and the speaker are the same. So
are the tissues of creativity and commitment. While settling for this
exchange, the poem of exile has another commitment, as advanced in
“Tammat al-lucbah” (The Trick is Done/The Game is Over) in his Al-Nmr wa-
al-kalimmt (Fire and Words 1964). The poem wanders and roams around, not
the speaker. Protesting censorship back home, the poet speaks of the poem as
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an entity that challenges coercion but tries to penetrate deep inside, as this is
its space of influence and challenge. As the audience is the speaker’s target,
the poem has to reach its addressee:

You who fabricate reasons, you who hear me
Don’t leave its letters at the door
Standing and waiting cursed by the doorkeeper.

(Ibid. 1: 448–49)

Long familiarity with polemical discourse keeps al-Baymtl’s intentions
glaringly visible. However, to forestall any confusion of his virgin language
with Tammnzl articulations, as advanced by his contemporaries, he reiterates
that spontaneity is there in the unpremeditated feelings, joys, cries, and
enunciations of people who are the very material and stuff of his text. If there
is a moment that stands between spontaneity and poetic flow, he finds solace
in Lorca, for he also asks the woodcutter to take him back to the womb. In
“Song of the Barren Tree,” Lorca asks: “Woodcutter/ Cut my shadow
from me. / Free me from the torment/ of seeing myself without fruit.”105 In
“al-Mawt wa-al-qindll” (Death and the Lamp), from the collection Qamar
Shlrmz (Shiraz’s Moon 1975), the Iraqi poet repeats:

Your cries were the axe of the woodcutter penetrating deep into the
virgin forests of language: a legendary king ruling a subconscious
Kingdom and pagan regions where there exist music, black magic
sex, revolution and death . . . 106

To bring “death” and “lamp” together in a title is not innocent. Al-Baymtl
insists on reminding his readers of the subtext of his early poetry, especially that
intersection of past and present, memory and release, as argued in “Al-Jur.”
(The Wound). Facing up to the challenge of banishment and its aftermath, he
implicitly justifies his early displacement of memory as a step toward new
transfigurations. Achieving this means freedom from possessions, a position
that Hikmet has already taken. As if taking after al-Mutanabbl who says in one
poem that he has neither steeds nor money to present to the patron, invoking
poetry to help him out in situations where a gift is the fashion, both specify
steeds at the top of their list of lack. Hikmet says in “About my poetry”:

I have no silver-saddled horse to ride,
no inheritance to live on,
neither riches nor real estate
a pot of honey is all I own.107

The whole idea is that there is a creative mind, well recognized even by oppo-
nents. To the latter’s chagrin, poets have nothing to lose, as long as they are
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able to create. Hikmet’s “pot of honey” is the poem that interacts with
al-Baymtl’s poetry. The latter writes:

Take my steed
The drops of rain clinging to my hair
The sunflower that presses her cheek in mine
Take the memories of the childhood of my love

My books, my death
My voice will remain, a lamp
At the door of God.

(Ibid.)

With such a transfiguration “My life slipped through my hands, it became
a form,”108 poetry interchanges with a godly lamp, like Hikmet’s “hands full
of sun,”109 offering light and warmth in lieu of his rebellion of many forms.
Working within a broad subtext of love and faring freely among images of
exiles and Sufis, al-Baymtl develops a strategy that counteracts any anxiety of
influence. He familiarizes himself with the vocation itself, and identifies
with its prominent figures like Lorca, Hikmet, and Neruda, or Ibn cArabl and
al->allmj, before delving into the matrix of their poetry, to appropriate and
retain their images. He himself articulates the argument as follows:

The language of myth
Lives in the axe of the woodcutter, penetrating deep into
The virgin forests of language
Why did the legendary woodcutter king depart?110

The rhetorical question draws attention to the artificiality of a large number
of poems in the traditional and contemporary canon that he satirizes and
attacks. Their authors are like inquisitors, the advocates of a hegemonic
discourse, which his al-Macarrl (d. 1058 CE) has already identified in his
poetry and in his Rismlat al-ghufrmn (Epistle of Forgiveness). Al-Baymtl’s
elegies and poetic reconstructions of al-Macarrl, al-Mutanabbl, Hikmet, and
Lorca in Al-Nmr wa- al-kalimmt (Fire and Words 1964) and Sifr al-fuqr wa al-
thawrah (The Book of Poverty and Revolution 1965) should draw our atten-
tion to dislocation, alienation, and exile as major themes that cut across their
poetry, and allow al-Baymtl to navigate easily among their texts. Al-Baymtl’s
fear of poetic drought drives him to criticize traditionalists and their like
among the modernists who present the image he detests and fears. Hikmet
also charges such authors as enemies. “Enter a house where there is a plague,”
he says, “but do not take one step across a threshold where there is an agent
provocateur. And if your hand accidentally touches his, wash it seven times.
And I will tear up my only holiday shirt and give it to you for a towel.”111

The poet indirectly offers an image of his alienation among a large group of
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writers who constitute a substantial part of the dominating discourse.
Al-Baymtl is not as direct. After the negative criticism accorded to his early
poetry of commitment, he develops narrative tropes and poetic incursions
into available textual belongings, to come up with a register and matrix of
his own. His attack on these inquisitors and enemies never ends, but he
selects from among them his immediate challengers who work in the field of
culture and literature. Speaking of these, al-Baymtl says:

A thief from among them
A turbaned and ostentatious weeper
Halted me in my death-pit
Threatened to throw me out of paradise
And said: What do you believe in
I said: in the bleeding dawn’s fire
In my loss in this planet.112

While the concluding two lines corroborate al-Baymtl’s faith in rebellion,
and the full commitment to exile as an open space and time, beyond limitation
and coercion, there is his other register with its counteracting strategies. Loss
in the latter is freedom, and vagrancy is an existence unattainable to the rest.
As for the bleeding dawn, it is al-Baymtl’s marker for transcendence and
perpetual becoming.

Rebellion is inclusive as a recurrent motif in al-Baymtl’s poetics. Its many
images, especially the “bleeding dawn” and the “pillar of fire,” usually lead
the speaker back to the uncultivated—but not necessarily Eliot’s “sacred”—
wood, where words are pure and innocent, making up a settlement for him,
which is no less than a textual homeland. In “Death and the Lamp,” we read:

Here I am
Naked like the desert sky
Sad like a gypsy horse
Haunted by fire

Exile is my homeland
Words are my exile.113

While this poem should remind us of what the Palestinian Ma.mnd
Darwlsh say about exile in his collections of the 1990s, the emphasis on
language as the haven and the exile is worth notice. This combined interest is
a later flowering in al-Baymtl’s poetic occupations. However, why does al-Baymtl
insist on revolutionary rhetoric to target obsolete language? In Mamlakat
al-sunbulah (The Kingdom of Grain 1979), he suggests a language of terror, in
a kind of “poetry guerilla war against straw canons.” The poet is “a terrorist
against the absurd,” for he is “fed up with expression.” He is “an insane terrorist
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occupying the mind of revolution.”114 To replace this artificiality with music,
the poet has to pass through some transfiguration like a blind musician carried
away by his own unpremeditated and spontaneous singing:

He cries out with the voice of my mouth or his own. The climax
carries him to the trough of the wave. He weeps beneath the sky of
another country. But the strings continue to pursue me in the silence
of the Hall. Which of us is born now in this desert?115

A community of exiles

Al-Baymtl is more assured of his vocation as poet whenever the persona and
the text fuse to create a plethora of voices and texts, specifically exilic. It is
worth noting at this stage that al-Baymtl’s engagement or identification with
al-Macarrl’s career and discontentment is not a smooth one. As early as 1961,
his “Mawcid fl al-Macarrah” (A Rendezvous at al-Macarrah), in Poems in Exile,
offers the blind poet of solitude and estrangement from humankind an
optimistic overview of life. The Marxist predilection of those years impels
al-Baymtl to accept mythical regeneration, hence, “We are meeting in
Macarrah like heroes of myths.” Nevertheless, the meeting is a metaphorical
subtext that gives birth to a poetic text that celebrates regeneration. He calls
on the precursor al-Macarrl to

Rise, and behold the land singing, and the sky
A red rose, the wind is a song
Rise, behold the horizon lit with torches
And millions of the down-trodden fighting
In the darkness for sunrise.116

In al-Baymtl’s case, this optimism suffers disappointment. When exiled in
Damascus, al-Baymtl significantly gave up those expectations. In a poem,
already cited (The Prisons of Abn al-cAlm’, February 20, 1999), the poet anti-
cipates his approaching death, and identifies with Abn al-cAlm’ al-Macarrl
in his self-seclusion. Al-Baymtl finishes his other poems on al-Macarrl with
a note of resignation, but he reiterates his early commitment to revolution
against oppression. Al-Baymtl endows his poetics of exile, as intertwined
with and interfused into al-Macarrl’s poetics of disenchantment, with an
ontological dimension. As a mask, al-Macarrl’s questioning tone against the
rationale for existence is adopted by al-Baymtl to serve his ultimate sense of
bewilderment and despair:

Between the rose and the blade
My soul is a crawling drop of light
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With which I linger along
We both are to die in this accursed exile

So why father
Do you beget a blind gypsy horse
That doesn’t know, in this vast land,
Where to die?117

Nevertheless, to identify with al-Macarrl, or to take the blind poet and
cynic as mask, does not necessarily entail futility and loss, for the mere act of
poetic articulation signifies belonging to a culture, its specific identity and
formation. Al-Macarrl himself never tired of tracing his inventory in shreds
and texts, contemporary and antecedent. Whenever physical death draws
closer to al-Baymtl’s Macarrl, poetic lore pours forth its images, in terms of
portents or pleasant signs:

My death is everywhere
And ravings ascend from graves
Who is to make a fire
In this dreary night
Who is to scream in the rooms of the house?

(Ibid. 10)

Such juxtaposition between an imprisoning bodily form and an unlimited
legendary horizon creates the in-between space where the very cry grows into
a poem, imbued with greater yearning for release from the prison-house of
the body:

Set me free father from this cage
For my prisons are many
And my suffering long.

In this argument, al-Baymtl’s Macarrl mask may well serve as the bridge
between the inner yearning, the esoteric personal agony, and the practiced
textual fusion into exilic poetry.

What al-Baymtl draws on and feels at home with are texts by renowned
exiles. They have made a community of exiles, and their poetry offers at least
that much. Indeed, this is the focus of al-Baymtl’s dedications to Rafael
Alberti (1902–1999), who returned to Spain in 1977, Federico García
Lorca (1899–1936), Nazim Hikmet (1902–1963), and Antonio Machado
(1875–1939).118 As figures, they grow also into symbols with strong conno-
tations of dynamic international solidarity. Al-Baymtl is no longer in need of
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masks, and this community offers more than succor and a home. Speaking in
his own voice, he says:

I call on you Alberti!
And poetry answered
The hidden lightening inside the bleeding crowds
Passing in the night of exile
Illuminating all sufferings of Spaniards
Rome answered
And the wild sea music answered
We were children who penetrated the woods

But the music subsided, and the sea
Disappeared into books which spoke about light
Coming from the heart of Toledo
About an Arabian Star traveling in Europe
Sleeping at the gates of Toledo
We were children.119

However, to include so many exilic premonitions and symbols, the text has
to expand to accommodate all the defeated and conquered space, whenever
human beings suffer repression and persecution:

I called on you Alberti
And answered the cries of all exiled Spaniards
In every land where man suffers death

(Ibid.)

It should not be surprising that al-Baymtl’s Alberti becomes the major symbol
for exile, and the poetic subtext becomes synonymous with space. Cities
like Baghdad, Granada, Toledo, and Rome are intertextualized in their
symbolic density to include historical details that highlight accounts and
instances of collaboration and division, rapprochement and estrangement.
Outside these cities stand stone walls that shut the poet out. These walls
keep away butterflies, al-Baymtl’s recurrent symbol of the sad, sensitive
soul.120 Rome is to remain closed to him, as he says in the same poem, and
it remains asleep while the poet tries to overhear the coming dawn from
behind the closed gates (Ibid. 167). Indeed, Rome without the flame of
poetry or “a column of light” (Ibid. 163) is to suffer alienation. “Rome was
searching for Rome in clandestine leaflet” (Ibid. 163). While leaning on
Alberti’s and Lorca’s experience in Rome, the poet develops an intertext
charged with defiance which nevertheless undergoes some softening in his
Sufi poems.
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The Sufi text regained

In order to identify with al->allmj (858–922 CE), the Abbasid Sufi who was
decapitated and burned,121 al-Baymtl has to transcend the physical. It is not
the early life of the Sufi martyr that he seeks, but rather his transfiguration
in an intertext of great exilic potentiality. The Sufi martyr survives torture
and remains alive in a poetic homeland that harbors Alberti and the rest:

Al-Hallmj was my companion on all voyages,
We shared bread and wrote poetry about visions
Of the hungry, abandoned poor, in the kingdom
Of the great mason, about the secret of the
Rebellion of this man burning with desire for
the right, his head bowed before the tyrant.122

Joining the exiles and martyrs is a rebirth. However, the development of this
poetic strategy is not smooth, for this mask appeared in separation from the rest
of al-Baymtl’s poetic texts. It was then one strategy among many others to meet
the needs and feelings of the speaker. The persona in Sifr al-faqr wa-al-thawrah
(The Book of Poverty and Revolution 1965) is freed from limitations of space
and time through a textual fusion with a number of Sufi masks, especially
al->allmj in al-Baymtl’s “cAdhmb al->allmj” (The Passion of >allmj), written in
1964: “I am here with no rags and tatters / Free as this fire and wind. / I am free
forever.”123 Al->allmj’s suffering gives life to ancient legends of the phoenix,
crucifixion, and sacrifice. The wood of ashes, with its early Eliotic overtones,
disappears only to be replaced with a regenerative process that subsumes
death as variable. The wound is not wanted to heal: “The wound will never
heal / and the seed will never die” (2: 25), he says in part six of the poem.

In “Mi.nat Abl al-cAlm’” (The Ordeal of Abn al-cAlm’), he collapses masks
and images. The poem, which appeared in Sifr al-faqr wa-al-thawrah (The
Book of Poverty and Revolution), is made of ten parts, and its main drive is
to emphasize the predicament of dissent. The Arab cynic and poet of seclu-
sion is deliberately confused with Lorca, for both address their poetic mission
to transcendence beyond the limits of the physical and the earthly.
Nevertheless, as already argued, earlier texts betray a great deal of political
engagement that grows through controversy and rejection through exposure
and allusions to counterfeiters, traitors, and enemies of the poet. Indeed, these
are bound to end up with al-Macarrl’s agonized musings, as in part seven for
example. The poem that follows, addressed to his daughter Asmm’, takes ear-
lier musings further, for his own face and that of his neighbor are the same.
They exchange roles and persist in tracking him, hunting and pursuing him
wherever he goes. Although the poem, which gives the title to the collection,
insists on rhetorical representations of dire times and poverty that stick to
him like unwanted neighbors, the persona’s sorrowful tone never aims to
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close the gates of exile with assertions. On the contrary, they are left open,
acting as channels and openings that accommodate the increasingly powerful
will of the speaker:

Is this you, neighbor?
As if city streets
Are your threads, you, my coffin?
Hunting me
Hanging me
On a hospital window
From one exile to another
Closing in on me with darkness
These streets of cities that sleep with no stars
Isn’t there some mercy in your stony heart?

(2: 45)

In other words, exile is no longer banishment in this book, for alienation takes
place in an esoteric fashion, to use Bettina L. Knapp’s formula, without neces-
sarily applying to al-Baymtl’s poetics as a whole. In Knapp’s explanation, this
exile “suggests a withdrawal on the part of individual from the empirical
realm.”124 The nature of surveillance, represented by the neighbor, may suggest
counter connotations, but alienation exists because of alienating realities:

I was a stranger in my homeland and in exile
My healing wounds
Will open up again tomorrow
Interrogating me
Crucifying me
On window bars
O misery.125

Al-Baymtl’s masks enable the persona to develop an enormous matrix of exilic
poetics. Indeed, some of these are never specified, but al-Baymtl is on the
lookout for them, borrowing some, at times, from his contemporaries. Zayd
Ibn cAll was,126 for example, Adnnls’s favorite mask, and he soon became the
same for al-Baymtl. In his “Nubn’ah” (Prophecy), in Al-Kitmbah calm al-yln
(Writing on Clay 1970), al-Baymtl identifies with Zayd Ibn cAll as the ulti-
mate image of martyrdom and regeneration. The act of spreading Zayd’s
ashes at dawn on the Euphrates’ waters made Zayd a symbol of the regenera-
tive process, inclusive, as it were, of the phoenix, and of Tammnz and
Christian myths of regeneration:

Silent, waiting for resurrection
For thousands of years,
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Carrying my death along with me
A vagrant, with no food and water,
Whenever the Euphrates changes direction
My soul, settling down there as the stones, with
Euphrates mud and grass.

(Ibid. 2: 187)

Debating redemptive and regenerative poetics

In his poem “al-cArrmf al-acmm” (The Blind Fortuneteller), the second in
Al-Kitmbah calm al-yln (Writing on Clay), the image of the vagrant poet
is repeated, but there is now a specific expectation of a redeeming touch or
kiss, be it from Scheherazade or cM’ishah in her many faces. Al-Baymtl
identifies with the legendary and historical heroes only by default, for the
wanderer–poet never assumes a heroic posture. There must be somebody else
to carry the burden, “I am searching in this great crowd . . . for the legendary
historical hero who can change this holy mud and this straw into
flame . . . into revolution” al-Baymtl writes.127

To intertwine in a poetic matrix of an exilic nature does not entail physical
survival, for the elegiac poet borrows from Shelley’s “Ode to the West Wind”
to implicate the wind in a regenerative process. Death is not a terminus,
“Death is a new birth, a new coming.” Thus, the exilic space is equivalent to
Shelley’s seeds in winter. The poet “comes back from exile, with birds and
clouds” (Works 1: 474). Nevertheless, fluctuation is the norm in al-Baymtl’s
poetics of exile. Even when love is drawn upon in association with the
Andalusian element in his poetry, as whenever Lorca is recalled, there is
always a counter challenge. The wanderer is so entangled at crossroads that
certainty is elusive: “Roads of infatuation deserted me / and paths are tired of
me,” he says in “Qaxm’id .ubb ’ilm ‘Ishtmr” (Poems of Love to Ishtar; Works
2: 193–94).

Although aligned with forces of progress and change, al-Baymtl never
settles for a final poetic faith in the manner of his Tammnzl counterparts.
Indeed, exile plays so much of a role in questioning settlements and tales of
legendary closures that a reader must be on the alert whenever a seemingly
regenerative address is advanced. In “The Descent of Orpheus to the
Underworld,” in the collection Al-Kitmbah calm al-yln (Writing on Clay), the
persona leaves behind benedictions and prayers, not merely to identify with
Orpheus, but also to let him suffer interrogation:

Why are you in exile, with death and autumn leaves?
Wearing their rags, resurrected in every age
Searching in a heap of straw for a needle, feverish, cast away
With a crown of thorns and slippers of snow.

(Ibid. 2: 195)
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Despite the poetic formulations that al-Baymtl invents and contrives, exile
exerts an enormous pressure on his sensitive soul. However, his musings,
imaginings, and intimate alliances usually dispel the gloom of his poems.

In “Slrah Dhmtiyyah li -smriq al-nmr” (Autobiography of the Thief of Fire
1974), the poem that gives the title to the collection, the poet tends to work
out the dilemma of exile as an ongoing pursuit for love, a salvation that
carries within its process the seeds of endeavor and reward. A poetic dis-
placement occurs here, and the mask gives way to a partnership that is the
very locus of creative maturation. The poem no longer speaks of “I,” for the
individual fuses into a collective “We,” and all women gather in an image of
a woman with red hair, like “a fountain flooding from the sky.” This is “the
princess of exile whose red hair we are after” (Works 2: 349).

Al-Baymtl’s women symbols

Loss is exile, hence comes cM’ishah’s significant presence in al-Baymtl’s poetry. She
is female, but also childhood, ease, freedom, the desired, and the rapturous. She
is the regenerative cycle of cities, villages, seaports, rivers, and fields. To be
driven out of her paradise is loss. The poet targets the powers that enforce
separation. In other words, the sense of loss is a sense of exile, and their twin
presence usually endows his poetry with that painful accentuation that imposes
a certain dryness even in moments of rapturous elation. Thus, cM’ishah (Ishtar)
assumes feminine features, but they are features that “are ripened on the fires of
poems.”128 Her lushness may slip into the text through fusion with apples, wine,
and a “hot loaf of bread.” She has then the quality of “fire of the fields,” and of
the desire “sleeping in my blood.” Nevertheless, she is also the priestess who
“slips away in the belly of the night.” In other words, cM’ishah “incarnated all
faces,” and contains in her being cities and orchards, standing as it were for the
magnanimous symbol in al-Baymtl’s poetry. In these embodiments and their
denials, cM’ishah becomes both a recollection and a personal life cycle.129 “A pre-
mature butterfly / fluttering in the summer of my childhood / She incarnated all
faces” (Ibid. 287). The whole section reads as follows:

Eyes burning from excessive compassion
A face behind its mask, hiding
The cities of Salih
And the lemon orchards of the Upper Euphrates

There I spent the summer of my childhood
The winter overtook me.

(Ibid. 288–89)

Al-Baymtl’s memory fights specifications and limits, and it is bent on
breaking these into shreds and portions that survive in tension, in another
sequence of integration and fragmentation. The very images of the concrete
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and the abstract, the local and the universal, interweave as if to fight back the
impinging recollection of the past. There is no denial of loss and alienation,
but these occur in a cycle of love and deprivation, gold and ashes. Contrasting
images and significations of opposition flow in profusion whenever a nostalgic
mood is about to interpose. Between memory as such and the fear of loneliness
and the utter failure of the creative impulse, the typical poem since the 1970s
is one of great anxiety and tension. The “middle of the night,” “winter,” and
“Autumn of Arab Cities” (Ibid. 279) are al-Baymtl’s images for loneliness and
gloom, especially in “Birth in Unborn Cities.” They usually creep up to evoke
loss, ostensibly associated with cM’ishah’s departure, in “Aisha’s Profile,” but
also signaling rebirth in the manner of Shelley’s “West Wind”:

After her departure
I carried in my exile
The gold of poems and ashes

(Ibid. 287–88)

Al-Baymtl’s memory has a history of its own beyond the specific childhood
recollections of Al-Jur. (The Wound). In every stage of his exile, there is a new
symbol of attraction that receives an enormous supplication as if the poet fights
back fears of stagnation or dryness. Such is Lmrm of October 26, 1974. In his
“I am Born and Burn in My Love,” Lmrm is the catalyst and the matrix, providing
memory with meaning and entangling it in a larger context of reality and illu-
sion. She becomes the signified and the signifier, while the speaker is caught up
between desire and fear of loss: “In my memory Lmrm awakens,” like a “tartar
cat” (Ibid. 197), with its yawning and clawing. Every motion and emotion, the
sound and the act, implicate memory in endless imaging that bridges the
spatial, the pictorial, and ephemeral. Such subordination entails no release from
her “Hanging . . . [him] with her tresses,” or “suspending [him] like a hare upon
the wall / Fettered by the string of . . . [his] tears” (Ibid. 197). Her enveloping
presence occupies his vision, captures his attention, and colors his perspective.
It is there in “paintings,” in “icons,” “beneath the golden mask of death” and
in the “enchantment of adorned women.” Indeed, she is everywhere, but too
elusive to be a concrete or tangible presence: “Leaving over the golden mask of
death / A ray of light from a day that died” (Ibid. 199).

Is Lmrm meant as a substitute for cM’ishah? A version of the seductive, yet
unattainable woman? No. Lmrm is memory in a state of creative becoming.
Her presence establishes the creative impulse and gives form to recollections.
Her departure conversely indicates the poet’s anxiety and fear of poetic
drought. Indeed, al-Baymtl’s rhetoric for this state of bewilderment and
bafflement is another application of “guerilla” terminology that seeks to balance
a blank, a lack, or a hole in memory. Black holes worry al-Baymtl, and he
borrows a register of violence to counteract inertia. If this bafflement is
prolonged he is: “Exiled in my memory, / imprisoned in words, / I flee under
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the rain” (Ibid. 201). The hole in his memory will continue as long as Lmrm, in
her symbolic extension, is not here, leaving him agonized by this endless love:

This ravishing blind love.
This black light in my memory
I cry feverishly under falling rain
I shoot myself at dawn.

(Ibid.)

Prior to this courting of suicide and death, he is even more violent in order
to escape a memory of dry and dying sentiments:

I throw a bomb under the train of the night
Loaded with the leaves of an autumn in my memory
I crawl among the dead
Groping my way
In the muddy untilled fields.

(Ibid.)

At this intersection of inertia despair returns, imposing an atmosphere of
gloom on an endeavor, which has been well sustained otherwise:

My life’s sun has disappeared
Nobody knows
Love is a blind lonely experience
No one knows another in this exile
All are alone
The world’s heart is made of stone
In this kingdom of exile.

(Ibid. 207)

Although Ishtar’s presence evolves in al-Baymtl’s poetry as the only remedy for
the persona’s soul-searching, her disappearance or elusive status only intensifies
the exilic in his poetics. As the Ishtar of mythology (in his “Marthiyyah ilm
Khalll >mwl” / “Elegy to Khalil Hawi,” Ibid. 267), cM’ishah is the objective cor-
relative of the creative impulse. To put it in other words, she is the poem.
Indeed, in “Love under the Rain,” Ishtar or cM’ishah acts as a catalyst that
holds the poem together, for to give her a female form independent from her
textual function belies her textual presence:

cM’ishah is my name
And my father was a legendary king
Whose kingdom was destroyed by an earthquake
In the third millennium before Christ.

(Ibid. 231)
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When metamorphosing in Ibn cArabl’s “cAyn al-Shams” (Eye of the Sun),
otherwise, al-Nizmm, Ishtar, or cM’ishah is the needed spring of love and cre-
ativity. However, she is the desired one toward whom the speaker’s journey
aspires to conclude in fusion. Disembodied and desexualized, her features are
kept to the minimum, a mere dim recollection that is recalled in times of
frustration and despair. Drawing on Ibn cArabl’s Damascene experience, the
persona in the “Eye of the Sun” repeats:

But she returned to Damascus
With the birds and the light of the dawn

Leaving her slave in exile:
Joyful fugitive prepared for sale
Dead and alive,
Drawing on books of water and on the sand
Her child’s brow, her eyes
The flash of the lightning across the night
And a world that dies or is born before the cry
Of death or birth.

(Ibid. 57)

The dominant presence of al-Baymtl’s desexualized women brings him
closer to Ibn cArabl’s Tarjummn al-ashwmq (Interpreter of Desires). While
tracing them in every beautiful act or scene, al-Baymtl’s persona undergoes
transfigurations that ally him with poets, Sufis, martyrs, and exiles. His voice
reveals no rapture, however: “I bewail in the river of banishment the times of
strangers.”130 Usually the yearning for a moment of love is a strategy to
counteract a world of oppression.

However, exile in al-Baymtl’s poetry also evolves in juxtaposed intersections
whereby lack indicates supplementarity rather than opposition. Indeed, bereave-
ment or loss betrays some presence first. The speaker perceives and recaptures it
as a time of dislocation. Without the first, that is, the presence, there is no sub-
sequent feeling. His poem works intertextually in this domain, as he willingly
negotiates among precursors, taking himself to be a mythical soul, unlimited
by time and space. Negotiating in these domains, he is no longer a specific
name or person to be persecuted, annihilated, or swept away. He mentions
that whenever meeting young women, “they were surprised to find me
reciting lines from Ibn al-Fmri,’s poetry [the Sufi poet who died in Egypt in
1235 CE] and speaking of Genesis, thinking that I make fun of them.” He
adds that he had to assure them that “I was born and died in many ages and
that possibly we could have met in these.”131 Through speaking of cM’ishah’s
transformations, the poet aims to advance his own metamorphoses, including
his fusion in the figures of exiles, martyrs, and Sufis. Indeed, al-Baymtl brings
all images together, in “Nmr al-shicr” (The Fire of Poetry), in his collection
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Bustmn cM’ishah (Aisha’s Orchard 1989), collapsing notions and significations to
applaud the very position of sacrifice as exemplified in the figure of the martyr:

The martyr of the nation
Ascending from the bottom of creativity
Was drowning in the light.132

Whenever the martyr and the exiled poet exchange roles, myth and religion
are no longer separate in an integrated symbolism, as in “False Critics”: “But
the poet on the cross of exile / Carried the sun and flew” (Ibid. 279).
Whenever there is a defiant tone to establish a reality of love, it degenerates
into poor rhetoric, as in his poem “Al-’Amlrah wa-al-ghajarl” (The Princess
and the Gypsy) in Kitmb al-Ba.r (The Book of the Sea 1973). Indeed, Lorca’s
stamp loses its force in such rhetoric:

My love is bigger than I
Bigger than this world
The poor lovers
Crowned me king of vision
And a man of banishment and exile.133

Al-Baymtl’s Kitmb al-Ba.r (The Book of the Sea) bridges the gap in his
poetics between the exoteric and the esoteric responses to exile. In the “Sayyidat
al-aqmmr al-sabcah” (Lady of the Seven Moons), visions overtake him and
he responds with rapture. The speaker is the woman, and her prophetic pro-
nouncement counteracts fear or sadness. In a paradoxical reversal, the speech
runs as a prophecy that the enveloping poetic voice accepts and cherishes.
Exile is loneliness and physical annihilation. She says:

In a dream
I see you on the sidewalk of the white cities
Walking alone
Dying alone in banishment and exile
She said: I love you.134

To understand the association between exile, rapture, and love here, we need
to explain al-Baymtl’s catalysts, his dominant images of the figure of love, not
only as solace but also as the source of creativity.

Love as counterbalance to failure is there in many poems, but the poet
makes no easy assumptions regarding his agony. In (Carrying my Death and
Leaving), he says, “Lmrm has left after my departure / Lost among the crowds
of this world.” Nevertheless, this loss stands for a bereavement of some sort,
as all the images of beauty and love like Khuzmmah, Lmrm, cM’ishah, and
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“The Eye of the Sun” disappear too, leaving him in utter despair, “weeping
in the river of loneliness and the times of strangers”:135

I destroyed my life
In all the exiles of the world
Searching for Lmrm and Khuzmmm.

(Ibid. 2: 302, 304)

The poem, the phoenix

Perhaps more than any among his poems, al-Baymtl’s “Al-cArm’” (Open Air or
Wilderness) in his Mamlakat al-sunbulah (Kingdom of Grain 1979) sums up
the complexity, density, and diversity of his poetics of exile. In this poem,
banishment and alienation act upon the speaker. The latter is obsessed with
banishment, as it occupies his dreams and nightmares, pursuing him day and
night. His isolation is real, an endless recurrence with no termination or con-
clusion in sight. His suffering is perpetual, and his self-castigation is enor-
mous. However, identification with the phoenix counteracts this pressure and
achieves some release through Sufi longing and yearning. Throughout, Sufi
texts and the whole exilic subtext work not only as a counter force to dislodge
the power of isolation, but also as a homeland of enunciations and words.
Indeed, in exchange of roles, the poem emerges out of this intersection as the
very phoenix in its perpetual renewal. The poet does not deny the howling
wolf inside him, nor does he overlook “the death of dawn on the sidewalks of
earthy cities,” but the poem is his only homeland, his power, and personal
presence after fusing the self into the larger one. In “Al-‘Arm’ ” (Wilderness),
he says in the prose poem section:

So, here you are, by yourself, filled with alienation in this world,
departing at night from the gate of dawn, searching for the one you
have seen in your dreams, trying to go beyond the horizon by your-
self, returning with the nightmares of a dead day, to begin anew,
to carry this rock to the top, every morning you hang yourself,
but the phoenix comes back with the fire of poetry to clean from you
the ashes of things, for your love remains your sealed treasure, while
you are yearning with desire, awaiting and possessed by banishment,
you bleed words, you a prince of exile, who rapes the world with
words.

(Works 2: 439)

While the last image only betrays al-Baymtl’s desexualized world, its other
image points to regeneration, albeit illegitimate and rebellious. Indeed,
al-Baymtl’s rebirths are never clear-cut, and the haziness keeps his phoenix
depicting a process rather than sounding a triumphant note. This ambiguity
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lies behind the intricacy of his poetics:

On the sidewalks of exile
I arise after death
To be born in unborn cities
And to die.136

To see al-Baymtl’s poetics from an empirically oriented perspective, the reader
may trace a certain amount of fluctuation whenever loneliness subsumes the rest
of the images and identifications. The fight to keep memory in the background,
to intertextualize his poetry in a kingdom of words, and to survive in a wood of
variety and richness, entails a great amount of engagement, revision, and propo-
sition. The main effort is to bypass the stage of childhood, the one for which he
takes al-Sayymb to task,137 and to survive limitations of every kind, including the
one of craft and position, and to empower his poetics of exile with both the uni-
versal and the specific. The emerging image of the two voices, the disconcerted
and the double, could stand for this complexity of experience and vision. It also
contains and appropriates the other recurrent image of the blind and solitary
wanderer with its enormous connotations. Certainly, the image of the blind
and lonely wanderer eludes Eliot’s Tiresias despite al-Baymtl’s deliberate
association between the two. In “The Blind Fortune Teller” in Al-Kitmbah ‘alm
al-yln (Writing on Clay 1970), his persona shouts: “I am waiting here alone,
for a thousand years / without a door being opened in the darkness” (Works
1:189–90). In a later poem, “Slmfnniyat al-bucd al-khmmis” (The First
Symphony of the Fifth Dimension) in Mamlakat al-sunbulah (The Kingdom
of Grain 1979), the poet repeats, “I am blind and alone,” but the frustrated
voice is offered comfort by a double who dissents every now and then to draw
the poet back to some bright vision. As one of the most schizophrenic of
al-Baymtl’s poems, “The First Symphony” offers, nevertheless, a glimpse
of hope, “between the throes of poetry and my death: I perceive a dim
light . . . ”138 Indeed this image stands for al-Baymtl’s career, not only as a
modernist poet, but also as a poet of exile par excellence. Without some hope,
disenchantment could close the tunnel forever, and poetry would suffer a pro-
longed pain, with no resolution whatsoever for the Arnoldean dialogue of the
mind with itself.139 With so much entanglement in poetics and politics of exile,
al-Baymtl could be among the few whom Jacques Berque designates as the ones
who “refashion one portion of reality,”140 but he is unquestionably the master of
the exilic in poetry. His refashioning is the more effective for his careful and
meticulous follow up of trajectories of invention and application. Moving
between the routes of tradition and the impositions and needs of modernity,
al-Baymtl was able to universalize experience while conversing with the needs
and preoccupations of his people. Within this delicate discursive faring, he
engages T. S. Eliot’s modernity poetics and his synthetic view of tradition with-
out giving up his objections to the latter’s conservatism in religion and politics.
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7

THE EDGE OF RECOGNITION
AND REJECTION

Why T. S. Eliot?

The influx into Arabic poetics of T. S. Eliot’s mythical method, along with his
perspectives on tradition and modernity, cannot be exaggerated. Yet, there are
differences respecting the nature of its reception and its channels. This chap-
ter proposes to concentrate on one controversial mind among Arab proponents
of modernism, namely al-Baymtl, and to argue the case of influx in terms of
poetic application, appropriation, and use, as these relate to the subject of this
book. Influx inhabits and inhibits locales, souls, and minds whenever there is
a combination of need, desire, and the right consciousness. Al-Baymtl’s poetics
of exile and revolt accommodates T. S. Eliot’s early disenchantment with the
evolution of Western civilization. As his poetics of exile tends to negotiate a
textual homeland, his use of T. S. Eliot evolves into a strategy of containment
whose purpose is to appropriate Eliot while manipulating his interpretation of
tradition. Although his counterpart in the modernist movement, Badr Shmkir
al-Sayymb, came to understand the legacy of the Anglo-American poet some-
time in the late 1950s, al-Baymtl was drawn to him through the Egyptian
Marxist Luwls ‘Awa, whose article in Al-Kmtib al-Mixrl (1946)1 had a huge
impact on the poetic scene in the early 1950s. In comparison, Badr Shmkir
al-Sayymb was never oblivious to the impact of Eliot, and his use of the myth-
ical method as well as his specific imagery of hollowness drew many responses
throughout the last decades.2 Yet, the surmise of some Arab scholars that there
was a definite Eliotic stamp only on the trio, Luwls ‘Awa,, Badr Shmkir
al-Sayymb, and ‘Abd al-Xabnr, is inaccurate.3 Thinking in terms of direct
borrowing and immediate influence, such scholars miss the intricate workings
of the creative mind, its negotiation with other texts and contexts.

Marxism Christianized

It is even difficult to apply the notion of influence at large to Badr Shmkir
al-Sayymb, for the Iraqi poet Christianized Marxism and emptied the Western
context of reference, to accommodate his poetic for an Iraqi, specifically
Southern, temper. Badr Shmkir al-Sayymb is the amalgam of the historical and the
immediate, the archetypal and the temporal, the extremely indigenous and the
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cosmopolitan, the ascetic and the exuberant, the realist and the dreamer, the
Jayknr child and the citizen of the world, a point that is laughingly hinted at by
Unsl al->mjj.4 In him, we find the Arab Romantics along with Shelley, Byron,
Keats, Wordsworth, and Eliot. Afraid of too close an association with the Shi’r
group,5 he cited Eliot’s “Tradition and the Individual Talent” for Ynsuf al-Khml
(letter of May 4, 1958, Rasm’il, Letters 130), suggesting the combination of
modernism and tradition as a way out of the Shi’r impasse. Politically, he stood
for “popular literature” as anticolonial, as his letter of June 19, 1954 to Suhayl
Idrls shows (Ibid. 108). Long before that (October 26, 1942), he wrote to the
Iraqi dramatist Khmlid al-Shawwmf approving of his advice to follow strong pre-
cursors such as al-Mutanabbl, al-Macarrl, Abn Tammmm, al-Bu.turl, Shawql,
and al-Ruxmfl (Letters 30). He was able to read his immediate precursors or con-
temporaries such as AllM. Ymhm and Ma.mnd >asan Ismm‘ll because their books
were available, not the d lwmns of the others (Ibid. 30). Al-Sayymb was also
haunted by temporality like many Iraqis, who, perhaps due to an ancient tradi-
tion, are caught between memory and space, with all the implications of anxi-
ety, fear, joy, prosperity, and hunger, superbly brought together in his paradoxical
“Canticle of the Rain.” Al- Sayymb’s belonging to this “inventory” of traces estab-
lishes a firm ground for his popularity and lasting influence. While open to non-
Arab readers, his known poems, with their agitation, music, wit, pleasant
reasoning, and local color, are also typically Iraqi. Indeed, here lies the difference
between the two, al-Sayymb and al-Baymtl. The latter managed to subsume shreds
and images into his poetry while devising a poetic space that opts for universal-
ity. The wailing and agonized voice of the rover, the exile, and the forlorn could
fit into any scene, especially when the textual homeland builds its inventory
through dialogue with other exilic texts. This dexterity eludes the search for plain
reference and direct borrowing and compels the reader to accept his texts as uni-
versalized witnesses to an age of dislocation, exile, and dissent with conspicuous
markers of hollowness, ennui, mechanicality, and death of love. The case is more
so as the poet merged the mythical method with patching from other sources.
This took place while he was exploiting everyday speech and scenes of common
life. In this practice, al-Baymtl is closer to Eliot than al-Sayymb is.

In 1955, I.smn ‘Abbms noticed these similarities between al-Baymtl and Eliot,
emphasizing the pictorial quality, the use of common speech not traditional
poetic lexicons, and stylistic and structural patching in order to depict
the emptiness and sterility of the modern scene.6 Both used the non-poetic, the
common, and the ordinary in such a way as to render it poetic, to implicate
modern life in its contradictions and signs of failure. Yet, their concept of frag-
mentation and sterility is applied differently, for in Eliot’s case the urban site is
the ruptured and fissured one, while for the Iraqi poet, until the early 1960s,
there is a rural site that draws the same response.7 More than any modern poet
in Arabic literature, al-Baymtl figures as the ephebe and the master, the practi-
tioner and the pioneer, the realist and the Sufi, the rebel and the mythmaker.
Throwing himself at an early stage into unrestrained experimentation, he offers
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us texts of enormous value for students of comparative literature. They are
intertextual terrains of intense negotiations and divided loyalties. Charmed by
T. S. Eliot’s method of recollection, dialogue, and engagement with tradition
and modernity in the Waste Land, al-Baymtl devoted enormous attention to
the American poet, but with the reservations of the early Marxist, the quasi-
nationalist, and the Sufi of a later time. He was no less attracted to Lorca,
Hikmet, Neruda, and many others, along with al-Ma‘arrl.8 Al-Baymtl is both a
representative of the modernist engagement and a liberal in literary tradition.
As a Marxist but with national dreams, he was opposed to exploitation,
dictatorship, and imperialism. He invaded Eliot’s images of decay and failure,
but he manipulated the mythical element to fit into his early pronouncements
of hope. Strongly drawn to Luwls ‘Awa,’s critique of Eliot, his separation
between Eliot’s poetics and his visions, al-Baymtl dedicated a poem to Eliot in
his collection Kalimmt lm -tamnt (Undying Words). Eliot is reactionary here, and
al-Baymtl calls on him to attend to a human scene of rapture and change:

There are men
Waiting
Burning
To lighten earthly cities
To sing for freedom.9

Eliot is strangely collapsed into the image of the Arab precursor al-Macarrl
once, for the latter was also called on in “Maw‘id fl al-Ma‘arrah” (Rendezvous
at al-Ma‘arrah 1957), to leave behind his self-imposed isolation and siege, and
join the revolutionary celebration of change.

Al-Baymtl stood against whatever dehumanizes and endangers the human
race. Eliot reappears in every stage of al-Baymtl’s life, never outgrown, to meet
the Iraqi poet’s focused pronouncements. Like his fellow poets of the 1950s
and the 1960s, al-Baymtl fully participated in enhancing a radical shift toward
national awareness, emphasizing throughout the desire for transformation and
change. While Marxism made him too politically conscious to sustain a
poetics of allusion in his early poetry, his unrestrained immersion in experi-
mentation enabled him to capture the spirit of the age. Not surprisingly, he
also made use of Middle Eastern mythology, Judaeo-Christian symbolism,
and Anglo-American, Spanish, Turkish and Persian sources. Sufism and
mythology work beautifully together in his poetry whenever Virgilian
vegetation myths blend with Christian mythology and mystical tradition. The
aspiration for change passes through gates of death and rebirth. Liminality
becomes the in-between space of rituals and anxieties before incarnation:

We were lovers pursued and cursed
Between two fires and two worlds

Suffering the exile in the in-between world.10
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What Nazeer El-Azma associates with al-Sayymb’s poetics applies with no less
force to al-Baymtl.11 Aside from his use of myth to enhance change in decaying
systems and sterile lands, al-Baymtl’s poetry is mainly imagist, deriving its
appeal from combinatory feelings and objective correlatives. Its recourse to
both dialogue and monologue imprints a lively dimension on his poems that
involves them in current debates on politics, faith, poetics, and social ills. His
cities are not necessarily like Eliot’s, although some suffer no less sterility
and decay. Rather than a one set of European, specifically English, cities,
al-Baymtl’s sites are a world of juxtapositions, deeply rooted in his recollections
and perspectives. Toledo is not Baghdad, and Paris is not London. Every city
has a meaning usually connected to a historical instance. Paris is a land of
hope, but Baghdad is closed to poets. His personal experience or identification
with other poets impose a meaning on city symbols and their connotations of
regeneration or sterility. Nevertheless, what Nazeer al-Azma finds applicable
to al-Sayymb in contrast with Eliot may also relate to al-Baymtl. He argues:

Death for both Eliot and al-Sayyab became the wide-open gate for
rebirth; and while the former finds his self in the Christian faith,
namely in its Catholic order, al-Sayyab attaches himself to the
human forces in their ethical struggle of good against evil.
Simultaneously, faith, which included ethics and provides the final
solution, as far as Eliot is concerned, has been the dynamic force,
which always illuminates al-Sayyab’s struggle for better life.

(Ibid. 223–34)

As if arguing back against a whole Tammnzi tradition and fellow poets,
al-Baymtl has chosen ‘M’ishah, or Ishtar, as the incarnation of the poetic
impulse. Rather than the “embodiment of the reproductive nature,”12 as artic-
ulated in Frazer’s popular reading in The Golden Bough, al-Baymtl’s Ishtar incar-
nates the sum of beauty, love, poetry, water, and joy, along with the aspirations
of the poor in cities of plenty, creativity, and challenge. In a series of incarna-
tions, she undergoes transfigurations as the ultimate “Ishtar” in his “Elegy to
Khalil Hawi.”13 On occasions, she defies limits and escapes textual boundaries.
In the “Secret of Fire,” we are told that “half of you: a woman / the other half:
impossible to describe.” No words can contain this whole: “Half of you cannot
be described/The other half: a priestess in the temple of Ishtar” (Ibid. 305).

Deconstructing myth

With so much integration and disintegration, wholeness and fragmentation,
sanctuaries and temples, Ishtar encapsulates al-Baymtl’s world, leaving the
“youthful spouse or lover” Tammnz simultaneously in perennial, and perpetual,
need for rebirth. Al-Baymtl identifies with Tammnz in a way that corresponds
to the many-sided expansion of Ishtar. His persona is available not only to
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cross-cultural boundaries, but also to fight and challenge powers of oppression
and tyranny. He is present to uplift the masses, to decry the present, and to
struggle for the restoration of justice, beauty, and love in decayed systems and
cities. However, having said this, readers of al-Baymtl’s poetry may be discon-
certed by a wailing voice that coincides with Eliot’s images of dead cities,
falling bridges, and wastelands. In respect to the latter, a note of certitude and
faith that stamps later poems cannot dislodge his early images of hollowness,
sterility, and alienation. Al-Baymtl finds these more attuned to an exilic
experience of disorientation and fatigue, as in “I am Born and Burn in Love”:

No one knows another in this exile
All are alone
The world’s heart is made of stone
In this kingdom of exile.

(Ibid. 207)

More than many of his fellow poets, he blends Tammnz with the Greek
Adonis, Christ, Imam >ussein [>usayn], Lorca, and al->allmj in one single
image of the poet as martyr, whose blood and word are the same, leading to
regeneration, growth, and fertility in “Shiraz’s Moon”:

The Lovers wash themselves with my blood
In their exile, the strangers build Shiraz
With my poems

(Ibid. 211)

Seemingly in reaction against his fellow poets and counterparts of the so-called
Tammnzlmovement, al-Baymtl developed a poetics of his own that negotiates
its images and themes among a number of poetic and socio-political terrains,
making use of all of them while attempting to signpost its individual
character. Mythology and religion are only part of an enormous subtext that
includes history and politics. Yet, although excluded from the Tammnzl
movement by many who wrote on the presence of Eliot in the modernist
endeavor in Arabic literature,14 al-Baymtl’s mythical patterns accommodate
and subsume others, to the extent that the persona sounds like the modernist
version of Tammnz, parodied or duplicated in metro stations, on sidewalks,
and outside closed city gates.

Transferred from the ancient location and time to a new disconcerting one,
Tammnz is bound to suffer displacements, disenchantments, or transformations.
He may be al-Mahdl, the Messiah of Islam, or a prophet, or he may fuse into
Lorca, Alberti, or Machado, or into historical figures, including Sufis and
martyrs. In this sense, the common background for modernism in Arabic
poetry appears strongly in al-Baymtl’s poetry, despite his astounding realistic
strain at times. Writing about sources for the Tammnzl movement, al-Azma
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enumerates three, for “the ancient mythology of the Middle East, the figures
of Biblical and Quranic narratives and English poetry, underlie the development
of modern Arabic poetry and the Tammuzi movement in particular.”
He attributes this attitude to an increasing awareness in politics, for this
“development is a phenomenon of the modern aspiration of the Arabs and
their deep longing to be alive and productive in the family of mankind.”15

While these make their presence conspicuous in al-Baymtl’s poetry, his
tendency to raid other registers freely endows his poetry with a modernist
stamp that verges on futility and ennui. The ambivalent voice in The Waste
Land is more at home in al-Baymtl’s poetic pastiches.

There is also a pattern of poetic tension shared by Eliot and al-Baymtl.
While each has a specific poetic for a specific context, there are romantic and
anti-romantic traces that characterize their early poetry. In Eliot’s early poems
like “Portrait of a Lady” or even “Prufrock” there is what Eric Svarny terms
as accordance “with the dry, laconic distancing of personal emotions.”16 This
may not be the case in al-Baymtl’s first collection, Malm’ikah wa-shaymyln
(Angels and Devils) (1950), where romantic assertiveness sustains its presence
despite the shadowy distancing of the melancholic speaker. Nevertheless, his
Broken Pitchers (1954) betrays a tendency to objectify experience and to con-
trol the Romantic excess of the first collection. A deliberate acquaintance
with the Imagists, and Ezra Pound in particular, and a leap into experimen-
tation, involve his poems into objectified structures that appropriate axioms,
proverbs, sayings, quotes, and allusions of every kind. Such an endeavor is
basic to al-Baymtl’s poetic career, for his poetry, before its mystical turn, is
more in dialogue with other texts. In ‘Uynn al-kilmb al-mayyitah (The Eyes of
the Dead Dogs 1969), Al-kitmbah ‘alm al-yln (Writing on Clay 1970), and
Kitmb al-ba.r (The Book of the Sea), al-Baymtl’s use of the Eliotic correlative
becomes apparent. Although The Waste Land has never disappeared from his
poetic register, its method of intertextuality and exteriorization of emotions
characterizes these early collections. Lorca and Hikmet had already offered
him a regenerative structure, a demythologized vision of struggle and contest,
but the application of shreds and fragments came in time to enable him to
cope with the unpleasant and the menacing. Paradoxically, in Autobiography
of the Thief of Fire (1974), Shiraz’s Moon (1975), The Kingdom of Grain
(1979), and Aisha’s Orchard (1989), al-Baymtl took leave from earlier inter-
ests and figures to pursue a mystical quest that made use of precursors,
including Arab poets and Muslim Sufis, while vying for a rapprochement
between the substantiality of the temporal “I” and spiritual fusion. Eliot of
“Ash Wednesday” should not be left out here, for, as Svarny argues, there is a
movement “towards an interior, common realm of spiritual realities” (p. 215).
In al-Baymtl’s “‘M’ishah’s Orchard,” she, who derives her presence from the
Babylonian Astarte and the women of such Sufis as Ibn ‘Arabl, resonates in
his collections of the third poetic phase, that is, after the phase of political
commitment, and faith in regenerative processes, as if in parallel to, or in
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dialogue with, Dante’s Beatrice or Eliot’s Lady in White in “Ash Wednesday”
(1930). The presence that is not different from ‘M’ishah resists personalization
to sustain instead the image of forgiveness, succor, and love:

Because of the goodness of this Lady
And because of her loveliness, and because
She honors the Virgin in meditation
We shine with brightness.

(Pt. II)

Unlike Eliot, however, al-Baymtl never endows his women with religious
connotations. Like Lmrm and ‘M’ishah, from among his women, the “lady of
the seven moons” is yearned for as the source of poetry. Estrangement from
her means misery and gloom. In a word, separation is exile. In tune with
Ibn ‘Arabl’s address to his beloved al-Nizmm, nicknamed “The Eye of the
Sun,” al-Baymtl’s female mediators also fuse into the temporal and the sub-
stantial while ostensibly leading him into some purgatorial ascent, which
without lapsing into quasi-religiosity recalls Dante’s Beatrice. What is com-
pensated for in Eliot’s “Ash Wednesday” with benediction and prayer exists
in al-Baymtl’s poetry as traces of precarious existence, estrangement, and exile.
His objectified structures, their intense visualization, and rich auditory effect,
rescue his poetry from too much abstraction, a problem that Eliot had
surpassed through structural objectifications.

Tradition and the polyphonic poem

Trans-cultural preoccupations as the common ground for modernism should
not be overlooked, however. Whenever there is an engagement with a subtext
shared by all, but which also goes beyond Eurocentricism, mutual under-
standing and exchange become certain. George Steiner’s critique of Pound
and Eliot for deviation from a “matchless tradition” in the Cantos and The
Waste Land, their appropriation of “Oriental thought,”17 attests to a common
register that has been criticized and condemned by the upholders of a
Western canon. In “The Tradition,” Pound articulates his justification for
modernity in relation to tradition as follows: “The two great lyric traditions
which most concern us are that of the Melic poets and that of Provence.”18

He adds, “From the first arose practically all the poetry of the ‘ancient world’,
from the second practically all that of the modern.” Counteracting claims
of some other originary past, Pound opens up criticism for prospective
readings and pleasant joy. To al-Baymtl, as to many among his generation,
these prospects enrich poetry and poetics. No wonder the Andalusian
presence of Lorca and the faith of the Turkish Nazim Hikmet fuse into a
subtext of Sufi poetry and Islamic belonging, along with methods and
articulations from modernity at large. In this respect, Badawi is right in
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tracing many poetic voices in al-Baymtl’s poetry, for “Al-Bayati read
Mayakovsky, Nazim Hikmet, Paul Eluard, Aragon, Lorca and Neruda.
All of whom left a mark on his poetry,” he writes.19 Other influences on the
whole poetic scene have already been discussed by Jabra, who rightly includes
Edith Sitwell, especially on al-Sayymb, Artaud, Apollinaire, St John Pearse,
and Jacques Prevert.20

Eliot as an Anglo-American avant-garde poet drew the attention of Arab
poets in the modernist tradition. Like al-Sayymb, al-Baymtl felt some alignment
with the undertakings of Eliot, as translated and paraphrased by the Lebanese
Mounah Khouri in a number of journals, but especially in Al-Mdmb.21 Eliot’s
opposition to the insularity of contemporary tradition, its inertia and artifi-
ciality, received al-Baymtl’s unequivocal approval. Al-Baymtl also felt the need
to disseminate his views in essays, interviews, and articles coordinated with
young critics and writers who gave the literature of the 1950s and the 1960s
its urgency, warmth, and polemical tone.

The line of demarcation that Eliot draws between the static and the
dynamic in tradition came as a rescue to Arab poets who were searching for
a method to conceptualize their poetic contribution in the face of hostile
criticism. Again, Mounah Khouri made it possible to understand Eliot’s
position on tradition in modern poetry. Eliot suggests that tradition in a
static society is bound to lapse “into superstition” and degenerate into imitation
and artificiality.22

The dynamic in tradition was present in the minds of both al-Sayymb and
al-Baymtl, but it was not put to use until later. Like other pioneering voices,
al-Baymtl was desperate to shock and destabilize conventions in his early
poems. His ‘Broken Pitchers’ responded to Modernism first and foremost.
It was only at a later period, 1957–1963, and with the growing presence of
Al-Shi‘r group in Beirut that echoes of Eliot’s focus on the dynamic in tradi-
tion began to be heard, to materialize in poetic representations and figura-
tions usually borrowed from a tradition of dissent. Al-Macarrl appeared quite
often in his poetry, while al-Mutanabbl continued to be divided into two
voices, that of the rebel and that of the panegyrist. Al-Baymtl aligned himself
with the first, as if agreeing with Eliot “not only the best, but the most indi-
vidual parts of his [the poet’s] work may be those in which the dead poets, his
ancestors, assert their immortality most vigorously.”23

The implications of tradition relate to concepts of poetry, too. Even if the
poet is a Christ figure, not the prophet of earlier generations, there is an over-
riding presence of the figure of the poet in exile. While Eliot’s term of “exile”
at the close of section IV of “Ash Wednesday” appropriates a Catholic prayer
at the end of the Mass, there is in it a combination of the Dantesque banish-
ment and the sense of poetic alienation. In Svarny’s view, Eliot plays on both
meanings to advance his vision of poetry in an uncongenial society.24 Such a
sense of exile, along with others, recurs in al-Baymtl’s poetry in the context of
the Arab predicament, as conceived by a number of poets. The poet in this
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context meets death, “I am crucified at dawn, / on the walls,” he says in “Love
Poems at the Seven Gates of the World.”25 Exile, death and resurrection
exchange meaning, not only in al-Baymtl’s poetry, but also in Adnnls’s. In the
latter’s “The Desert,”

Everything sings of his exile/ a sea
Of blood—what

Do you expect from these mornings other than the veins sailing
In the mists, on the waves of the massacre?26

The implications of poetic experience in a hostile or indifferent climate
receive further intensification whenever al-Baymtlmaintains a dual perspective
of the word as poetry and the word as incarnation, which Svarny traces in
Eliot’s “Ash Wednesday” (p. 221). Al-Baymtl’s persona reiterates this association
between estrangement and incarnation, for the poet is a Christ figure, and
resurrection is a perpetual recurrence in a cycle of death and rebirth: “I arise
after death/ to be born in unborn cities/ and to die.”27 Collapsing the mythi-
cal and the theological, al-Baymtl, nevertheless, veers away from Eliot’s
prayers to negotiate other intertextual terrains for, “In a field of ashes” used
by the “rats of the fields of words,” there is a design, says al-Baymtl’s speaker,
to bury the poet. The conspirators fail to perceive that “the poet on the cross
of exile/carried the sun and flew.”28 The fusion of images and mythical
connotations, along with the intentional collapsing of these, are at the heart
of al-Baymtl’s poetics of inclusion and exclusion, especially if The Waste Land
is in consideration.

The paradoxical appeal of The Waste Land

Although alien to Eliot’s worldview in The Waste Land, this association of
poetic resurgence and revolt is paradoxically applied by its Arab admirers.
Many reasons stand behind the enormous popularity of Eliot’s The Waste Land
among Arab poets of the 1950s. In his article on “Modern Arabic Literature
and the West,” Jabra finds a similarity in temper and vision. He suggests,
“Arab poets responded so passionately to ‘The Waste Land’ because they, too,
went through an experience of universal tragedy not only in the World War II,
but also, and more essentially, in the Palestine debacle and its aftermath”
(Ibid. 14). He further explains, “A whole order of things had crumbled, and
the theme of the sterile ‘cracked earth’ thirsty for rain seemed the most
insistent of all” (Ibid.). Especially in al-Sayymb’s poetry the yearning for rain
is accentuated in rhythmic beats and refrains, whereby the deep longing
recurs as a welcome act to a parched land. The yearning can be parodied or
undermined by floods or drowning, but it nevertheless works in a pattern
that derives significance from a double bind of belonging to an actual life, the
Iraqi South, and to a mythical substructure of death and rebirth, highlighted
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and endowed with greater connotations in Eliot’s exceptional poem. For
al-Baymtl too, this yearning is soon subsumed into his poetry, echoing, but
consciously deviating from, al-Sayymb’s “Hymn” or “Canticle of the Rain.” Of
less patience than al-Sayymb, al-Baymtl follows Eliot in invading poetic
terrains, involving these in juxtapositions or connections, and experimenting
freely with poetic styles. Although it is difficult to cite one poem in al-Baymtl’s
rich corpus that equals Eliot’s The Waste Land, his poetry at large offers a variety
of symbols, mythical patterns, archetypal structures, images of cities, gates,
pavements, and bridges. Faces, ancient and modern, emerge every now and
then to populate poems of wailing, criticism, anticipation, or despair. On
many occasions, but especially in his “Lament” and “Nightmare of Night and
Day,” al-Baymtl uses Eliot’s skeletal narrative to offer a stark and chaotic
image of reality. His allusions only highlight this chaos while initiating a
deep substructure of cohesion and connection. Al-Baymtl’s persona traverses
lands and times, a rover or a prophet, a rebel or a victim, garbed with the rags
of history while claiming total abandonment of these.

Contrary to Eliot’s poetics, al-Baymtl speaks of poetry in his own vein, as a
harbinger of change. Yet, his reading of this vocation is not in line with his
Tammnzl counterparts. This premise is worth a moment’s thought, as he has
developed a poetics that varies from al-Sayymb’s. The latter’s attraction to Eliot is
noticeable, but his early Wordsworthian intimacy with nature and common life
involves his poetry in some deviation rather than rapprochement, as his “Canticle
of the Rain” demonstrates. The Eliotic element in al-Baymtl’s poetry resists
Romanticism, exchanging it with clear-cut political and historical concerns.

Disinheritance through excessive patching

The mosaic nature of The Waste Land with its diversity of cultural codes and
shreds provided an instance of perpetual anxiety for the Iraqi poet of exile. In
its images, as in its functional manipulation of quotes, the poem offered
al-Baymtl a method that was unavailable to him when writing his “Village
Market” with its random use of proverbs and sayings. Here in The Waste Land,
quotes offer, in G. Pearson’s words, “an acute crisis of disinheritance”29 which
al-Baymtl endorsed as fitting his sense of dislocation. Disorienting past and
present, ancient tradition and contemporary literature, these quotations are
forms and entities of aggression despite the apparently peaceful fusion in the
text. In Svarny’s words, each “quotation wrenches lines from their original con-
text and places them as foreign bodies in an alien structure” (p. 162). Al-Baymtl
deploys the method in dialectical negotiation among other figures, ancestors,
precursors, or contemporaries, beyond borders or cultures, disinheriting
original owners while making no claims to a personal poetic originality.

“The Nightmare of Night and Day” offers a very intricate negotiatory site
whereby the two voices of Lorca and Eliot are brought together. The whole
premise of rebirth and mythical regeneration is addressed anew, for the
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“earth dreams of the birth of a prophet/ who will fill the horizon with justice/
and of the birth of the seasons.” Nevertheless, the speaker parodies myth
making, undermines its assumptions, and steps into its formations:

I carry a corpse in the streets
At nightfall
I will bury it in a brothel or a park
Or in a coffeehouse or a tavern of light.30

The corpse, which recalls Eliot’s, “that corpse you planted last year in your
garden. / Has it begun to sprout?” is no less of a “distortion of the ritual death
of the fertility God.”31

While al-Baymtl leans on Lorca and Hikmet to depict sacrifice and poetic
rebirth, the Eliotic element with its “heap of broken images”32 intervenes
whenever the city becomes visible as a consuming but decaying presence.
Al-Baymtl’s river is not akin to Eliot’s, but it draws on the latter’s as it

Bears no empty bottles, sandwich papers
Silk handkerchiefs, cardboard boxes, cigarette ends
Or the other testimony of summer nights.33

Al-Baymtl’s river evokes and deploys similar notions and articulations,
however, for Eliot’s negation only testifies to a usual expectation of a dirty
Thames. Al-Baymtl writes:

O you mythical river that sucks
The breasts of the city
Carrying towards the seas, its filth
And the dead horses
And the wreckage of the chariots.34

As if to parody and undermine the speaker in Eliot’s “Fire Sermon,” al-Baymtl’s
persona sets the song against a dirty and polluted river, not a “sweet Thames,”
which is asked to “run softly” until the speaker ends a song, for “I speak not
loud or long,” promises Eliot’s speaker. Subverted by recollections of the
fleetingness of time and swiftness of death, the song and the promise are
ironically challenged and the remaining aftertaste is one of disappointment
and failure: “But at my back in a cold blast I hear / The rattle of the bones,
and chuckle spread from ear to ear.”35 Eliot’s river assumes a different meaning
and form whenever disappointment is present:

The river sweats
Oil and tar
The barges drift
With the turning tide.

(Ibid. 2155)
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What invites some close comparison between Eliot’s “Fire Sermon” and
al-Baymtl’s “Nightmare of Night and Day” is their use of songs and singing
against a background of aspiration and subsequent disenchantment. The
artificiality of putting “a record on the gramophone,” and the ensuing song
of the three Thames-daughters in Eliot’s “Fire Sermon” are in al-Baymtl’s
mind, perhaps. The interlocutor in his “Nightmare of Night and Day” reverts
to the rhetorical question: “But what did the song say?” Probably the answer
is one of bewilderment identical to what is in Eliot’s, “I can connect / nothing
with nothing” (Ibid. 2156). In cities of decay and sterility, integration is
impossible, and loss imprints itself on everything. Even songs and old scenes
of rural life and love get polluted, and the modern site becomes one of
sweat and tar.

Where Eliot’s London loses glamour and meaning, al-Baymtl’s Baghdad
carries scars of failure and stagnation: “The Tigris-side city which for
centuries produced and maintained a great civilization seemed to me dead
and finished. I wished it to stay so, to pour its last fragments into a great sea,
and there merge and vanish.”36 As it stands, it is a site of “All men / Glued
like postage stamps on everything.” It offers nothing to childhood except
“garbage dumps,” and “corpses of houses,” whereas he traces its “man of
tomorrow / Displayed in the storefronts, / Clothed in sorrow and blackness”
(Ibid. “The City,” 18). Not mere inertia or failure here disconcerts the
speaker, but the sense of the city as a beast, producing evil that derives pleas-
ure from inflicting pain on the downtrodden: “The policemen, the sodomites,
and the pimps/ Spitting in his eyes/ As he lay shackled” (Ibid.).

But the city is a presence where nothing connects with nothing, as Eliot’s
persona implies in “The Hollow Men,” for “Death is the fortune teller of the
City,” says al-Baymtl in “Aisha’s Orchard” (Ibid. 282), and the city itself gets
involved in a game of chess, to undergo sordid metamorphosis. The city is
“A cemetery above a cemetery” says al-Baymtl’s persona in “A Profile of a
City” (Ibid. 303). It is worth knowing that al-Baymtl’s early cities are not
identical with his later ones. While not dismissing the temporal cities as
“Unreal” in the vein of Eliot in The Waste Land, they assume, in “The Birth
in Unborn Cities,” a number of forms, as one in “the night of the autumn of
the Arab cities” (Ibid. 279). These are set in contradiction to the desired
“Unborn Cities” of cyclical life and death (Ibid). However, they can suffer
disorientation, and “Rome was searching for Rome,” whenever intellectual
freedom is threatened. However, it is usually “at the gates of Toledo,” or “At
the borders of Alhambra,” that his poetry selects a place for martyrs and
exiles.37 Indeed, some cities may appear as a dream, “let us fly to Paris,” says
“The Lady of the Seven Moons.”38 Opposite to these, is Eliot’s city:

Unreal City
Under brown fog of a winter dawn,
A crowd flowed over London Bridge, so many
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I had not thought death had undone so many,
Sighs, short and infrequent, were exhaled,
And each man fixed his eyes before his feet.

(“Burial of the Death,” 
The Waste Land 2149)

On similar occasions, al-Baymtl’s somber mood grows into morbidity:

She fell silent while we were lost in the Louvre
We were following the steps of the dead crowd
We searched for our voices in the tumult of the voices
For the meaning in the meaning

(“Aisha’s Mad Lover,” trans. Frangieh 93)

Upon such negotiatory instances, Eliot penetrates this mood, disrupting the
possibility of rapprochement and love: “London streets were sighing deeply/
The dawn/ Reflecting the wet pavement in her eyes.”

If al-Baymtl’s early poetry tends to look upon the city in binary opposition
to rural life, his villages are not necessarily romanticized. The “Village
Market” is a site of desolation, bitterness and exploitation. The city for a
villager is “a blind beast / whose victims are our dead, / the bodies of
women.”39 Although in these early poems of Malm’ikah wa-shaymyin (Angels
and Devils 1950) and Abmriq muhashshamah (Broken Pitchers 1954), al-Baymtl
was already aware of Eliot’s tendency to intertextualize, the city of The Waste
Land and the Four Quartets imprinted on his poems a tone of disenchantment,
and a perspective of a disconcerted persona. “He immediately came to regard
modern urban life and modern Arab cities as cheap replicas of the vibrant
cities of ancient civilization,” writes Frangieh.40

Eliot appropriated in traditional satire

Eliot’s “Hollow Men” appealed to al-Baymtl in more than one sense. He was
no less ambivalent regarding his role as a poet. Divided among many positions
and perspectives, including the existentialist, the Marxist, and the Sufi,
al-Baymtl developed an angry and disillusioned voice. The biting Eliotian
criticism of modernity, the alienation of the human, and the seemingly
drifting masses underwent appropriation in al-Baymtl’s “Lament for the June
Sun,” dedicated to the memory of the political theorist and ideologue Zakl
al-Arsnzl. Eliot’s images of aimlessness, emptiness, and his satire of a whole
generation offered themselves to al-Baymtl who looked upon the whole 1967
scene as one of waste, failure, lies, and utter negligence. The contemporary
East has no regenerative impulse. Neither has it the right to claim a history
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of achievement. “Trivia occupied us,” and “we swat at flies,”

We wear the masks of living people
We are half men
In the garbage dump of history.

(Frangieh’s translation 21)

Indeed, Eliot invades al-Baymtl’s mind, for, “We are the generation of mean-
ingless death / The recipients of alms” (Ibid. 23).

The biting satire in al-Baymtl’s poetry derives its power from a deep-rooted
tradition to which no Arab poet, perhaps, remains oblivious. While the
Eliotian element can easily fuse into the general rather than the specific, the
remainder establishes itself firmly as a formidable subtext. “We killed each
other and now we are crumbs,” writes al-Baymtl in “Lament for the June
Sun.” Our fights and wars are no more than “War of words / wooden swords /
Lies and empty heroes.” Recollecting reasons for battles and fights in earlier
tradition, he finds that “We did not kill a camel or a grouse / we did not
try the game of death.” Hence, history is emptied of meaning, and people
degenerate into lifeless images. “We wear the masks of living people.”
Al-Baymtl tends to step back and forth, between Arabic tradition and Eliot,
to bring the old and the new together, with their store of connotations and
cultural implications. Tradition here is no longer a comforting recollection,
but a repository of details, a source of ironic contrasts that highlight present
disjunctions.

Al-Bayati’s resentful rhetoric, his retaliatory bombardment of critics and
poets of a different mind, is indebted, too, to traditional Arabic poetry,
particularly its strain of venomous and vindictive opposition. Nevertheless,
the Eliotian element is not absent. Especially in “Gerontion,” the addresser is
Gerontion himself, whose dilemma is a kind of in-betweenness in time.
Al-Baymtl’s persona, like Gerontion, problematizes tradition and uncovers its
ironies. Gerontion’s present is as distorted and contaminated as al-Baymtl’s
human condition and national scene. Like the passage in “Gerontion,” where
cosmopolitan culture is depicted in terms of a black Mass, al-Baymtl’s poetics
of satire and bitter criticism are usually leveled against enemies of every sort.
These are usually labeled as “false critics,” or “rats of the fields of words.”
On occasion, these are the “giant peacocks,” the “thief of the poor’s foods,”
who are “half men” in “the garbage dump of history,” as imaged in “Lament
for the June Sun” and other poems.

Yet, al-Baymtl’s entanglement in the Eliotian mosaic and poetic is more
complicated, as it ignites his poetic mind, and directs his memory at times
toward tradition as a living presence that entails dialogue, interaction, and
negotiation. Eliot’s “Little Gidding,” where “intersection of the timeless /
With time”41 takes place and informs its subtext, must have been in
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al-Baymtl’s mind on many occasions. Its recall of Dante’s purgatorial fire and
its intensification of his The Waste Land premise to “establish a relationship
between the medieval inferno and modern life,” may have drawn al-Baymtl to
his precursor al-Macarrl (d. 1057). Al-Macarrl received great attention from
al-Baymtl. Since the 1950s and just before his death in 1999, al-Baymtl
devoted many poems to that strong ancestor. Eliot’s “dead master” is not
different from al-Baymtl’s. Both recollect their precursors as masks, but they
also fuse into them as “intertextual compounds”42 that invite comparison but
resist total identification. In their response, Eliot and al-Baymtl engage in
adoption and evasion. The tactic could amount to a strategy that draws
the present poet into the orbit of the great without detracting from the
precursor’s status.

Nevertheless, the whole effort to draw a comparison between al-Baymtl and
his Anglo-American precursor should not mislead us into thinking of the
ephebe as passing into a fit of appropriation or surrender to Eliot’s formida-
ble authority. The first allusion to Dante in The Waste Land—which obviously
suits al-Baymtl’s discontent with the urban center—recalls for him al-
Macarrl’s identical condemnations and satires as presented in his poetry and
Epistle of Forgiveness, which some scholars claim as another source for Dante’s
Inferno. Al-Macarri’s Epistle surveys dignitaries, poets, and writers in hell or
in limbo, and investigates ironically superficial readings of the Qur’mnic
text regarding heaven and hell. Along with the tradition of the Prophet’s
night journey to heaven, al-Macarrl’s writings provided monastic scholasti-
cism with a lot to consider, manipulate, and utilize against competing
religions, especially Islam.43 Al-Macarrl as a poet of so much discontent, with
a deep meditative mind and enormous knowledge, should have been in
al-Baymtl’s mind whenever hell and heaven become paradigms for contemporary
perspectives.

Speaking of his use of Dante in The Waste Land, Eliot sounds intentionally
bent on a specific address: “I have borrowed lines from him, in the attempt
to reproduce, or rather to arouse in the reader’s mind, the memory of some
Dantesque scene, and thus to establish a relationship between the medieval
inferno and modern life” (Quoted in Svarny 208). Al-Baymtl’s blind poet and
philosopher was not a poet of disenchantment despite his ironic reminiscences
about life and death, but he was a person whose personal record was an indirect
satirical view of life. His existentialist preoccupations and stark images of life
and hell, along with his deep philosophical musings and poetic ironies, made
out of him al-Baymtl’s counterpart to Eliot’s Dante.

On other occasions, al-Baymtl’s acquaintance with both invites some anal-
ogous manipulation of their texts. In more than one instance, but especially
in his poems on al-Macarrl, al-Baymtl found in Eliot’s depiction of Tiresias a
viable mythical method. Oriented in the cynical, but exposed to provocative
scenes of sterility and corruption, Tiresias’s vision is revisionist in the main.
“I Tiresias, though blind, throbbing between two lives, / can see at the violet
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hour.”44 It encompasses and encapsulates the whole, but it declaims, what Erik
Svarny terms aptly, “the unified self of spiritual autobiography” (p. 191). It is
through a bisexual vision that scenes are revisited, styles readdressed, and an
amount of proliferation is introduced. Ludic at large, Tiresias’s intent under-
mines itself, giving way to an enormous relativization, which shreds and quotes
only tend to increase. To al-Baymtl, too, al-Ma‘arrl, the blind philosopher and
poet, oversees a whole scene which he is unable to control or influence. His
awareness and insight increase a sense of disenchantment rather than rapture.
However, while there is a reason to draw a comparison between Eliot’s Tiresias
and al-Baymtl’s blind poet, al-Baymtl’s poetics escapes total mythicization.
Indeed, his mystical poems and the significant ones of exile parody the mythical
and interrogate its underlying cycle while they opt for a redeeming love.

Grounded in al-Ma‘arrl’s poetry, as his many dedications suggest, al-Baymtl
is no less at loss than al-Ma‘arrl in respect to the whole ontological issue.
Always striving to universalize experience, he makes good use of his prototype
who also contemplated precursors with a rigorous and revisionist method.
Although not particularly an expert in developing a “mélange of evanescent
voices” (Svarny’s phrase 210), al-Baymtl’s readings offer him shards, fragments,
and a rich mosaic of poetic space that throbs with lively discussions and
critiques of life, love, death, exile, and poetry.

Al-Baymtl’s Ma‘arrl is impersonated in a poem titled “Sujnn Abl al-‘Alm’
(Abn Al-‘Alm’s imprisonments), written just before al-Baymtl’s death (1999).
No longer a mask or a ghost as in his earlier poems, the ancestor interfuses
into the poet’s persona and they become one. Certainly, Dante fuses into
Eliot’s voice, too. In the second section of “Little Gidding,” Eliot’s persona
and the “familiar compound ghost/ Both intimate and unidentifiable,” con-
verse, speaking of the past and the present. In James Olney’s words, they are
“a collection of disembodied souls representing our personal, professional,
national human past and informing our individual present.”45 Dante appears
and identification and recognition are established, but ambiguity remains
there, too, to snap sustained reasoning. The practice is not alien to al-Baymtl
in his “First Symphony of the Fifth Dimension”:

I hear him sigh in my slumber
Smiling, he reads my thought and strokes my hair.

I hear him pronounce my name and say:
If this next night comes to folly
And the wind howls behind the Ural Mountains, you may come.
I tell him: I am blind and alone
The voice falls silent.
And I find myself on the pavement of my sleep
Riveted to the magnetic rock
Enveloped by the darkness in the depths of my own hell.

(Pt. III)46
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The speaker falls into silence, too, and if Eliot’s voice and the ghost “trod the
pavement in a dead patrol,” al-Baymtl’s persona suffers similarly, “We were
following the steps of the dead crowd.”47

Indeed, Dante and al-Ma‘arrl, the great masters for Eliot and al-Baymtl,
were drawn upon, identified with and manipulated in oblique addresses
against the modern scene. Both represent the dynamic in tradition for
the ephebes, but they also act in the present against its lack of soul. They
were recalled for appropriation in a dynamic reading that raises questions
about the role of memory in poetry, about what to recall and what to ignore.
Both wrote on memory, its benefits, limitations, and restrictions.

When translated and discussed by the Palestinian Lebanese Tawflq Xmyigh
(d. 1971),48 Eliot’s The Four Quartets did not leave an immediate strong impres-
sion on young poets who had already searched for the new and the challenging
in every poetry, Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Russian, Spanish, French, or Anglo-
American.49 Nevertheless, for al-Baymtl the dilemma of exile, memory, and new
attachments involved him in further experimentation and appropriation of new
material, The Four Quartets included. Memory could lead back to nostalgic rec-
ollections, as his poem the “Jur.” (Wound) demonstrates. That poem sounds as
a further elaboration on the persona’s musings in Eliot’s “Little Gidding,” for the
whole drive there is, in Gregory S. Jay’s words, “to reject the notion of memory
as nostalgic recollection and to repudiate thinking of the future as if it were
simply perpetuation or recovery.”50 It also endows memory with another func-
tion, beyond time limitations or spans, through a counteracting poetic endeavor,
a transfiguration of experience into a new pattern beyond experiential loss:

This is the use of memory
For liberation—not less of love but expanding
Of love beyond desire, and so liberation
From the future as well as the past. . . .
. . . see now they vanish,

The faces and places, with the self, which as it could, loved them,
To become renewed, transfigured, in another pattern.

(“Little Gidding”)

Certainly, al-Baymtl’s fight against memory in order to begin anew also entails
recognition of aspiration and failure, expansion and limitation. In “’Nlad wa
a.tariq bi-.ubbl”/ “I am Born and Burn in My Love” (1975), loss of love as
a transfigurative act or a spring for creativity means a fall, a trap, and a lack
that equals sterility:

Exiled in my memory,
Imprisoned in words,
I flee under the rain.

(Pt. V)51
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In a manner that recalls Eliot’s memory, al-Baymtl points to the creative
moment as one beyond limits. Instead of letting it lapse into nothingness
with no transfigurative becoming, he sets it, in ‘Ayn al-shams” / “Eye of the
Sun” (1971) within a regenerative process, rhetorically devised as a release
from the worldly mechanism of the present:

We will meet in another birth, in a new era
When from my face and your face
The shadow and the mask will fall
And the walls will collapse.

(Ibid. 61)

The implications of memory, however, are not so clear-cut. Memory is
deliberate; it recalls for a specific purpose: to establish a duplicate city, in
“Marthiyyah ilm madlnah lam tnlad”/“Elegy to the Unborn City” (1970) a
“hidden, enchanted city / On the map of the world / Similar to my city,” but
also with the implication of possible failure:

In the color of its eyes and in its sad laugh,
But not wearing
The tatters of the wandering clown,
Nor does its summer buzz with people and flies.

(Ibid. 43)

If Eliot achieves a greater distancing and detachment through the power of
intertextual insertions that alienate recollections as a past in a presence of
hybridity, al-Baymtl images his nostalgic legacy as a nymph of some sort, a
sorcerer, or an icon. There he empties his yearnings and belongings, disposing
of them as memory, to be drawn upon in need. Such an endeavor is predicated
on sites of loss. Even if the nymph and the sorcerer gather themselves into a
cloud, the speaker’s yearning is no less than that of a parched land, a vagrant,
and magus whose “pagan . . . sad heart” has no anchor of certitude.
Significantly, the longed-for image, addressed in feminine terms, is a catalyst
of emotions, yearnings, and rapture, unattainable and elusive. The note,
which is released due to this sense of loss, brings together, in “Thalmth rusnm
mm’iyyah” / “Three Watercolors” (1970), a plethora of poetic voices that have
inhabited his poetic text: “I die like a drop of sad rain / Upon the faces of the
passerby” (Ibid. 49).

The personal agony here is too much for the Eliotian detachment, yet
the rain is emptied of its fertility, while the passerby could be any among
Eliot’s passing crowds. In this verse, there is something from every poet, but
also everything that belongs to al-Baymtl, leaving us, upon close reading,
absorbed in and challenged by the density and richness of poetry, between
trajectories of modernity and tradition. The navigation is both spontaneous
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and deliberate, and its intercultural register betrays this admixture while
doing violence to both tradition and modernity. In sum, this violence stands
for the very act of experimentation with traditional typologies and genres, for
urgency on the one hand and exposure to other practices and pronouncements
on tradition and modernity on the other have set the scene for new poetic
modes and engagements. The act of revoking the normative and dissecting
the modern impulse, as I will argue in the concluding chapter, sets al-Baymtl,
and perhaps others, within a volatile cultural intersection. This edge makes
poetry more exciting, as it sustains life in death while not losing sight of the
predicament of the human here and now.
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8

CONCLUSION

Deviational and reversal poetics—dissent, 
not allegiance

The previous chapters have studied poetic sites of convergence, discontinuity,
and exile. They have also tracked poets’ pronouncements concerning Arabic
poetry, ancient and modern. It remains for this chapter to draw a comparison
between the ancient dominating poetic of allegiance and the modern one.
Modern Arabic poetry is often marked by difference, anxiety, and discontent.
In this sense, one can argue its secularity. In other words, it is no longer
under other obligations of allegiance, including those of authority and
subordination as partially sustained in the classical form. Its preoccupations
and engagements, as well as its experimentation with modes and strategies,
raise further questions regarding estrangement or continuity. But tradition is
not a form or a direction. Modern Arab poets and literary theorists, including
Adnnls and Bennls, looked on tradition as larger than the canon, and
therefore, as a debatable ground that should not be confused with hegemonic
discourse. While the normative element in poetry was accepted for a long
time as another term for the canon, this should by no means blind us to
patterns of transgression and dissent, as these validate and perpetuate moder-
nity against dormancy and immutability. In the past, not all tradition was
widely accepted and approved by the literati, the court, and the nobility.
Including poetry embedded in Kitmb al-aghmnl, as well as marginalized and
muted cultures, tradition was a site of contestation and debate, which
contemporary scholarship aspires to readdress and bring back to life. Being so
broad, it offers examples to substantiate different positions and arguments,
but the variegated nature of tradition also admits the existence of a privileged
hegemonic discourse whose power relations undergo change every now
and then. This corpus also contains deviational modes of difference and
dissent, that is, a counter-hegemonic discourse. If the “weaker” side in the
emulation process, as applicable to tradition, “is the more receptive to
the stronger influence of the other,”1 as Foucault argues, there is also the
counter motion that builds up in time to supersede and replace preceding
norms. We should keep in mind that the court in the ‘Abbmsid period
(750–945, 945–1258) was not consistently the same, and that deviational
poetics, including the wine poem, paradoxically established its presence
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in elitist domains, as Philip Kennedy persuasively argues.2 In more than
one instance, modern poetics converges with the deviational mode as a
process not a terminus. It also integrates and dialogues with texts in other
languages and cultures. Its sites of difference or rapprochement may establish a
common ground with pre-Islamic, classical and postclassical poetics of
opposition and dissent, but not so widely with the formative poetics of
allegiance, boastfulness, and invective. Compared to the dominant writings
of the canon, the deviational remain an undercurrent, for even the brigand–
poet, or Xu‘lnk, was identifiably against the dominating social order in
pre-Islamic and early Islamic times. Brigand poetry was then an act of rebel-
liousness in both form and matter. Conversely, allegiance to power politics
entails allegiance to normative poetics. For a long time, the tradition-honored
tripartite structure, as discussed by Ibn Qutaybah (d. 276/889), was
enthroned as the cherished model. Ibn Qutaybah’s oft-cited description runs
as follows:

I have heard from a man of learning that the composer of Odes began
by mentioning the deserted dwelling-places and relics and places of
habitation. Then he wept and complained and addressed the desolate
encampment, and begged his companion to make a halt, in order
that he might have occasion to speak of those who had once lived
there and afterwards departed; for the dwellers in tents were different
from townsmen or villagers in respect of coming and going, because
they moved from one water-spring to another, seeking pasture and
searching out the places where rain had fallen. Then to this he linked
the erotic prelude (nasib), and bewailed the violence of his love and
the anguish of separation from his mistress and the extremity of his
passion and desire, so as to win the hearts of his hearers and divert
their eyes towards him and invite their ears to listen to him, since
the song of love touches men’s souls and takes hold of their hearts,
God having put it in the constitution of His creatures to love
dalliance and the society of women, in such wise that we find very
few but are attached thereto by some tie or have some share therein,
whether lawful or unpermitted. Now, when the poet had assured
himself of an attentive hearing, he followed up his advantage and set
forth his claim: thus he went on to complain of fatigue and want of
sleep and traveling by night and of the noon day heat, and how his
camel had been reduced to leanness. And when, after representing all
the discomfort and danger of his journey, he knew that he had fully
justified his hope and expectation of receiving his due need from the
person to whom the poem was addressed, he entered upon the pane-
gyric (madl.) and incited him to reward, and kindled his generosity
by exalting him above his peers and pronouncing the greatest
dignity, in comparison to his, to be little.3
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The norm as set in the example above allows space for different personal
accentuations, but the poem has to share a common code with its audience to
receive recognition. Within the dynamics of subordination and change,
allegiance and deviation, both imitation and innovation work in concordance
and refraction. No matter how the pre-modern poet (before 1914 as a date of
convenience) argued imitation as both conscious plagiarism and as an insep-
arable part of one’s grounding and learning, there was a binding sense of
allegiance to the norm. Sarcasm and humor at the expense of these norms
made their inroads only when urban expansion, and its concomitant mixture
of races and cultures, especially with the ‘Abbmsid takeover, offered ground
and justification to deviation. The urban/Bedouin dichotomy was as serious
then as it is now. The anti-Bedouin sentiment, as in Abn Nuwms’s poetry,
targeted associated ways of thinking, writing, and behaving. Arabism, for a
time, was confused with a desert way of life as antithetical to a broad Islamic
inter-culturality, along with its manifestations, real or imaginary, in literature.
To account for deviational poetics with its streak of the so-called shu‘nbiyyah,4

as “an attempt to forge the bases for a multicultural intelligentsia,”5 we need
an overview of normative and deviational poetics since pre-Islamic times,
as follows:

1 Poetics of Allegiance;
2 Mediational Poetics;
3 Reversal Poetics.

These work within conventions and norms in subordination or resistance.
They lay the ground for postclassical, neoclassical, and modern poetics, as
subsequent analysis of neo-Sufism and modern elegiac modes demonstrates.
To cope with the poetics of allegiance, however, and its classical underpin-
nings, Suzanne P. Stetkevych’s The Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy may serve the
purpose of this chapter as a critical reading of pre-Islamic and Islamic poetry
with emphasis on the dimension that keeps it in dialogue with history and
culture. The poems, as analyzed in her book, are no longer isolated literary
products, but ones that operate in cultural contexts of authority and
allegiance, with all their ceremonial rites and demands. Whether actors or
supplicants, poets had a role to play within time-honored traditions.
Stetkevych also relates change in rhetorical patterns to cultural shifts and
religious–political transitions and transformations that justify association
with the Umayyad or ‘Abbmsid periods.

In line with Jaroslav Stetkevych’s critical method and his masterly use of
cultural anthropology and thorough readings of the generic and the mythical
in poetry, Suzanne P. Stetkevych carries the study of poetry and poetics
beyond philology, while making good use of it whenever the need arises
to reflect on poets’ special use of words, terms, and occasions. Although
unconcerned with early surveys of myth that have their impact on modern
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literary sensibility like Frazer’s The Golden Bough, the writer focuses on four
applications, namely, (1) Theodor Gaster’s Thespis: Ritual, Myth and Drama in
the Ancient Middle East (1977), with its emphasis on seasonal patterns and the
cyclical movement from Emptying to Filling, equivalent to Death and
Regeneration in Frazer’s model; (2) Arnold van Gennep’s The Rites of Passage
(1908; trans. 1960); (3) Marcel Mauss’ The Gift: Forms and Functions of
Exchange in Archaic Societies (1925; trans. 1967); and (4) Classical scholarship
on the poetic and structural role of preludes in Greco-Latin traditions. These
applications bring into focus issues of imitation and innovation without
lapsing into the wornout scholarship of authenticity and imitation. Although
drawing attention to Walter Ong’s Orality and Literacy and Eric Havelock’s
The Muse Learns to Write, the writer’s reference means to preempt questions
regarding the viability of the historical and the anecdotal.

In a succinct reading of classical Greco-Latin scholarship, and with a
cautious comparative application to the pre-Islamic and Islamic panegyric ode,
Suzanne P. Stetkevych makes use of Conte’s claims for the epic in Western lit-
erature. Conte argues that the epical mode “allows a community to consolidate
its historical experiences, conferring a sense on them, until they become an
exemplary system that is recognized as the community’s new cultural sense or
scripture.”6 She develops her argument through a close reading of a number of
odes, as follows: (1) al-Nmbighah al-Dhubymnl’s “Are You Leaving Mayyah’s
People,” as an example of pre-Islamic royal ode, cuckolding the Lakhmid king
of al->lrah, al-Nu’mmn Ibn al-Mundhir (r. 580–602 CE), and another by the
same poet as an example of apology, “O, abode of Mayyah”; (2) Ka‘b Ibn
Zuhayr’s mantle ode, addressed to the Prophet, as an example of conversion
and submission; (3) al-Akhyal’s celebratory ode “The Tribe Has Departed”
addressed to the Umayyad Caliph ‘Abd al–Malik Ibn Marwmn (r. 685–705);
(4) Another ode of supplication by the same poet; (5) Odes by the ‘Abbmsid
Abn al-‘Atmhiyah (748–825–6 CE) and Abn Tammmm with their genderic
equations and significations of achievement and victory; (6) Three odes by
al-Mutanabbl; and (7) Odes from the Arab West, al-Andalus.

While arguing for the panegyric ode as functionally “a ceremony of hom-
age and as a lingua franca for political negotiation,” she develops a rigorous
argument against the ghosts of many scholars who either have studied the
ode in purely formalistic terms or have ignored its politics. In her view,
the pre-Islamic ode “was established as the authoritative poetic paradigm for
the Arabo-Islamic poetic tradition” (Ibid. 81). To account for this canoniza-
tion, Stetkevych develops a reading of poetry and poetics that makes good use
of cultural anthropology and classical scholarship. The effort is not propelled
by a desire to accumulate readings or evidence, for the writer resorts to theory
to develop a perspective that has been gaining ground in scholarly appreciation
and acceptance.

Since her first contributions, she has found in van Gennep’s rite of passage
a viable method to apply to tripartite poetic structure as manifested in the
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Jmhill or pre-Islamic qaxldah. The movement of the poem as such establishes
a form that answers to the poetics of the period. This form indicates a poem’s
canonicity, and its empowered presence in social and moral life. The poems
as cited by Suzanne Stetkevych offer themselves smoothly to this argument,
especially as she combines this tripartite movement with the role of the poem
as in Marcel Mauss’ rituals of exchange (Ibid. 201–07). The poem as canon
has the power to legitimize authority that patrons seek. No matter what
forms authority takes, the need for poetic allegiance remains as acute and
urgent as long as power structures feel the need. In an example from al-Andalus
cited by the author, a poet neglects this contract at one’s peril, for failure to see
into the time-honored qaxldah politics only must signal impending failure and
collapse. As Sulaymmn Ibn al->akam Ibn Sulaymmn’s behavior shows, “failure to
complete this contractual ritual . . . signals the collapse of Arabo-Islamic culture”
(The Poetics of Islamic Legitamcy 281).7 There are abundant examples of recogni-
tion of this role, and the writer applies them for comparison and contrast. The
need is reciprocal between poets and patrons, and failure on either’s part could
lead to disorder. Yet to develop the argument only within Arnold van Gennep’s
tripartite movement toward co-optation and integration may not justify the
poets’ overt call for status, recognition, and reward. Here, Marcel Mauss offers
help in explaining the ritual of exchange, for both patron and poet are under the
same obligation of gift rituals. The ceremonial presentation of the poem calls for
the conferral of the reward. The poem raises the poet to the status of the patron
and justifies, symbolically and materially, the poet’s closeness to the patron.
Suzanne Stetkevych gives a number of examples to demonstrate this reciprocity.
In pre-Islamic as in Islamic poetry, reciprocity works within this dialect.
Especially in the case of al-Mutanabbl, this ritual assumes greater proportions as
concomitant with the poets’ claims of magnanimity and manliness (Ibid. 201).

Poetics of legitimacy in context

The implications of ritual exchange are of so much cultural and social weight
because of the qaxldah’s legitimizing power, which is closely associated with
the role of the poet in pre-Islamic society. With this understanding, poetry is
no less needed in Islamic times. Using Ka‘b Ibn Zuhayr’s “Su‘md Has
Departed,” Suzanne Stetkevych argues that the address to the Prophet (dated
9 H / 630 CE) embodies not only a personal conversion, but also a whole soci-
ety and tradition that were “co-opted” by Islam (Ibid. 49). Transmuting the
qaxldah codes and rituals to Islam, and legitimizing these, too, in an address
to the Prophet, the qaxldah structure assumes legitimacy and becomes viable
for further use. The idea is ingenious as it runs counter to one-sided readings
of Qur’mnic positions regarding poets, not poetry. The “Su‘md Has Departed,”
was the poet’s own presentation and gift, his conversion and supplication,
which were received with no less a gift than the Prophet’s mantle. In the
writer’s words, “thus we witness in the qaxldah the Islamic cooptation of
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Jmhill ritual and ceremonial forms to buttress the authority of the Prophet
and the nascent Islamic state by identifying them with the authoritative
models of the past” (Ibid. 69). True as this case is, the supplicant poem offers
poetry the chance to re-establish itself within Islamic rule. Both need each
other, and the poem acted then as an apologia to atone for early confusion
regarding the message of Islam. Its pioneering conversional poetic set the
tone for further examples, but it was also the witness for change from the
ongoing tripartite structure to the dipartite that the writer justified in
Gaster’s seasonal ritual pattern of Emptying (mortification and purgation)
and Filling (invigoration and jubilation) (Ibid. 74). Although the three
genre-determined components continue to be the “evocative bearers of political
and religious legitimacy,” as the writer argues (Ibid. 80), the seasonal pattern
is more congenial to a later period when the panegyric took a more urgent
role in the politics of legitimacy. In both cases, the ode applies its tradition-
honored themes and motifs without lapsing into the past as a mere imitative
practice. The writer invests a lot of comparative poetics in this respect to
lucidly pass her idea that “each panegyric ode is a particular embodiment or
exemplar” (Ibid. 83), for each applies the generic characteristics along with
traditional residual in order to recreate the past to “confirm the present”
(Ibid. 83). Deploying therefore the poetics of ancient and Islamic literatures,
this book is not occupied with politics that basically works outside the canon
and its orbit of response, a point that I deal with later.

Suzanne P. Stetkevych rightly notices the appearance of the “group ra.ll”
in Umayyad poetry (Ibid. 100), as a transition toward the madl. as the real
purpose of the panegyric. Here Gaster’s seasonal structure proves pertinent as
the panegyric moves from chaos and crisis toward reintegration and jubilation.
The more the panegyric is driven by urgency the less patient is the poem with
its transitions. It is no wonder that later panegyrics give way not only to a
bipartite structure, but also to a monopartite one (pp. 143–44). This later
development, with its disregard for the opening is not an easy and smooth
handover, and the writer devotes many pages to Abn Tammmm’s well known
celebratory “The Sword is More Veracious” (pp. 156–67) in Poetics of Islamic
Legitimacy. With clustered images of rape to speak of the conquered city, the
poem may have its built-in structure to substitute the naslb opening of the
ancient ode. Yet, the poem remains classical in its imagery and celebration.
Abn Tammmm was a pioneer in innovation, to be sure, and the author of
Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy has already explained his role in the change that
overtook the language of poetry. This innovatory stance did not undermine
the basic qaxldah structure, nor was it meant to be. Indeed, one of the many
omissions in the modernist critique especially that of Adnnls, is this
unrestrained celebration of innovation as a constant. Without due search for
the more challenging practices since the emergence of both the wine poem
and the zuhd (ascetic) poetry, as an amalgam of technical and thematic
experimentation beyond the tripartite or dipartite structure as a normative
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pattern, this critique falls into a formalist trap that alienates the craft from
its formative burgeoning.

Normative patterning is a fossilized practice unless it is deliberately parodied
or transposed into a new context for further experimentation. While it carries
the imprint of its own culture, it may share common features with others. The
use of the deserted encampment can be a common legacy of ancient cultures,
and a property shared with the Hellenic tradition, as Suzanne Stetkevych
argues. This argument, based on Gian Biagio Conte’s reading of the Greco-
Latin traditions, broadens the scope of the discussion, and makes it possible to
speak of the Arabic tradition in terms of world culture. Conte explains how
important it was for these ancient traditions to come up with an opening
which was no less empowered than a heading or even a title, a “signature” with
a full “literary identity” that transferred itself to audiences with a full
“emblematic value” (quoted Ibid. 25). The opening acts as perpetuator and
mediator, for the audience’s expectations are both aroused and established as
long as “the opening signals . . . the relation between a specific composition
and its literary genre” (Ibid.). The quote from the classical scholar has no insin-
uations of influence, for the argument tends to draw attention to this Islamic
poetic outside Eurocentric strictures. The case is more so as these pre-Islamic
poetic openings have an identified stamp, repeatedly drawn with enough
markers to establish a tradition that has been difficult to dislodge without a
counter poetic of equal power. As the examples from the modernity outcome
explain, the prelude establishes a threshold of shared expectations, but its
internal transformations may restore it to the modernity movement as a site of
accommodation between the old and the new.

The elegiac prelude

On the formal level, the elegiac prelude, naslb, motivates the poem through a
recollection of loss, as imaged in the campsite. The opening is therefore a jus-
tification and perpetuation that leads into other parts, which, in Jaroslav
Stetkevych’s monumental reading of this mode, operates in a fashion that
invites comparison with the oration, and, for that matter, with Greek poetics of
oratory, that is, exordium, narration, argumentation, and conclusion.8 The
comparison is worth pursuing, for the opening catered to a mode, a temper and
a tradition whereby the poet accepted the role of the oracle, fitting hence into
the “oracular” as signified by the abandoned campsite. Suzanne P. Stetkevych
carries this further by drawing on the classical scholar Gregory Nagy in his
assessment of the mythicized poet in the Panhellenistic tradition whereby
the ancient poet’s identity was appropriated by “myth-making structure.”9 This
application is valid as long as it eludes the question of authenticity and makes
allowance for issues of orality. The case is more complicated, however, whenever
the ancient concordance creates its genealogies and modes of succession. The
aylml or ruined abodes assume not only the stamp of customary practice in 
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a contextual horizon of expectation, but also the appeal of an oracular testimo-
nial with promises and/or portents. The ancient record of the ten long poems
implies an existing tradition that was so captivating as to resist displacement.

Nostalgia, as discussed in Jaroslav Stekevych’s The Zephyrs’ of Najd, emanates
from a recognition of loss, and “rises to the plane of the subjective past, and from
there continues rising steeply to the psychological present of memory as reverie,
only to drop from there precipitously to the original level of the past as radical
loss.”10 The opening works among levels of the past that lead to the present as
vindication in keeping with the aspiration and vocation of the speaker in terms
of what Suzanne P. Stetkevych terms dialectic of transgression and redemption.
The dialectic works therefore in contexts of legitimacy as an authoritarian given,
whereby power claims legitimacy and ordains supplication and conformity. In
other words, patterned and designed as such, a poetic structure acts as a vehicle
to ensure allegiance and celebration of the self within a privileged position
that is sustained only through this allegiance. Even personal merits like
Arabness and manliness as celebrated by poets in this vein are the merits that
fit into authoritarianism. While these digressions fall within a comparative
prospectus, they also shed light on the significance of efforts, like Suzanne P.
Stetkevych’s, to develop a critique of the genre as it manifests its characteris-
tics in texts of topical and historical relevance to issues of legitimacy. These
are of a tribal, religious, and political nature, and poetry was as entangled in
this mechanism as present-day propaganda and the media in general.

The complexity of form in traditional contexts resists mere technical analy-
sis, and Suzanne P. Stetkevych has made this clear in her critique of scholars,
Arabs, and Westerners, who have thought of form in its later maturations as
“slavish imitation.” Taking issue with the Syrian scholar Wahb Rnmiyyah,
she argues that “the high Jmhill panegyric ode was established as the author-
itative poetic paragon for the Arabo-Islamic poetic tradition: it is at this
moment that the Jmhill qaxldah is canonized.”11 Drawing on Tarif Khalidi’s
“vision of a legitimizing past,” she adds that while legitimizing the Umayyad
ode through a process of modeling on an antecedent authority, the Umayyad
poet also conferred legitimacy on that antecedent through acclaim and
recognition (Ibid. 82). This reciprocity works within a new political system,
however. The Umayyads, especially the Sufymnids, were badly in need of this
authority,12 not only to benefit politically from the poetic scene, but also to
re-establish their presence within the Jmhill culture, which recognized their
economic and social prestige. As translated by Suzanne P. Stetkevych,
al-Akhyal’s ode of homage to the Umayyad Caliph cogently fits into this
argument. Here are some verses:

O Bann Umayyah, your munificence
is like a widespread rain;
It is perfect,
unsullied by reproach.
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O Bann Umayyah, it was I
who defended you
From the men of a tribe
that sheltered and aided [the Prophet].

I silenced the Bann Najjmr’s endless braying
against you
With poems that reached the ears
of every chieftain of Ma‘add,

Until they submitted,
smarting from my words-
For words can often pierce
where sword points fail.

O Bann Umayyah, I offer you
sound counsel:
Don’t let Zufar dwell secure
among you . . .

Canonization here works hand-in-hand with a hegemonic discourse that is
allied to the dominating mercantile class in Mecca with its resistance to
Islam. Umayyad critics had to follow the same canon in order to face adver-
sarial poetry, as the naqm’i, genre indicates.13 It is therefore in this context
that the qaxldah as a polemical ode gains significance. In other words, its
supremacy is the supremacy of the hegemonic discourse with its markers and
designations. Legitimacy as affirmation of control over Islamic polity has its
mechanism and needs, and the effort to sustain the presence of the ode, with
its legitimizing past, continued until recent times.

Classical transgressions

Yet, this alliance between power and the use of a specific poetic form cannot
be taken at face value as representative. There are other poetic practices that
take a different track, not only in terms of social, political, and moral practices,
but also in innovation and challenge to normative applications. The effort to
transgress poetic tradition may well draw harsh criticism, even if the prede-
cessor is no less a talent than al-Mutanabbl (d. 965), whom ‘AbnMu.ammad
al->asan b. Wakl‘ (d. 393 H) took to task for his “extremism and false . . .
extravagance” for saying “nobody is better than me, or even my equal.”14

In practice, however, talent and powerful entrenchment in a masculine
tradition make it possible for the poet not only to get away with defiance, but
also to legitimize transgression within the dialectic of aggrandizement and
supplication. This order eventually suffered further rupture whenever social
and cultural change brought about other tempers with no shared agenda and
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expectations. Abn Nuwms’s (d. 813) transgressions were permissible, not
only due to the Caliph al-Amln’s acceptance, a fact that carried a definite
legitimizing power, but also because of the vogue with new urban audiences.
He was lucky “that people celebrated his poetry and the notables of his age
acclaimed him,” says Ibn Manznr. He was so overwhelmingly in vogue that
whatever made a good light verse was attributed to him. More significant is
the remark made by Muhlhal b. Yamnt b. al-Mizri‘, for the poet was popular
with the underprivileged, the common and the riff-raff, who preferred him to
all, “unsurpassed in what they used to relate and care for.”15

The counter discourse to legitimacy has its undermining mechanisms, too.
There is an undermining poetic, which nevertheless makes use at times of the
opening of the qaxldah. For instance, the matter of the dominating tripartite
form, in its dialectical and interchangeable poetics and politics of transgression
and redemption or supplication and atonement cannot hold in poems of revolt.
The case is more conspicuous in the poetry of the brigand–poets, especially
al-Shanfarm. The opening line of his Ode calls on his people to embark on
their journey away from him, as he intends to depart, too. The emphasis on
separation, not integration, gains impetus through substitution of loyalty to
“another people.” In this instance, the naslb prelude no longer holds.

Modern nostalgia

Having said this, we have to remember, however, that the aylml prelude
assumes its powerful presence not through imitation but through repetition,
for the latter, as Suzanne P. Stetkevych argues in line with Jaroslav Stetkevych
and G. B. Conte, invests the poem with “literary identity” (The Poetics of
Islamic Legitimacy, p. 25). No matter how ancient/Islamic poets like >assmn b.
Thmbit, or ancient ones like Imru’ al-Qays or ‘Antarah argue the case of pla-
giarism and the use of the traditional or contemporary corpus, transgression
stops short of meddling with the aylml opening and its following structural
design.16 Unless we keep in mind the empowered association between the
spatial, the mythical, and the human, we may bypass the intimidating pres-
ence of this aylml, which cannot be dislodged unless there is a radical trans-
formational change, like the spread of Islam and the urban expansion of the
‘Abbmsid era. It was then that the prelude underwent harsh criticism too, and
Abn Nuwms was among the first who revolted against its formal and cultural
implications, a revolt that should conversely tell us of its heretofore rigorous
presence and imposing demands on the creative mind.

On the other hand, the form of the prelude passed through other transfor-
mations that also attest to its acceptance as a literary identity. As Michael
Sells persuasively argues,17 early Muslim Sufis made use of the prelude not
only as a means of meditation on the fleeting moment as was the case with
both al-Junayd (d. 910) and al-Qushayrl (d. 1074), but also as a threshold for
the second movement in the poem, namely the journey or the quest. For the
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Sufis, the quest as propelled by the beloved’s departure is the trial. The journey
takes “two notions of stages,” however, as Michael Sells suggests (Ibid. 61).
“The Sufis combined the two notions of stages, pilgrimage stages toward
Mecca and the stages of the beloved in her journey away from the poet,”
resulting in a “mystical bewilderment,” as in the following lines from
al-Qushayrl: “I continued to alight / in your affection, / a way-stop for which /
hearts are bewildered.” (Ibid.) Moreover, the sacred love talk in the ‘Udhrl
tradition of Arab love,18 made its presence felt conspicuously enough as to
appeal to the Sufis who found in its love-madness and self-annihilation the
right path toward mystical union (Ibid. 69).

Openings or preludes have other functional and psychological justifications.
Poetic tradition resonates with openings and thresholds that are loaded with
accumulated nostalgia for the past, along with convincing pronouncements
of desires and agonies. At times, the opening is an excuse to recapitulate and
accentuate a perspective, and to come up with a prescribed rhetoric. If modern
poetry keeps a distance from the ancient tripartite pattern, it does this in
due recognition of change, making compelling demands on sensibility and
temper. Whenever antecedent authority is present, there is a corresponding
recognition of a thematic-structural rupture that demands a compensatory
design as in al-Sayymb’s “Canticle of the Rain,” and Fadwm Ynqmn’s “Lan
Abkl” (I Will Not Cry). Yet, poets in the neoclassical mode (since the last
decades of the nineteenth century) are no less drawn to the classical mode in
its normative model as a perpetuating impulse that signals and ensures con-
tinuity. The classical poet, pre-Islamic or Islamic, has the opening as
the “igniting point for memory,” as S. Stetkevych argues (The Poetics of Islamic
Legitimacy, p. 26), which accelerates a structural pattern with codes and tran-
sitions that make up a shared register with the audience. It remains to be
said, however, that the model does not necessarily preclude deviation and dis-
sent, for no matter how closely intertwined with the politics of allegiance,
poetry remains a stage for self-aggrandizement.

When a poet in a neoclassical mode like al-Jawmhirl (d. 1998), for instance,
decided to use the elegiac opening, he only used this as a steppingstone to
impersonate a predecessor like al-Macarrl (d. 1058) in a poem that I discussed
in Chapter 3. Through identifying with him, he called for cultural and social
change. In this poem, the opening cannot lead to more than a bipartite
structure with interventional digressions of both a personal and a public
nature. A different example is from the Moroccan al-Mahdl Mu.ammad
al->ajwl (d. 1969). Al->ajwl titled a poem as follows: “Waqfatun ‘alm al-aylml
wa-khiymb al-shablbah” (A Halt at a Campsite and an Address to Youth).
Instead of asking his audience to halt at a campsite, the poet calls on his people
to “renew the jubilation of these deserted ruins,” for they speak for a glorious
past, “as there is no better evidence than these” of a past worthy of renewal.
Writing in an awakening vein, he calls for the use of science and religious
goodwill to recapture the glorious past and be an effective participant in the
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future.19 The poem shows the pitfalls of imitation and overblown rhetoric
when engaging issues of modernity and progress. In sum, openings that
invest the pre-Islamic or Islamic poem with a generic identity may lose effec-
tiveness, whenever the postclassical poet is under no constraints of allegiance
to a living authority. The same is also true whenever the classical form is used
in full or in part to accommodate a subject of a prosaic or oratory nature.
However, present identifications of political or ideological allegiance inten-
tionally deviate from the norm, not only because of their secular predilection,
but also because ideology makes a different demand on poetry.

Mediatory poetics

It may be worthwhile to cite al-Jawmhirl’s poem, already mentioned in
Chapter 3, as an example of mediatory poetics. His use of the opening and
his feminization of al-Macarrl’s abode Ma‘arrat al-Nu‘mmn attest to his sub-
ordination to a powerful generic presence of significant cultural grounding.
Yet other structural components become his inroads into a number of tradi-
tions. Informed by a present commitment to innovation and radicalization of
social and political life, these inroads serve as mediatory channels between
subordination to ancient authority and susceptibility to a modern temper.
Aware of the challenge of the modern, but disappointed at the attack on
the classical ode, al-Jawmhirl discusses the applicability of the classical
form to modern times. To argue the case in poetry he retrieves ancestral
polemical poetics to debate current innovations and their critical orienta-
tions. In this case, his poem has a purpose of its own that sets it within
mediatory poetics.

It is different, however, from other negotiatory examples with imitative
openings whose sole aim is to ignite memory and therefore set the poetic
space for a monopartite ode, like Ibn Zaydnn’s (d. 1070) “Saqm al-ghaythn
aylml al-a.ibbati” (May God Bless the Ruined Abode of the Loved Ones
with Rain).

Between mediational and reversal poetics, modern poetry may bring into
its intertext the ancient tradition and the poetics of allegiance, not only to
question them through a configuration of textual sites, but also to identify
with and search for meaning amid so many significations, old and new. Three
examples are worth noting here, one by al-Baymtl, in which he recalls the title
of the most majestic pre-Islamic classical odes (the Mu‘allaqmt, which tradition
claims were written in gold and suspended from the walls of Ka‘bah) for his
short free verse poems. He deliberately opens up the form to accommodate
modernist responses to life and love, as in “Aisha’s Mad Lover”:

A bird’s song
Woke me in the middle of the night
I followed the bird
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Deep into the enchanted darkness
She couldn’t imprison spring in her orchard
I saw a flowering branch in the gloom,
Leaning over me
From the top of the wall of light
I cried, the spring then returned
And I was still at the gate of the orchard
Praying for its flowering branch,
For the light which comes from inside,
For the colors
Carrying my vows to the capital of the empire
And the stone of wisdom and the legend
Perhaps the polar star
Will become a bridge for me on the infernal river of love
So I can cross the desert
Walking behind my camel, dawn preceding me to Bukhara
I return, carrying my vows to Damascus
Pursued, starved for love
Writing my ten mu‘allaqmt (odes) upon its wall.20

The poem makes use of a mixed register of Sufism and love poetry, but its
mu‘allaqmt are no more than short poems, with scattered references to ancient
poetry and geographical markers. The overall effect gathers its power from a lyri-
cal strain as centered in the speaker’s yearning for love. Beneath this Romantic
agony there is also a deliberate parody of the poetics of allegiance, for the vows
that the speaker claims to have for the imperial center amount to no more than
this personal yearning. In other words, the poet follows up the ra.ll (journey)
part, across the desert and toward the capital of the empire, only as an infatuated
lover led by singing, with no definite signs of settlement. The Romantic agony
gathers momentum through this dispersion of effects and the acceleration of the
endless journey. The act of writing becomes one of displacement; for only in
textual domains can the poet ensure a culmination of desire. The act of writing
on the wall parodies the pre-Islamic ode, supposedly suspended on the walls of
Mecca, while focusing on the written terminus of an endless quest.

The practice of reversal poetics received subtle endorsement in the poetry
of Ma.mnd Darwlsh, especially in his poem “Eleven Planets in the Last
Andalusian Sky” in his 1990 collection A.ada ‘ashara kawkaban (Eleven
Planets). Well-acquainted with classical and Andalusian poetic traditions,
Darwlsh navigates easily among forms and images, giving these a modernist
sweep that is in perfect concordance with a scene of rupture, loss, devastation,
and enormous challenge on every front. Only in his poetry can we claim that
the classical works as a sustained underlying subtext to energize and feed a
modernist poetics in times of discord. Another example of a different caliber
is a poem by Amjad Nmxir. A Jordanian Bedouin by origin, he is not after
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random intellectualizations. The poetic and the real have to negotiate a selfhood,
not only in matters of position, but also in the very poetic site. The poem
burgeons into a self that captures tradition and modernity within a nexus of
poetic dialogization. In his “A.ada ‘ashara kawkaban li-Msym” / “Eleven Stars
for Asia” (Nicosia 1984), the poet lets this selfhood unfold, not in a romantic
vein of lyricism, but in a controversial accentuation amid competing registers,
ancient and new:

Because you are bedazzled by
bows, howdahs and the forgotten tongues
of tribes who lean against the willow and weep
you have leant against the date palm of my soul
princes tumble
and panegyrics
the stony splendor of the thousand nights
another night and the silver boughs are completed
for the space reclining on my shoulders
another night and the Qahtani will gird on a sword
from the fuzzy spring-time
and lead the stallion of his lusts between
shepherd’s marble
to the resurgence of the flesh
temptation inclines to the north from this bareness
crowned by the moon’s dew,
the country seized by copper thunderbolt
and the horns of rams kohl-edged by history’s
perfumed dust
ring out in tumultuous turmoil: this is Asia.
because you come from technology’s eve
and all sorts of domestic creations
so you saw the Pleiades shimmer above the camel hump
and daggers drawn in lupine distrust
glittering like battle
you saw the sinful star of seduction flash in the utter
blackness of the eye of the veiled man
because you spring from the vapors of rivers
safe for sailing
texts of the body prepared for knowledge
and for oppressive touches
for you found in the shadow of a pair of ebony shoulders
the shadow of a continent drowning in sand and weapons
Asia, Asia,
sands and raised guns
tribes who butcher camels kneeling on bended knee
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and half
Asia, Asia
moons dangling from the trellis dome
on hempen ropes and mourn by night in crazed cities
Asia, Asia
provinces of mustard, aging eagles and improvisations
Asia, Asia
Adam’s apple is stabbed by thirty prophets
and eleven stars
no room for the birds of freckle
in the jungles of tar.
no place for the hand of high industry to fall
on the haft of the plough pulled by Hammurabi’s ox
for we write what we know not
we proceed in the festivities of speech.
Asia, is words born on the lips
fields rising up to the scythe’s edge
and tilting.
Asia she only saw her mien as war,
erasing her features and proceeding in the personal
history to ashes
for the war is war no more.
the shots a carnation, which died in the ecstasy
and marble grows on flanks
here we are, in the first year before naught.
the sun of Asia has bared her body and gone
on to the sea:
brides of oak evergreen
quagmires of wisdom
linden hearts
dangling on the curve of dryness
pebbles
shining in the water-wheel’s jaw
children gather dung.
to cook well the continent of bread.21

The reader may trace in the poem a dense register of ancient times, records of
wars, daily life, dreams and aspirations. Yet, the divided voice reads the old
and the new recollections and intimations as they unfold now in this solitary
moment. The perceiving mind recognizes an invading change and a mixture
of futility, absurdity, will, and power in the old lifestyles. The accumulated
detail builds a register that moves back and forth between the ancient ode,
the war poem, the real Bedouin life, and the recapitulations of a new sensibility
that sees through change. The mere fact that the divided voice traces the
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whole record and scene indicates an emerging consciousness in search for
meaning amid the old and the new, the desert and the city.

Engagements and invalidations

These poetic sites cannot develop a reversal poetics, as basically appropriating
the canons to question or undermine them, without signs of referentiality and
shared registers with audiences. Texts aspire to relate to potential audiences
who can identify with a register or recognize a shared code. All the more so
when texts deploy conventional openings and familiar grounds to involve their
audience in reciprocity. Under the constraints and promises of modernity, such
a deployment may fall short of the goal as set in a poetics of allegiance, but it
may situate its new poetic within acceptable norms nevertheless. As mediatory
sites, poems in this negotiatory space between the ancient and the modern
build up their position in anxiety and tension. Their discursive ground runs
the risk of collision and rift that needs another lyrical flow to compensate for
the rugged surface of competing registers. On many occasions, the poet is
aware of the tension between the inherited legacy and the impulse of moder-
nity. Release is not an easy matter, as the remains of tradition are deeply rooted
in memory. Perhaps, the Egyptian Mu.ammad ‘Aflfl Mayar offers a good
example of the workings of memory on the poetic site. In “Ambiguous Terms,”
written in 1979, the poet is not after merging traditional divining and fortune-
telling with allusions to Qur’mnic verses on retribution, punishment, or reward.
But rather, the poem sets the scene for poetic creation. Its supplication for a
poetic spark works slowly and smoothly within traditional lore, with its rich
presence in memory, as it fuses with the Qur’mnic and the tribal. The creative
process moves among these registers, rites and oaths:

for I hear the rhymed oath, the hard covenant,
while the river has the face of the quarry

amid the desert’s mirages
(Quartet of Joy, 1997, 41)

The poetic process cannot dislodge the presence of the traditional qaxldah,
but it can work with it toward the moment of epiphany:

The tribe possesses ashen fires . . .
from the fire substance there is nothing but blood embers

in the ash of memory;
the hospitability rite: aromas of tharida,
coffee, and cardamom
clank in the qaxlda’s remains . . .

(Ibid. 40)
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Release comes through this grounding, and the spark is ignited in the poem
as epiphany:

My elect state overwhelmed me:
I was seized by the yield
of the senses,
and the signs of epiphany;
. . . the earth book tumbled through myriad exegeses.

(Ibid. 41)

Reversal poetics can work elusively within the poetics of the “nostalgic
prelude” (naslb) of the classical qaxldah, as for example in Fadwm Ynqmn’s “Lan
Abkl” (I Won’t Cry). The poem begins with a paratextual dedication to the
poets of the Palestinian resistance, “a present for the Jaffa meeting, 4/3/
1986.” Establishing a dedicatory relationship with a specific group of poets
entails a contextual and textual terrain where connections are established and
poetic transposition is sustained. In this context, no text is free from the
impact of the group’s poetic output, and a configurational site emerges. To
cite Gerard Genette, “The dedication . . . proclaims a relationship, whether
intellectual or personal, actual or symbolic, and this proclamation is always
at the service of the work, as a reason for elevating the work’s standing or as
a theme for commentary.”22

Fadwm Ynqmn’s poem opens with the nostalgic prelude, at Jaffa’s gates
where the speaker has a glimpse of ruined habitations that remind the woman
poet of the damage done under occupation and confiscation. The use of the
classical tripartite division is found here too. The nostalgic opening sets the
tone for the second section, as the speaker describes the ruins that act on her
sensibility in preparation for the trouble and misery as suffered in this
meeting. Quoting the standardized “Qifm nabkl,” (Stop and We Will Weep),
of Imru’ al-Qays in his famous prelude, the poem halts at the deserted
dwelling-places and relics of habitation at Jaffa, where this speaker begged to
stop and weep, complained, and addressed the desolate encampment.
Between watching, surveying, and investigating the scene of havoc and
destruction, the mind is not satisfied with mere nostalgic recollections. It
poses questions regarding the inhabitants of the demolished abodes, the
friends and the loved ones:

They were here,
They had their dreams here once
Here they drew
projects for future life
Where is the dream and where are they?
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The question culminates at the threshold of the ruined campsite:

At Jaffa’s gates, O beloved ones,
Among the chaotic wreckage of houses,
Among the debris and the thorns
I stood, addressing my eyes: You eyes
“stop and we will weep,”
At the ruins of the departed . . .

In this first part, there is a comparison between what was before and what the
situation is at the present time. Looking upon the whole situation, the
speaker feels the stress as the present scene shows either ruins or a “a gathering
of owls and ghosts,” where a line from a famous qaxldah by al-Mutanabbl fits
well to bewail alienation and strangeness as the speaker “is a stranger in face
[brown and they are white-skinned in Bawwmn], capacity [as he uses the spear
as weapon], and language [as his language is Arabic].”23 Yet, the same refer-
ence may not correspond well enough with the original which nevertheless
appreciates the beauty of the place in a poem that is addressed as a panegyric
to ‘A,ud al-Dawlah and his two sons. The second part recaptures the sense of
loss through a journey of political dimensions, as the speaker uses the arrival
as a pretext to recapitulate the meaning of loss. It establishes a filiatory bond
with the Palestinian poets and the community through physical and symbolic
communication:

Here I am, O beloved ones, extending my hand to yours
. . . Raising my forehead to the sun, with you,
Here you are as hard and powerful as our mountains
As the roses of our homeland

This part covers journeying in a mixture of emotional and inflammatory rhet-
oric, as the speaking voice interfuses into the Palestinian national discourse,
its landmarks of defiance and struggle. The last part makes use of this
journeying, as it moves in a seasonal structure pattern from chaos and misery
to prospects of reintegration and jubilation. Although growing out of the
second part with its invitation to intimacy and integration there is a promise
to join in a struggle that transfigures words into action:

I go forward on the same route of yours,
Planting my steps into my homeland
Into my land like you . . . 24

The poem makes cursory use of the traditional structure to retain a poetic
root that can substantiate the driving motivation of the poem as a national
song of defiance and struggle. As a dominant motif, the will to integrate, to
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identify with the displaced and the uprooted, gains power through the
layering of textual and formulaic association and recapitulation.

It is interesting to note how contrafaction works in respect to this poem when
a poet like Ma.mnd Darwlsh engages it after June 1967, emphasizing a counter
memory, not a nostalgic recollection of a past, for cities and places are alive and
“we exist in the flesh of our country.”25 Revoking the nostalgic mood as one of
loss, the poet uses rhetorical affirmation to displace whatever that betrays weak-
ness and frailty. Yet, rhetoric cannot sustain a position for long, and Ma.mnd
Darwlsh will soon search for other strategies to enforce a textual homeland.

Al-Sayymb’s “Canticle of the Rain” (1954) approached loss differently.
Writing when Iraq was still under British domination and when the puppet
regime and the corrupt system caused havoc, Al-Sayymb used a traditional
opening, not that of a ruined abode, but of a departing female. While she may
share with the traditional poem its evoked mistress or beloved, there is no
further association of luxury or ease. Memory and recollection act neverthe-
less with no less force in perpetuating the poetic process. In this, al-Sayymb is
drawn to the normative qaxldah opening, which, in Suzanne P. Stetkeyvch’s
words, becomes the “focal point in the process of poetic composition” (The
Poetics of Islamic Legitimacy, 26). Its naslb threshold deludes the reader and leads
him or her to think in terms of normalcy before being thrown into a counter
ri.lah of migration and exodus, where the river and the sea, not the desert, lead
to the third division of the hymn, as the poet invokes change and revolution
against a corrupt system. A comparison between Imru’ al-Qays’ mu‘allaqah
and al-Sayymb’s canticle may be worthwhile to demonstrate the difference
between the old and the new. The pre-Islamic poet begins as follows:

Stop! To weep over the memory of a beloved
And the ruin of the house of the beloved
In the soft sand, that ripples
Between al-Dakhnl and >awmal
As far as Tn,l. and al-Miqrmt.
Here, in the sand, traces are still visible
Between the well-worn paths.
What sand the north wind pours over the ruins
The south wind scatters when it blows.
And in the empty, ruined courtyard
The spoor of the white gazelle
Lies like peppercorns.
On the morning of departure,
While they loaded the caravan in the acacia grove,
I wept uncontrollably;
My anguish and longing for my loved one
Were as sharp as the tears shed
By those who grind the bitter apple seed.26
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The pre-Islamic poet traces in the ruins an image of a departing beloved, to
whom it is his role to give form and life in poetry. To have this materialize
there should be a convincing endeavor, an engagement with obstacles
whereby courage and valor may be demonstrated. No tribal or communal
integration is possible without a quest. Al-Sayymb has a different quest, not
only in terms of difference between the pre-Islamic context of the desert
journey and residual, but mainly in terms of objectification, of giving voice
to every detail in order to bewail a condition and to summon change. Written
early in the 1950s and published in Al-Mdmb, 2(1954), 18, the poem was
looked upon as concomitantly engaged in revolutionary poetics while making
use of Middle Eastern fertility myths that were in vogue then.27 Leaning on
Suzanne P. Stetkevych’s erudite reading of the use of rain, storm, and tears in
pre-Islamic poetry, Terrl DeYoung reached insightful conclusions regarding
the dichotomous rain-tears presence in the poem.28 She also adds I.smn
‘Abbms’s early critique that drew attention to the symbolic design of the
hymn, its invocation of tradition to revolutionalize it through a poetic of
transference whereby the beloved of the traditional prelude is replaced by
homeland. The act of textual transference and poetic transposition is not new,
however, for it is available in abundance in the ancient, ‘Abbmsid, and
postclassical traditions.

Iraqi pain recaptured

Al-Sayymb’s strength lies elsewhere. His masterly use of patching and negoti-
ation between registers, Arabic and Western, attests to a poetic genius that
digests creatively to produce a poem that has the ring of tradition and moder-
nity, nostalgia and political consciousness, thought and music. The whole fits
into an eschatological vision that partakes of scriptural benedictions and
expresses the southern Iraqi sense of agony and pain. Although writing on
Buland al->aydarl as early as 1967, ‘Azlz al-Sayyid Jmsim’s words apply with
more force to al-Sayymb. He says: “Iraqi pain is real and old, it is the pain of
a country passing through series of periods, Babylonian, Sumerian, and
Acadian, and its forehead is smeared with the mud of submission. Instead of
changing into a David, a Spartacus, or a Greek hero, he resigns, accepting
oppressors’ alms, and when revolting he is only freed from the Ottoman
master to fall into the hands of the British master.” He adds: “From this Iraqi
poet’s background, where our sorrows multiply in the heart of this land, no
Iraqi poet emerges without passing through the cycle of pain.”29 This home-
land for which the exile in Kuwait yearns recaptures in the poem traditional
erotic lore without losing sight of the dire reality. The poet was too realistic
to let the nostalgic mood override his political awareness of the life and
suffering of a wealthy country whose corrupt feudal system was sustained by
the colonizer. By invoking the naslb tradition, the poet engages the audience
in an associative register of longing and belonging. Drawing on nature
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without lapsing into pathetic fallacy, al-Sayymb gathers devices and images of
anticipation and sorrow which he animates as childhood recollections. Nature
is animated through this association, too. He makes his journey into the self
while traversing the present scene of rain, river, sea, and life in the south of
Iraq. The child who giggles and the child who cries for his mother are the
two sides of al-Sayymb’s childhood. The mixed significations of rain, its
portents and gifts, danger and beauty, gloom and sunshine enable the poem
to traverse different conditions and states. This mixed register emerges through
human intimations, childhood responses and recollections. Al-Sayymb’s naslb is
the more effective as the invoked female is anonymous, available for further
poetic transference whenever the poet commingles the land and the woman
into one single image of a charming woman in distress. The poet hides behind
anonymity while gathering a poetic subtext of mixed emotions. Between the
sadness of children and their giggling, he invokes the scene of rain:

In the hour before dawn
Your eyes are two groves of palm trees
Or two balconies
Passed over by the moon

When your eyes smile, vines flower
And lights dance . . . like the reflection of the moon in the river
Disturbed gently by the movement of oars
In the hour before dawn,
As if stars throbbed in their depths.
The stars drown in a mist of sorrow,
The sea opens its arms
In the warmth of winter, the chill of autumn,
Embracing death and birth and darkness and light;
the shiver of a sob wakens in my soul
and a wild ecstasy courses through me, reaching the sky-
The ecstasy of a child who fears the moon.
Smaller clouds are lost in the heavy dark clouds
Which, drop by drop, disperse in rain;
the children’s giggling in the grape arbors
tickles the silence of the sparrows in the trees.
Then comes the song of the rain.
Rain . . .
Rain . . .
Rain . . .

Rain assumes a mixed register as concomitant with Islamic tradition, for there
is repeatedly a rain for retribution in the Qur’mn, “sm’a mayaru al-mundharln”
(Snrat al-Naml, p. 58; and al-Shu‘arm’, p. 173) evil will be the rain for the
warned. In reality, rain also causes floods and consequent suffering and
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damage, especially for the miserable. The association between loss and rain
is underscored to perpetuate the juxtaposition that underpins the poem,
between giggling and weeping, beauty and damage, wealth and hunger. This
fluctuation lends the poem more referents that apply to the social and
political, for wealth turns into poverty and misery, like the rain that brings
about damage and loss. Juxtaposition works vertically and horizontally
between the human and the natural as they shed into each other to develop
the paradoxical structure of the poem. The paradox that gathers force and
impetus through mingling sound and meaning takes the poem away from
classical structuring. The poetic voice claims no power other than its
early invocation as it accelerates memory and perpetuates subtle comparison,
invocation and prayer, as carefully measured in pace with the falling rain:

The evening yawns and the clouds continue to gush
And pour; pour their heavy tears down
Like a child weeping in his sleep
For his mother whom, when he woke a year ago,
He did not see.
And when he persisted in asking,
They told him,
“She’ll be back the day after tomorrow,”
She must come,
Though friends whisper that she’s there
At the side of the hill, sleeping the sleep of the dead,
Down in her own earth, drinking the rain
Like a disappointed fisherman gathering his nets,
And cursing the fates and the waters,
Singing his mournful songs when the moon wanes.
Rain . . .
Rain . . .
Do you know what grief the rain brings?
When the gutters resound with the sad music of the falling rain,
And how the lonely feel a sense of loss when it rains.30

The popularity of this poem is due in part to its realistic strain, its imme-
diate engagement with Iraqi life and politics. Its durability may be explained
also in these terms, as the richest country falls into evil hands every now and
then. Yet, this sustained popularity is also due to its power as a poem, its
lyrical flow, the density of images, the admixture of the pastoral and the real,
the elegiac, and the celebratory. Its biographical journeying back and forth
between childhood and adult life, and its music, endow it with markers of
both the folk song and the canticle. Its classical poetic subtext is equally
responsible for this durability. The poem works within a traditional register,
pre-Islamic and Islamic, while it creates its space of innovation and creativity.
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Its rain refrain draws on the real and the mythical. Rain is worth reading in
context of fertility rites or their revocation. It may appear in benedictions as
invocation of good life and prosperity, as in Abn al-‘Atmhiyah’s erotic prelude
for his poem “My Coy Mistress.” The pleasant questioning note needs a playful
prayer to counterbalance coyness, “may God send rain upon her ruined
abode.” Recalling the past in a present calls for this verbal revitalization as
symbolic of reunion and return. As the ruined abode of the past, the deserted
encampment has a connotation of loss, the invocation invites renewal and
regeneration. The Islamic element substitutes the mythical and the poem
fares well in its subsequent swerve to the metaphorical, for the woman, as
Suzanne P. Stekevych notes, stands for the Islamic ummah. Suggestions of
beauty and coyness and subsequent submission are the poet’s mechanism to
enhance caliphal power and dominion.31 Rain has other connotations, too.
Al-Sayymb is aware of these, as he is aware of the use of rain in the poetry of
Edith Sitwell and T. S. Eliot. Yet, al-Sayymb’s poem carries no scars of imita-
tiveness, and its primary images of eyes and rain, along with other variants
on them, hold the canticle together as one compact song, acting on its reader
or listener through reciprocal belonging. The poem regains the right balance
between tradition and modernity, and negotiates its registers effectively,
providing music, multiple voicing, and innovation. In this poem, trajectories
seem to coalesce, not in sameness but in valorization of diversity and poetic
creativity.

The poem as canticle and hymn (nashld and ’unshndah) has contemporary
resonance for, as argued elsewhere in this book, poets like Ma.mnd Darwlsh
insist that poetry means recitation. The argument runs against the inclination
among modernists to claim poetry as textual property, to be read and pondered.
This reading of poetry as recitation summons the support of a few poets from
among different generations. In poems that make use of the ancient ode as
“Anmshld l-khaymat ‘Ablah” (Canticles for ‘Ablah’s Camp) by the woman
poet from Saudi Arabia, Ashjmn al-Hindl (b. 1968),32 there is a recreation of
the old erotic prelude, but there is also a comparable lyrical effort to intimate
emotions and passions that are impossible otherwise for a female writer in a
conservative society. She is able to let these passions unfold in orchestrated
poetic movements that move back and forth in poetic accentuations between
traditional meter and modern free prosodic experimentation. Ancient
poets like ‘Antarah and Imru’ al-Qays are present in the poem in full, so
are their women, but these are also thresholds for personal emotion, as
the poetess hides behind the ancient ode to secure secrecy in an ongoing
love affair.

Personal outpourings hide behind ancient erotic scenes or other biographical
situations that enable the canticle to flow, unrestrained by the intellect. At
times, the modern poet reads a similarity between his or her situation and a
precursor who was also exiled, or betrayed by friends and relatives. Such is the
case of the Yemeni poet ‘Abd al-‘Azlz al-Maqmli. (b. 1937). In his poem
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“Waraqah min kitmb al-Andalus” (A Leaf from the book of al-Andalus), he
builds on a famous muwashsha. by the Andalusian poet and writer from
Granada, Lismn al-Dln Ibn al-Khaylb (d. 1374), who was reportedly betrayed
by his former student and colleague, the poet Ibn Zamrak. Lismn al-Dln Ibn
al-Khaylb’s prelude runs as follows: “May the rain cloud be bountiful to you
when the rain cloud pours, / O time of love union in al-Andalus!”33 ‘Abd
al-‘Azlz al-Maqmli. finds in the betrayal and also in the experience and caliber
of Lismn al-Dln Ibn al-Khaylb something akin to his own life and experience.
Disappointed and forlorn, he advises his heart “to be alone in the void of
your sadness / In the alphabet of your rejection / to be a master in your
vices.”34 He concludes, “Do not reach the river unless you are alone / Offer
fear the greenness of your eyes . . . And do not wait for somebody in the dis-
tant horizon.” The canticle turns into an elegy of the self, for the last words
run as follows: “Wait for the coming of death in this gloomy wilderness.”

Sufism and transgression

Sufism of the first generation in the eighth century may not offer poetic
patterns for subsequent transgression or transposition, but its language and
mode are transgressive in the first place. Its burgeoning into a discourse that
belies standardization sets the ground for deviational poetics and easily offers
its power therefore to modernist experimentation. Although many readers
associate the upsurge of Sufism in modern poetry with such figures as
Xalm. ‘Abd al-Xabnr and Adnnls, the Iraqi critic, ‘Azlz al-Sayyid Jmsim, wrote
an early article on this issue in 1966, as a critique of the poem “Xalmyln
al-‘Ajam” (The Sultans of Non-Arabs) by the Iraqi poet ‘Abd al-Ra.mmn
Yuhmmzl (b. 1943).35 Jmsim argues that this poem is divided into six “admo-
nitions/ beneficial pieces of advice” or Sufi offerings; each fm’idah speaks for a
Sufi station,36 but in context of twentieth century Sufism. These Sufi offer-
ings imply no reciprocity, and become, therefore, a meeting ground whereby
“neo-Sufism” (a term coined by Jmsim, p. 163), “is proud of the illuminations
of the early Sufis while keeping a distance. In this very distance emerges the
paradox; and as science intervenes, things get complicated and a battle takes
place.”37 The critic thinks the poet deliberately relies on Sufism, to escape
engagement not only in contemporary Iraqi politics, but also in love, or
allegiance. In other words, the critic traces a deliberate deviational design
that makes use of the celebrated Sufi Abn Yazld al-Bisymml (d. 261/874 or
264/877–878), with his exerted effort to be “the smith of his own self,”
liberating the self from every obstacle that might separate it from God. Such
exertion enabled him to “shed” the Anm (I) in fanm’, obliteration, as “snakes
their skin.” Reaching this stage of ecstasy, the Sufi Shaykh gave way to
his shaya.mt, accelerated utterances that drew orthodox criticism of Sufism.
Yuhmmzl makes use of these hybrid and ecstatic utterances in his poem,
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but he is more inclined toward the total experience, with its dialogic
dimension that captures both the ecstatic and the real. In one gift or benefit,
the poet speaks through the Sufi mask:

I laugh like fear, so my ear let you
Hear the ghosts
For I laugh in fear, hungry
I pass behind the tree
My caravan is the sea, with its belongings
On wind I lean.

In another offering, the poet speaks in the voice of another Sufi, perhaps Bishr
al->mfl (the barefoot) of Marw and Baghdad (d. 150/767 or 152/769), whose
cognomen “the barefoot” may derive from the Qur’mnic verse, Sura 59: 19,
“And God made the earth your carpet.” “So, how can a human step onto
God’s carpet wearing shoes?” said the Sufi:

I own my shield I own the bloodstained spear
So why is my body thrown on the ground in neglect?
You “Xalmyln al-‘Ajam” (Sultans of non-Arabs),
Who is standing in my wounds, dragging shoes
In my deep injuries?
I refuse to let my wounds be canals
Emptied of waters
To become a passage for wallowers
You, the face who left me
Can you run away without me?
I refuse to be an insult
Do not burn my wounds
Do not singe the remains of wax in it.

‘Azlz al-Sayyid Jmsim draws attention to this intentional confusion between
the immediate experience of the speaker and the Sufi subtext (Ibid. 162).
While reaching into Sufi sublimations, the poet achieves “the face of it
through exertion, merely the side of the self which is inseparable from every-
day experience. Hence, the aspirations of the poet and his transgression of
veiling stand for his completeness, as a harmonious blending with the self,
with its failures and inner struggles” (Ibid. 163). Thus, he concludes, the poet
“does not submit to the supreme vision (the original and the first ancient
one), for he is an amateurish practitioner, not living yet total infatuation or
ecstasy, for the state of utter transfiguration and fusion invites no explication.
Language itself is drawn to its reality, its emanations, and cannot therefore
reflect a total visionary attachment to absence, for language is no more than
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words that possess the quality of presence in the lap of things” (Ibid. 165).
He even draws on a saying by Khalll >mwl on language and connotation:
“language is the daughter of reality, and passions are connected to this realistic
source as the base of life. It expresses efficiently what it emerges from, but
cannot express what is too supreme in beauty and goodness. Hence, whatever
grand relates to humanity, the earth and reality, with all their contradictions,
for any expression of the supreme vision involves language in distortion”
(Ibid. 165).

This reading draws on Sufi registers. Obviously not in the “staying beyond
stayings” state, or mawqif, the speaker is in the buffer state, between the
maqmm and .ml, a pause in the phrasing of al-Niffarl (d. 965) in his book
Mawmqif.38 The Iraqi poet cannot sustain this vision, and hence is unable to
transcend the real world; for he can be drawn away from God by any phe-
nomenal being or thing, and the bond with God is thus severed (Ibid. 19).
The poet is aware of these registers and practices, as he is in the state of striv-
ing to reach “the veritable ignorance of all things through Me,” as al-Niffarl
says in describing this state (Ibid. 39): “Thou shouldst notice in the vision
of thy soul every world and heaven, and every sky and earth, and land and sea,
and night and day, and prophet and angel, and knowledge and gnosis, and
words and names, and all that is in that, and all that is between that, saying:
‘There is naught like unto Him;’ and that thou shouldst see this its saying: ‘There
is naught like unto Him’, to be the extremity of its knowledge, and the
end of its gnosis” (Ibid.). As noticed by the Iraqi critic, however, Yuhmmzl
is engaged only in the present, hence the existence of the veil that resists
obliteration. Al-Niffarl describes the stage as revealed: “I look upon thee, and
I desire that thou shouldst look upon Me; while all manifestation veils thee
from Me. Thy soul is thy veil, and thy knowledge is thy veil, and thy gnosis
is thy veil, and thy names are thy veil, and my Self-revelation to thee is thy
veil . . . Void thy heart for Me” (49). The poet’s engagement with the present
redirects him into the oblique and wayward. The Iraqi poet speaks, to cite
Foucault again, in the language of the madman. This waywardness also
entrenches Sufism in the discourse of dissent, revitalizing language thereby
through this cross-fertilization. The effort “loads all signs with a resemblance
that ultimately erases them,” as Michel Foucault speaks of the language of
the madman in relation to poetry, for both occupy a “marginal position”
where “words unceasingly renew the power of strangeness and the strength of
their contestation.”39

This is not the same approach as followed by the Egyptian Xalm. ‘Abd al-
Xabnr who takes the Sufi Bishr al->mfl (d. 840 or 841–842) as a mask. He
achieves this masking, however, through careful parallelism, intertextualiza-
tion, and indirect reflection on the human condition. In his “Mudhakkirmt al-
Sufi Bishr al->mfl” (Memoirs of the Sufi Bishr al->mfl 1964), the poet draws
a grim picture of the situation that provoked Bishr al->mfl to leave human
society behind. Quotations give the poem a duplicational nature that builds
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on a sense of dismay at the whole scene, including censorship and oppression,
but it also applies a reversal poetic through a careful manipulation of the Sufi
courting of the void to live in the vision of God:

Be careful not to listen
Be sure not to look
Be certain not to touch
Be sure not to speak
Halt! Cling to the tight rope of silence
The fountain of speech is deep . . .

(Works 429)

Here, there is no Sufi positive striving for the bond with the God, and there
is no effort exerted to achieve a detachment from whatever worldly attach-
ment deters this bond. The imperative tense redirects attention to the scene
in Egypt in 1964, with the increase of totalitarianism and censorship. This
Sufi poetics turns into one of dissent, revitalizing modernist poetics with
contemporary intimations.

Elegizing a present

Elegy is another poetic mode and theme that undergoes a great deal of
revisionism to fit into the deviational, the reversal, and the revisionist. While
making use of the traditional marthiyah (elegy), this subgenre constitutes a
large portion of poetry since the revivalists of the second half of the nineteenth
century. One may say that until sometime in the first half of the twentieth
century, and even later, Arabic elegy rarely deviated from the poetry of lamen-
tation with its emphasis on the attributes, good deeds, and impact of the
deceased. There are a number of subsequent deviations that dilute the genre,
immersing it into a new transgeneric consciousness that looks upon the entire
contemporary scene as one of lamentation. As Adnnls says in “Marthiyyat
al-Ayymm al->m,irah” (Elegy for the Time at Hand 1958):

All men . . . mere scraps from everywhere,
Fresh baits of arsenic.
Under their sky what green can sprout?40

Elegies no longer work as expressions of lamentation and love for a single
individual, despite the resilient presence of such shades, nor do they necessarily
court the ancient combination of fertility rites or calls to revenge and blood
as functionally intertwined in future reclamation and victory. As if in reaction
to early Tammnzl regenerative cycles, Adnnls places the elegy in chants of
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dismay at a grim past and present:

Chanting of banishment,
exhaling flame,
the carriages of exile
breach the walls.
Or are these carriages
the battering sighs of my verses?

(Ibid. 44)

Elements of fertility and vegetation that conventionally appear in rhetorical
exclamations of ancient Arabic poetry, receive here a contemporary twist, as
the present site is one of aridity and waste:

Cyclones have crushed us.
Sprawled in the ashes of our days, we glimpse our souls
passing
on the sword’s glint
or at the peaks of helmets.
As autumn of salt spray
settles on our wounds.
No tree can bud.
No spring . . .

(Ibid.)

The present is only a continuum of a past that has offered no compensatory
signs of growth or rejuvenation. Adnnls looks upon the present scene of
failure as a distorted reenactment of history, a flawed reading that draws only
on signs of callousness and oppression:

Now in the final act,
disaster tows our history
toward us on its face.
What is our past
but memories pierced like deserts
prickled with cactus?
What streams can wash it?

(Ibid. 44)

The emerging poem cannot work outside this ongoing consciousness, even
when poets lament a personal loss, for example in the Syrian poet Nizmr
Qabbmnl’s elegy for his mother “Umm al-Mu‘tazz,” subtitled as “Elegy to my
Mother.” In this elegy the poet sees himself as a knight in a lost battle, or a
rover among cities of death and disaster: “I emerged from one death/into
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another. /It was my destiny to travel between deaths.”41 The opening works
in space, for its site recalls the deserted encampment of ancient poetry and the
marmthl of cities:

When Beirut was gasping in my arms
like a stabbed fish,
a call came from Damascus:
“Your mother has died.”
At first, I did not comprehend the words.
How the fish could be dying everywhere
at the same time?
The beloved city, Beirut,
the amazing mother, Fa’iza . . .

(Ibid. 113)

Although drawn as pieces of recollections addressed to a public that has no
idea of a mother who was not “engaged in . . . public relations,” the poem also
carries no signs of fertility and vegetation. The stark scene has no consolation,
and the speaker feels unprotected and forlorn: “you shall find me roaming the
streets, naked” (Ibid. 114). On another occasion, Qabbmnl dedicated an elegy
to the memory of the Egyptian and Arab leader Jamml ‘Abd Nmxir (d. 1970).
The poem laments the loss of the Egyptian leader within a different context.
It is the nation that betrays the leader, the nation that relinquishes hope and
dallies in empty slogans. The poem creates its text through words of love for
the lost leader, but no less than two portions of the poem thrive on the blame
and the biting criticism of a society that includes the speaker:

We have killed you, last of the prophets,
you are dead! It is not new,
this killing of prophets and saints.
How many an imam has been murdered
as he performed his evening prayers!

(Ibid. 153)

The gap between the leader and the nation is huge, and his thought is
inaccessible to a stubborn people. The poet looks on nationalist ideology as a
virgin land that demands commitment and faith that do not exist:

You came to us, a beautiful book
We didn’t know how to read,
You invited us to the land of innocence
But we refused to follow.

(Ibid.)
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As elegy, this poem swerves from the canon. It shares with women’s elegy some
sense of incitement and instigation, but this is carried out through self-
castigation that may hamper the elegiac ritual obligation involved in war
exhortation. It does not meet the rituals of obligatory avenging of the dead, as
it upbraids a polity for being below the standards of the deceased. On the other
hand, it shares with the marmthl subgenre a purpose, to preserve the memory of
the deceased leader, and hence to establishing through inscription the perma-
nence of the deceased as “a beautiful book” and “a land of innocence.” In other
words, the poem proves what Suzanne P. Stetkevych describes as “the permanence
of the individual which is of the essence, however, not his individuality.”42

Qabbmnl cannot totally dislodge his poetics from the elegiac tradition. His
emotions of loss and frustration need to preserve memory through a poem
that must ensure permanence. Between the elegized and the poem, there is a
bond of survival. The permanence of each depends on the attributes of both,
and hence the poem borrows from tradition the celebration of the dead as
beyond the reach of time. As denial of death involves the elegy in a sharp
paradox, there is a need to invoke permanence through analogy. As Suzanne
P. Stetkevych notices, ancient poets used to draw on comparison to enhance
memory. One may add, by magnifying the dead, they allow their unbelief a
rhetorical outlet. Hence Zuhayr Ibn Abl Sulmm expresses surprise, for “The
stars still shine on high, / And the ground is still firm beneath the foot” (Ibid.
170). Hence, Qabbmnl says:

Mountain of pride, we’ve killed you,
the last oil lamp who could have lit
our winter nights, we’ve killed you
with both of our hands and blamed it
on fate!

(Ibid. 155)

This attempt at reclamation from death and obliteration aggrandizes the
deceased, while it simultaneously buttresses the reciprocity and bond
between the mountain of pride and the poem. The interchange between the
two elevates the poem to the celebrated national register, and the fusion is
complete. The leader’s career and thought becomes the poet’s as much as the
poem becomes the leader’s discourse of fertility and regeneration:

Abu Khalid,43 the poem you were
made ink sprout leaves,
Where did you go, horseman of dreams?
What good is any race when the steed is dead?
All myths died with your death;
Sheherezad (sic) committed suicide . . .

(Ibid. 156)
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Qabbmnl’s poem is one of negotiation among a number of registers and poetics.
While it shares a purpose with tradition, its sites of frustration, anger, and
need for celebration of ideals and aspirations situate it within a large poetic
corpus of anxieties and subtle reliance on an Arab poetic legacy. Issues of
nation, state, politics, national discourse, and belief, are recalled and criticized
or celebrated. Self-flagellation is there, too, in line with a poetic that has been
growing since 1967. Another of Qabbmnl’s poems, “Notes on the Book of
Defeat,” expresses the opposition to the nation-state, its totalitarianism and
oppression, as perpetuators “have been walled in from / mankind’s cause
and voice” (Ibid. 18). There is no more faith in the superimposed myths of
regeneration and fertility, despite the celebration of the Nasserite discourse of
Arab rebirth. In the poem there is no more faith in the nation-state, and no
more trust in its apparatus. On the other hand, poetic lamentation addresses
a scene, and carries the scars and wounds of a generation of poets who felt a
considerable sense of betrayal, not only by the nation-state, but also by the
so-called democracies, the Western ideals that have been propelling the
modernist impulse for a long time since the revivalist movement.

Amid a scene of such complexity, with no hope for a good and decent life,
a poetic of exile, alienation, disappointment, and loss finds its sparks in a
personal moment of love, Sufi epiphanies, and engagements with forebears and
counterparts elsewhere. Even the traditional erotic opening is displaced by
urgency, for as the Palestinian poet Ma.mnd Darwlsh says in his “Rubm‘iymt” of
national celebration, memory fades and recollections are replaced by the new
reality of war, resistance, and defiance: “I seem to remember horsemen and a
Bedouin Leila / and herders milking the she-camels in westerly light,” but such
recollections are passing away. Addressing his homeland, he feels more com-
mitted to the present, not to the past: “My country! The Age of Ignorance
brings no nostalgia / since my tomorrow is more beautiful than my today or
yesterday.”44 With a hope as defined by will and desire against heavy odds and
cruel facts on the ground, we may expect more nostalgia for the past, however.
Textual locations emerge as homelands, and identities are forged through
dialogic habitats, whereby multiple voicing and semiotic densities give the new
poem a character of its own. Treading into a world of neoimperialist politics of
violence, a weak nation-state, an arena of double standards and failures, the
modernist poetic is an in-between space. While the demands of postmodernity
lead to more experimentation with an outcome of fragmented sensibility, the
celebrated postcolonial awareness is trapped into a further need for an ongo-
ing investigation of, and challenge to, the overriding neoconservative strat-
egy as it reaches every corner of the globe. At these thresholds, Arabic poetry
has accumulated a large corpus that also makes new demands on readers
and critics. Its issues, concerns, and experimentation are no longer formulary
or placid. Nor are they as polemical as the early pioneers’ recapitulations.
Between these anxieties and past legacies, poetry evolves as dynamically
involved in the making of life and culture in the Arabic speaking world.
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